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ABSTRACT 

A study based on a perception of nursing as a socially prescribed 

service, initiated and developed to assist a society to care for members 

with some inability to maintain self-care. It is argued that, to fulfil 

its purpose, nursing has an ongoing need to identify and adapt to the 

changing social realities of a society. 'Social realities' have been 

defined as the actual conditions, pressures, disabilities and abilities, 

limitations and resources that exist in the lifespace of people and form 

the environment within which nursing practises. 

A system approach was adopted since it provides for the identifica

tion as well as the solution of problems. As a first step a theoretical 

framework, the 'triadic nursing model' was developed to delineate the 

key issues nursing h~s to contend with in contemporary societies. Next, 

from the operative component of the triadic nursing model an educational 

tool, with a system approach, named the 'curriculum relevancy process' 

(CRI') was develope d. 

CRE, defined as an information-seeking, problem solving, and eval

uative process, has three phases. Only the first or information-seeking 

phase of CRP has been acth·ated, and, moreover, further elaborated to 

form an information system or process . 

Two main activities were undertaken to gain information about 

contemporary social realities and resultant disorders. To define the 

social context in which nursing practises an examination was made of: 

dominant trends and problems; 

the effects of contemporary social realities on social institutions, 

particularly the family; 

changing patterns of ill-health; 

the management of technology; and the clarification of values in an 

age of degenerative and man-made disease. 
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From this review it was noted that major issues of today included 

the problems of rapid and persistent change, and its effects on social 

institutions and individuals. As well, diseases associated with increas 

ing urb anisation , industrial and t echnological developments, mobile popu

lations, and the hazards of pollution were found to be prominent, The 

rapidly escal at ing costs of health care was also emphasised, and the 

need to clarify values in order to make optimal choices in the use of 

available resources. The need for individuals, groups, and societies to 

have their self-care abilities promoted was also stressed. 

The second, and more specific activity, was the use of the inform

ation system to focus on the social context in which nursing functions 

in NZ. For this purpose, information was sought from both voluntary 

and official sources, The need for broader information about a society's 

socio-health and nursing needs and problems has been stressed as a basic 

requirement for maximizing curricular choices. Particular emphas is has 

been given to the collection of information from the 'mass media' since 

it provides perceptions of socio-health needs closer to the grass-roots 

of society. 

Characteristics of data collected from the mass media show2d that 

33% of items were related to specific health problems, Problems of 

most concern were alcoholism, mental ill-health, ina dequate health care 

knowledge, chronic disorders associated with genetic, pathological, and 

traumatic incidents, drug addiction, and increasing sexually transmitted 

disease. 

Twenty-six percent of items related to family issues including 

delinquency in children and adolescents, stres s due to psychosocio

economic issues, children-at-risk through abuse, accidents, and marital 

issues, assaults in the family, and stress due to weakened kinship ties 

and communication problems. 
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Twenty-eight and one half %of item:; affected the community in 

general. Over 52% of this class related to some concern about inadequate 

and/or inappropriate health services. Alienation, reduced social 

exchange, particularly for the elderly, and suicide incidents were also 

of considerable concern. 

Twelve and one half%ofitems dealt with environmental problems such 

as exploitation of natural resources, industrial/technological hazards, 

traffic congestion and accidents. 

Based on the priority of socio-health needs shown above relevant 

curricula for NZ nurses would be concerned with: 

the degenerative disorders of an ageing population in an increasing\J 

industrial society; 

behavioural disorders such as alcoholism, drug dependency, smoking, 

wrong dietary hahits, and trauma associated with behavioural and 

other 'life-si~le disease'; 

the problems of the basic social unit, the family; 

the care of the frail elderly; 

the physically/mentally disabled ( genetic and pathological). 

and the changing social patterns of relationships. 

For the consumers of n11rsing curricula - clients, students, and 

society-one implication drawn is that there is urgent need to increase 

the level of responsibility for health care. And amongst the reco'CilI!lend

ations it is stressed that, as the us e of the 'self' in relating to and 

caring for others is so vital, the development of good interpersonal 

skills is essential. 
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GLOSSARY 

BROKER'S SERVICE 

This refers to available sources of information from which data 

can be obtained on request. 

CENTRAL PLACE 

This term refers to those factors which are central or dominant 

in the lifespace and wellbeing of an individual, group, or society. 

The dimensions of tentral place' differ depending on whether it is used 

for an individual or individuals collectively. The difference is 

described in the text (seep. 16). 

CRITERIA OF VALUE 

These are criteria related to the making of judgements that 

necessarily accompany the selection of actions in nursing and curricular 

development. For instance, as emphasised in the text, when making 

curricular choices one has to judge the relevance of alternative choices 

to the act1.{al health and nursing needs and problems of a society. 

CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL REALITIES 

The most prevalent conditions or state of order and disorder 

found in a society. 

CURRICULUM 

This term refers to the organisation, content, and learning 

experiences selected to assist with human development in a specific 

field of learning, and to bring about changes in behaviour. In this 

context, the curriculum is planned and developed to bring about changes 

in behaviour in nursing students. It is designed to enable them to 

develop desirable nursing skills appropriate to a society's requirements 

for health and nursing care. 

CURRICULUM RELEVANCY PROCESS 

This is a specific adaptation of the 'integrative process' 

designed to focus directly on the interrelationship between curricular 

choices and the socio-health and nursing needs and problems of a society. 

It can be described as an information-seeking, problem-solving and 

evaluative process. 
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INFORMATION SYSTEM (PROCESS) 

This is an elaboration of the first phase of the 'curriculum 

relevancy process'. It is designed for the systemat i c collection, analysis, 

and interpretation of information for, in this instance, the purposes of 

nursing education. 

OFFICIAL (FORMAL) AGENCIES 

These are governmental (or government related), have legal health 

responsibilities (government or professional) and, mainly, are tax

supported. 

INTEGRATIVE PROCESS 

This is a problem-solving, evaluative, and decision-making process 

designed to draw together all relevant variables . involved in the provision 

of nursing care appropriate to a society's needs. 

MASS MEDIA 

This is used to refer, in general, to large scale popular forms 

of communication such as radio, television, cinema, press, periodi~als, 

and records. In this thesis its use is confined, mainly, to the press, 

radio and television. 

NEED 

The measurable discrepancy (or gap) between outcomes and desired 

or required outcomes (Kaufman, 1976). 

SOCIALLY PRESCRIBED SERVICE 

This term is used to refer to the nature of nursing. Nursing is 

perceived to be a social institution initiated and d eveloped by a society's 

need to care for those of its members with some inability to maintain 

self-care. 

SOCIAL REALITIES 

The actual conditions, pressures, disabilities and abilities, 

limitations and resources that exist in the lifespace of people and form the 

environment within which nursing functions. 

SOCIO-HEALTH DISORDERS 

This term is used to refer to any loss of balance or adaptation that 

an individual experiences within and between himself and his total 

environment. In recognition . that the genesis of ill-health lies in the 

realities of social life, the concept of 'socio-health' is preferred to 

a separate defining of disorders as, primarily, 'social' or 'health'. 
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SYSTEM APPROACH 

As defined by Kaufman (1974), this is a process by which needs 

are identified, problems selected, requirements for problem solution are 

identified, solutions are chosen from alternatives, methods and means 

are obtained and implemented, results are evaluated, and required 

revisions to all or part of the system are made so that the needs are 

eliminated. 

SYSTEMS APPROACH 

This is closely allied to the concept 'system approach', and is 

commonly described as a tool for selection of optimal alternative 

actions based on resource costs and benefits within an area of 

uncertainty. 

Note The main distinction between a 'system' and a 'systems' 

approach is that the latter commences with a number of assumptions and 

then goes forward to include the actual selection of methods-means. But 

the various tools or models inclusive in a 'system approach', are 

(Kaufman, 1976) planning tools which first identify needs and then 

delineate requirements, along with a determination of possible methods

means, including feasibility studies to assess the likely outcomes of 

alternative solutions. 

VOLUNTARY (INFORMAL AGENCIES) 

These are non-governmental, that is, not part of government struct

ure, are not responsible for carrying out health laws, and are supported 

by voluntary contributions. Some voluntary agencies, of course, work in 

conjunction with governmental agencies, may receive some governmental 

support, and, according to their purpose, may have to maintain standards 

set by health laws. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION: FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

NEED AND BACKGROUND FOR THE STUDY 

The argument presented in this thesis is particularly concerned 

with the need for nursing to identify and adapt to changing 'social 

realities' in order to remain a viable and relevant social institution. 

As a general concept, social realities are defined here as the commonalit

ies of human life and experience shared by all humanity though with varying 

emphasis according to all the characteristics of a society. Common to all 

societies in this latter part of the 20TH Century are the problems 

associated with rapid and continuous change. Although continuous and 

widespread social change is not a new phenomenon the rapidity with which 

change presently occurs poses many problems for society. 

A major problem for nursing is the maintenance of relevance in 

nursing curricula in order to prepare oncoming nurses with skills pertinent 

to a society's needs. There is a growing awareness among nurses that 

nursing has come to another turning point in its history which requires 

some radical reshaping of its services and education. In company with 

other social institutions - and education is a good case in point at 

present - nursing is experiencing a sense of urgency about the need to 

clarify and update the ways through which it mediates its purpose. 

Essentially, nursing's purpose throughout history has been 

simply to assist a society to care for those members with some inability 

to maintain self-care. From some obscure beginning when neighbourly 

responses were first made to human need to the skilled profession of today 

this remains nursing's basic purpose. Henderson (1978) provides an 

elaboration of the above definition :when she states that the universal 

factor in nursing is providing care throughout the day with any essential 
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activity that individuals cannot manage with their own strength, 

knowledge, or will. 

Seers (1979) comments that nursing today is too fluid, dynamic, 

and responsive to changing needs to be pinned down by a single definition. 

But one needs to distinguish between nursing's purpose and the various 

roles through which it is expressed. Nursing's roles do vary according 

to social requirements for nursing assistance, but the essential purpose 

stays unchanged. 

Nevertheless, there is a need for nursing to be flexible, dynamic 

and responsive to changing social needs in ways appropriate to the socio

cultural context in which it is practised. Moreover, as the realitites 

of social life form the environment in which nursing practises, a contin

uous updating of information about the 'social realities' must form the 

basis for changes made in nursing practice and nursing education. 

Since the genesis of ill-health lies in the realities of social 

life it is in the community that nursing needs to commence its efforts to 

p romote health, and to prevent, cure, or relieve ill-health. As a socially 

prescribed function arising from a society's needs for health and nursing 

care, nursing activities should always be expressed in terms of social 

and community needs. The 'social realities' and resultant outcomes provide 

the best determinants for nursing policy at central, regional, and local 

levels. In addition, a society's perceptions of its socio-health needs 

should be ascertained. Although nursing does show an increased responsive

ness to the health and nursing needs of a society, it has yet to give 

society an effective degree of participation in the selection of health and 

nursing services provided. 

Many new demands are placed on nurses due to 'contemporary social 

realities', which can be described as the most prevalent conditions or 

states of order and disorder in a society. One response has been an 
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expansion and diversity of nursing roles. The predominant theme of the 

1970's has been nursing in the community, with the community, and within 

an ever expanding health team (Donaghue, 1975). At the same time 

advances in medical technology have required specialist preparations for 

nurses to become proficient in very skilled technical roles. Nursing 

expertise in both areas is reliant upon nurses with an aptitude for 

...urking autonomously and as team members. 

A distillation of experiences in diverse socio-cultural 

environments, impressions gained from the reporting of the mass media, and 

the solutions advocated in current literature suggest that, in response 

to the many demands placed on nurses by contemporary social realities, 

certain issues hold priority for nursing education. As these issues form 

part of the background for the argument advanced in this thesis they 

warrant a brief mention at this point. 

The first issue is related to policies for the organisation of 

nursing education. Nursing education requires an organisationalstructure 

that can be adapted readily to changing conditions. In addition, the 

current 'knowledge explosion' means that no basic course can supply what 

a nurse will need to know for skilled performance throughout a lifetime 

career. As a consequence, continuing education must be planned with an 

overall organisation of nursing education programmes. Further, re-entry 

must also be provided for those who have had a period of interruption. 

(Abdellah et al., 1973; Briggs, 1972; Cooper & Hornback, 1973; Katz & 

Fulop, 1978; Harre, 1976; Hastings & Murray, 1976; CERI, 1975; Steele, 

1978; Toffler, 1974; and Warcaba, 1976). 

A second issue is the need to ensure that curricular choices 

are optimal for student learning outcomes in relation to the social 

context in which they will practise. A 'person-centred' curriculum with 

a problem-saving approach is thought to be the most appropriate one. 
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(Abdellah et al., 1973; Clark, 1978; Conley, 1973; ICN, 1974; Jacobs, 

1976; Longway, 1972; Simms & Lindberg, 1978; Toffler, 1974; William

son, 1976; and Woolley, 1974). 

Another issue of importance is the location of learning 

experiences. As the genesis of ill-health is in the community the 

primary location of learning should be in the community, and the 

concentration of learning experiences in health care institutions modified 

(Katz & Felton, 1965; Abel-Leiserson, 1978; CERI, 1975; Dawson & 

Doornkamp, 1973; Hastings & Murray, 1976; Milio, 1975; Skeet & Elliot, 

1978). 

Then, in an increasingly complex society, the development of the 

'nurse person' (to use Simms & Lindberg's term, 1978) is especially 

important. Students' learning experiences must, therefore, enable them to 

acquire a positive self-regard, and an ability to use the 'self' more 

effectively in personal relationships (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Burgess, 

1978; Flaskerud et al., 1979; Maclean, 1974; Orlando, 1961; Reilly, 

1978; Rogers, c., 1971; Schneider, 1979; and Simms & Lindberg, 1978). 

A further important issue relates to identification of the skills 

required in oncoming nurses to enable them to cope with current socio

health disabilities. To define a society's or client's nursing requirements, 

to outline alternative solutions, and to persuade other to collaborate and/ 

or participate for optimal outcomes can be seen to require problem-solving, 

deciding, communicative, and affective skills. 

Priority must also be given to the preparation of oncoming 

· nurses who are able to practise autonomously, accept responsibility for 

the decisions they make, and can participate in shared, collaborative health 

team activities (Clark, 1978; Claus & Bailey, 1977; Donaghue, 1975; 

Johnson, 1968; Peterson, 1973; Purtillo, 1973; and Orem, 1971). 

As well, the acquisition of coping strategies to manage change 
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and uncertainty, and to be able to make judgements of value as well as 

of skills is essential (Auld, 1979; Glover, 1978; Peplau, 1977; 

Reilly, 1978; Simms & Lindberg, 1978; Steele & Harmon, 1979; and 

Toffler, 1974). 

Finally, to remain relevant to the foremost social realities, 

there is an obvious need for nursing education to formulate curriculum 

processes that continually update information about the social realities. 

And, subsequently, to use the information as a basis for curricular 

choices, and to amend or enlarge curricula as necessary. 

In brief,it can be said that the resilience of nursing to keep 

on initiating effective systems of nursing care, appropriate to the social 

context, is dependent on the preparation on oncoming nurses who can apply 

knowledge and skills to different clients and situations. The self

growth and maturity of the nurse is believed to be vital if nursing 

curricula are to have successful outcomes. 

Nursing has also to consider whether its philosophy of action, 

arrl its values, are relevant to a society's condition. There is a need 

to ask not only what should the nurse know but what kind of a person she 

should be to be acceptable to a society and to practise effectively. 

Reflection upon contemporary needs for nursing care led to this 

study of the relevance of nursing education to to social realities that 

confront societies today. It is clear that nursing roles will continue to 

change as social requirements for nursing assistance alter over time. 

Ongoing knowledge about the 'social realities' and resultant outcomes is 

seen to be essential for any changes made in nursing education to be 

relevant to a society's socio-health and nursing needs. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

This thesis focuses on the problem of maintaining relevancy in 

nursing curricula in relation to the social realities confronting 

societies in a time of rapid and persistent change. It is particularly 

concerned with the problem of preparing oncoming nurses with skills 

relevant to the social context in which they will practice. 

The basic questions asked in this thesis are: 

1. how can nursing maintain a close relationship between the social 

realities of a society and the decisions made in curriculum 

developnent and planning; 

2. what is the best method(s) for the identification and documentation 

of the dominant social realities and resultant socio-health and 

nursing needs and problems; 

3. what nursing skills are desirable in oncoming nurses; and 

4. after evaluation of nursing curricula, particularly of their relevance 

to the social context in which nursing is practised, what changes are 

required for problem(s) solution? 

APPROACH TO THE STUDY 

What Kaufman (1976) calls a useful educational tool, a 'system 

approach', has been adopted fv~-\1.-i~ study since it provides for the 

identification as well as the solution of problems. (Definitions of the 

concepts 'system' and 'systems' approach, and the distinction between the 

two can be found in the glossary.) As will be apparent later, the 

identification and documentation of socio-health and nursing needs and 

problems is placed first in the development of relevant curricula. In the 

last ten to twenty years, it has been increasingly recognised that there 

is a marked discrepancy between desirable and actual health and nursing 
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It is believed that a 'system approach' helps to reduce this 

discrepancy since it uses from the start a process that identifies and 

then plans to meet documented needs. It is true, as Kaufman (1976) 
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points out, that such an approach can be arbitrary and mechanistic. But 

a toorough appraisal of socio-health and nursing needs, as the first step 

in curriculum develoµnent, has a humanizing effect and avoids such faults. 

It also avoids the error of simply trying to find more effective ways of 

maintaining present nursing services and educational strategies. 

There are a number of 'system approach' tools currently available 

to promote, and evaluate, educational processes and outcomes. Grouped by 

Kaufman (1976) into three main types, they include: 

1. the 'descriptive mode', which seeks for some understanding of the 

realities around one and then describes them for possible use; 

2. the 'solution-implementation mode', whi ch assists one to find and use 

the best strategies to achieve obje_ctives, always assuming, of course, 

that the objectives are valid; and 

3. the 'design-process mode', which integrates the first two modes and 

attempts to develop a more holistic approach. Each of the three modes, 

oowever, is valid according to what one hopes to achieve. 

CURRICULUM RELEVANCY PROCESS 

An educational tool, with a system approach (see figure 3.5., 

p 47), has been developed specifically for this study of the social 

context and the relevance of nursing curricula. Named the 'curriculum 

relevancy process' (CRP) it is discussed, in detail, in chapters three 

and four. But, in brief, it is defined here as an educational tool that 

enables all the components involved in curriculum developnent and 

evaluation to be identified, and problem(s) solutions determined. 
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CRP belongs to the group of system approach models classified as 'design

process mode', and provides for all the steps necessary: 

1. to identify and document the for.emost. 'social realities' and resultant 

social disorders; 

2. for evaluation of the relevance and effectiveness of nursing curricula 

and their outcomes; and 

3. to determine the requirements for problem(s) solution and the making 

of optimal curricular choices, based on feasibility studies. 

Basically, like all system approach tools, it provides for the 

independent and interdependent functioning of all components, so that 

problem solution is based on documented need. Through the identification 

of needs, the selection of dominant socio-health and nursing problems, 

and the choice of optimal problem solution, changes can be made to nursing 

curricula to eliminate irrelevant and ineffective curricular strategies. 

The use of a 'system approach' is believed to increase the 

likelihood of achieving planned change as it requires a thorough assess

ment of needs as a first step. It is a demanding approach, as is evident 

later in the thesis, but its results justify the demands it makes. 

Through its use the efforts made, and the use of resources, are more 

responsive to actual need. 

To validate the approach taken requires that all the 

activities delineated in CRP (see figure 3.5., p, 47) are undertaken. But 

as this requires resources beyond the limits of this thesis and, in fact, 

would require a team effort, only the first stage of CRP is made operat

ional. Even so, the use of a system approach, with a tool such as CRP, 

is considered essential if nursing is to fulfil its social purpose. 

Later in the thesis the social context in which nursing practises 

is examined at some length, since it is from the social context that the 

information required for optimal curricular choices is to be obtained. 
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Moreover, a specific application of the first phase of CRP is made to 

identify and document the foremost socio-health disorders experienced by 

New Zealand society during 1079. 

This demonstrates, in part, the validity of the approach taken, 

but an important long-term goal, for later study, is to relate the 

findings obtained from defining the social context of a society to the 

characteristics and outcomes of nursing curricula. 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

1. To develop a way of achieving a closer relationship between the 

social realities of a society and the choices made in curriculum 

development and planing. 

2. To identify the dominant 'social realities' and resultant socio

health disorders in order to determine broad and specific curriculum 

objectives for nursing curricula. 

3. To determine criteria of value, such as the criteria of relevance 

and flexibility, to assist in the making of optimal curricula choices. 

Values are implicit in the very nature of nursing but they need to be 

articulated. 

BASIC POSITION UNDERLYING THE STUDY 

In keeping with the perception of nursing as a socially 

prescribed institution the basic position held is that, for optimal out

comes, curricular cooices must be relevant to the social context of a 

society. In regard to this basic position it is believed, therefore, that: 

1. nursing is a socially prescribed service fulfilled through autonomous 

nursing action, through shared collaborative action, and through 

assistive or dependent action on behalf of others; 

2. the disorders associated with the social realities vary according to 



socio-economic and cultural characteristics, and require, therefore, 

continuing updating by the systematic capture of information; 
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3. the social realities of communities and resultant disorders and 

commonalities provide the most appropriate determinants for curricular 

choices; 

4. for each individual there is a particular priority of needs, and, 

consequently, the planning and giving of nursing care should be 'person

centred' and not 'task-centred'; 

5. nursing is a process and should be planned systematically with an 

iterative feedback that provides for modification of care as a society's 

or individual's condition alters; 

6. to bea'nurse' involves more than the concept of 'nursing' implies, and, 

therefore, that a nurse needs certain qualities of mind, of person, 

and of purpose as well as cognitive and technical skills; 

7. for a student to develop the qualities inherent in the concept 'nurse' 

the learning climate must be one of mutual trust, support, acceptance, 

respect, and positive warm regard; 

8. the teaching/learning strategies for nursing students should facilitate 

the growth of sensitive, adaptive, autonomous, innovative responses to 

human need; 

9. nurses must be prepared to function effectively both within a team and 

independently; and 

10. the capacity to accept role ambiguity and uncertainty, associated with 

changing conditions and needs, is both nursing's most singular quality 

and challenge. 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY 

A theoretical framework, underpinning the approach and position 

taken in this thesis, is discussed fully in chapter two. Called the 
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'triadic nursing model' (see figure 2.1., p 15) it is designed to aid 

curriculum construction. Based on a perception of nursing as a socially 

prescribed institution, initiated and developed by societies for the care 

of those members with some inability to maintain self-care, it consists of 

three main structural components. 

In conjunction,they bind together all the issues implicit in the 

nature of nursing and its purpose, and in the strategies required to 

ensure that nursing curricula are relevant to the social context. The 

structural components of the 'triadic nursing model' are termed: 

1. a 'socially prescribed service'; 

2. the 'central place' of an individual, group, or society; and 

3. an ~ntegrative process'. 

Through using theoretical frameworks, such as the 'triadic 

nursing model', as a basis for curriculum construction all the relevant 

factors can be clearly delineated, and the relationships between them 

grasped. The real promise for bringing abo~t effective change in nursing 

is seen to rest in the recognition of nursing as a 'socially prescribed 

service'. As a sequence to that recognition, nursing has then to develop 

strategies for a continuing understanding of the 'central place' of an 

individual or for individuals collectively. The third component of the 

triadic nursing model, from which an educational tool with a system 

approach, the 'curriculum relevancy process', is developed, provides one 

such strategy. 

By emphasising the nature of nursing as a socially prescribed 

service one establishes a basis for optimal curricular choices. On this 

basis, decision-making in nursing education commences with a thorough 

appraisal of the social realities of a society. And, subsequently, with 

an assessment of a society's requirements for health and nursing care. 
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ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY 

This thesis is concerned with the relevance of nursing educat

ion to the social realities of contemporary societies. Chapter one has 

formulated the problem and provided an introduction to the main issues 

dealt with in the thesis. Chapter two discusses a theoretical framework 

which is designed specifically as a basis for curriculum construction. 

Chapter three, after an initial discussion of the use of conceptual 

frameworks in nursing education, describes CRP. In chapter four, the 

first phase of CRP, concerned with the gathering, analysis, and inter

pretation of information, is further elaborated. In chapter five an 

extensive review of contemporary social realities is made in order to 

define the social context in which nursing practices. Divided into five 

main section it examines: 

1. contemporary social realities - trends and problems; 

2. social institutions - contemporary social realities; 

3. social realities - changing patterns of disease; 

4. social realities - the management of technology; and 

5. clarifying values in an "Age of Degenerative and Man-Made Disease'. 

Chapter six gives an account of the application of an information 

system to the social realities of New Zealand (NZ) society. Chapter 

seven reports on the characteristics of the information collected. In 

chapter eight, the final chapter, the summary, conclusions, implications, 

and recommendations for nursing education are presented. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEORECTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY 

Along with the professional growth of nursing in the last 40 -

50 years there has been a steady advance in the developnent of nursing 

theory and knowledge. But there is still considerable argument about the 

nature of, and the need for, nursing theory and knowledge. What nurses 

primarily do for the sick are largely what would be done by women in the 

home. And, Pe~lau (1974) notes, this is one reason why society is seen to 

question the need for nursing to be an academic discipline. 

One of the best contributions for clarifying the nature of 

nursing knowledge has been that of Johnson (1959, 1975, 1968 and 1974). 

In an analysis of the nature of the knowledge required by nursing Johnson 

(1968) describes it as consisting of three parts, viz.: 

1. knowledge of order, which could be interpreted as 'wholeness' - of man 

as an organised and integrated whole; 

2. knowledge of disorder, which provides the means to recognize it or its 

potentiality; and 

3. knowledge of control, which provides the means to either prevent 

disorder or to convert disorder into order. Knowledge of control can 

be better interpreted as 'caring' and 'curing' activities. 

It is within the area of disorder that Johnson (1968) believes 

nursing should establish its own theory. In addition, nursing must ask 

which of the possible classes of disorders is its primary concern. Is it 

biological, psych::>logical, or social disorders, or selected classes of 

disorders? What is seen as unique to nursing, however, is the way in which 

nursing knowledge is applied to ease stress and to assist recovery of 

behavioural stability. 

Although different conceptual frameworks have been used by nurse 

theorists to determine the nature of nursing, they are, basically, centred 
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on the effects of illness and wellness in daily life (King, 1971; Norris, 

1964; Orem, 1971; Orlando, 1961; ~ogers, M., 1970; and Roy, 1976). 

In general, the genesis of socio-health and nursing needs and problems in 

the social realities of a society is only briefly discussed. Although it 

has been acknowledged, or implied, from an early period in nursing. 

Longway (1972) provides examples, from the writings of Fenwick 

and Dock, of an early recognition that socio-health disorders have their 

genesis in the social realities of a society. Fenwick described the work 

of nursing as one of humanity all the world over, and in 1909 Dock stated 

that the International Council of Nurses (ICN) desired the full develop

ment of the human being and citizen in every nurse so that her professional 

knowledge and skill could be applied to the many needs of modern society. 

At the same time, Fenwick noted that nursing in the future will not be 

restricted to a few years in hospital with a restricted area of influence, 

but, under a more comprehensive curriculum defined by state authority, 

will have a specific value to the community. 

Recognition of the need for more comprehensive and relevant 

curricula has, as noted already, resulted in the construction of theoret

ical frameworks to guide practice. Developing a theoretical framework for 

nursing, Pervin (1975) comments, is an economical device for binding 

together many facts. Chin (1961) describes it more graphically by using 

the term 'mind-holds' for the models practitioners use to manage and 

co-ordinate 1_ the components of practice. 

As a basis for the argument presented in this thesis, a theoret

ical framework, composed of three 'mind-holds' has been formulated to 

manage and co-ordinate the components of nursing practice and nursing 

education. Collectively they form a model (introduced briefly in chapter 

one) which is called the 'triadic nursing model' . (see figure 2 .1., p 15). 
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TRIADIC NURSING MODEL 

The 'triadic nursing model' (TNM) is formed by three 'mind

holds' or structural components which, on elaboration, display the 

dimensions implicit in nursing. In keeping with the primary focus of 

concern in this thesis, the first mind-hold draws together all that is 

implied in a perception of nursing as a social institution. Since nursing 

has been initiated and developed by collective and individual need for 

assistance with some aspect of self-care, the first mind-hold is termed 

a 'socially prescribed service'. 

The second mind-hold, termed the 'central place' is used in 

reference to those factors which are central or dominant in the lifespace 

and wellbeing of an individual, group, or society. The concept, of course 

has different dimensions depending as to whether it is used for an 

individual or for individuals collectively. For a society, central or 

dominant issues are influenced by the socio-cultural determinants which 

primarily motivate a oociety's perception of its needs. But for an 

individual the dimensions of 'central place' relate to a core or fusion 

of psycho-social, mental, and spiritual energies. Together these energies 

form the 'central place' and the developnent of a unique personality 

construct. Behaviour to maintain inner balance and harmony with the 

environment is seen to be the result of activity in the 'central place'. 

The third mind-oold, termed the 'integrative process' is the 

operational tool of the 'triadic nursing model'.It is from the 'integrat

ive process' that a system approach tool to monitor curriculum relevancy 

is developed. Known as the 'curriculum relevancy process' it has been 

described briefly in chapter one, but, in detail, in chapters three and 

four. The function of the 'integrative process' is to maintain relevancy 

between the actions of nursing and the requirements of a society for 
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nursing care. 

To know what educational preparation oncoming nurses require 

it is believed that nursing must first establish what it is that nursing 

is asked to do to satisfy the socio-health and nursing needs of a society. 

The structural components of the triadic nursing model, discussed fully 

below, are focussed on this need. For it is only when one knows what a 

society's nursing requirements are that optimal curricular choices can be 

made. Defining the social context for which nursing curricula are prepared 

provides an insight into health and nursing needs as part of the total 

needs of a society. 

NURSING AS A 'SOCIALLY PRESCRIBED SERVICE' 

The nature of nursing as a social service varies according to 

the socio-cultural determinants of a society at a particular point in its 

life-history. It has been stated already that nursing' s purpose is to 

help society to care for those of its members with some inability to 

maintain self-care. But nursing activities to achieve this purpose differ 

according to societal expectations based on socio-cultural and economic 

factors. 

There are a number of recent studies which pay particular 

attention to the need to relate health services to the socio-cultural and 

economic determinants of a society. In addition, the need to relate 

health services, and the education of health professionals, to the specific 

health needs of people in different locations is stressed. In some of the 

studies the nurse is reported to play a major role in providing more 

accessible and effective health care, in others a much more limited role, 

and in yet others is hardly mentioned (Skeet & Elliott, 1978; King, 1966; 

Storlie, 1970; Newell, 1975; Brockington, 1975; Wostenholme & O'Connor, 

1967; Levin et al., 1977; and Katz & Fulop, 1978). 
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It is clear that the concepts of 'nursing' and 'nurse' conjure 

up very different pictures according to where one lives or what one can 

afford. Storlie (1970) pleads with some passion for nurses to enlarge 

their concern from the hospital sick to the social sick ••• to those who 

are powerless, feeble, old, troubled, alienated, and hopelessly poor. 

"Nursing" she writes, "was born to relieve pain and soften human ills" 

and social institutions must be more involved in the social issues of 

the day if they are to remain relevant to the society they serve. 

Storlie (1970), and Wostenholme & O'Connor (1971), refer to 

Nightingale and the strong social concern which motivated her interest in 

nursing and other social issues such as poverty and oppression. The 

impetus for the developnent of nursing camef~~m the needs of the poor 

and powerless, and the ill. As the founder of modern nursing Nightingale 

waged war on what might be called socio-biological pollution - insanitary 

conditions and lack of basic necessities such as an adequate diet. In 

this second half of the 20TH century a 'Nightingale' would undoubtedly 

wage war against the disorders generated by what Papanek (1971) calls 

'psychosocial pollution', and its potentially destructive effect on 

individual, group, and societal integrity. 

The social ills of poverty and oppression still exist, to a 

varying degree, in most societies, but in the 'global village' (Mead, 

1970) of today the basis of individual and societal wellbeing is most 

seriously impaired by a loss of strong and enduring interrelationships 

and of a unifying belief. The ability to achieve sustained recovery, 

when it is a reasonable expectation, is impaired because too often the 

individual is returned to , or remains in, an overall environment which 

lacks meaning and a sense of belonging and togetherness with others. 

To help restore individual and societal integrity . is a major 

task for nursing today, as it adjusts to the needs of the time. It 
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involves coping with environmental _pollution - physical, biological and 

psychosocial - as well as an understanding of health, illness, and the 

nature of nursing care. It also has to be undertaken in a rapidly chang

ing era in which universally rising demands and needs have to be res_ponded 

to with a finite amount of resources which are generally unequally distrib

uted between and within societies. 

To fulfil its social pur_pose nursing, in company with other 

health arrl health related professions, must continually update its 

information about the physical and psychosocial hazards that confront 

societies today. Lambe (1967) is emphatic that any realistic attempt to 

assess the health of people must include identifying, describing and 

assessing the effect of behavioural disorders on a society as a whole. 

Nursing has also to take account of the effects that societal attitudes 

and conditions have on the individual . Consequently, effective nursing 

practice must be based on an understanding of all the factors in the 

environment that influence .the health status of an individual and a 

society. Figure 2.2~ depicts the com_ponents in the environment which are 

interdependent arrl the basis of health in the individual and society. 

As a 'socially prescribed service' nursing is necessarily 

involved in the complex social issues existent in most societies today. 

It has to develop more understanding of all the interdependent com_ponents 

in the human environment that affect the health of people. 

Since the nature of nursing as a 'socially prescribed service' 

has too many dimensions to be fully dealt with here, this section of the 

triadic nursing model (TNM) will conclude with a brief look at some of the 

more im_portant concepts with which it is concerned. The way these concepts 

are understood influences the sensitivity and res_ponse of nursing to a 

society's requirements for socio-health and nursing care. 

~ r , ').O 
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'Health' 

There are many definitions of health, but the essential meaning 

of most is related to the degree with which an individual can effectively 

adapt to the total environment and function autonomously in healthy 

interrelationships with other members of his society. In this sense, as 

Vickers (1965) notes, health is a norm not to be attained once and for all 

but necessitating continuous renewal and adaptation. Vickers (1965) 

also comments that few would disagree with the WHO definition of health 

as a form of individual excellence, but wonders who can define for each 

person his state of individual excellence. What is needed, he suggests, 

is a concept of health that allows for the individual's ability to cope 

with societal pressures without breakdown. 

Health can also be described as a quality of wholenes~of life 

as evolving at a satisfying level in physical, psychosocial, and spirit

ual dimensions, arrl with adequate capacity to adapt to the changes that 

occur with each stage of developemnt. The heal th of individuals is 

interdependent with those who are close to them and those who are 

remote. They are also affected by the cooices made by the polity and 

other social institutions in their society. Health, therefore, requires 

the co-operation of all sectors of a society. Figure 2. 3. (p 22) is a 

flow diagram which depicts the various sectors required to co-operate 

to maintain irrlividual and societal health. 

Finally, Meads description of the Navaho's conception of health 

(as quoted by Wilson, 1975, p.6), is given since it is a ' sirnple, but 

comprehensive viewpoint of health. 

"For the Navaho health is symptomatic of a correct 
relationship between man and his environment, the 
world around him, and his fellow man. It is assoc
iated with good, blessing, ~nd beauty ••• all that is 
positively valued in life. Illness, on the other 
hand, bears evidence that one has fallen out of this 
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delicate balance ..•• " 

'Disease' 

The concept of disease is used here, in a generic sense, to 

refer to any loss of the 'delicate balance' the Navaho perceives an 

individual to have within and between himself and his total environment. 

Francis (1965) expresses a similar view when he notes that disease is a 

reaction to a stress which extends beyond the bounds of individual reserve 

and adaptability - and this can be extended to refer to a group or a 

society. 

Disease can also be defined as a diminishing quality of life, 

a lack of wholeness or integrity, a loss of values: a developing, 

destructive process with external and internal causations as dep icted in 

figure 2.4. (p 24). A systems approach would see it in relation to 

intrapersonal and interpersonal conflict as well as in relation to physical 

disease and trauma. 

One way of avoiding the health/disease or health/illness dichotomy 

is to make use of Cornillot's concept of 'relative health'. Cornillot 

(1975) perceives 'relative health' to be a condition of equilibrium which 

moves towards or away from a level of peak wellness. The value of such a 

flexible concept is that it covers a condition of being which is in a 

constant state of adaptation. Further, it also allows for socio-cultural 

differences and the subsequent perceptions of health and disease/illness 

that a society may hold. 

'Nursing Care' 

Nursing care is a response to the needs and demands of individ

uals and societies with their health/nursing problems. Nursing as a 

'social service' has been discussed, but the characteristics of nursing 
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care need further description. 

Nursing care is perceived to be a compassionate, caring, creat

ive, conserving activity. The precise nature of care will vary according 

to the illness, the individual's coping abilities, and the supports they 

have available to them. Each one's care, therefore, needs individual 

planning, and, to be effective, must involve the person as fully as 

possible in the decisions made on her or his behalf. 

The initial activity must be that of identification of the 

problems that affect the person's ability to maintain health. This 

entails acquiring knowledge of the total environment of the person, at a 

particular point of time, since neither the environment, nor the ability 

to interact with that environment, is constant over time. 

Identification and assistance with health problems requires 

knowledge of the state of what Johnson (1968) calls the 'behavioural 

system' and any imbalance between its sub-systems, viz., affiliation, 

aggression, dependence, achievement, ingestion, elimination, sex, and 

restorative. Nursing care is seen to involve intervention by the nurse, 

to assist in the regulation and control of the sub-systems as necessary, 

in order to promote balance and stability of the entire behavioural 

system. The emphasis for nursing is on the person who is ill and not the 

illness. When the individual's resources or energies are deficient 

nursing care is planned to promote ability to hold, regain, or enhance 

coping strategies and thus recovery. 

Nursing care is applied to gaps in self-care abilities, but must 

be designed to primarily assist the person's movements back toward self

care or management. It is essential that nursing care includes helping 

people to clarify and obtain the health goals that are optimal for them. 

Whatever the nature of the nursing care required there are two 

key qualities which are perceived by both nursing and society to be, a 
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priori, essential for the ordering of the activities engaged in. These 

are the qualities of compassion and competence. 

'Compassion' may be variously described as an activity, a 

process, or a component of value and quality which allows for, meets the 

needs of, and is an essential part of all nursing activities. It is 

defined in the OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY (OED) as fellow-feeling or 

pity for the disabilities of others and the will to be prepared to do 

something about it. 'Competence' is an essential partner to 'compassion' 

for it implies the will to do something about it effectively and with 

sufficient knowledge. To act with 'competence' according to the OED means 

to be 'sufficiently qualified' to provide the requisite care. 

Henderson (1978) stresses that if there is a universal concept 

of nursing it is that of a constant, comforting, intimate service. 

Nursing education must prepare oncoming nurses to provide continuing care 

over twenty four hours. A care that Johnson (1974) found, through 

personal experience, requires to be planned and organised by one nurse 

though administered by several. A nurse from whom the patient may receive 

encouragement, information, skilled assistance, and understanding. And a 

nurse who meets the patient's needs, · for example, for dependency or 

independency as they arise; and who helps to augment the energies of the 

patient as necessary. 

Finally, in relation to nursing care reference can be made to 

Mayeroff's (1971) study 'on caring'. He reminds one that, important as it 

is to have anticipated goals and general aims which contribute direction 

and meaning in the present, it is the process which is primary for it is 

only in the present that one can attend to the other. As Mayeroff notes 

one has to respond to the need which is present, and to act with what one 

has and at the level which one has reached. Oncoming nurses must be 

provided with learning experiences that, while helping them to benefit 
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from past experience, and to plan ahead for direction and achievement of 

optimal goals, prepares them to respond and act according to present 

realities and needs. 

THE CONCEPT OF 'CENTRAL PLACE' 

This is the second of the 'mind-holds' which form the conceptual 

framework for the study. To achieve its social purpose of comforting, 

consoling, and assisting people to overcome or to manage self-care 

deficiencies, nursing care must be formulated around that which is central 

or dominant in an individual's, group's, or society's socio-health status. 

Until the socio-health problems which dominate individual or societal 

concern are recognized and attended to, little sustained progress will be 

achieved in assisting movement toward recovery or enhancement of wellbeing. 

This will involve activities designed to aid adaptation to the external 

environment and adjustment to re-establish or gain internal balance. 

The 'Central Place' of a Society 

For a society the notion of 'central place' has different 

dimensions to that which exist for the individual. Essentially it is 

linked to the perceptions and beliefs a society holds alx>ut survival, unity, 

and order. Further, it is qualified by differing perspectives alx>ut the 

value of the individual in relation to societal groups such as the family, 

and to the entire society itself. 

One could debate, at exhaustive length, the relative placings of 

unity, survival, and order in society. But only one point will be 

stressed here. In the preparation of oncoming nurses there is a universal 

requirement, applicable to all societies, that they learn how to recognize 

what does primarily motivate those they care for. One should explore with, 

and provide learning experiences for students alx>ut the nature of social 
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illness - what Katz (1971) describes as a loss of a society's capacity 

to re-establish its own dynamic balance. Social ills that plague most 

societies today include the incidence of mental and behavioural disord

ers, injuries due to enviromnental pollution and man-made structures, and 

inadequate and unevenly distributed resources and accessible health serv-

ices. 

To determine what is central to a society, and to explore with 

it what adjustments may be needed to ensure social wellbeing for all its 

members, requires interpersonal skills of high quality. The nurse has 

to start by conununicating; listening, gathering and exchanging information, 

and seeking explanations. Further, nursing has to accept that the 

solutions to health problems are interdependent with all aspects of the 

social and physical environment. For example, intestinal infections 

respond to medical aoo nursing care, but, for sustained recovery, 

preventive measures include safe and adequate water supplies, and socially 

responsible attitudes towards disposal of waste. 

In some societies the extended family - a valuable institution 

in most ways - is :the centre of planning, goals, aoo activities. But some 

adaptations are needed to promote wellbeing which may be seriously 

impaired by attitudes aoo habits of those outside of the family. Integrity 

of the extended family necessarily involves mutual planning with all 

relevant others to ensure a safe physical and social enviromnent. In such 

a society the nurse has to act as educator, interpreter, and provoke 

participation in social and self-care activities which benefit the wider 

community as well as the family. 

In contemporary industrial, technological societies the nurse 

has, amongst other roles, to act as a resource person for the lonely, the 

powerless, aoo the inadequate. Providing, treating, teaching self-care, 

and coping strategie_s to deal with change and interrelationships are 
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increasingly important nursing activities. Initiating nursing care 

relevant to contemporary need for assistance with self-care implies the 

need to know what socio-health problems are dominant or central to a 

society. It also implies an active role in society's reappraisal of its 

priorities and values in relation to its total environment and the well

being of its people. 

Furthermore, in reappraisal of its own policies nursing must 

note that the illnesses that prevail are increasingly of a chronic nature 

and require long-term and sustained assistance outside of health institut-

ions. Katz (1971) discusses some of the chronic disorders that have to 

be dealt with at oome, such as rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes, hyperten

sion, coronary disease, and various forms of paralyses. Long-term illness 

in the family places a number of stresses on its members. Support is 

required in different ways and the need for nurses to practice in the 

community grows. 

Sometimes nursing in the community involves giving regular 

physical and psycoosocial support. In other instances it involves 

kIX>wledge of where other official or voluntary assistance may be obtained. 

Finally, the nurse must be able to work with other members of society -

professional and lay - to determine central needs and priorities, and oow 

best to adapt to changing conditions and needs. 

The conununity or society is not only a unit of organisation, 

but it is a unit of living, interdependent individuals. Each individual 

influences and contributes both positively and negatively to his or her 

society. The experiences the individual undergoes form his or her 

characteristic ways of managing interrelationships and daily activities. 
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The 'Central Place' of a Person 

In relation to the individual the concept of 'central place' 

is used here to refer to a core or nucleus in which is concentrated the 

main energies, concerns, and motivators of action in daily living and 

interrelationships. There are many personality theories that aim to 

analyse the ln.unan uniqueness of man. Amongst them are the studies of 

Rogers, C. (1971), Maslow (1968), Lewin (1970), Sullivan (1953), Allport 

(1963), Kelly (1955), and lltman & Taylor (1973). But for the purposes 

of this study the concept of 'central place' is confined to perception of 

it as a 'force' or 'power' centre in the individual that is a composite 

of physical, mental, and spiritual energies. Social behaviour is seen 

to result from, and be determined by, the status of these energies fused 

into one. In figure 2.5. (p31) the 'central place' can be visualized as 

being formed by the three energies, physical, mental and spiritual. They 

merge into one in the nucleus of the structure, and, from this 'central 

place' comes a social dimension which interacts with the environment or 

all that is exterior to the person. 

In addition to the social dimension, which interacts with the 

total environment of the person, there is also an intrapersonal dimension 

which qualifies the status of social interaction. Interaction between the 

'I' and 'Me', as Mead (1934) notes, or private conversations or conflicts 

are an important part of the developnent of the self. The distinctive 

quality of the self is that "it is an object to itself" and through 

rehearsal the individual learns to anticipate what others may do or 

expect. There are times when these interpersonal and/or intrapersonal 

interactions are unsatisfactory. This can lead to behavioural disorders 

and displacement of energies which form occasions for nursing intervent

ions. 
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Argyris (1957), discussing some properties of human personality, 

notes that the individual seeks internal balance and external harmony. 

Internal balance requiring constant fine tuning or adjustment and external 

harmony frequent adaptation to changes in the environment. 

Much significant activity occurs within this intrapersonal 

dimension, which influences the developnent of the individual and his or 

her interactions with the total environment in which life is lived. 

Social interaction or behaviour is an important indicator of 

health status, and whether all is well or not with the individual as a 

whole. The National Developnent Conference Group (NDCG, 1973) note that 

for the nurse, preferred solutions for those who seek assistance with 

self-care, vary with the total life context of the individual or group. 

Therefore, the preferred system must be discovered in each individual 

context. Part of this discovery is dependent upon the level of the 

interactions and communication between the nurse and client(s). 

In Carl Roger's view of man (1971), the individual is judged 

to be the one best able to help him or herself. Intervention is directed 

toward assisting the person to recognize and manage the solutions that 

are optimal for him or her. Similarly, Kelly (1955) views the individual 

as a scientist wh:> can construct his own reality, but having .done so must 

accept the natural consequences of the choices made. However, the ability 

to construct is a continuing one, and adaptation, which may require assist

ance, is a strategy available to all. 

Pronshansky and his associates (1970) also consider the 

'constructs' of the individual. They emphasise the need to conceptualize 

the human environment, and the relationships between the person's 

physical world and the world he constructs from it. It is possible to 

view this construction from the focus of a 'central place' in the 

individual, in which his or her physical, mental, and spiritual energies 



form a fusion of power for adjustment of inner needs, and adaptation to 

achieve harmony with the external environment. 
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The concept of 'central place' will not be examined further 

here, but further study would consider the nature of the social processes 

and intrapersonal mechanisms affecting behavioural system organisation as 

perceived by Johnson (1968, 1974). Another appropriate study is that of 

Abdellah and associates, and their conceptualization of the patient as a 

conjunction of three systems, central, proximal, and distal. Finally, the 

models of Orlando (1961), and Peplau (1952), which are dominated by 

interactionist concepts, are a fruitful source of study in relation to the 

concept of 'central place'. 

THE CONCEPT OF AN 'INTEGRATIVE PROCESS' 

The third major component or 'mind-hold' of the 'triadic 

nursing model' is a process which is considered to act as an integrative 

thread throughout the practice of .nursing.- Both in the developnent of a 

nursing curriculum, and in the establishment of a mode of nursing practice 

which is readily adaptable to that which is central in a society's or 

imividual's lifespace at a particular ·point of time, the process is seen 

to monitor, evaluate, and provide a basis for decision-making. It acts, 

it could be said, as both the administrative and functional component of 

the model. The concept of a 'central place' provides a framework on which 

to base nursing action, and the ~ntegrative process', is used to evaluate 

and assesses how well nursing functions in relation to the dynamics of the 

'central place' in their clients. 

The 'integrative process' · runs similarly to the nursing process, 

the research process, a decision-making process, and a management process, 

but it emphasizes that decisic>ns require the making of judgements of value. 

It is regarded, therefore, as potentially the most effective process for 
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nursing since, whatever conceptual model may be preferred for nursing as 

a practice discipline, it necessarily involves the continuous selection 

of actions in providing care. 

Orlando (1961) wrote that nursing is focussed on the process 

of care in an immediate experience, and is concerned with giving assist

ance in whatever way the individual needs it at that time. It is clear 

that a nursing model must have a component that facilitates the making 

of optimal choices, arrl that this process be taught to students for 

application as practitioners. It provides a tool by which effectiveness 

and efficiency in nursing situations, and in educational strategies used 

by nursing, can be planned arrl evaluated. 

The nature of an integrative process is discussed further in 

chapter 3, but in conclusion it can be described as an evaluative, 

problem-solving process which ensures that nursing fulfils its socially 

prescribed role and does so by understanding the nature of the person and 

the state of the 'central place' from which social interaction or 

behaviour proceeds. 

The 'integrative process' acts similarly for monitoring the 

nursing needs of a society. It identifies and assesses needs, and the 

problems underlying the needs. This provides a rationale, for example, 

fordetermining broad objectives for a camnunity health progranune. 

Decisions to be made include the locations to be covered, the degrees of 

community participation to be developed, and the methods to be used to 

define arrl solve problems. It is also concerned with the implementation 

and refining of plans and, finally, must assess the progranune's 

effectiveness and viability. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS: TOOLS FOR NURSING EDUCATION 

The develof(Ilent of conceptual frameworks for the ongoing 

construction and implementation of nursing curricula has progressed 

rapidly in the last two decades. This is evidenced by a number of recent 

studies including those of Conley, 1973; Orem, 1971; Notter & Robey, 

1975; Graham, 1977; Pepler, 1977; NDCG, 1973; Johnson, 1968; and 

Rogers, 1971. 

Conceptual frameworks may be organised around system, adaptat

ion, develof(Ilental, and interactionist theories, for example, or they 

may be eclectic arrl combine theoretical constructs as a basis for 

curriculum construction and implementation. Rodgers (1976) finds that 

there is a need for a clear conceptual framework to reduce the chaos from 

the 'multiple generic programmes' preparing nurses. 

But others, such as Johnson (1968), question if any one model 

could possibly be adequate for all practice situations, or, for that 

matter, necessary or desirable. Graham (1977) believes that the test of 

the usefulness and applicability of any conceptual framework comes when 

one attempts to apply it to the develof(Ilent of all types and level of 

learning experiences. Oliver (1970) is quoted by Graham (1977) as 

stating that a conceptual framework should identify the range of decision 

points with which a curriculum designer must deal - essentially with what 

is to be taught and how it is to be taught. And Graham believes this 

need for identification of decision points is particularly relevant for 

nursing. 

For nursing education a preferred conceptual framework is 

perceived to be one that: 

(a) provides for an ongoing evaluation, modification, and implementation 



of nursing curricula relative to the contemporary social realities of 

society and its individual members; 
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(b) establishes criteria of value on which to base curricular choices 

in respect of structure, content, and learning modes; 

(c) helps to bridge the gap between theory and practice; 

(d) allows for the continuing preparation and development of staff 

and students; and 

(e) uses socio-cultural frames of reference to provide a broad and 

comprehensive perspective of generic human behaviours, and identifies the 

helath/nursing ~eeds of diverse socio-cultural groups. 

New approaches are needed, therefore, to evaluate socio-medical 

conditions such as ageing, chronic illness, and drug abuse in order to 

relate them to the deucational preparation requisite for oncoming nurses. 

Suitable models for this purpose can be found in the class of curriculum 

development-evaluation models. 

OVERVIEW OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT-EVALUATION MODELS 

An initial defining of 'curriculum' and 'evaluation' is 

necessary since the understanding held of these two concepts influences 

the structure and use of curriculum development-evaluation models. There 

are a number of definitions of both concepts but they are defined here 

according to contemporary viewpoints. 

'CUrriculum', from this perspective is regarded as being 

concerned with assisting human development and bringing about changes in 

behaviour. In this context, in bringing about changes in behaviour in 

nursing students, so that they develop the requisite skills appropriate 

to a society's needs for nursing and health care. It also implies that 

the students are provided with desirable learning experiences according 
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to predetermined societal, broad educational, and specific behavioural 

goals. 

Since 'curriculum' is not a fixed entity but is linked with 

development and planning it can, also, be defined as a continuing 

activity, and the sum of all those activities deliberately planned for, 

so that changes are brought about in students moving them along in 

specified directions. Figure 3.1. (p 38) shows a simple curriculum 

development model that demonstrates the steps to be taken in curriculum 

development. 

It can be seen that evaluation is an integral part of the 

curriculum development model. "Evaluation' is essentially a judgement 

of the value of an object, an activity, or a product. With the develop

ment of organisational and educational theory and methodology, it has 

now come to be generally defined as an ongoing activity; a process which 

is functional in each component of a developmental or planning model. 

The systematic collection of data about progress in goal attainment and 

objectives, and the relationships between the various collections of data, 

provides _the feedback necessary to guide the activities of curriculum 

plannersm teachers, and students. CUrriculum evaluation establishes the 

worth of a programme, and this is viewed as essential by, for example, 

Allen, 1977; Bevis, 1976; COnley, 1973; Reilly,· 1975; Steck, 1978; 

Stufflebeam, 1971; and Worthen~ Sanders, 1973. 

In different models the type of evaluation emphasised varies, 

for example, Wagner & Seidel (1978), in a study on. 'program evaluation', 

express a preference for 'transactional evaluation' because it focuses 

on the perceptions of a programme's participants. In addition, they 

favour Stufflebeam's (1971) defining of evalutaion as the 'process of 

delineating, obtaining, and providing useful information for deciding 

among alternative actions'. In Stufflebeam's model, decision-making is 
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a central activity which is stressed throughout all stages of the process. 

Since a preferred model for curriculum developnent and evaluation 

in nursing education also requires criteria of value on which to base 

curricular choices, Ashley & Labelle's (1976) model of 'value categories 

in the curriculum designing process' (figure 3.2. p 4~ repays study. 

An important feature of this model is the emphasis given to the inte-

gration of educational and learning experiences within the total environ

ment in which they occur. The values considered important are described 

in relation to freedom, ethics, power, scientific and technical dimensions. 

In defining the social context in which nursing practices, it has become 

evident that these are important factors for nursing to attend to. 

The phases and activities to which criteria must be applied, 

to facilitate optimal decision-making, are shown in figure 3.3. (page 41). 

The criteria are applied by posing questions that need to be asked. For 

instance, one may ask: - has the programme social relevance, that is, 

is it relevant to the social realities of a society and its people; 

- are the activities related effectively to the 

learning needs of the individual student; 

- has the programme flexibility and can it be 

adapted readily to changing soc"ial realities; and 

- do the policies and strategies used, for staff, 

students and clients, facilitate collaboration, participation, and, where 

appropriate, innovative solutions to presenting needs? 

Wagner & Seidel (1978) emphasise two important characteristics 

of any evaluative activity of educational programmes. First it must 

determine the value, merit, or worth of the programme, and secondly, due 

to its continuing nature it can facilitate the continuous improvement of 

a programme. Moreover, it should stimulate programme developnent and not 

stifle it. 
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SUMMARIZATION OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT-EVALUATION MODELS 

Allen (1977) describes three broad and fundamental issues for 

evaluation that can be used profitably by any nursing education programme 

planners - or any other educational institution personnel. 

(a) What is the relevance of the programme goals and purposes to the 

particular corrmunity or country? 

(b) What is the relationship between processes and developnents in the 

programme and programme purposes and goals? 

(c) What are the factors tending to support and further the developnent 

of the programme, or to hinder it? 

But, as Steele (1978) notes, an evaluation cannot focus on all 

the variables that affect or influence the educational process in one 

way or another. Consequently, the evaluator must make a decision to 

study certain variables and not others. In this respect the criteria of 

value can also help the evaluator to, hopefully, choose those variables 

which most influence the accountability and effectiveness of the programme. 

The decision-making structures formulated by Stufflebeam, 1971; Steele, 

1978; Claus & Bailey, 1975; and Bower, 1972, present a number of methods 

that can be used to ensure this. Additionally, the value of collaborat

ive and interdependent approaches in finding solutions to problems can be 

utilized with benefit to all concerned. 

A curriculum developnent-evaluation process (figure 3.4. p. 43), 

which delineates most of the variables to be considered in developing and 

evaluating curriculua, shows just how nec.essa:ry it.is to iseleot some:.Yati.ab.l~s 

and exclude others. At the same time, it is essential to delineate all 

variables in order to determine priorities. ThelUse.of a process, similar to 

the one ,displ.a:!y-ed in figure"3 .• 4~·p43, which outlines all the variables, 

makes it possible to select those variables which need immediate study. 

But those which are excluded can be dealt with later, or examined by 
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by others concurrently, or reviewed and analysed from other studies. 

The curriculum developnent-evaluation process shown in figure 

3.4., though very comprehensive, does connnence with a basic curriculum 

construction model (after Glaser, 1964). Subsequently, the four 

components of the basic model are elaborated in order to delineate all 

the activities or variables implicit in each one. 'Learning experiences', 

in box 3 of the basic structure, for example, requires elaboration to 

indicate the interactions that occur in the teaching/learning process. 

For this purpose, in addition to specifying motivational variables, use 

was made of Flander's (1965) interaction model. 

As Pochly (1973) finds, the chief problem or concern in 

evaluation is what to evaluate, though, as he also notes, specification 

of goals in terms of direct, observable and measurable goals brings some 

solution to the problem. Furthermore, as elaboration of box 1 demonstrates, 

this problem can largely be overcome by first identifying the needs of 

society, and formulating broad education goals, before specifying 

desirable behavioural goals. In fact, unless these steps are first 

taken, one must question how it is possible to determine desirable 

behavioural goals. 

THE INTEGRATIVE PROCESS 

Since an evaluation cannot focus on all the variables, that 

affect or influence the educational process in one way or another, it 

is necessary to use a process that facilitates identification of the most 

relevant variables. 

The 'integrative process' is believed to be an effective tool 

for this purpose. It draws together all the relevant variables in order 

to relate nursing education to the requirements of a society, and, also, 

to present nursing settings. 
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In Chapter two the 'integrative process' has been described 

as the administrative and functional component of the TNM (the 'triadic 

nursing model'}. It monitors, evaluates, and provides a basis for 

decision-making. In many ways it acts similarly to the nursing process, 

the research process, decision-making processes, and a management 

process. But its chief significances lies in the emphasis given to the 

solution of society's socio-health problems, as the main variable to 

be considered in making curricular choices in nursing education. 

It has this function for nursing generally and, therefore, in 

policies related to nursing practice, nursing education, and nursing 

research the main question posed is 'how does this policy, or programme, 

or teaching/learning strategy, -or conceptual approach relate to the social 

realities of a society and the actual or potential needs for health and 

nursing care. 

It is essential that nursing curricula reflect changing social 

realities as they begin to emerge to ensure that oncoming nurses acquire 

skills appropriate to a society's needs. To achieve that goal, the 

'integrative process' can be u&ed to focus on the interrelationships 

between curricular choices in nursing education, and the social realities 

of a society. But to maximize its effectiveness, the ~ntegrative 

process' is further developed to form an educational tool, which uses a 

system approach, and is named the 'curriculum relevancy process'. 

THE CURRICUWM RELEVANCY PROCESS 

Definition and Description 

The 'curriculum relevancy process' (CRP}, is best defined as 

an information-seeking, problem-solving,and evaluative process. 'CRP' 

is integrative in nature, and provides for an ongoing correlation of 
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information about changing social realities with the characteristics of 

nursing curricula. Essentially, it allows for the continuing collection 

and analysis of information about the social realities of a society, from 

which the essence of present and potential needs can be extracted, and 

applied to choices made in nursing education. 

~ . 
Figure 3.5. outlines the phases and activities of CRP as it is 

used to initiate and make use of data collection, analysis, and inter

pretation; and its subsequent application to curricular choices in nursing 

education. As an information-seeking, problem-saving, and evaluative 

tool it draws together all the variables that require study for optimal 

decisions in nursing education. It allows for the gathering, over a 

period of time, of data on nursing "edut:ation progranunes that is approp

riate to their context. 

The application of CRP makes it possible to see how well 

nursing fulfils its socially prescribed role. It does this by the 

gathering of data which leads to an understanding of what is central or 

dominant in a society's or an individual's lifespace at a particular 

point of time. Knowledge and understandingof-':the socio-health and nursing 

problems of a society provides the basis for identification of desirable 

nursing skills. 

Since a nursing education programme is perceived to be a 

system arising within a society, in response to need for health and 

nursing care, CRP, or a similar process, is considered to be an essential 

basis for action in nursing education. CRP's overall goal is the 

enhancement of nursing's role as it participates in the search for a 

solution of a society's socio-health problems. Subsequently, the prep

aration of oncoming· riurses is orientated towards the developnent of 

nursing skills that enable nursing to achieve that goal. 

Toffler (1974) states that the nature of a problem defines 
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the nature of the learning required, so that the definition of relevance 

is created by the real situtaion rather than by the instructions of the 

teacher. The identification of socio-health and nursing problems, 

associated with the social realities of a society, is a core function 

of CRP since it is the nature of the nursing problems that defines the 

nature of the learning required. Thus, in delineating the real situations 

requiring nursing care, the use of CRP helps to define or determine the 

relevance of curricular choices. 

Objectives related to the overall goax of identifying and 

seeking solutions to a society's socio-health and nursing problems 

include: 

(a) the esta-blishmerttof criteria of value to ensure accountable, 

interdependent use of a society's resources, people and material, in 

conjunction with other social institutions and professionals; 

(b) optimal outcomes for oncoming nurses from the programmes; 

(c) the provision of a tool(s) by which effectiveness in learning 

situations, and a programme's relevance and viability, can be evaluated. 

Rodgers (1976) believes that, in the final analysis, a nurse's 

ability depends on her skill in solving problems and, that without this 

ability, she will fall victim to 'technological and informational 

explosions'. Further, as Steele and Harmon (1979) emphasise, another 

important outcome is that of possessing the skill of dec.ision-.making, 

and being able to choose the most appropriate decision among a number of 

alternatives. 

As has been already noted, a conceptual frame'WOrk for curric

ulum construction must facilitate identification of the range of decision 

points with which a curriculum designer must deal. CRP is especially 

concerned with facilitating this skill to determine curriculum priorities. 

For the curriculum designer the issue is essentially with what is to be 



taught. As well, new approaches are essential to identify, evaluate, 

and relate to nursing education programmes, the kind of conditions seen 

to predominate in contemporary societies. 

Historically, nurses have been evaluated on the giving of 
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care rather than on whett-er it actually made a difference that the care 

was delivered (Steele, 1978; Phaneuf, 1975; Kinross, 1977). But the 

use of a conceptual framework, such as CRP, allows nursing, not only to 

evaluate whether care has made a difference, but also, to select and use 

new curricular approaches and learning strategies, and so ensure that 

nursing continues to be effective as changes occur. 

PHASES AND ACTIVITIES OF THE CURRICULUM RELEVANCY PROCESS 

CRP has three main phases and each phase involves a number of 

activities. 

Phase One 

This phase is occupied with the gleaning of information about 

the social realitites of a society, and the identification of the socio

health and nursing problems that require nursing care. 

Figure 3.6. displays the activities that occur as an informat

ion system is evolved to facilitate the making of relevant curricular 

cl.:>ices according to the social context in which nursing is practised. 

Knowledge and understanding of the social realities, existent in the 

personal milieu of clients and their families, is vital if nursing is to 

determine what motivates or influences their behaviour, and thus their 

level of health. Elaboration of this first phase of CRP is dea_lt with 

in chapter 4. 

Phase Two 

The main objective of phase two of CRP is to examine, and 
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To capture inform
ation that discloses, 
on analysis, the 
commonalities 
present in the social 
disabilities 
experienced by a 
society. 

6 
APPLICATION 

L 
(1) to health 

care plans 

(2) to nursing 
survices. 

(3) to nursing 
education 
curricular 
choices. 

Figure 3.6. 

2 
OBJECTIVES 

Information selection 
to 

(1) capture data from 
a wide range of public, 
professional, official 
and voluntary sources; 
and 

(2) to restrict choices 
to items with explicit 
or implicit needs for 
nursing assistance. 

5 
ANALYSIS 

(1) to analyse and 
interpret data to 
identify social 
disabilities. 

(2) to identify the 
commonalities in 
these disabilities . 
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3 
SOURCES 

Information sources .. 

(1) The mass media 

(2) Professional 
and voluntary 
agencies. 

(3) National Health 
Departments. 

(4) Related 
Government 
Departments, 
e.g ., education, 
social welfare .. 

4 
MANAGEMENT 

(1) to classify and 
organise data, 
e.g., according 
to library 
usage. 

(2) To establish links 
with more 
sophisticated data 
banks, e . g. _N7.lt'i,C. . 

An Evolving Information System 

(Idour, M. 1980) 



evaluate, how well nursing curricula are orientated towards solution of 

the socio-health and nursing problems identified in phase one. 

Problem-solving and decision-making are important activities 
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in this phase as the characteristics of nursing curricula, and the skills 

they promote, are reviewed in relation to contemporary social disabilities. 

A clear profile of contemporary social disabilities provides the basis 

for curriculum choices that result in oncoming nurses with desirable 

nursing skills. 

As phase two of CRP is executed, the quality a nd appropriateness 

of nursing skills, found in newly qualified nurses from the progranunes, 

is evaluated. Further, programme effectiveness is assessed according to 

how well students have learned what they are intended to learn. Again, 

the importance of first establishing curriculum objectives '_can be stressed 

as vital to successful outcomes. 

Progranune evaluation encompasses a wider range of data to that 

required for student evaluation. It also requires a more comprenhensive 

evaluation design which is linked to curriculum developnent and 

construction. Figure 3.1. and 3.3. (pages 38 and 41), show a progression 

from a simple to a more comprehensive curriculum developnent-evaluation 

model. 

Figure 3.3. is more explicit and detailed and names the criteria 

of value needed to quide decision-making through:>ut the process of 

constructing nursing curricula. QUestions must be asked at each stage 

of curriculum construction and evaluation. For instance, when selecting 

curriculum content one must question the relevance of material according 

to the educational purposes of the progv.amme; and not simply rely on 

circumscribed areas of learning according to tradition. 

A realistic statement of curriculum objectives, in conjunction 

with a th:>rough appraisal of contemporary social disabilities, helps to 
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protect the consumer - clients, students, and society, for woom the 

curriculum is designed - from unrealistic or limited goals. This, also, 

provides a rationale for determining broad objectives and further use can 

be made of the criteria of value. In particular, for example for a 

community health programme, the criteria of relevance, accountability, 

relatedness, flexibility, collaboration, and interdependence can be 

utilized to assist decision-making. 

The criterion of accountability can be applied to assess how 

well the oncoming nurse is taught that responsibility is primarily to 

the patient; or for faculty that the primary responsibility is to the 

student. At the same time, use of the criterion of relatedness, which is 

ex>ncerned with the interrelationships between the different parts of the 

programme, will make certain that faculty responsibility towards the 

student is primarily predetermined by identification of the psychomotor, 

cognitive, and affective skills the student must acquire to meet the 

needs of clients. 

The most comprehensive curriculum design presented here can be 

seen in figure 3 .4 • . (page 43). It. shows, in . detail, the scope of 

activities which can occur in curriculum developnent and evaluation. It 

does, also, display practically all the activities ~elated to phase tlolO 

of CRP. 

In broad terms the activities that occur in phase two are 

related to: 

(a) the selection .and evaluation of staff, students, and the resources 

required to sustain the progranune; and 

(b) evaluation of the overall progranu:ne and its outcomes. 

More specifically, the activities undertaken in phase two can 

include: 

(a) consideration of the philosophy and broad educational goals of the 



institution and its programmes; 

(b) formulation of specific behavioural goals, that is, of the changes 

desired in students as they progress through the programme, in 

order to make clear (i) what they are supposed to learn; and 

(ii) what skills are desired in oncoming nurses; 

(c) assessment of the qualities, skills, and effectiveness of staff; 

(d) evaluation of the effectiveness of teaching/learning experiences; 
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(e) assessment of the learning climate, physical and clinical facilities, 

and the quality of the interactions in the learning situations; 

(f) appraisal of the facilities and provisions made for staff and 

students; 

(g) examination of the standards and criteria of programmes in relation 

to those set by licensing and educational autmrities; 

(h) an assessment of the degree of community participation in the 

programme and in the identification of its educational purposes; and 

(i) evaluation of the methods used to define and solve problems, make 

decisiops, and to undertake self-evaluation studies. 

For each society, ongoing evaluation and refinement of nursing 

curricula is essential to provide a continuing supply 

of nursing manpower able to function according to contemporary need. 

Phase Three 

This last phase of CRP is probably the one that is more often 

implied, than specified clearly, in the majority of curriculum develop

ment-evaluation models. It is largely occupied with problem-solving in 

order to rectify the discrepancies between the desired and actual outcomes 

of nursing curricula. Constructive responses to the discrepancies found 

can include: 

(a) appraisal of alternative solutions to the nursing needs associated 

with contemporary social disabilities; 

(b) reorganisation by adaption and amendment of existing progrannnes, or 
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by designing and implementing new educational strategies more likely 

to achieve relevancy to the social context in which nursing is 

practised; and 

(c) ongoing evaluation and amendment of changes made as found to be 

necessary. Feedback, over a period of time, is studied to determine 

if the actions taken have the desired outcomes for clients and 

students. 

The criteria of value that can be applied in phase three of 

CRP include those of flexibility to permit adaptation as required, 

accountability for the actions taken, viability of the actions taken in 

relation to the resources and support available, and recognition of the 

need for interdependence with health and other related professionals in 

planning changes. 

Dominating this phase of CRP is ongoing amendment, enlargement, 

and/or replacement activities of the programme, curriculum objectives, 

and learning experiences. This necessitates constant .feedback from the 

first two phases of CRP. The 'action process', shown in figure 3.7. 

(page 55), displays the components of educational change, which, in this 

instance, is concerned with the achievement and maintenance of relevancy 

in nursing curricula. 

The components of educational change are shown in one dynamic 

loop and interact to deal with the gaps between prescription and reality. 

The actions or moves made to modulate change in nursing education 

programmes, is not simply a closure of gaps between what is and what is 

reqwired, but a series of balancing measures to keep all parts of the 

system heal thy. However, this part of CRP shows the progression of steps 

that generally occur with adaptation to change. 

Sequence to Activities 

The three phases of CRP involve a number of activities which 

progress logically from one to the other. The conclusions drawn in one 
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phase qualify the activities undertaken in the next. For example, 

if Auld's belief (1979) that the frail elderly requi.re a new nursing 

model and not a medical one, arrl need primarily care and companionship 

arrl not institutional care is accepted, then it holds important implicat

ions that influence the changes that can occur in phase three. 

Although, in general, the phases progress logically from one 

to the other it is also necessary to note that a process, by its very 

nature, is not a fixed structure and adaptive action can commence at a 

number of points in the process. It can, for example, start with 

recognition of the dissatisfaction experienced with an established 

programme arrl its outcomes, arrl then proceed to gather and interpret 

data about the factors behind this dissatisfaction. As a planned attempt 

to relate nursing education programmes to a society's socio-health and 

nursing problems, however, the logical place to activate the process is 

thought to be the development of an information system to aid decision

making in nursing education. 

A system approach has been taken in the develo_pment of CRP. 

As Kaufman (1976) notes, when used 'sensibly', it produces an educational 

response that is creative and responsive to identified needs, rather than 

one limited only to historical precedent, or potentially unreliable, if 

left simply to hunches. Kaufman (1976), as noted earlier, also warns 

against making an inappropriate start when initiating action, connnenting 

that looking for solutions before identifying problems leads nowhere. 

SUMMARY 

CRP is designed to avoid the inappropriate start Kaufman warns 

against by connnencing with the systematic gathering of information about 

a society in order to identify the socio-health and nursing problems 



that require solution. Further, it involves a thorough appraisal of 

all the components involved in designing and implementing a nursing 

curriculum. Finally, it ends with an action process that initiates 

the steps needed to rectify faults in the system. 

Since the gathering and interpretation of information about 

the social realities and their outcomes is believed to be vital it is 

further discussed in chapter four. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

AN EVOLVING INFORMATION SYSTEM: PHASE ONE OF 'CRP' 

Legend - see figure 3.6. page so 

The full develoµnent of phase one of CRP leads to the evolvernent of 

an information system for the systematic collection, analysis, and 

interpretation of information about the social realities of a society. 

An information system facilitates the identification and documentation of 

the dominant social realities and the resultant socio-health and nursing 

needs and problems. This is an essential first step in curriculum 

construction for it provides the basis for determining curriculum object

ives. 

Additionally, the identification of contemporary socio-health 

and nursing problems must be accompanied by comparative historical 

analysis as this provides a deeper perspective for interpreting present 

realitites and emerging trends for the future. If, for example, the 

findings of epidemiological studies are reviewed in the light of past 

events before application, it is more likely that the right responses 

will be made by those concerned. Numerous examples can be cited of plans 

that have failed due to neglect of this point. For instance, attempts to 

introduce different foods to overcome nutritional disorders have failed 

because the reasons for past resistance to similar schemes have not been 
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studied. 

Sometimes, regrettably, the information has not been recorded. 

As a consequence, previous experiences, which can supply some knowledge 

of cause/effect and time/location factors, cannot be made use of when 

planning action to promote or recover health in a people. But it is 

important to reject the notion that resistance to well-intended plans is 

unthin~ing and unreasonable for repetitive patterns of behaviour are 

usually motivated by some experience, belief, or value. An adequate data 

base is a reservoir of information that can help to reveal the positive 

and negative factors that motivate people. Without an information 

system there is a serious lack of data upon which to base decisions. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INFORMATION SYSTEM AS A 

BASIS FOR DECISION-MAKING AND PLANNING ACTION 

WHO (1972) points out that an increasing demand for health 

services is paralleled by a need for more and more resources. This 

underlines the need for improved planning, implementation, and evaluation 

of health services and their outcomes. In particular, problems associated 

with evaluatory methods, and the problem of the inadequacy of health 

information systems, are believed to mar the efficiency and effectiveness 

of health services. 

The need for improved planning, evaluatory methods, and informat

ion networks is a subject for frequent discussion through the mass media 

and other channels of communication. Nurses are amongst those who are 

increasingly vocal about health and related social issues, but, until 

recently, they have not generally engaged in the systematic collection 

and assessment of information to substantiate the perceptions they hold. 

If, however, their viewpoints are to be taken seriously then they must 
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develop systems for the capture and management of information. 

Bergman (1977) considers one of the first concerns of nursing 

planners is the establislment of an effective information system that 

systematically collects, analyses, interprets, manages, and disseminates 

facts about nursing education. But Thomson & Handelman (1978) caution 

against a tendency in health information systems to develop in a piecemeal 

fashion with little relationship between the various components of the 

system. Moreover, they believe that a supreme goal related to the outcome 

of health services is generally neglected so that information systems 

have a limited usefulness for evaluatory purposes. 

Although, in the context of this study, the primary goal in 

the developnent of an information system is to assess the relevancy of 

nursing curricula, it is also designed to assist achievement of the 

overall goal of a health system. This can be described as the promotion 

of the health and wellbeing of people in their societies, and the reduct

ion of disease and suffering inasfar as it is humanly possible to do so. 

Since the majority of disorders have their genesis in the 

social realities a problem-solving approach is best suited to information 

system developnent. This offers a flexible frame"WOrk for the collection 

of relevant material and reduces the possibility of gathering overlapping 

and irrelevant material. In addition, information from the total health 

information system can be added where appropriate. 

For example, statistics relating to childhood accidents and 

their causes can be fed in from a national health information system, 

and then related to curriculum choices and the type of learning experiences 

required by nursing students. As Brockington (1975) emphasises, to know 

what services are needed requires skilful application of health and vital 

statistics. The capture of information into what might be called a 

'minisystem' in comparision with an overall health information system, 

can supply data for planning, research, and the development of nursing 
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education programme~. 

The communication of health care data is regarded as poorly 

organised and understood and not very well defined by Tho~son & 

Handelman (1978). This is seen to negate the purpose of data collect

ion systems, which is not, Thomson & Handelman stress, a matter of how 

it is dealt with, but a means to the best use of personnel and resources 

for the delivery of effective health/nursing care to people. 

CERI (1975) point out that while planning and management 

require relevant, up-to-date information about what is occurring in 

present health care systems, the deceptively large amount of statistics 

generated by such systems, in general, fails to supply this information. 

They also note something which is particularly emphasised in this study, 

that is, one must not only assess what is happening within health care 

systems, but also monitor what is happening in the community, much of 

which is not in contact with the health system. As defining the social 

context in which nursing practises in chapter 5 makes .clear, information 

about such factors as lifestyles and behavioural patterns is as vital as 

data about morbidity and mortality rates. 

A systematic capture of information over time provides the 

necessary baseline data with which to establish the nursing needs of a 

society. Further, it also offers a basis for determining the k:iru;l of 

nursing curricula best suited to those needs. Without a systematic 

approach, disclosing all the variables involved and their interrelation

ships, the best alternative for the optimal organisation of nursing 

curricula can be missed. 

Lundenberg & Goldkhul (1979) present a model, known as 'ISD

ASA', which gives a systematic approach to information system developnent. 

In 'ISD-ASA' they describe the work that :leads up to information system 

developnent as change analyses. Nevertheless, viewing information 
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system develoµnent in a wider context than is considered here, they point 

out that, if the change analysis indicates the user's needs and problems 

are other than that provided by an information system, a different 

approach should be used. In this study, however, change analysis - and 

action plans - is believed, also, to proceed from the information captured, 

as has been described in phases two and three of CRP. 

Criteria of value, thought to be especially valuable in the 

developnent of an information system, include those of collaboration 

and interdependence. Interdisciplinary and international cooperation in 

the handling of information about health and social disabilities is 

essential if nurses and other health professionals are to achieve their 

goals. 

Cornillot (1977) is emphatic that an educational progranune 

(referring to a subject-oriented ·structure) must serve as a permanent 

information and analytic instrument for the benefit of the community. 

Addi_tionally, Cornillot views an impartial attitude as an essential 

restraint for curriculum planners to ensure that information shared with 

the society will be objective, irrespective of prevailing political 

trends in the society. 

THE COMPONENTS OF AN INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Whatever meth:>ds are used for the capture and management of 

information there are certain constants to be found in the develoµnent of 

an information system. They include: 

(a) the nature of the information to be collected; 

(b) the sources of information to be used; and 

(c) the meth:>d(s) to be used to handle the data. 

-; ,..., 
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Nature of the Information to be collected 

A wide range of information needs to be collected by the 

health professions as there are many factors which affect the wellbeing 

of ,individuals and their societies. For the purposes of nursing educat

ion the field is kept wide, but it is restricted to items in which the 

outcomes of social realities indicate explicit or implicit needs for 

nursing assistance. 

The scope of information considered necessary by nursing depends 

on the perceptions held on the nature of nursing care. If it is seen as 

primarily concerned with the ill, especially the institutional ill, the 

scope is more limited than if it is seen to be required whenever and 

wherever self-care deficiencies exist in the community. When the wider 

view of nursing is held then any issue which is constantly reported as 

harmful,or potentially harmful, to the wellbeing of individuals and their 

society, must be captured and fed into the information system for 

analysis and interpretation. 

This is important for curriculum developnent as adequate 

baseline data is essential to aid curriculum choices. In addition to the 

accounts of mortality and morbidity provided by national and international 

health service institutions there is a considerable amount of material 

to be collected from the conununity. The need to have access to primary 

data whenever possible, must be stressed, since it may be necessary to 

recombine primary data in order to test a specific evaluation hypothesis. 

For obvious reasons, the level at which information is being collected 

influences the choice of material being gathered. Moreover, collection 

at local level, and to a lesser degree at regional level, will be more 

specific and related directly to the needs of the area. At the same time 

one can draw on national and r _egional data banks for information of a 
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more generalised nature. 

Essential characteristics of information gathered at a regional 

level will be related to geographic, demographic, economic, and socio

cultural issues. Density of the population, physical and transport 

conditions, likely job opportunities, and the dominant social disabilities 

of the area are examples of some of the variables that will influence 

curriculum decisions. 

WHO (1972) divides the nature of the information required into 

five main types. This includes: 

(a) regional or local data covering, for example, population character

istics such as the rate of population growth and age composition, 

climate, and communications; 

(b) health problems or, more accurately, socio-health problems; 

(c) aetiological factors which can be of a chemical, biochemical, and 

behavioural nature and have the potentiality to influence the onset 

of disease; 

(d) health service activities, data ideally including lx>th the quality 

and quantity of care ·availiable; and 

(e) resources available and in use, the information covering personnel, 

facilities, equipnent and finance. 

It can be seen that :the data required is ·wider tha:n vital 

statistics and includes, what Brockington (1975) refers to, as health 

statistics. These, he notes, measure the state of health, factors 

affecting health, and items of service. O~can also use Omram' s (1974) 

classification or profiles of the socio-health status of societies, in one 

or other of the three phases of the 'epidemiologic transition', as a 

means to group types of information. The profiles, presented in table 

form by Omram, group information into four classes: 

(a) a population profile; 



(b) a social and economic profile; 

(c) a mortality and disease profile; and 

(d) a community health profile. 

SOURCEs · op INFORMATION 
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Since the perceptions of social order and disorder vary 

considerably it is necessary to cast the net wide in order to capture a 

cross-section of relevant material from public and official sources. 

Data can be collected from existing records or by the means of specially 

designed projects. 

There are several main sources from which information can be 

sought for a health information system. Vital and health statistics can 

be obtained from traditional health service records, for example, hospital 

discharge records. But dissatisfaction with available material from 

such sources has led to the establishment of national health information 

systems which collate imaterial from a much wider field. For example, 

from cost-accounting statistics, from mediaal and other professional 

information sources, and .traditional sources of statistics. 

Additionally, information can be obtained from ad hoc surveys, 

from experimental research projects, and from 'expert opinion'. Informat

ion from national health information systems and other related sources 

can provide valuable information about met and unmet health needs and 

their outcomes. But there are a number of other sources from which 

information should be sought. Publications from voluntary organisations 

such as Alcoholics Anonymous, or the Hard of Hearing League supply good 

material which help to fill gaps left by official records. 

Probably the richest source of data closest to the grassroots 

of society comes from the reporting, letters, documentaries and studies of 
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the 'mass media'. Kerlinger (1973) notes that newspaper and other 

magazines do t'NO things in particular for behavioural research. First, 

they influence the polity and the management of public affairs, and 

secorrlly, they mirror the values and positions taken by the public about 

different issues. 

The 'MASS MEDIA• 

The open forum provided by the mass media provides a very good 

avenue for gauging the feeling tone of responses made, or likely to be 

made, by the public about any issue that has a bearing on their heal th 

and wellbeing. In general, 'mass media' is taken to refer to large scale 

popular forms of communication such as radio, television, cinema, press, 

periodicals and records. But its use here is mainly in reference to the 

press, radio and television. For the majority, the 'mass media' are the 

only regular source of general information about current affairs and socio

health problems. Through the provision of information the 'mass media' 

can assist a society to make informed choices - though an element of bias 

must be allowed for. 

MANAGEMENT - METHODS USED TO HANDLE DATA 

From the inception of an information system it is necessary to 

clx>ose a method of handling data that offers easy placement, retrieval, 

and access. When access is needed to only a limited amount of data, or 

a health information system is well establised and functioning effectively 

and efficiently, its management is simple and requires only minimal 

organisation. But with the 'knowledge explosion' of today, changes in 

health care delivery, and increasing flexibility in the structure and 

content of educatiopal progranunes an efficient information system is vital. 

Data management involves its collection, organisation, and dissemination. 



COLLECrION OF DATA 

Data can be captured in one of t~ main ways, that is, either 

by: 

(a) using what WHO (1972) calls a 'broker's service' and obtaining it 

on request from others; or 

(b) metoodically by experimentations, surveys, research projects, 

investigations, reported observations, and similar means. 
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As can be seen late~ the application of an information system 

to determine the social realities of New Zealand society during 1979, 

information is collected mainly by observation, using either (a) a 

'broker's service' or (b) by extraction from a wide range of publicat

ions and the mass media. 

A 'Broker's Service' 

There are a number of difficulties in the initial stages of 

developing an information service for the health professions since so 

many categories and sub-categories of information depend critically upon 

others. The use of a 'broker's service', however, helps to avoid these 

difficulties for this helps to establish what data are already available, 

and the terms under which it can be obtained. Once located there should 

be little difficulty in its retrieval. 

Nursing education has ready access to the extensive range of 

information which circulates through the health system. But one needs to 

use a systematic approach in the capture of this information to ensure 

that it does not become blocked at some point in the health system. 

Most traditional data is compiled into secondary data from 

primary sources and then circulated to health institutions as of right. 

Provision of readily available statistical information is one of the 

objectives of tne NHSB (National Health Statistics Bureau), and NZDH 
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(1979) report stresses the priority given to the supply of basic 

information about health and health care in order to assist the formulat

ion of health policies. 

Data Collected by Extraction 

In addition to the data received on request there is a need 

for information which portrays the social and health indicators less 

easily gathered by formal means. Extraction of information from informal 

sources in a society provides data about occupational, environmental, and 

socially determined issues which Qf~ cfi increasing concern. The collection 

of information by extraction from the 'mass media', for example, is more 

likely to contain the perceptions of a people about their socio-heal th 

problems and needs. 

Information can also be extracted from the reports of research 

groups, professional, voluntary, or pressure groups, and be used by 

nursing education at national, regional, and local or institutional 

levels. The 'Family Growth Study' (Reinken & Blakey, 1976) is an example 

of what is available in this area. 

The process of collecting data also needs consideration, and 

this is influenced by the earlier decisions regarding the types of 

information desired. This is why, in the first phase of CRP, that is, 

the evolving of an information system (see figure 3.2. page 40), the 

first steps taken include clarifying the goal, setting objectives, and 

selecting the sources from which information is to be sought. 

Tlx>ught must also be given to the amount of information desired, 

to the points of collection, and to wlx>m responsibility is to be given to 

capture the information. These are essential decisions for the ongoing 

collection of information about the socio-health and nursing problems 

arrl needs of a society. 
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THE ORGANISATION OF DATA 

The organisation of data occurs automatically in any institution 

that keeps records or gathers information relevant to its function(s). 

But this is a limited level of information management unless it is related 

to wider purposes, analysed, and then fed back into the operational level. 

Studying the social context in which nursing is practised, for education 

purposes, is a problem-solving activity requisite at national, regional, 

and local levels. At each level, however, there is a different emphasis 

placed on data management. 

Nursing education, at a central level, is occupied with the 

collation, analysis, and interpretation of data. It does this as an 

adjunct.to policy-making, forecasting future manpower and resource needs, 

and to establish curriculum and standards. For regional authorities there 

is the dual responsibility of providing information to assist central 

policy-making, and the interpretation of policy to nursing education under 

their jurisdiction. A major task is to see that information and feedback 

flows freely in both directions. 

At a local or institutional level, however, the prime emphasis 

is on the initiation of strategies to operationalise central policy and 

directives qualified by local requirements. Central directives are 

essential so that standards and competencies are equable throughout a 

country. Nevertheless, health/nursing needs may vary so markedly, even 

within a region, that operational strategies are best made at local level. 

· As stated above, information and feedback must flow freely in 

both directions. It is cost-efficient of personnel and resources to have 

'data packages' prepared and supplied from a central level. For instance, 

providing a profile of the incidence of accidents requires extensive 

resources and expertise which cannot always be maintained locally. At 
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the same time information about local conditions and needs is essential 

and requires a reverse flow of data from the periphery to centre. An 

ongoing exchange of information between the policy-makers at the centre 

and those planning to meet local requirements constitutes an important 

part of information management. 

The criteria of viability, interdependence, collaboration, 

participation, and innovation are important in the management of data to 

achieve the goal(s) of the health system and nursing education. Collabor

ation between the policy-makers at central level and those at regional 

and local level facilitates the viability of policies and avoids the 

inunobility of policy/location dissonance. 

Data organisation begins properly with the formation of a data 

base. In this thesis, the data base is established with information 

obtained from the mass media and other publications, and, also, on request 

from a 'broker's service'. But there are, of course, instances when the 

information can only be obtained by ad hoc surveys and other research 

projects. 

An effective data base is one that can meet the requirements of 

scheduled '-'Ork, or of work which needs to be initiated to meet changing 

demands or discrepancies between goal, objectives, and outcomes. The 

information system has to include, therefore, some technique which enables 

updating of the data base as necessary. Figure 4.1. depicts one way in 

which a data base may be used. This is constructed after a model prepared 

by Weinberg (1987, page 86 and 87). 

The'data base usage' model is largely self-explanatory, but 

some emphasis should be given to the adaptation loop. Without such a 

facility in the system users become discouraged and use of the data base 

limited. It also allows for periodic review of the data base and for 

alterations as necessary. The changes involved may vary from a simple 
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addition of data to a major recoding of information. Certain problems 

exist in defining data base requirements and Weinberg (1978) names four 

of them. 

1) Users failure to understand the level of precision needed in the 

statement of specific inquiries and responses. 

2) Users prediliction to use a limited number of inquiries, and failure 

to imagine the extent of inquiries that they could make. 

3) Users failure to realize the time, cost, and space benefits that can 

ensue from retrieval of data. 

4) Different users have different requirements in the nature of the 

information wanted, and in the way in which it is presented. 

The adaptation loop and regular data review facility should 

help to overcome some of these problems. Another important solution to 

these problems is to educate users in the use of the system. Probably 

the best solution is the application of problem-solving, analytical 

strategies in .the initial designing of the system. 
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There are basically two ways of handling data for a health 

service information system, and this applies equally to setting up an 

information system for nursing education, though on a much smaller scale. 

The two main methods generally advocated for the handling of data are 

(a) a manual, or (b) an automated data processing (ADP) method. For 

evaluatory purposes both methods have their limitations. 

Manual methods can be wasteful of time, material, and space; and 

the integration of data is more difficult. But there is no reason why 

classification, coding, and presentation of data prepared manually cannot 

be rationalised and operated efficiently. One considerable advantage is 

that observations can be qualified by description, to enhance understanding 

of the information, in a way which is not possible in an ADP system. 

In an ADP system, classification, coding, and placement of 
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information is quicker, once the terms and usage are defined, and more 

easily retrieved. Units of information can be recombined in a number of 

ways, and users with different needs can get the information they want. 

But there are several reasons, such as cost and limited flexibility in 

response to change, why ADP is not possible or desirable at local or 

institutional level. Weinberg (1987) considers, however, that this will 

lessen as sophisticated computer banks, with terminals in different 

locations, become more available. 

The ideal solution seems to be a combination of ADP and manual 

methods. As noted, information can be obtained on demand from central 

and regional computer banks. An efficient manual method to place, 

retrieve, and provide access for usage of information is one that can 

be based on a library system. Moreover, as a library system now includes 

storage of films, tapes, and other audiovisual aids, it can allow a very 

comprehensive information system to be developed. 

GUIIDELINES RECX>MMENDED FOR THE ORGANISATION OF DATA FOR A NURSING 

EDUCATION SYSTEM 

1) The information system can be developed within the library system, 

but should be the responsibility of the curriculum development and 

advisory committee. 

2) Regular meetings should be scheduled with all relevant users to 

determine data base information requirements and objectives. 

3) Define the terms of use, and establish codes for scheduled work 

demands, than can be answered :immediately. 

4) Devise codes that iooicate that the adaptation loop and data base 

review need to be operational. Specify whose responsibility it is to 

respond to such demands. 

5) Delineate information that can be obtained from a 'broker's service' 
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.,. and detail the sources to apply to for such imformation. 

6) As data extracted through the 'mass media' and various other 

publications is believed to constitute an important source of 

information for keeping up with contemporary social realities and 

behavioural problems, a system should be devised to monitor socio

health issues. This permits a broader grasp of human behaviour and 

can be classified according to a problem-oriented form of recording. 

7) As advocated by a number of authorities, such as WHO (1972), provision 

must be made for the public to participate in establishing and maint

aining an up-to-date information system. 

8) As the system develops the data structure needs to be adapted to 

user requirements. 

9) Use of the system can be encouraged by involving users in the 

developnent of data base objectives and in the specification of 

information required. 

10) Identify the range of inquires that can be made, and the benefits that 

can accrue, from an information system in order to attain nursing 

goals. 

THE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 

As~tbe ,911idelines given for the organisation of data indicate, 

to achieve success it is wise to involve users of the system in its 

developnent, and in the specification of its objectives and usage. This 

in itself, helps to ensure that information is transmitted adequately. 

Integrating collections of information into logical comprehensive systems 

also helps to achieve better use of the information. Interrelationships 

can be better grasped, and information exchange flows more freely. 
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An information system also provides for placement of data which 

is easily retrieved and to which access can be given - subject to the 

ethic of confidentiality where applicable - on a regular basis for those 

who require it. 

This is another area where responsibility can be given 

specifically to a connnittee member, who is charged with the function of 

informing users about new inputs or of changes to the data base structure 

and content. 

On a wider basis, information should be exchanged regularly at 

all levels and also between countries where pertinent. One of the major 

concerns at the Sixth Regional Consultation Meeting on the APEID (Asian 

Programme of Educational Innovation for Developnent) 1979, involved 

information developnent and idssemination. This is seen as vital since 

it provides access to new ideas and comparative experiences. One of the 

recommendations made was the APEID should support national studies for 

the transfer and exchange of experience. Nursing education in all 

countries transmits information through its professional journals, but has 

some way to go in exchanging information on a formal and informal basis 

outside its professional field. 

SUMMARY 

An information system is an integral part of CRP, and it makes 

it possible to identify and monitor the social realities and their 

outcomes on a continuing basis. In attition, it makes it possible to 

monitor their reflection in the curriculum, in the choice of teaching/ 

learning strategies, and in the selection of desirable nursing skills for 

oncoming nurses. 

Knowledge about the social realities, and the socio-health and 
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nursing problems associated with them, needs to be increased by research, 

and by systematic ongoing information gathering, analysis, and inter

pretation. 

In chapter 5, an extensive review of the social realities of 

contemporary societies is carried out in order to define the social context 

in which nursing practises. In chapter 6, a systematic study of the 

social realities of New Zealand society for the period of a year - 1979 -

demonstrates the use of an information system and identifies the most 

dominant socio-health and nursing problems. This is seen to offer the 

most appropriate basis for choices made in the organisation and content of 

nursing education programmes, and in the selection of optimal learning 

experiences. 



CHAPTER 5 

SOCIAL REALITIES: DEFINING THE CONTEXT IN WHICH NURSING PRACTICES 

Since defining the context in which nursing functions is 

a topic of immense dimensions it has been divided into five sections. 

To begin with, however, the concept of 'social realities' is discussed 

and defined. 

SECTION 1: 

CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL REALITIES - TRENDS AND PROBLEMS 

SECTION 2: 

SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS - CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL REALITIES 

SECTION 3: 

SOCIAL REALITIES - CHANGING PATTERNS OF ILL HEALTH 

SECTION 4: 

SOCIAL REALITIES - THE MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY 

SECTION 5: 

CLARIFYING VALUES IN AN AGE OF DEGENERATIVE AND MAN-MADE DISEASE 
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THE CONCEPT OF SOCIAL REALITIES 

Discussion of the Concept 

As a global concept, 'social realities' has been defined in 

chapter one as the conunonalities of human life and experience shared by 

all hwnanity though with varying emphases according to all the 

characteristics of a society. But, as examination of the words 'social' 

and 'reality' discloses, a more specific definition is possible, and 

desirable. 

'Social' refers to all that is imputed or attributed to the 

mutual, interdependent, and communal relations of people. What might be 

called the basic substance of hwnan societies is the same all over the 

world. Beliefs and values, lifestyles ('NOrk and leisure), individual 

identity and group belonging, achievement and failure, making and 

destroying, sharing and withholding, caring and being cared for, are 

the essence of what moulds people together or separates them. 
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From this essence, and the common physical and climatic 

conditions that people must contend with, arise the factors which promote 

or demote the wellbeing of people. As well, processes develop which affect 

and motivate the behaviour of people; especially their behaviour in 

social groups. Obviously an immense field to consider, and one, 

therefore, that will be confined to those aspects which hold some 

explicit or implicit relation to a society's need for nursing care. 

'Reality', as defined by the OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY, is the 

nature of something or some object. The actual which underlines appear

ances arrl is not distorted by extraneous or subjective factors, but has 

defining characteristics and possesses consistency. To define 'reality' 

is much simpler than to determine it, as a nurse attempting to define 

nursing needs can affirm, but when the two concepts 'social' and 'reality' 

are used in conjunction the meaning of both is extended and qualified. 

'Social realities' implies, therefore, all the real or actual 

conditions and happenings that exist in the shared human environment of 

a society. As figure 2.2~ demonstrates, the environment is perceived as 

consisting of a number of interdependent components. Various linkages 

between these components determine the nature of the social realities of 

a society. Individuals both influence and are influenced by the environ

ment in which they live, and interactions between the two establish the 

socio-health status of individuals. Consequently, the social realities 

are not a static, passive entity but a changing, evolving set of conditions 

affecting a society and its members. 

'Social realities' are more than just a listing of conditions 

such as, employment figures, accidents associated with alcolx>lism, and 

health and vital statistics. They refer to all conditions which affect 

the organisation or ordering of a society, its unity, and its survival. 

The wlx>le range of psyclx>social, cognitive, and physical adjustments 

~ P. ~O 
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and/or maladjustments that a society and individuals may make in response 

to existent conditions are inferred in the concept. Powerlessness, 

alienation, job limitations, witMrawal of the right to work, socio

economic factors which limit or promote health status and educational 

opportunities, the authority power structure of a society, and contin

uing changes in the enviromnent are some of the current social realities 

that confront people. 

Redefining the Concept of 'Social Realities' 

'Social Realities' 

In the context of this thesis, 'social realities' are defined 

as the actual conditions, pressures, disabilities and abilities, 

limitations and resources that exist in the lifespace of people and form 

the environment within which nursing functions. 

'Contemporary Social Realities' 

This term refers to the most prevalent conditions, or state of 

order and disorder found in a society. Figure 5 .1. names some of the most 

common aoo universal social realities and their outcomes, patterns of 

reaction that may occur in response to them, and, finally, some of the 

strategies of adaptation aoo adjustment that may be adopted to deal with 

them. 

Nursing care is applied, therefore, to people living in more or 

less favourable environments according to the prevalent social realities 

of their society. Johnson (1965) urges nu~ses to pay renewed attention 

to the significance of nursing practice, not just for the application 

of nursing knowledge, but also as its primary location. With slight 

modification one can urge that the location of nursing practice, that is, 

its social context, determine, not just the nature of nursing practice, 
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but also act as the primary source of nursing knowledge. 

SECTION 1 
CX>NTEMPORARY SOCIAL REALITIES TRENDS AND PROBLEMS 

As the conditions or states listed under 'social realities' 

in figure 5.1. (p 81) indicate, many of the factors which influence the 

quality of contemporary life are associated with material resources and 

man-made structures. The extent to which they exert control, however, 

depends also upon the socio-cultural customs and mores of a society. 

'Social beliefs! claimed Peters (1975) "father social realities". 

Different cultures foDn their own views about the ends and purpose of 

human existence, about what individuals may expect from significant and 

generalized others, and about what is satisfying or frustrating. Just 

how close individuals remain to the general tenor and state of being of 

their society depends upon the characteristics of their culture. They 

are also very much influenced by those who socialize them into the ways 

of their society in their early years. Overall it can be said that the 

manner in which a society negotiates the events of daily life for its 

members reflects both its culture and the realities of its situation in 

time and place. 

It is equally true that a society is affected by realities 

outside its own borders. Modern ease of travel and communications has 

made it virtually impossible for a society to remain closed to outside 

influences. Additionally, pathological and social disorders spread more 

rapidly, and the experiences of individuals are less confined to the 

social structure into which they were born. As a consequence there:; ±s 

less acceptance of the traditional roles of social institutions, and 

internal and external pressures on a society are less easily handled. 

Prominent amongst the complex problems associated with modern 
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technology since the onset of the atomic age is the knowledge that the 

extinction of the species is now a distinct possibility. How much this 

knowledge, consciously or unconsciously, has fed the various problems that 

have mushroomed since world war two is hard to evaluate. But it is less 

difficult to form conclusions concerning the strains they have placed on 

society and its institutions. 

In broad terms the health of a society depends upon its stage 

of develo_prnent, available resources and attitudes towards them, and the 

effectiveness of its social institutions. Developnent has been a feature 

of societal life ever since human settlements first formed, but the 

rapidity of present developnents does have adverse effects on health. 

Smith (1966) points out that stress is a marked feature of modern life 

because social adaptation has not kept pace with technological develop-

ments. 

Crises of security or social conflict. are a feature of most 

societies today. Lambo (1967) is adamant that any study of peoples 

health must attend to the critical level of mental and behavioural dis- . 

orders which have an effect on the entire society. Violence, crime, 

alcoholism, delinquency and inadequacy are,he notes, as important indices 

of health as mortality and morbidity figures. 

Patterns of Reaction 

As a society faces its problems a certain pattern usually 

emerges which characterizes the ways it seeks to solve them. Some 
-It

reactions common in contemporary societies are listed in figure 5.1. For 

instance, the inadequacy of official services and resources is reflected 

in the increasing number of voluntary, self-help, and pressure groups, 

that are being formed. Moreover crises develop periodically in a 

society and can be an opportunity for growth, retreat, or closure as 

* r. ,-1 
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common patterns of reaction. One common hope or expectation of both 

developed and developing societies is that education will help to solve 

many of its problems. A panacea increasingly stressed as societies fail 

to transmit a unifying belief for their members which gives meaning and 

value to there activities and relationships. 

In a crisis situation such as world war two, or when disorders 

such as those listed above reach intolerable levels, a pattern of reaction 

* as depicted in figure 5.2. may develop. In the first stage of crisis, 

initial reactions are oriented towards the maintenance or recovery of 

unity. At the height of the cr1sis the greatest need is to protect the 

survival and freedom of a society. Unity is therefore stressed to ensure 

survival, and order is organised in the society towards that purpose. 

Certain restraints on individual rights are accepted during 

this period but disruptions of ordinary social structures c~n later be 

dysfunctional for a society's wellbeing. Nevertheless, innovative and 

creative responses during a crisis can lead to continuing developnents 

which benefit a society. For instance, a considerable amount of 

benef-icial medical and general technology began in this way. 

Crisis is followed by a stage of post-crisis which is generally 

a time of reconstruction and return to normality. The overriding goal 

is to overcome imbalances between societal and individual rights formed 

during the crisis. The goal is, therefore, a mixture of consolidating 

the social structures of a society, rebuilding its resources, and the 

recovery of individual freedoms and rewards. As the er isis recedes more 

diversity is allowed, although this depends upon a society's stage of 

developnent, and its socio-political character. 

In the third stage of crisis-distancing social injustices and 

discord become more evident. Subsequently, social disorders intensify 

and seriously tax the resources and abilities of social institutions. At 
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present the social realities that predominate involve a serious disparity 

between the resources available and the amount required to maintain the 

wellbeing of all a society's members. The overriding goal is one of 

establishing order based on justice which is more a matter of treating 

adequately according to need than to treating all equally. , 

The fourth and final stage is that of seeking balance between 

conservative and radical solutions for establishing societal and individ-

ual wellbeing. The three main issues for a society of unity, survival, 

and order now need reviewing. All the components of the human environment 

~ 

(shown in figure 2.~.) must be considered in reviewing a society's 

priorities, and all social institutions must participate in this task • 
.. 

Figure 5.3. displays how one social institution, nursing, using the crisis 

construct of unity, survival, and order can participate and assist a 

society and individuals to establish priorities for recovery and 

enhancement of health. ,-r P. ~c 

In a crisis or time of stress unity necessitates a p:>0ling or 

strengthening of energies to deal with the situation. For survival, 

priorities must be established regarding the use of resources and the 

environment, and the urgencies and basic needs of the situation must be 

analysed and managed with care. Order is required and obtained by 

planning and problem solving strategies. The decisions made must be 

optimal for society if the crisis involves the conununity as a whole. Even 

if the decisions relate primarily to an individual there must still be 

study of all that is involved in the personal environment of the person. 

The role of nursing in the management of social disorders, 

involves activities related to sharing knowledge and freeing individuals 

by enhancement of self-care abilities. Another essential activity is 

creating a healing environment, which facilitates reparation, by allowing 

time for treating, healing, and renewal of energies. Comforting and 



easing pressures relating to individual or environmental malaise is 

always needed, and, for some, may be all that is possible. 

Coping with Change 

The present time is one of rapid and pervasive change with 

widespread effects. It is associated with technological advances which 

have been beneficial but at a price. Increased mobility, a hastening 

move from rural to urban life, a 'knowledge explosion', and rapidly 

increasing populations are accompanied by environmental and psycho

social pollution. (WHO, 1966; Lambe, 1967; Baly, 1973; Folta & Deck, 

1966; Boulding, 1965; Bennis, 1966). 
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Social institutions, and society in general, find it increasingly 

difficult to adjust to the rapidity of changes in modern complex societies. 

Swift and continuing change allows little time for the reactions, 

interactions, and actions that occur, or need to occur, in response to it. 

For instance, counnitment to change is a prerequisite if it is to be coped 

with effectively. But this requires an underlying understanding of the 

need for it, which individuals often do not possess, or which they do not 

accept. 

When change is imposed, generally by external pressures, it is 

rarely successful or lasting. A more positive response is likely if 

individuals are given an opportunity to participate in planned change. 

Participation in making clx>ices facilitates the integration of proposals 

for change into an individual's mental constructs and patterns of 

activities. That is, of course, if the changes proves to be necessary 

and desirable. 

Social change has led to a_ general demand for a more active role 

in decisions which affect wellbeing. Folta & Deck (1966) conunent on the 

complexity of modern society and the developnent of forces of unrest and 



collective behaviour. The prominence of pressure groups and consumer 

advocates in contemporary society is an instance of this developnent. 
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The growth and power of such groups has, of course, been helped by the 

facilities provided by the mass media. Another factor is the trend towards 

private medical insurance schemes as public services appear to be unable 

to cope with the demands and expectations for extension and improvement 

of available health services. 

Although change is a natural part of the life process and occurs 

in all matter over time th~re ar~, nevertheless, points of time in social 

and environmental issues when choices can be made as to the desirability 

and direction of planned change. As Mechanic (1969) points out it is 

vital to achieve some balance between mastery of the environment and 

individual comfort, not only for humanitarian reasons but also to 

facilitate continuing performance and mastery. 

In a study concerned with the dynamics of change Hirschowitz 

(1977) discusses processes .that ease the stress of transition and promote 

mastery of tasks to be accomplished. What Hirschowitz calls the process 

of 'interactive engagement• in the planning of change enables energies 

to be utilized for dealing with changing reality. Realistic discussion is 

seen as enabling 'anticipatory grief and ""10rry ""10rk' to begin. Something 

that Hirschowitz likens to Toffler' s (1975) term for dealing with cha_nge 

in communities, that is 'anticipatory democracy'. 

Hirschowitz (1977) finds that the processes which enable 

adaptive mastery include these factors. 

1. Understanding which provides realistic coping and assurance. 

2. Inv0lvement resulting from the process of information - sharing, 

expands self-confidence and mastery of what is done. 

3. Support and reassurance which are vital in a period of change and 

uncertainty. People require assurance that those who activate change 

recognize these needs 



4. Guidance, particularly 'anticipatory guidance' which provides and 

prepares for new patterns of action and new roles. 

5. Proximity of those who direct or lead change for 'contact comfort' 

and opportunities to express difficulties openly. 

6. Interaction to hasten the 'restitution process'. Constructing the 

new and disengaging from the old in other words. 
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7. Clarity about new responsibilities to be gained by repeated 

discussion to clarify and reclarify in order to overcome the 'phenomenon 

of role clinging' which interfereswiththe learning of new roles and tasks. 

8. Self-respect which needs rebuilding in a time of change when previous 

competencies no longer suffice. 

9. Hope which can be generated in team sharing of common difficulties 

experienced in a time of change. Hope, states Hirschowitz (1977), is a 

'sine qua non' for successfully managing change. 

Figure 5.4. is used by Hirschowitz to show how an organisation 

can move from uncertainty and restlessness to the implementation of an 

effective strategy to manage change. This coping strategy can be 

generalized to other situations in society. For instance, it can be 

used in what Toffler (1975) terms 'anticipatory democracy' in the 

c01TaI1unity. It moves through five steps, which Hirschowitz (1977) states, 

must be kept in sequence if adaptive stress is to be avoided. The five 

steps in figure 5.4. are indicated by capital lettering (see page 91). 
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It should be noted that Hirschowitz uses the term 'contracting' 

in the way used by Levinson (1962), that is, as a 'psychological contract'. 

Levinson et al. (1962) use the term in reference to the emotional health 

of work organisations. When the needs for dependency, affection, and 

coping support are contractually met, commitment oocurs. Hirsch:>witz 

calls the model an ideal one but cautions against neglect of any one of 

the five steps because it is thought to be time-consuming. This, he warns, 

leads to an inability to cope aoo uses more time when the process has to 

re-initiated to cover what was neglected. 

A second study concerned primarily with the dynamics of change 

in organisations, but which is generalizable to society at large is that 

of Bennis (1966). Bennis refers to American society but the instances of 

change given are also common to many other societies. For instance, he 

notes that in 1960 half of all Americans were over 33 years but forecast 

that by 1970 half of all Americans '1!.'0uld be under 25. In education one 

out of every eight Americans had been to high school, but by 1966 one out 
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of five attended high school. Finally, referring to the momentum of the 

scientific revolution Bennis noted that science will dominate even more 

by 1980 when about $35 billion will be spent on research and development: 

$10 billion on arms and arms control, $7 billion on basic research, and 

$18 billion on vast civilian welfare programs and new technology. 

After discussing bureaucracy as the dominant form of human 

organisation currently prevailing, Bennis (1966) makes his main premise, 

which is that bureaucracy is out of step with contemporary realities and 

new social systems are needed. He provides two main reasons .: (a) the 

fact of the 'population' and 'knowledge explosion;' and (b) a less 

easily defined reason - a general spirit of inquiry and analysis. 

Consequently, there is a trend towards a change in values and outlooks 

between those who make history and those who provide knowledge. This 

developnent is termed 'organisational revitilization'. It is described 

as a complex social process, involving self-examination of organisational 

behaviour, and a collaborative relationship between those who manage 

organisations and those who contribute scientific knowledge. 

For Bennis, the steps outlined by Hirschowitz (1977) are 

expressed by concepts such as collaboration, reciprocity, cooperation, 

knowledge-sharing, and organisational revitilization. 

Amongst the skills presently required by organisations and 

individuals Bennis includes: 

coping with swift, persistent change; 

corning to terms with temporary work systems and requiring retraining 

perhaps three times in a lifetime; 

engaging and disengaging in meaningful relations due to current 

mobility trends; 

learning how to live with ambiguity; 

being able to identify with the adaptive process; and 
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- managing contingencies constructively. 

Coping with change is believed to demand such skills and to require more 

flexible and responsive organisational and societal structures than a 

bureaucracy can offer. 

In figure 5.5. (p 94) an elaboration of a chart dl:awn by 

Bennis (1966) to show the human problems confronting contemporary 

organisations is presented. It specifies, in particular, how one social 

institution, nursing, strives to manage these human problems, in a time 

of change. 

Mead (1970), aptly underscores the universality of the current 

social problems confronting us, in depicting the world as a 'global 

village'. Due to the rapidity of change Mead concludes that the 

'intergenerational gap' is more significant than sociocultural or 

demographic divisions. Describing cultures in three categories; 

(a) 'postfigurative' in which children learn primarily from their 

forebears; (b) 'cofigurative' in which children and adults learn from 

their peers; and (c) 'prefigurative' in which adults also learn from 

their children, Mead argues that it is the lattter culture that is 

required by the world of today and tomorrow if man is to cope with the 

business of living with meaning and purpose (1970). 

An incident revealing the 'intergenerational gap' was recounted 

by Gandhi at a United Nation Conference on the Human Environment (1972). 

This told how the demands of tribal elders to have their culture left 

undisturbed was acceded to but later had to be modified when the young 

objected to being treated as 'museum pieces'. This incident also 

illustrates the effects of rapid, universal communication systems on what 

some may consider to be a more static society. The restless young are 

not just a phenomenon of the west. 

Mead's perceptions of socio-cultural develoIXllents and priorities 
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' are supported by a number of other social scientists. For example, both 

Toffler (1970) and Dubos (1965) stress the universality of problems 

associated with rapid change. Toffler (1970) is particularly concerned 

with what happens to people when they are overwhelmed by change and with 

how they adapt to the future. Dubos (1965) also attends to adaptation, 

and warns that each adaptive reaction exacts its price. 

In Mead's perception of a 'prefigurative culture' the old 

learn from the young as well as transmit to them their culture and 

knowledge. It is through education Toffler (1974) writes, that 'future 

consciousness' is developed so that future events, individual and general, 

can be anticipated and coped with more adequately. 

SECTION 2 
SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS - CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL REALITIES 

Social institutions can be defined as structures developed 

within society to carry out specific functions on its behalf. As 

Folta & Deck (1966) point out, society has a number of essential functions 

including familial, economic, political, religious, educational, and 

socio-health to maintain. But as societies have become more complex 

various institutions have evolved to mediate these functions (Morrish, 

1976). In addition to the specific functions entrusted to each 

institution there are also certain general societal goals. These include 

the achievement of continuity, cohesion, sufficiency of resources, the 

transmission of value and meaning systems, and social control. 

'Institution': is used in this context to refer to a structure 

which consists of a number of functionaries who act in prescribed ways 

at certain points of need (Chinoy, 1968). Nursing, as already noted, has 

evolved to assist a society to care for those members with some inability 

to maintain self-care. Education is expected to act ~ for society by 
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transmitting its culture. Yet, at the same time, it has also to act to 

prevent 'cultural lag' (Morrish, 1976), to develop 'future consciousness' 

(Toffler, 1970), and to mediate what Mead (1970) calls the 'intergenerat

ional gap' and a developing 'cofigurative culture'. 

Altoough all social institutions are caught up in the crises 

caused by persistent and rapid change only one - the family - can be 

considered further to see how it fares in contemporary society. The 

strength and stability of the family is interdependent with that of society 

and can, therefore, reflect in many ways ·.:_a society's wellbeing. 

THE FAMILY 

In all its different cultural forms the family can provide a 

prime example of how current dissonance and unrest affects the integrity 

of social institutions. A decision has been made to examine the family 

because it is regarded as the basic social unity of society. As such it 

is paramount in the initiation of stable and close relationships and a 

secure environment. It is, therefore, a major determinant of a healthy 

personality and physique and of a person in harmony with his or her 

environment (Bowlby, 1969; Daniels & Smith, 1979; Etzioni, 1979; Begg, 

1976; Hall & Weaver, 1974; Reinhardt & Quinn, 1973; Loring, 1979; 

Mahler, 197 5) • 

The current rate of social change has had a marked effect on 

families. Recent New Zealand figures show that incidents of violence 

have increased by 21% - from 12500 in 1978 to 15200 in 1979. More 

incidents of violence are said to occur within the family than elsewhere 

and this is reported to be a worldwide trend causing considerable concern. 

Brockington (1975) reports that more deaths due to accidents occur to 

children in the home than do on the roads. 
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Hall & Weaver (1974) consider that most crises occur within a 

family context and that it i s r are for an individual to experience a crisis 

alone. They also note that recent studies indicate that it is change 

rather than stress which precipitiates a crisis. Among recent New Zealand 

studies on the family in contemporary society is one prepared by Begg 

(1976) for the Plunket Society. Begg draws attention to the Plunket 

Society's continuing concern about social change in the last decade. 

And he commences his study with a quote from Miller et al (1974). 

"Just as some children are born with physical 
handicaps others are born with social handi
caps and the greatest of these is an unsatis
factory family ••• the principal need (now), 
is for more responsible standards of family 
behaviour". 

Begg stresses that particular concern is felt about the problems 

arising, and on the increase, in the new housing areas; a trend which 

has been confirmed by some of the findings of the Joint Survey on Maternal 

and Infant Care in Wellington (Salmond, 1975). T\tlO other studies Begg 

mentions are (a) Crime in New Zealand, 1968, and (b) Child Abuse in 

New Zealand, 1972. Both studies stress the preventive outcomes of good 

family life which spills over into all aspects of individual growth -

physical, mental, moral, educational and social. The importance of 

parent education, and motivating parents to use the information, is also 

stressed. 

In an assessment of children's needs Begg points out that mort

ality and morbidity rates have lessened with control of infectious 

diseases and more knowledge about nutrition, hygience, and metabolism. 

The main issues of present concern now include a greater incidence of 

acqidents and injury, and psychosocial disorders. Further, while the 

effects of gross poverty have eased those of affluence grow. Begg 

believes that the chief problems now experienced by families are mainly 
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man-made environmental ones. 

An extensive American study (Kenniston, 1977) on the family 

and its viability, also examines the anxieties, worries, and obstacles 

that a changing society is creating for parents and their children. 

Kenniston (1977) reports that the Commission that undertook the study 

emphasised that 98% of children grow up in families and are likely to do 

so even if the pattern of the family unit alters. Consequently, it was 

agreed that, to support and understand the development of children, 

demanded the support of the family and knowledge and understanding of the 

lives of their parents. Moreover, it was urged that planners and policy

makers focus on the broad ecological pressures affecting children and 

their parents, if the policies are to do more than just repair the 

damage that the environment is constantly reinflicting. 

As a consequence, the study moved from an analysis of the needs 

of individual children to broader issues about the organisation of the 

economic, social, and technological setting of childhood. In fact, the 

position adopted moved close to that of Harbison & Myers (1964) who stated 

that the objectives of a 'human resources developnent' strategy is to 

build the skills and knowledge required for economic, social, cultural, 

and political growth and to provide avenues of participation in the 

creation of a better society for all who seek them. One can go further 

and suggest that the 'avenues of participation' be revealed to those whose 

socio-economic status \<iOuld preclude them from knowing about it let alone 

desiring it. 

Another study with a similar orientation to Begg's, though it 

concentrates on the entire family and not only the children, reports the 

results of a joint Anglo-American Conference on 'Health and the Family'. 

The two issues primarily dealt with are related to (a) current erosion of 

the traditional family and existent alternatives; and (b) the dramatic 
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developnents in medical technology. 

The earlier chapters set out to increase awareness of the 

importance of the family. In the first chapter, Daniels & Smith (1979) 

look particularly at the changing functions of the family and their 

interrelationships with health and illness. They believe that changes in 

the 20TH century are qualitatively and quantitively different. 

Some of the selected data they present to support this belief 

of new realities in a maturing industrial society includes; 

1) doubling 6£ the divorce rate in~the l.a·st 10 years which has increased 

700% in this century; 

2) households headed by women have more than doubled in 10 years; 

3) 2 out of 5 children born this decade will live in single-parent homes 

for at least part of their youth. 

4) each year 20\ of the population move (12 million families or 40 

million people); 

5) in the 1970 census one-half of the population lived at a different 

address from five years earlier; 

6) the suicide rate in children aged 10 to 14 has doubled and in 

adolescents has tripled in the last 20 years. (A recent news release 

reports that suicide attempts in the Wellington district were 9 per 

1000 of population; and that most commonly attempts were made by the 

young, unemployed, young women, those who lived in the inner city, 

and the Maori) • 

Of the qualitative factors thought to underpin the quantitative 

data the changing roles of \l,'Qmen and men are believed to be critical. 

Expected behaviours are viewed as more flexible and variable. Occupational 

choices, especially for women, are greater and marriage occurs at different 

ages with different overt and covert expectations than before. 
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The discussion by Etzioni (1979) on the evolution of the family 

is very clear and cogent as he presents the viewpoints of those who believe 

the disintegration of the family is all to the good, as opposed to those 

who regard it as catastrophic for society. Etzioni points out that the 

consequences of disintegration may be viewed differently, but that there 

is no disagreement about the phenomenon itself. 

Etzioni (1979) makes apt use of Bale's description of group 

behaviour to apply it to role differentiation in the family. In the 

traditional family the mother was seen as the 'expressive' leader and the 

father as the 'instrumental' leader. In effect, between them, they gave 

the child the emotional security needed and, also, emphasised progress. 

Whatever the complexity of role changes, Etzioni is affirming that family 

health requires both expressive and instrumental role playing for 

survival. This can be viewed as valid for all cultures, although the 

expressive and instrumental roles are maintained by a variety of family 

members, and -are not necessarily sex-linked. 

The interpretation and projection of data into family dynamics 

is believed by Etzioni to be very complex and ambiguous. He cautions that 

there are not really any neutral social scientists and places himself 

firmly on the side of those who are for the family and against its 

disintegration. His debate on recent theories about family dynamics and 

counter-arguments to them is produced in table form in figure 5. 6. (p 1 Ol) • 

What is really at stake, Etzioni claims, is a definition of 

satisfaction and happiness. He identifies happiness as a joint enterprise. 

One can accept this as accordant with the generally accepted belief that 

human nature is a socially acquired and sustained entity. Etzioni also 

finds that about half of the healing profession, including nurses, have a 

tendency to communicate to clients that individual commitment to the family 

is the true entity and that the full happiness they are entitled to should 
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be sought. He believes this to be incompatible with marriage, however, 

which,by definition, involves some deep confession to each other in order 

to generate something more than the sum of the two of them. 

The calculation of each activity in order to maximize 

individual happiness is seen as self-destructive. Ultimately, he affirms, 

the issue is related not just to the nuclear family but to the whole 

psychological, sociological fabric of sociability. Irrespective of 

philosophic views, and without being an ascetic, Etzioni comments the 

consequences of the 'celebration of the self' can be seen in society. It 

will corranence by completing the disintegration of the family and proceed 

to end by destroying civilization. 

'Civilization' obviously means something different to Boulding 

(1965) who states that be welcomes post-civilization and has little 

affection for civilization. But an analysis of his paper on 'After 

Civilization What?' indicates that the family is still an integral part of 

the society he envisions, which, for survival, has to develop an almost 

new form of learning in order to cope with learning in rapidly changing 

systems. 

Begg (1976) names a number of factors in the human enviromnent, 

specifically of New Zealand society, which are potentially disturbing 

to family wellbeing. The factors named include: 

changing social attitudes, urban drift, new housing areas, 

immigration, industrialization, the motor car, 

confrontation and violence, and limited resources in the face of limit

less demands. 

Changing Social Attitudes 

The family has probably never been quire the ideal entity it is 

sometimes portrayed to be and its characteristics vary with the culture. 
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But in one form or another it has been the basic social unit which 

socializes the young into their society. Children need adults who are 

attached to them because they have a profound sense of corranitment and love 

(Kenniston, 1977), and not simply from some contractual arrangement which 

Etzioni (1970) finds quite impossible. 

Changes that Begg (1976) considers affect cohesive family life 

and the health of children include attitudes towards the durability of 

marriage, the importance of children and family size, earlier marriages, 

solo mothers, de facto marriages, and the desirability of both parents, 

or solo parent, working away from home. In a report on nursing (WHO, 

1966), it is pointed out that over half of married women already work, and, 

in some instances, have already done so for many years. Nevertheless, in 

a number of cultures where women traditionally work, children grow up in 

extended families with a number of significant adults who exercise a 

parental role. Moreover, in rural corranunities the infant has a secure 

niche on the mother's back as she works and is breast fed on demand. 

Clulow (1979) states that in a period of uncertainty and social 

change it is difficult to know what is fundamental to the wellbeing of 

individuals and their society. But, central to Begg' s concern about the 

desirability of the mother 11,10rking, must be associated the alternatives 

available in a society to provide children with a sustaining, caring 

substitute. Kenniston (1977) urges that while parental responsibility 

can, and should be, expected by a society, external barriers such as 

unemployment or insufficient single wages, must be removed so that 

parents are in a position to exercise their responsibility. Additionally, 

families require access to all necessary resources. 

The 'myth' of the self-sufficient family is also challenged: 

by Kenniston (1977). He believes one cannot hope ±Cif,solve problems by 

bringing about changes in the parents alone. For parents are also 
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affected by broad social and economic forces over which they have little 

control. As societies become more complex family functions alter, and 

coping abilities become strained. The family role has shrunk as changing 

social conditions, due to industrial and technological developments, has 

taken work out of the home. Further, it has not only removed it from the 

home, but it moves it, increasingly, into urban areas. The family has 

become smaller and more mobile as a society becomes more industrial. 

Changing social attitudes occur due to various group and 

social pressures. It would be hard to determine what level of individual 

choice is present in some of the changes that occur to the family and the 

net\l\lOrk of relationships to which it belongs. Kenniston (1977) describes 

parents as the 'weakened executive'. Their role is seen to be one of 

choosing, meeting, talking with, and coordinating the experts, the 

technology, and the institutions that help to bring up their children. 

It is a crucial role, he believes, for they are usually the world's 

experts on the needs and reactions of their own particular children. 

Baly (1973) also refers to changing social attitudes that have 

developed as families have become more mobile, and more subject to changes 

of occupation, as job choices alter with new industrial and technological 

trends. Family responsibilities fall on a smaller group causing more 

strain, and the unstable cost of living makes the family budget more 

difficult to manage. Smaller homes, more married women working, the 

disappearance of 'maiden aunts', and changes in longevity have made it 

more difficult for the family to care for elderly relatives. 

The adolescent member of the family tends to be a marked focus 

of concern in most societies today. They are influenced earlier, and 

more often, b ~ outside adults, the peer group, the mass media, and they 

spend more time out of home . (Daniels & Smith, 1979; Reinhardt & Quinn, 

1973). Some of the hostility and rebellion is most likely due to reduced 
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employment opportunities, and to a feeling of powerlessness as adoles

cence is prolonged (Goodman, 1965; Vellekoop, 1969). Smith (1979) finds 

them a very vulnerable group and refers to their identification by Morton 

(1969), as the main 'at risk' group because of ignorance of the most basic 

knowledge and common behaviour habits essential to healthy living. He 

also refers to an analysis of their behaviour a decade later and concludes 

that they do not appear to be any wiser. 

A marked change in social attitudes is shown by the earlier 

age at which the majority of the young leave the parental 

home and set up homes with their peer groups. This causes a number of 

problems for families. Folta & Deck (1966) state that it is not uncommon 

for the mother to suffer from some form of psychosomatic illness or 

depression as a result. They also refer to the increasing prevalence of 

both sexually transmitted disease and teenage pregnancies. Alcoholism 

and drugs are also problems that affect youth who adopt the values of 

their peers and adult role models (Smith, 1979). 

Urban Drift 

Urban dttifi: .:: is a factor which deprives the family of support 

from kin and establised networks of friends and other primary groups. It 

also creates service difficulties due to what Seymour (1977) calls a 

'minority geographically isolated' in small centres and rural areas, and 

a 'majority geographically mobile'. Hill (1965) identifies long-term 

trends due to urbanisation such as changed ways of making a living, 

decreased self-sufficiency of families, smaller households, increased 

mobility of families, and changed authority patterns. 

Many activities, once centred in the home, are seen to have 

moved to external sources. For example, the production of food, the 
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making of clothes, and recreational choices are given as instances of 

this occurrence. But, it is noted, when conditions become generally 

difficult for a society - as in a time of recession - and the family is 

exhorted to be more self-reliant the coping strategies required to deal 

with change are often lacking. And 'urban drift' makes it that much more 

difficult when the larger family or established networks of friends and 

other primary groups are not there to help out. 

New Housing Areas 

The separation of 'WOrk and residential locations is one of the 

components of isolation and psychological stress in 'instant' suburbs and 

new towns. Aggregations of young families are found to experience feelings 

of loneliness and isolation. Family problems are, therefore, intensified 

because a strong, comforting net'WOrk of family and/or friends is lacking. 

Begg (1976) notes that families are aware of the need for support and 

help, and cites the young Porirua parents' pleas for assistance (Salmond, 

1975), as an instance :of this felt need. A later Porirua health care 

survey (1976) confirms the earlier findings. It reports a striking 

amount of mental stress and need for support, company, and practical and 

economic help, largely due to isolation and transport problems. In 

summarizing the findings of a research study on 'Health Awareness and 

Health Actions of Parents' Pybus & Thomson (1979) also refer to parents' 

awareness of threats to family health. 

The avoidance of feelings of distress and frustration are 

dependent on the degree of participation and personal effectiveness 

people experience in their personal and overall envirornnent. But in new 

housing areas it is apparent that parents, and citizens in general, often 

feel that important changes are beyond their control. This tends to 

generate apathy, alienation, protest, or violence (Kennedy, 1979). 
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Ritchie & Ritchie (1973) consider that the real issue involved in isolat

ion is the sense of loneliness, of insecurity and no support that is 

experienced. 

In the new housing areas many important support services for 

the family are lacking or rudimentary. Levin et al. (1977) direct attent

ion to Pratt's warning that although popular sociological theory suggests 

that many previous social functions of the family have been eliminated it 

does not take account of the increasing number of chronically ill being 

cared for by the family. If there is a child with special needs, or an 

adult with a chronic, long-term illness such as multiple sclerosis, 

rheumatoid arthritis or diabetes, the problems of isolation, loneliness 

and inadequacy are potentially severe problems for the family to manage. 

Immigration 

The immigrant family is a very diverse entity and may choose to 

immigrate for reasons of : occupation; or dissatisfaction with life 

opportunities and a desire for change; in response to immigration 

policies; or with the encouragement of other family members. A continuing 

reason throughout history has been for physical, social, and economic 

survival. 

In the last 20 years or so there ·has been a massive inflow of 

immigrants into many countries due to repressive policies in their own 

societies. Almost half a million immigrants entered Britain in the decade 

prior to 1976 from countries such as Uganda and Pakistan (Smith, 1979). 

Recent inunigrant families include refugees from Vietnam, Kampuchea and 

CUba, and a certain number of such families have come to New Zealand on a 

controlled scale. 

There are particular problems for immigrant families whatever 

reason may have prompted them to immigrate. Unfamiliar socio-cultural 

environments and possible language barriers require considerable adaptat-
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ion. But even for those from similar cultures there can be subtle 

differences which affect adaptation to a new environment. For the young 

psychosocial stress can occur as they try to cope with the demands of 

t'WO cultures. Smith (1979) instances the intergenerational conflict 

developing ~s young Asian "'10men challange traditional beliefs about their 

place in the family. 

Socio-health problems that immigrant families are particularly 

vulnerable to, include:- overcrowding, conflict, alienation and increasing 

violence; tuberculosis, sexually transmitted diseases, and alcoholism. 

These are perhaps the most 'visible' problems associated with socio

economic factors; misery and deprivation, experienced when removed from 

known and familiar supports, can affect interrelationships and interactions 

with the environment in many ways. 

Nurses must appreciate that they function in a multiracial 

society and require knowledge and understanding of the religious, cultural 

and social influences that bear on 'new citizens'. Attitudes to 'over

crowding', for example, must be related to the cultural context and to 

additional factors which can cause it to be a problem (Cassel, 1979). 

Industrialization 

Massive pollution resulting from industrial and technological 

developnents is a hazard to families in the land, water, and air that 

surround them, particularly in the sprawling urban conglomerates of today 

(Kennedy, 1979). And Walsh (1978) puts the public health hazards 

associated with industry into four main categories: 

physical; noise, heat, vibration and radiation. 

chemical; dust, fumes, gases, toxic metals and chemicals, and 

carcinogens which can affect the whole area. 

biological; bacteria, fungi, and insects. 



stress; physical, chemical, ergonomic factors, and occupational 

strains. 
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Baly (1973) notes that the search for affluence on a rapid and 

large scale has brought with it the 'age of effluence'. While Cole (1971) 

stresses that the developnent of nuclear energy and petrochemicals has 

increased the possibility of environmental contamination on an immense 

if not global - scale. 

The very marked impact that technological innovations can have 

on the family, and their 'ripple effect' is emphasised by Kenniston (1977). 

For example, he points out that television now occupies more waking hours 

of (American) children's lives than either their parents or schools. 

Kenniston admits that the results can be beneficial, but points out that 

a growing number of research studies show a connection between violent 

progrannning and aggressive behaviour. 

Moreover, according to the commercials, if there is a problem, 

there is a solution to be bought. Kenniston's concern about the adverse 

effects of television are shared by Daniels & Smith (1979) who write that 

it has been implicated in causing or accentuating various problems. They 

quote from Stubblefield (1977) to pose the question - 'How 1«>uld you 

like a stranger to babysit for your children?' - to emphasise the part 

that television can play in the home. 

Motor Cars 

Begg names the motor car as one of the factors causing special 

problems for families which may result in death or disability or social 

disorder. And McGhee (1969) complains that private motor cars clog the 

transport arteries of the city. Many hold ambivalent attitudes towards 

the motor car finding it both beneficial and deadly. Figures supplied 
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by the NZDH, Public Health Report, 1979 show that 36% of deaths from 

accidents to 1 - 4 year olds involved motor cars; it is the major 

cause of death among young adults; and the fourth main killer overall. 

Illich (1975) supplies some interesting points about the motor 

car whilst discussing factors which have a marked impact on social 

structures, freedom and health. As opposed to increasing autonomy, 

locomotion, beyond a certain level, affects society when more time is 

spent on it. For example, Illich notes, 25 to 50% of the total waking ~· 

time of people in developed countries is spent in driving cars, sitting 

in cars, going to traffic courts, going to jail, to hospitals, and to jobs 

to earn money to pay for the transportation. 42% of the energy used in 

the US goes into making cars or building roads or operating them. 

It has already been noted that isolation is a problem for 

families in new housing areas because of loneliness, lack of support, and 

difficulties with transport. Economically and socially the poor are most 

disadvantaged by the motor car. Public transport services decrease as 

private transport makes them a liability to maintain. Families in poor 

circumstances become, therefore, more dependent and have very few choices 

about where they can go. 

Confrontation and Violence 

The actions of militants adversly affect the environment for 

all. Begg (1976) stresses that urban attacks, hijacking, the taking of 

hostages, even wild cat strikes, new group aggressiveness, extreme 

prejudice and profound selfishness {what Etzioni calls the 'celebration 

of the self') creates an environment detrimental to the family and society. 

Interpersonal conflict in the family and neighbourhood leaves a long

lasting mark on children especially in the early years. 



Limited Resources 

Resources in both developed and developing countries are not 

equal to a limitless demand for social and heal th services. New, 

sophisticated and expensive treatment for the severely ill, inflation, 

economic recession, and changing priorities cause some rationing of 

services. But Begg (1976) is emphatic that the less overt preventive 

health measures must be given the priority needed even if they are less 

obvious, politically compelling, or of less immediacy. 

Available Resources 
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Parents are regarded as key figures in the develoµnent of 

children, al though the emphasis in this century has been to build public 

services for the provision of health, educational, and social services 

(Begg, 1976: Kenniston, 1977: Young, 1979: Levin et al., 1977). The 

essential and primary contribution of parents is often forgotten Begg 

conumnents, and he refers to a recent plea from Mead that some of the 

functions of the family be restored to them. 

"The welfare state tends to make people helpless ••• 
and dependent on social services. And then we 
professionalise tlx>se services ••• and the 
individual (becomes) dependent on the impersonal 
organised services instead of the human relation
ships we've had in the past.. We should const
ruct the types of communities where the services 
that now have to be given by the state can be 
given by people to each other". 

(Mead quoted by Begg, 1976) 

But if parents, or significant adults who carry out parental 

roles, are to have certain family functions restored to them, then the 

existence or developnent of supportive resources must be considered. 

Begg (1976) details some of the resources provided, or being developed, 

by the Plunket Society, through the facilities and aims of Health Centr~, 

Extramural Hospitals, and the contributions of different members of the 
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health team. 

Adaptation by the Plunket Society to changing social and 

family needs is shown in the developnent of Family support Services, and 

in the preparation of new educational programmes for Plunket and Karitane 

nurses. 

Parent education to increase and strengthen their capacity 

to act on behalf of the family as both health advocates and health 

caretakers (Kenniston, 1977) is of great importance. Begg (1976) points 

out that from the inception of the Plunket Society mobilization and 

motivation of parents to improve the health of children has been 

emphasised. He also states that Truby used the social instrument of 

participation in getting people to take action in their own families 

and cOIIlll\unities. 

The resources now needed by families require an increasing 

coordination of the services provided by society,and the family care 

approach being adopted by nursing ~nd allied health and social workers 

is recognition of this need. The complexity of modern society and the 

'knowledge explosion' has resulted in an ever-expanding team of people 

woo care for the wellbeing of the family. If fragmentation and imperson

alization of care is to be avoided in the resources made available to the 

family then the health team must really work together and not just 

function as individuals carrying out a specific role. 

At least a part of their educational preparation should be 

shared, and, as is the case in health centres, consultation and collabor

ation should be the essence of team ~k. Woolley et al. (1974) urge 

that team members soould focus all their activities on identification and 

oolution of the client's problems. They list three key points to 

further this objective. 
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1. The provision of integrative care and avoidance of the overuse of the 

autonomy concept in nursing practice. 

2. Clear display of data as a basis for synthesis of the patient's 

problems so that logic used in determining problems can be followed 

by others. 

3. Auditing of records to assess the outcomes and benefits of this 

approach. 

If the resources in the family are to be strengthened then the 

resources made available to them must be enabling and supportive, but not 

supplant them. Young (1979) stresses the importance of obtaining a 

'family profile' but also quotes Geyman & Carmichael (1976) who stated 

'that caring for the patient in the context of the family •• is by no means 

the same as turning the family into the object of care'. 

Instruction in self-care is necessary, particularly because of 

the formidable amount of illnesses due to or associated with social 

behaviour. Many people have concluded that the costly efforts of the 

health professions can meet only a small part of the total health care 

needs of society (Mahler, 1977: Katz, 1977: Brockington, 1975). The 

family, Brockington writes, is the first defence in caring for sickness 

am in welfare. Education and sharing of knowledge is an important 

resource that the professional must make available to the family. 

Figure 5.3. (p 86) soows that information-sharing is thought to be an 

important part of nursings role at a time of crisis. And, one can add, 

at any time when the family, and its members, require help with self-care. 

Mahler (1977) is most emphatic that the mystique of professional knowledge 

must be removed if socio-health needs are to be met and the WHO target of 

'Health for all by the year 2000' is to be approached. 
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Nursing in Relation to the Contemporary Family Profile 

Since nursing is increasingly oriented towards a holistic, 

person-centred approach, which emphasises that optimal outcomes can only 

be obtained within the total environment of the patient, family particip

ation is essential when planning health measures and family care. 

Application of the three components of TNM (triadic nursing 

model) to the basic social unit of society, the family, can be stated 

briefly to involve: 

(1) the fulfilling of nursing's social purpose by helping with the 

recovery or · enhancement of family wellbeing and the alleviation of 

ill health in the family; 

(2) the fulfilling of this purpose requires: 

(i) establishing of central or dominant factors in the family 

situation including knowledge and understanding of the socio

cultural orientation of the family, health habits and coping 

abilities, and interpersonal ·relationships within the family 

and with the conununity; 

(ii) conunitment to the value of freeing the family from disabilities 

by providing information and understanding of the ways through 

which they can establish enabling patterns of health behaviour; 

and (iii) acting as a consultant and coordinator until the family has 

adequate resources of knowledge, and economic means, and freeing 

them from dependence as soon as this goal is achieved; and 

(3) finally, the integrative process, operating as an evaluative, 

problem-solving process, is the means by which the characteristics 

of the family and the central or dominant issues of concern to the 

family can be identified and optimal solutions obtained. 

Figure 5. 7. (p 11~ demonstrates some key points of concern for 
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OOCIAL-CULlURAL FACTORS 
Lack of primary and refer
ence groups. Deprivation 
of family/friend networks. 
Intergenerational gap. 
Language/communication 
problems. Mobile popula t
ions/rootlessness. Modern 
malaise •. meaninglessness. 

DEllOGRAPHIC FACTORS 
New housing areas - instant 
suburbs. Young, isolated 
families. Earlier marriages 
smaller families. Increased 
divorce rates. Increasing 
single-parent families. 
Increased delinquency. 
Increased violence/accident 
rates. Ageing populations 
Population imbalances. 

, OOCIO-ECOto'1IC FACTORS 
Low incomes/unemployment. 
Inadequate single wages. 
Disappearing jobs. Increased 
numbers of chronically ill 
and cost to families. 
Physically incapacitated -
especially trauma-induced 
cost to family/society. 
Regional imbalances. 
Transport costs. New 
expectations, demands, right 

COPI~ SlRATEGIES 

Resources 
Information - understanding 
Education/skills/aptitudes 
Motivations/aspirations 
Belief and value systems 

Figure 5.7. Factors and Problem Points in Contemporary 

Family Profile 
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a family in relation to the contemporary social realities of an industrial, 

or post-industrial society. 

SECTION 3 
SOCIAL REALITIES - CHANGING PATTERNS OF ILL-HEALTH 

Altered disease patterns, apparent in most societies, are 

closely linked to socio-economic considerations and to a society' stage 

of developnent (Brockington, 1975; Omram, 1974; Abel-Smith, 1976; 

Miller, 1972; Baly, 1973; Dreitzel, 1971; Smith, 1979; Wood, 1979; 

Hinkle & Loring, 1979). Brockington points out that developnent affects 

both health and disease to the advantage and disadvantage of a society. 

Social and technological changes are seen to affect the total environment 

of people: the machines they make, the chemicals they produce, the homes 

they live in, the organisation of social life - urban or rural -, and the 

lifestyles they adopt affect their wellbeing. 

The Theory of Epi.demiologic Transition 

The changes that occur in health and disease as a country 

develops are portrayed very clearly by Omram (1974) within a theory of 

'epidemiologic transition'. He identifies three distinct phases: the 

Age of Pestilence and Famine, the Age of Receding Pandemics, and the Age 

of Degenerative and Man-Made Diseases. Omram also identifies three models 

of the 'epidemiologic transition' process: the classical (Western) model, 

the accelerated (Japanese) model, and the delayed (developing societies) 

model. 

'It 
Figure 5.9. is a condensation of four tables prepared by Omram 

to sh:>w some of the changes that occur in health and disease during the 

three phases of transition. The tables provide profiles of population, 

socio-economic, mortality and disease, and coIIUI1unity health changes in 

>I" " · \\lo q 
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each phase of the classical (Western) model of the 'epidemiologic 

transition'. 

In the mortality and disease profile changes are identified in 

selected diseases only. Omram reports that tuberculosis is low but 

persists in slums, especially in older, disadvantaged individuals, and 

more so in males. Smallpox is rare and now more a disease in adults. 

Heart disease is high with a very low rheumatic to arteriosclerotic ratio; 

starvation is rare; pellagra disappears; and rickets lessens. 

In leading con:ununity health problems Omram notes that morbidity 

problems now supersede mortality as an index of heal th. This is probably 

related to changes in the population profile, and an increasing life 

expectancy in developed societies. Degenerative, man-made and chronic 

disease problems such as atheroma, chronic bronchitis, high blood press

ure, mental illness, drug dependency, and pollution increase in this 

phase. As many occupational hazards are controlled new electrical, 

chemical, and radiation hazards develop. Transport accidents increase; 

the cost of medical care becomes a serious problem (Widgery, 1979) i 

maternal and child problems become controlled, but geriatric problems 

become more severe (Howell, 1979; Young, 1979). 

A number of other studies support and add to Omram' s analysis 

of the 'epidemiologic transition'. For instance, Wadsworth et al. (1971) 

also refer to the ageing trend, but mention the less well known change in 

the balance between the young and middle aged. Although the 0 - 19 group 

is larger than the 20 - 30 group it is still not as large as the 40 - 59 

group. Reference is also made to the 'onion principle' described by 

Morris (1967). 

The Onion Principle 

Morris points out that as infectious diseases and mortality 
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rates decline other diseases become become more visible. Physical ills 

lessen but widespread emotional impoverishment and social incompetence 

become more obvious. As acute illness, such as lobar pneumonia and 

mastoiditis, lessens the stresses of affluence increase, for example, 

alcooolism, anxiety, mental disorders, obesity, bronchitis, and diabetes. 

Wadsworth et al. (1971) also warn that altoough the incidence 

of disease and the demand for care has increased, it must be related to 

early detection measures which, in some conditions, show a much greater 

reservoir of unrecognized ill health than is brought to medical attention. 

For instance, it is reported that for every 8 persons presenting with 

diabetes in one year a further 69 will have 'latent diabetes'; and for 

5 presenting with ischaemic heart disease a further 15 may be detected on 

survey. 

In addition, emphasis is given to a main lesson of ecology and 

of social science about the interrelatedness of factors causing ill 

health. Figure 5.9. is a diagram prepared by Morris (1967) to illustrate 

the multiple causation to be found in disease. 

External
Environmental causes 

Personal Behaviour 

causes in 
the Host 

Figure 5.9. The major elements in the causation 
of disease. (Morris, 1967) 

Recognition of the importance of the total life style is a 

prominent feature of the present analysis of the changing patterns of 

health and disease. The influence of changing concepts of health and 
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illness is discussed, among others, by Mechanic, 1968; Dubos, 1960; 

Parsons, 1965; and in the Ciba studies of 1967, 1971, and 1975. In 

general, all agree with Morrish (1967), that 'needs have to be felt as 

such, perceived; then expressed in demand'. 

Chronic Illness - the Main Challenge of the 20TH Century 

Strauss & Glaser (1975) regard chronic illness as the 

challenge of - to use Omram's term - the Age of Degenerative and Man-Made 

Disease. But the debilitating and socio-economic effects of the chronic 

diarrhoeal, insect-borne, and parasitic diseases that occur in the 

earlier phases of the 'epidemiologic transition' must also be seen as 

an equally difficult challenge. The ramifications of chronic illness and 

its effects on the family and society are of particular concern to 

Strauss & Glaser (1975). 

They emphasise the socio-psychological aspects of living with 

a chronic illness, and single out for attention rheumatoid arthritis, 

childhood diabetes, ulcerative colitis, getting around with emphysema, 

chronic renal failure and the problem of funding. Stress, associated 

with lessened social contact and considerable social isolation, is 

perceived to be especially harmful. 

A thorough coverage of all factors related to a society's 

wellbeing is provided by the Ciba studies. The 1967 study 'Health of 

Mankind' takes a broad look at issues concerning present health; major 

factors aggravating "WC>rld health problems; and at manpower and educat

ion. Le Riche (1967) for instance, warns that in an ever-changing world 

each era suffers due to failure to adapt to the new environment. 

But this warning has to be heeded along with one given by 

Illich (1975) woo insists that 'health is a process of adaptation' but 

also, that it must result from individual or group coping and not as a 
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result of management or engineering. Illich calls upon the support of 

Dubos and quotes him as saying 'that nothing is more dangerous than man's 

ability to adapt and now, to be adapted, and in his capacity to survive, 

with increasingly more conunodities, on unspeakably low levels of health, 

on which he is maintained'. 

Le Riche (1967) also notes that the most persistent of 

infectious diseases are largely respiratory - coryza, influenza, pneumonia, 

and bronchitis - and diarrhoel diseases. Various parasitic and insect

borne disease such as malaria also remain problems. 

Wolman (1967) writing about pollution of water, air, and food 

points out that when a community is provided with clean and adequate 

water, diseases, including non-water-borne diseases, ·· fall markedly. 

In another paper De Haas (1967) identifies cardiovascular diseases and 

neoplasms as the major killing diseases in technologically developed 

regions, accounting for two-thirds of total mortality in both sexes in 

Western societies, and for 50% in Japan. At the same time, De Haas 

notes that global epidemiology shows that about the same number die from 

malaria arrl tuberculosis. Nearly half of the total deaths in the world 

(60 million) per annum relate to newborn, infants, and toddlers in Asia, 

Africa, and Latin America. Further, for young adults and children, 

especially males, accidents, mainly traffic accidents, account for a 

similar percentage as cardiovascular diseases and neoplasms do in middle 

age and old age. 

Lambe (1967) reports on the impact of mental and behavioural 

disorders which he considers to be of critical proportions. Mahler 

(1977) errlorses this belief stating that it has been calculated that 

two-fifths of all serious disability results from mental disorders, and 

that at any one time there are more than 40 million people in the world 

suffering fvom several functional mental illnesses. Twice as many again 



are seriously disabled by drug dependency, alcohol-related problems, 

mental retardation and organic brain disorders. 

The Inhuman City - a major problem of modern urban society 
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One of the highlights of the Ciba (1967) study is the 

contribution from Doxiadis on the 'inhuman city'. Doxiadis believes 

the main problem for health is the 'inhuman city', causing most of its 

inhabitants to suffer with nervous disorders. Man is seen to be less 

free to move; he may have gained large dimensions by high speed but is 

less able to move in the micro-space around him, his children cannot 

move freely, and many phobias and nervous disorders are probably due to 

this factor. The inhuman city is not just a place of high density and 

slums. Doxiadis points out that population density is actually less, 

but large building complexes separate people and add distance to services; 

new housing settlements deprive people of family and friends, increase 

travel and costs, reduce free time and depersonalize. 

Nevertheless, Doxiadis considers it impossible for the present

day city, the large contemporary urban human settlements to be eliminated 

or prevented from expanding. The real challenge is seen to be the 

creation of human conditions within the inhuman frame of the city. This 

involves conception of man as sense, mind and soul, as well as of body; 

and a recognition of the interrelatedness of problems. Otherwise the 

city will lead to catastrophe - some would say it has already begun - if 

present trends continue. Doxiadis quotes from Dubos to support his 

belief ' •••• eventually half the population would have to be doctors, 

nurses, or psychiatrists tending to the physical ailments and neuroses 

of the other half' • 

In the latest Ciba study 'Health and Industrial Growth' (1975) 

Mars presents a valuable perspective on the .anthropology of health problems 
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in developing countries. He is insistent that ' you do not tell 

people what they want to do but what they need to know'. And Kissick 

(1975) comments that he now regards 'health' and 'industrial growth' as 

relative and not absolute concepts. The WHO not withstanding health alone 

is not enough, Kissick believes, and there has to be a purpose beyond it 

for which man can use his health. 

It is not possible to do justice to the many other studies 

which depict health and disease changes. But in brie&, one can refer 

to Kenniston (1977) and his citing of the most pressing child health 

problems being behavioural and mental health problems, teen-age pregnancy, 

and child abuse. And to Smith (1979) woo focuses on the health problems 

associated with demographic changes, smoking, alcohol, road accidents, 

dental decay, mental health and the sexual revolution. 

As well, there is Mahler (1977) and his concern with the 

vicious circle of malnutrition, infection, and further malnutrition in 

diarrhoeal disease of infants and young children in developing countries. 

Brockington (1975) in a comprehensive study on 'World Hearth' provides 

valuable information, statistics, and discussion about trends in health 

and disease. And Widgery (1979) concerned particularly about the crisis 

in health care due to socio-economic restraints. He is emphatic that 

health and disease trends are aggravated by a system that closes hospitals, 

places more care to be given at home and in the community, but fails to 

ensure that the professional and other supports necessary to maintain care 

are available. 

Then there is Abel-Smith (1976) occupied with a search for 

priorities in health services and noting that they are failing to come 

to grips with the major causes of ill-health. He believes these to lie 

deep in the fabric of societies and to include pollution of air, food, 

arrl water; over or under consumption of improperly balanced food or 
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drink; accidents due to natural environment or man-made structures; 

violence; disabilities which may be congenital, acquired, or due to 

natural deterioration, ageing or lifestyle and behaviour such as smoking; 

or climatic factors in the environment. 

New Zealand studies dealing with some aspect of changing socio

health needs and disease patterns include those of Begg, 1976; Salmond, 

1975; Porirua Health Care Survey, 1976; The Newtown Health Project, 

1975-6-7; NZHD, 1979; NERF Manpower Report & Background Papers, 1978; 

NZCM, 1978; McLauc h.k\n, 1976; Carr & Dodge, 1976; Beaven, 1974. In 

general, they are concerned with the need to adapt health services to the 

total context of New Zealand society's health requirements - psychosocial, 

economic, and biophysical. 

Begg (1976) is insistent that an excess proportion of the health 

vote should not be spent on institutional health services and undue 

financial restraints imposed on preventive and promotional health measures. 

And McLauc:hlcrn (1976) draws attention to a reliable estimation that of all 

the ill health treated in New Zealand around 50% stems from emotional or 

mental problems. He quotes figures from the NSADD (National Society on 

Alcohol & Drug Dependence) that on an average night in 1971: 

more than 100,000 took a hypnotic or tranquillizer or both; 

and in 1972 106 million doses of tranquillizers at a cost of $3 million 

were taken, and 52 million doses of antidepressants at a cost of 

$1.5 million were consumed by New Zealanders; 

in 1974, 55 million doses of valium alone were taken, and the NSADD 

now puts the figure at 80 million doses of valium a year. 

McLauc.hlan also quotes the NSADD President, Johnston as saying 

we live in a chemical society ••• the New Zealander ••• lives in a 

state of suspended emotion, ••• grappling with trivia, scared at the 

prospect of commitment to others'. 

I 

1--
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The extent of voluntary and self-help groups formed in New 

Zealand belies the exaggeration of this comment, but the figures quoted 

above certainly indicate a marked degree of social incompetency and 

inability to cope with the stress which is a feature of this phase of the 

'epidemiologic transition' process. 

Characteristics of the Changing Patterns of Ill-Health 

Current literature about contemporary social realities and their 

outcomes suggest an alarming increase in the extent of social disorders 

related to behavioural practices. For instance, deaths associated with 

alcohol have almost doubled in the 8 years from 1969 and rose by 12% from 

1976 to 1977 (NZDH, 1979). Nearly one-third of male deaths were due to 

accidents, poisoning, and violence, and the most vulnerable age group for 

these deaths was 15 to 24 years. New cases of mental disorders have 

increased from 400 per annum prior to 1974 to 1200 since 1978 at one New 

Zealand hospital. 

Bronfenbrunner (1975) has stated that the lifestyle of the next 

generation will be determined by the physical and natural environment due 

to its effect on: the lruman, the family, and the child within the family. 

As already noted, changes affecting the family include: 

- more working mothers, fewer adults in families, and more single 

parent families; 

most children living in single parent homes live alone with that parent 

of woom more than 70% -work; 

the greatest incidence of problems occur in young working families, in 

new musing settlements, in the lowest income groups, and in immigrant 

families; 

separation from kin and/or significant others:is viewed as damaging 

as poverty and overcrowding (Bronfenbrunner, 1975; Howell, 1979; 
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Cassel, 1979; Katz, 1971). 

Cassel (1979) has drawn up a classification table of the 

psychological factors which are potentially related to the level of health 

(figure 5.10.) and recommends their use as a conceptual frame for 

measuring the relation of the urban environment to health. 

DELETERl 

-ous 

FACTORS 

PROTECT-

IVE 

FACTORS 

LEVEL OF MEASUREMENT 

SOCIAL - I STRUCTURAL I PERCEPTUAL 

Indices of Social Disorganiza t- Perceived Degree of Control 
ion. over Environment with Special 
Indices of Status or Role reference to Relations to 
Discrepancy. Significant Social Groups 

Degree to which Previous Exper- Degree to which Expectations 
ience had adequately prepared of Significant other for 
individual for current Behaviour of Index Case are 
Situation. Conflicting or Ambiguous. 

Indices of Strength of Perception of Reliability of 
Affiliative Networks Others to help in Times of 

Trouble. 

Figure 5.10. Psychological Factors Potentially Related 
to Health Status. 

Cassel, J. (1979, P. 138) 

Disorganisation of the family is the real issue of concern 

according to Bronfenbrunner (1975) for it causes confusion, instability, 

and particular difficulties for the socialization of the young into their 

culture, and the attainment of adult roles satisfying to the individual 

and the society. Auld (1979) also relates the family to the foremost 

problem of contemporary society - chronic illness. 

Auld (1979) stresses the need to ask who is at home to deal 

with the chronically ill, and, as well, the deviant young, the children, 

and the frail elderly. Recent studies indicate that there is a marked 

divergence between the ideal of the nurturing family and the reality of 
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what is there. The family is there but it is far from intact. How to 

help the family to restore its integrity and to deal with disabling 

conditions is possibly the first priority for those living in the third 

phase of the epiderniologic transition. Katz (1971) comments that although 

the incidence of illness is largely a social problem the organisation of 

health and social services is a political one. 

This viewpoint gains credence when one considers the responses 

to illness in different cultures (Skeet & Elliott, 1978; Abel-Smith, 1976; 

Schaeffer, 1974; Newell, 1975). For the provision of care is provided 

within a -political system and according to the priorities of a society 

and its develoµnental phase. 

Examination of present social disorders shows that they cut 

across the boundaries of the social institutions through which the society 

mediates its culture and ensures unity, survival, and order. For instance, 

a list of the most common disorders in developed societies can include 

escalating socio-medical conditions such as problems associated with 

ageing, chronic illness, mental disorders, drug abuse, alcohol, 

disorganisation of the family; or with those due to pollution or abuse 

of the physical environment. The nature of these disorders suggests that 

the solutions are in the orbit of the economist, the educationalist, the 

religious, the law, technocrat, and social and health professionals. 

White and associates (1976) believe health services develop in 

ways which reflect social priorities since social values always accompany 

health values. Mahler (1977) makes a similar point when discussing 

inequalities in the provision of health throughout the world. While 

drawing attention to the different connotations social relevance has in 

different countries and regions Mahler stresses thatno society can be 

complacent about its state of health; that medical affluence is not 

synonymous with a satisfactory health level, and that double standards 
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exist which link the malnourished ill of the developing world with the 

chronically ill and disabled of the most developed countries. 

In other words, deprivation is not only due to socio-economic 

underdevelopnent but also results from the inadequacy of society and a 

faulty set of values and priorities. Mahler (1977) finds it regrettable 

that many countries still allocate up to three-quarters of their health 

budget to sophisticated, technical treatments in hospitals while about 

70% of populations receive little if any primary health rare to promote 

healthier lifestyles and to control the chronic conditions that increas

ingly prevail. 

SECTION 4 
SOCIAL REALITIES - THE MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY 

A close study of contemporary social realities and the ills 

consequent upon them reveal the futility of relying on science to provide 

all the solutions required. Although the sciences and their technologies 

have provided many solutions to society's ills they also appear to have 

added to the ·anxieties and stresses that are prolific in modern society. 

For example, the number of New Zealand children admitted to hospitals with 

congenital malformations increased from 354 in 1939 to 3309 in 1974. But 

perhaps it is more accurate to say that it is our uses and reactions to 

science that cause problems. For instance, our uses and reactions to 

disposable products is more an indictment of attitude than of availability. 

Kenniston (1977) comments that the sophisticated technology of 

this era offers benefits unthought of by previous generations - from 

kidney dialysis machines to convenience foods. But along with recognition 

of the benefits of technology there is an increasing awareness of the 

harmful side effects it can produce. One has also to ask what are the 

costs or the risks of continued innovation for future generations. 

Technological change has already released a number of potentially 

destructive elements - environmental, socio-health, and economic for 
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society to manage. 

The 'Technological Cradle' 

Television is used by Kenniston (1977) to illustrate the mixed 

blessings of technological change in (American) society for its children. 

It is seen to offer great educational potential and enrichment as well as 

entertainment: at the same time it is believed to desensitize by constant 

exposure to violence, instant solutions, and to undermine family inter

actions. How to strike a balance between beneficial and harmful effects 

is one of the dilemmas presented by modern technology. Grossman (1979) 

urges that in the place of the hysterical reactions to television effort 

should be expended on improving its quality. He appreciates it::,ability 

to effect change and finds one effect of note has been the elimination of 

a relatively recent phenomenon - adolescence. 

Kenniston (1977) also refers to other issues which reflect the 

mixed blessings of technology such as the changing diet of children, 

nuclear plants, industrial waste, X rays, and advertising on the mass 

media. He stresses that bringing to attention the dilemmas associated 

with technological innovations is not just to indicate the dangers they 

present. The same technology, he points out, that produces DDT or nuclear 

power also has the capacity to detect minute quantities of it in food, 

water or air. Gandhi (1972) is emphatic that pollution is not a 

technical problem but lies in the sense of values of the contemporary 

world which ignores the rights of others and is oblivious of the longer 

perspective. 

It is the capacity of technology to assess a wide range of 

environmental risks which, Kenniston believes (1977), is partly responsible 

for the sense of danger seen to exist in continuing technological innovat

ions. The benefits of modern technology have increased the aspirations 
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of people for a better quality of life. But as knowledge of risks has 

increased so too has the insistence that they be controlled. Additionally, 

the social costs of production, although harder to assess must be consid

ered. The discharge of waste into a river, for example, has social 

consequences that must not be ignored. New drugs may destroy bacteria but 

harm healthy cells. Additives may improve the taste of food but have 

carcinogenic properties. 

Kenniston (1977) states that the technological decisions made 

now will determine, perhaps irrevocably, the kind of physical and social 

world inherited by future generations. He considers it essential that 

business and government organisations exercise social responsibility, and 

that public vigilance is exerted to regulate and control short and long 

term risks. Cole (1971) considers man is lucky to have existed for so 

long when one examines the games he has played with 'biogeochemical ' 

cycles. He is very critical of a failure to recycle materials locally and 

of industry's encouragement of planned obsolescence which further adds to 

the accumulation of waste. The environment of man, Cole notes, has now 

to assimilate synthetic pesticides, plastics, antibiotics, radioisotopes, 

and detergents. 

Advanced technology affects the social and physical environment 

and Kennedy (1979) states that most people are harnessed to 'social mach

ines' or, to use Galbraith's term, 'techno-structures'. Kennedy quotes 

from Sapir who, as long ago as 1924, found that the great cultural fallacy 

of industrialism is that in harnessing machines to our uses it has not 

known how to avoid harnessing the majority of mankind to its machines. The 

dominance of the social landscape by large business and government 

organisations, and their effective control of the dominant values of post

industrial society, is viewed by Kennedy as the central issue of today. 
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Kennedy (1979) also discusses Etzioni's defining of the present 

situation and his conclusion that the central characteristic of this era 

has been a persistent increase in the efficacy of the technology of 

production at the expense of the very values these means are supposed to 

serve. Etzioni (1968) cautions that the post-modern period will either 

see the threat to these values intensify by surging technologies or a 

reassertion of their normative priority. An active society which is 

master of itself will, in his view, ensure that the latter alternative 

prevails. 

Ziman (1978), writing of the present superior modern tendency 

to think that the instruments provided by modern technology will give 

good results which can be relied upon, points out that good science is 

never that easy. Science is perceived as an industry grown out of control 

as it expands beyond a man's comprehension. Etzioni (1968) also refers to 

the potency of instruments now available and the growth of knowledge. But 

Etzioni concludes that an active society which enhances man's ability to 

transform social bonds rather than accept them passively, or simply 

protest, will control both the instruments and the knowledge of the post-

modern period. It will be a society in charge of itself and not one 

manipulated to suit the logic of the instruments of social patterns that 

may be encountered. 

Dickinson (1975) uses the term 'socially appropriate technology' 

to refer to the development and use of technology that can be applied to 

alternative situations with optimal results. A socially appropriate 

technology would take into account social and economic factors as well 

as technical. For a developing country Dickinson (1975) considers that a 

socially appropriate technology should meet certain criteria, for example: 

1) use readily available local materials and sources of power; 

2) minimize the content of imported materials; 
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3) use existing or easily transferable manual, technical and professional 

skills and minimize costly, complicated and time-consuming retraining; 

4) minimize the displacement of labour or in any other way adding to the 

pool of unemployed and underemployed; 

5) minimize social and cultural disruption ....•... 

6) ensure that capital is used in a manner that is compatible with local, 

regional and national develoµnent plans. 

Illich (1975), speaking to the same issue, believes that the 

relevant question must be what are the hygienic limits of industrial growth 

and the industrialization of all major sectors, including medicine, and 

not how man can be programmed to survive in a world which gives priority 

to industrial growth. In relation to a 'socially appropriate technology' 

Leonard's comment (1966), that technologically induced changes in the 

occupational structure eliminates whole sets of jobs leaving large gaps 

of people unemployable, as the skills they possess are no longer in demand, 

is also very pertinent. As work becomes more specialized the number of 

those who become unemployable grows, and this is particularly so for those 

whose education has been too narrow to help them to adapt to major shifts 

in technology. It needs to be noted that unemployment is one of the basic 

factors associated with a number of contemporary health disorders. 

As Boulding (1965) points out a number of problems are less 

those of physical or biologic systems but rather are essentially those of 

social systems. For instance, he describes the flood as essentially a 

problem of people and social institutions, of architecture and locating of 

cities, and not of the river for which a flood is a normal part of its 

action. That is a rather simplistic description for people traditionally 

gravitate to such an area because of the fertility of the land. But 

his point is well made for the technology that produce nuclear energy can 

also devise ways of river use and flood control that are socially benefic-
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ial. 

Medical Technology 

Leonard (1966) considers that the hospital has become a place 

to instal expensive diagnostic and treatment equipnent that no doctor 

could purchase by himself. He believes that it is this development 

which is responsible for the 'care' functions becoming subordinated to 

the medical diagnostic and treatment functions. 

Advanced medical technology, especially from a long-term 

perspective, raises some very perplexing problems. As Illich (1975) 

expresses so strongly ... the pain, dysfunction, disability and anguish 

resulting from technical medical intervention now rivals the morbidity 

due to traffic and industrial accidents and even war-related activities, 

and makes the impact of medicine one of the most rapidly spreading 

epidemics of this era. 

Abel-Smith (1976) is also concerned about the expansion of 

medical knowledge; new pharmaceuticals and new treatment procedures, 

from transplants to kidney machines, have greatly extended the range of 

care which physicians can offer to the individual patient. They have, 

in addition, greatly increased both the staff and equipnent needed to 

treat certain categories of patients. But how much of this increase 

contributes to the treatment of the patient, Abel-Smith questions, and, 

further, he adds that certain medical advances leave a progressively more 

difficult number of problems to be faced. 

In reference to changes in the population structure Baly (1973) 

comments that they are closely linked with technological advances. But 

like the industrial changes of the 19TH century the advantages they have 

brought to society have been obtained at a price. , Increased mobility has 

added to the incidence of trauma induced chronic illness, for example, 
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and Brockington (1975) notes that for all the benefits of technology each 

problem solved has uncovered another - or as Morris (1967) would say the 

'onion principle' becomes operative. 

For Maxwell (1976) this is one of thedilemmasof medical 

technology. The measures which have saved infant lives have also increased 

the threat of handicap. Renal dialysis changes a latent need into an 

irranediate and continuing demand. Stainton (1979) lists some of the 

contradictions that arise with the use of technology and pose some very 

vexing problems, ethical and clinical, for nurses: 

a 400 gram infant exists attached to life support systems; 

a 1000 gram foetus is aborted; 

a newborn infant is welcomed into a family after years of infertility; 

a child is battered and abused. 

Stainton (1979) mentions the concern of Scandinavian nurses 

about the loss of clinical skills with the unnecessary use of technical 

aids in normal midwifery. But she believes the real issue for nurses in 

maternal/child health care is the ability to predict and plan for new 

trends in health care, and to respond in constructive ways to problems 

associated with technology. The knowledge and skills needed in an era 

of advanced technology must be determined so that it is used as intended, 

that is, to help in the provision of care in new ways. 

Widgery (1979) is as adamant as Illich about the need to 

sharpen the focus of medical science and to take more seriously its 

implications and application. Each time a new innovation is being 

considered Widgery believes one should ask whether it enhances medical 

science or the patient's wellbeing. They are by no means the same thing, 

he states, and stresses, also, that medicine exists to save life and not 

to prolong death. 

Abdellah (1974) considers that the provision of quality health 
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care for all who need it poses some very difficult socio-health problems 

for planners and policy-makers. She finds that there is a wholly inad

equate fit between the possession of fine medical technology and the 

health needs of many people. 

The NZDH 1979 report notes that, partly due to the size of 

New Zealand population, and, in part, to central control of expenditure, 

it is largely possible to avoid the proliferation of highly specialized 

units and of sophisticated, expensive technological equipment. Neverthe-

less, there is a continuing debate in New Zealand on the priorities which 

guide the use of the health vote. And there are some, like Begg (1976), 

who would doubt that the objective of preventing undue spread of all that 

is implied in medical technology is achieved. 

SECTION 5 
CLARIFYING VALUES IN AN 'AGE OF DEGENERATIVE AND MAN-MADE DISEASE' 

'The social future is largely now in man's own 
hands. If he has only his technology to guide 
him in how he shapes it, it could be a trivial 
future - one in which he would skilfully but 
gradually escape from being man. The hope must 
be that his education can keep him in touch 
with the true sources of authority both within 
and outside himself ... The worthwhileness of 
new posibilities men perceive is still depend
ent upon the quality with which they see, feel, 
and understand. Decision-making is not simply 
an . administrative act, requiring knowledge of 
human societies and human nature and of how to 
'manage' them. For the knowledge that is of 
most worth is never wholly external to the 
knower'. 

The above quote is taken from a book of considerable depth on 

'The Sciences, The Humanities, and the Technological Threat' edited by 

Niblett (1975). Much of what is written is pertinent to the issues of 

value and judgement which confront nursing today. One must agree with 

Niblett that a mutually reinforcing emphasis on both the sciences and the 

humanities is essential as nursing faces the task of adapting its 
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educational programmes and nursing practice to suit present requirements 

for nursing care. Figure 5.11. is a simple diagram in which nursing, as 

an applied science, is placed about midpoint on 'a continuum of knowledge' 

that stretches from the humanities at one end to the natural sciences at 

the other. 

HUMANITIES .APPLIED SCIENCES4---NATURAL SCIENCES 

Nu*ing 
Figure 5.11. A Continuum of Knowledge 

(Idour, M. 1980) 

It is from the humanities that values and a philosophy for 

action must be drawn to assist nurses to practice effectively; and to 

cope with the complex issues related to advanced technology. The import

ance of the knowledge arrl insights to be gained from the humanities is 

that it can provide meaning for nursing action and for the priorities 

selected in the provision of health care. The humanities, ideally, are 

always relevant to the corrlition of people, and to their society. 

One can only hope, with Niblett, that education can keep the 

individual in touch with the true sources of authority both within and 

outside himself. When one recapitu'1ates- : some of the comments, reported 

in the 1astsection, regarding the threats posed to the human enviromnent 

by the mismanagement of technology, it is clear that it is essential for 

oncoming nurses to be able to do so. Comments such as those of Widgery 

(1979) that medicine exists to save life and not to prolong death; or 

Illich's insistence (1975) that the hygienic limits of industrial growth 

must be calculated; or the remark made by Leonard (1966) that the 'care' 

functions of a hospital must not be subordinated to technical care 
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indicate some of the occasions when the oncoming nurse must have recourse 

to sources of authority in order to clarify values and make decisions. 

Clarification of values is essential as nurses are faced with 

ethical issues on a dimension not previously experienced. As the values 

related to health and wellbeing are the concern of the whole of society 

the establishment of values to guide practice requires a collaborative 

effort from public and professionals. This is endorsed by Camus (1961) 

who emphasises the supreme value of increasing the amount of responsibil

ity to be found in people everywhere. And in regard to the preparation 

of oncoming nurses, and other health professionals, it is clear that the 

clarification of values must start with helping students to explore their 

attitudes towards human nature and society; towards the 'self' and 

towards others. 

Cornillot (1977) in a discussion of 'conflicts of ethics', that 

is conflicts related to a collective or individual conception of the value 

of life and the cost of health, includes all the arguments about the 

right to life, the right to death, euthanasia, voluntary abortion, the 

right of survival for the disabled, the infirm, the aged, and the mentally 

sick, and about what is normal and what is pathological in the physical, 

psychological and mental fields. Advanced medical, and for that matter 

general, technology has introduced new elements into these arguments 

because it has increased the alternatives available. But again one needs 

to remember Niblett's comment that 'if man has only his technology to 

guide him .•. he could only have a trivial future'. And Cornillot (1977) 

notes that reference is made, concerning the conflicts listed above, to 

the contributions of philosophy, religious morals, the right of survival 

of minorities, and to the mores of a culture. 

Priorities, according to Mechanic (1969) always depend on values, 

and the tw::> paramount values he nominates are (a) the humanistic value of 
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need, and (b) the notion of gain. The first is founded on the idea that 

the best services should be made available to those who need them in 

spite of cost, difficulty in obtaining them, or the pressure on resources. 

But the second notion of gain is based on the belief that the services 

should be made available when the result is equal to the investment. 

Conflict between the two, Mechanic notes, usually involves some marriage, 

however uncomfortable, between the notions of need and gain. 

Niblett (1975) warns that in decision-making a clear-cut, 

measurable judgement is only likely if covert, or apparently irrelevant 

factors are ruled out. Moreover, he writes that a decision which has no 

imagination of the larger social consequences that may result from its 

implementation or nonimplementation, and does not employ the decision-

'1laker 's human understanding or sense of life, is likely to be a bad 

decision because it does not take account of all the evidence that is 

available. 

While there must be compromise, if a decision is ever to be 

made, it is important not just to preserve, Niblett (1975) states, but 

to increase the human heritage into which man may enter. It is only in 

this way that one can counter the essential technological threat: that 

of going on and on or accelerating production with little regard for the 

direction in which one goes. As Steele & Harmon (1979) note, advanced 

medical technology can complicate rather than simplify (nursing) 

situations. For instance, the prolongation of life with machines is the 

result of progress in medical technology. But Gruenberg (1977), as 

quoted by Steele & Harmon (1979), suggests that emphasis should be placed 

on the prevention of illness by isolating the causes of health impairment 

rather than on efforts to prevent death. Nevertheless, this is seen as a 

dilemm~ requiring the collaboration of an entire society, and not one to 

be left solely to health professionals. 
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In health care, William & William (1976) declare, almost any 

decision will affect people in terms of benefits, rights, and just distrib

ution, and it must, therefore, be subject to ethical reflection before 

action is taken. Currently, health professionals are confronted with a 

number of ethical decisions about the use of an increasing number of 

machines and instruments. 

Leininger (1974) presents a number of questions that arise in 

relation to their use. For instance, what are the ethical implications 

about using equiµnent which has not undergone testing under variant usage 

conditions? How long should machines be used to prolong life? And what 

of the use of technologic equiµnent in relation to diverse human or socio

cultural values? How can one control technologies so that they do not 

limit humanistic capabilities? One answer to the last question is to say 

that the limit of value in technologies is attained when the likelihood of 

a worthwhile outcome is too precarious to be grasped. 

Leff (1978) commenting that 'value' is as hard to define as 

'attitude', finds that the discussion of three social scientists helps to 

clarify its meaning. Henotes.:that Kluckhon (1951), Williams (1971), and 

Rokeach (1973) all seem to reach agreement in conceiving of values as 

conceptions of the desirable that help to guide decision making. In 

relation to health and physical wellbeing a pro-life society would give 

high priority to the health of all citizens. Health, Leff implies, is a 

desirable value, and long-term health needs an ordering of priorities far 

different from that of many societies' present listing of priorities. 

Probably the most thorough study on clarifying values in nursing 

is that of Steele & Harmon (1979). Values are said 'to represent a way of 

life ... to give direction .•• and to make a difference in living'. They 

also believe that nursing has a responsibility to assist its members 

select values through a deliberate decision-making process which allows 



for the humanistic qualities inherent in nursing. As the 'integrative 

process', discussed in chapter 2, emphasises, the making of judgements 

of value requires a process which allows optimal choices to be made in 

the planning of health/nursing care. 

Several highlights from Steele & Harmon (1979) can be used to 

conclude this section on clarifying values in an era of technological 

innovation. First, they note that the issue as to whether the practice 
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of medicine should be regarded as a technical activity with occasional 

overtones of moral or social emphasis, or a moral and social activity with 

a technical base is very important. If the former option is chosen then 

the management of medicine (health care) can be left to the experts. But 

if the latter alternative is chosen then there are questions of purpose 

and value which cannot be resolved by the experts alone. A SL~ilar choice 

must be made concerning the nature of nursing care. 

Secondly, they refer to Levine's proposal (1977) that the basic 

ethical challenge to the nursing profession includes the 'ethic of 

competence and the ethic of compassion'. In an earlier discussion on the 

nature of nursing care (see page 26) the two key qualities named as 

central to nursing are 'compassion' and 'competence'. Competence is 

believed to provide a framework of knowledge and skills through which 

compassionate care is given effectively. 

Steele & Harmon (1979), in their comments on biomedical ethics 

and values, stress that the time arises when one must question, argue, 

and challenge. Solving problems, they believe, comes from raising new 

questions and not giving 'patterned answers' to old questions. To make 

people think - to arouse essential thinking in oncoming nurses -

opportunities must be provided to question and explore problems. A list 

of ethical rules is not adequate for present practice. The learner must 

be helped to work through the problems of conflict that occur between 
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personal and professional values. This is an essential basis for account-

able, autonomous practice in an 'Age of Degenerative and Man-Made Disease', 

marked by a number of conflicts associated with technological innovations. 

They also warn that unless nurses are helped to clarify values 

the resultant conflicts may make a number of situations too emotionally 

and physically exhausting to handle. For instance, the conflicts may 

relate to: 

life and death issues; 

disputes between clients, families, and physicians; 

the rights of others; 

the value of technology and its costs relative to overall societal 

and health needs; and 

attitudes towards research and the consequent develo_µnents and outcomes 

of advanced medical technology. They note that Gruenberg (1977) has 

summed up the situation well with his comment that life saving 

technology of the past four decades has outnumbered attempts at 

producing health preserving technology. 

For nursing there is a clear need for an 'integrative process' 

which, as noted in chapter 2, clearly displays vital relationships and 

can be used in the many situations which involve ethical or value-laden 

decisions. An apt ending to this section on the clarification of values 

comes from a quote that Steele & Harmon (1979) have taken from Levine 

(1977). 

'To be a nurse requires the willing assumption of 
ethical responsibility in every dimension of 
practice. The nurse enters a partnership of human 
experience where sharing moments in time - some 
trivial and some dramatic - leaves its mark 
forever on each participant. The willingness to 
enter with a patient that predicament which she 
cannot face alone is an expression of moral 
responsibility: the quality of the moral commitment 
is a measure of the nurse's excellence'. 
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SUMMARY 

The defining of the social content in which nursing practises, 

as a touchstone for evaluating the relevance of nursing education 

programmes, has necessitated an extensive examination of the 'social 

realities' confronting contemporary society. 'Social realities' has 

been defined as the actual conditions, pressures, disabilities and 

abilities, limitations and resources that exist in the lifespace of 

people and form the environment within which nursing functions. As the 

genesis of ill-health lies in the linkages between the various realities 

that exist in the overall environment of people (see figures 2.2., 5.2. 

and 5.1.) a study of some of the major issues which affect nurses, 

personally and professionally, has included a consideration of: 

current trends and problems associated with rapidly changing systems 

and factors related to their manageme nt; 

the human problems confronting social institutions such as the family, 

education, and nursing; 

changing patterns of disease in developed and developing societies, 

using Ornram's theory of 'epidemiologic transition' as a basis for 

description; 

the characteristics and management of technological innovations, both 

general and medical; and 

the clarification of values in an 'age of degenerative and man-made 

disease' and technological innovations, since this is believed to be 

an essential basis for accountable, autonomous practice, commitment 

to that practice (Alstchul, 1979; Salmon, 1971), and professional 

developnent. 

The purpose of this review of 'contemporary social realities' 

has been to define the social context in which nurses practice in order 

to establish priorities in nursing education. 
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Defining the social context in which nursing practices is done 

at some length since nursing is believed to have originated and developed 

through societal need. Nursing, as a socially prescribed service, carries 

out on behalf of a society, those activities which individuals cannot do 

with their own knowledge, strength, or will (Henderson, 1978). Its 

purpose is directed towards assisting individuals to maintain, regain, 

or enhance self-care abilities. Unless nursing engages in a thorough 

appraisal of the social context in which it practices the preparation of 

oncoming nurses has limited relevancy. 



CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATION OF AN INFORMATION SYSTEM TO THE 

SOCIAL REALITIES OF NEW ZEALAND {NZ) SOCIETY 

A FOCUS ON THE SOCIAL CONTEXT IN WHICH NZ NURSES PRACTISE 

PROBLEM 
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The problem formulated in chapter one is essentially that of 

maintaining nursing curricula that are relevant to the social context in 

which nursing is practised. The reduction or elimination of discrepancies 

between the desired and actual outcomes of nursing curricula is seen as a 

particularly difficult problem in a time of rapid and persistent change. 

TOWARDS PROBLEM SOLUTION 

In pursuit of a solution to the problem stated above one has 

carried out the following steps. 

1. Formulated a theoretical framework, TNM, to clarify the nature and 

purpose of nursing and to underpin the approach and position taken 

in this thesis. 

2. Developed an educational tool with a system approach, CRP, as an 

operational strategy to find answers to the questions posed in this 

thesis {see page '4-7) . 

3. Further developed phase one of CRP to form an information system for 

(nursing) education. 

4. Defined the social context in which nursing practices by an extensive 

review of contemporary social realities. This has been done to throw 

into relief the socio-health and nursing needs and problems of 



societies, and subsequently, to establish priorities for nursing 

education. 
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As a sequence to reviewing the social realities of contemporary 

societies an information system has been used to focus on the social 

context in which NZ nurses practice. 

INFORMATION SYSTEM 

The 'information system' or tool applied here to the social 

context of NZ society has been evolved from phase one of CRP. CRP is an 

educational tool with a system approach which has been defined already as 

an information-seeking, problem-solving, and evaluative process. For pract

ical reasons, only the first phase of CRP is activated in part answer to 

the problem stated above. The information system is designed to provide 

for (a) the information of a data base, and (b) an ongoing collection of 

information to assist the making of relevant curricular choices. 

Note 

As the construction and use of an 'information system' has been 

discussed in chapter four only brief additional comments, in this respect, 

are made here. 

The 'information system' (see figure 3.6., p50) consists of 

six steps, viz.: 

I. statement of the goal; 

II. specification of the objectives; 

III. selection of sources of information; 

IV. management of the information; 

V. analysis and interpretation of the information; and 

VI. application of the findings to curriculum choices in nursing 

education. 
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Step six (VI) of the information system merges, in fact, into 

the second and third phase of CRP, and, therefore, is only dealt with to 

a limited degree in the later chapters. 

(I) STATEMENT OF THE GOAL 

This is the acquisition of sufficient and pertinent information 

about the social realities of contem}_X)rary NZ society in order to: 

(a) identify the dominant socio-health disorders; 

(b) select desirable nursing skills appropriate to the commonalities of 

socio-health disorders; and 

(c) select learning experiences that will produce the requisite skills. 

(II) SPECIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES 

The objectives set include: 

(a) the collection and documentation of information about NZ society 

during, in the main, 1979; 

(b) analysis and classification of the information gathered about 

contern}_X)rary social realities and resultant disorders; 

(c) identification of the commonalities present in the socio-health 

disorders; and 

(d) determination of desirable nursing skills appropriate to contem}_X)rary 

socio-health disorders. 

Primarily, the objectives are set for the collection of informat

ion from which the essence of contern}_X)rary nursing needs can be abstracted 

and applied to the choices made in nursing education. Application of the 

findings to curricular choices first requires, of course, that the problem

solving and curricular activities of phases 2 and 3 of CRP are activated. 

When CRP is fully activated, and the findings of the information system 



are applied to curricular choices, two additional objectives which need 

to be set are: 

(e) construction of assessment tool(s) to determine the relevance of 

nursing curricula; and 
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(f) recommendation of educational strategies that are likely to maintain 

ongoing relevance in nursing curricula. 

But as noted, it is not possible to activate phases 2 and 3 

within the limits of this thesis. 

(III) SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

A wide variety of sources has been selected since there are many 

factors which can affect the wellbeing of individuals and their societies. 

Since the perceptions of social order and disorder vary according to a 

number of personal and social factors care has been taken to choose both 

official (formal) and voluntary (informal) agencies (terms defined in 

glossary). 

Official sources, which include the national health information 

system (NHIS), offer considerable material about met and unmet health 

needs, and about some of the outcomes provided by the health services. 

But this still leaves a number of gaps in the information needed to 

identify NZ socio-health and nursing needs. For this reason, considerable 

weight is given to the collection and documentation of information from 

voluntary or informal community sources. For instance, a great deal of 

material has been gathered from the mass media. Additionally, social 

services directories (listed in Appendix B3) can also be seen to disclose 

a considerable degree of unmet needs in NZ society. 

Another point relating to the wide sources of information chosen, 

and the weight given to information from voluntary sources, concerns the 
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perspective of nursing held in this thesis. As a socially prescribed 

service nursing is seen to be required whenever and wherever self-care 

deficiencies exist. And not just as, primarily, the care of the ill, 

especially the institutional ill. Any issue, therefore, which is 

constantly reported as detrimental to the wellbeing of individuals has 

been captured and fed into the information system. 

The main sources of information selected are: 

(a) the mass media (as defined on p.66); 

(b) professional journals, periodicals, news releases, conference and 

research reports, and social services directories; 

(c) traditional (official) health service records such as hospital, 

regional, and NHIS statistics; and 

(d) miscellaneous, for example, studies from related disciplines or 

voluntary agencies concerned with some aspect of socio-health 

and nursing requirements. 

An instance of the latter category is a study by Brown (1979), 

'Planning for the Disabled', reviewed in the 1979 Planning Research Index 

and published by the Ministry of Works and Development. 

Further details and description of the sources of information 

used is discussed below under 'collection of data'. 

(IV) MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION 

The provision of information and its documentation is an 

essential part of curriculum development, and evaluation. The management 

of information involves its (a) collection, (b) organisation, and 

(c) dissemination. 



COLLECTION OF INFORMATION 

Data has been collected by observation: either by the use of 

a 'brokers service' and obtaining it on demand, or by extraction from 

the mass media and other sources. Extraction of data from the mass 

media has been favoured because it gives observation of societal and 

individual behaviour on a continuing basis. This is seen to have a 

decided advantage over recorded data which is studied retrospectively 

and may lack pertinent facts. 

Collection of Data by Extraction 

This has involved: 

(a) scrutiny and extraction of data from NZ newspapers for the period 

of 1979; 
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(b) scrutiny of all issues of the NZ Listener for 1979 with the intention 

of extracting relevant items broadcast or televised in 1979; and 

(c) scrutiny and extraction of key items from publications such as the 

WHO technical series, professional journals, social services 

directories, and similar publications. 

COLLECTION OF DATA FROM THE MASS MEDIA 

Most items of information extracted from the mass media have 

been listed and form Appendix A. In appendix A there are, in fact, four 

collections of data extracted from the mass media. 

Appendix Al contains items from appropriate files in the Dominion 

newspaper reference library. 

Appendix A2 contains items extracted from NZ major daily newspapers for 

the period of 1979. These items were obtained from appropriate 
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files in the NZBC reference library. 

Appendix A3 contains a list of socio-health and nursing related programmes 

broadcast over 2ZA in 1979. These items were obtained from the 

file of the staff member responsible for planning and operating 

the programmes. 

Appendix A4 contains a list of socio-health and nursing related programmes 

broadcast over the National 'YA's in 1979. These items were 

extracted from the files of the daily report and documentary 

programmes. 

The object of this collection of data from the mass media has been 

to gather items of information that, collectively, portray the dominant 

social realities and resultant disorders at this point of time. Specifically, 

it is an attempt to form an impression of what ills or disorders, as 

reflected by the mass media, have been of most concern to NZ society 

during 1979. 

Some reference must be made here to the question of objectivity 

and bias in the news items. Granted that issues and events are reported 

as they occur one must allow for an element of selection in what is 

considered news...orthy. For the degree to which news items provide an 

adequate, accurate, and intelligible view of current issues is important. 

Having said this, however, it must be noted that it is not the intention 

to examine here how items are selected by the mass media. Rather the 

intention is the collection from the mass media of a wide range of 

perceptions about NZ society and its socio-health status in 1979. 

It is considered that these viewpoints, expressed in articles, 

reports, documentaries, and letters are closer to the grass-roots of 

society than that of more formal sources of information. 

An ongoing collection of information from the mass media and other 

voluntary sources, in conjunction with data from official sources, is 



thought to provide an adequate data base to assist curricular choices. 

Criterion. Only one criterion has been 

applied to the extraction of information from 

the mass media. The item had to contain some 

explicit or unplicit requirement for health 

and nursing care. To some extent, however, 

the chDice of items had been predetermined 

by those who filed items in the reference 

l ibra:t'ie s. 

Information Collected from Newspapers 
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Three collections of information from newspapers have been 

made. One collection consists of newspaper clippings taken from the 

Dominion (Wellington's morning paper) and from Manawatu daily and weekly 

papers (The Evening Standard, The Tribune, and the Guardian). These 

clippings have been collected throughout 1979 and form the news-sheets 

found on pages 

Two more collections from (a) the Dominion Reference Library 

and (b) the NZBC reference library form, as noted already, appendices 

Al and A2. 

The Dominion Reference Library Files 

Since not all issues of the Dominion had been sighted for 1979 a 

visit to the papers reference library made it possible to scan relevant 

files and to extract items not obtained from the paper directly. 

Covering the period of 1979 the files made available contained clippings 

on the subjects of social welfare, health, and nursing. Item selection 

for the above files had been made by the library staff, consisting of two 

young women of about twenty years of age. Although they had had no 
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particular training or directives supplied for the task their selection 

does contribute a non-professional perception of what is relevant about 

health and related issues. 

Newspaper Files - NZBC Reference Library. Scanning of the 1979 

Listner issues proved to be of little use as inadequate details of item 

was supplied. As a consequence, a visit was made to Broadcasting 

House with the hope of obtaining a record of relevant programmes broad

cast or televised during 1979. No such record was obtainable, but 

access was given to files containing clippings from the main national 

newspapers of New Zealand. 

Appropriate files made available for scrutiny included ones for 

medical services, nursing, social life and customs, and health. A 

listing of the items contained in each of the above files is to be found 

in Appendix A2. 

Several headings taken from pertinent newspaper clippings are 

shown below in order to illustrate just how varied in nature the informat

ion collected from newspapers can be. 
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Collection of Data From Radio and Television 
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Ruin 

Television. Although, as noted, scanning of the Listener for 1979 

proved to be of little use, some data could, by implication, be extracted 

from the programmes listed. For example, 'Eight is Enough', 'One Day at 

a Time', and 'Medical Centre', though primarily of an entertainment nature, 

are constructed around common issues. For instance, the above programmes 

deal with issues such as the family, the intergenerational gap, and socio

health disorders. 

There are, also, certain documentary programmes that enhance 

understanding of either people or the environment. Instances include 
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'Friend of Men', 'Primitive Men', and 'Vision On' (an almost totally 

visual programme designed expressly for children with impaired hearing. 

Two other features related to societal and individual wellbeing are 

educational and future oriented. One is 'Stubbing out the Smoking Image 

... smoking replaced by jogging'. And, secondly, 'Directions for the 

Future' presented by the Commission for the Future. 

Radio 2ZA Community. An interview with the staff member 

responsible for programmes dealing with health and social issues made it 

possible to collect a list of relevant programmes. Two examples are 

(a) 'Training for childcare: Family and Marriage Guidance Council' and 

(b) Report of Conference on Alcohol and Drug Abuse'. 

These programmes are listed and presented in Appendid A3. 

National Radio YA Programmes. During 1979 a considerable number 

of daily report programmes and documentaries dealt with the social 

realities confronting New Zealanders. Issues discussed included a series 

on handicapped children, one on cancer designed to educate and improve 

understanding about the disease and its management, and other related to 

the family and psychosocial stress. A list of socio-health and nursing 

related programmed are presented in Appendix A4 

COLLECTION OF DATA FROM JOURNALS, PERIODICALS AND DIRECTORIES 

A collection of items from official and voluntary (excluding the 

mass media), is contained in Appendix B. The purpose of this collection 

is the gathering of information from professional and general community 

sources to augment that provided by the mass media. In some cases the 

data consist of research findings or the conclusions of experts that 

supports, rejects, or takes a neutral stance about issues reported through 
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the mass media. 

Collection of Data from Journals 

There are many nursing and health related professional journals. 

Examples of professional journals found to contain a wide variety of 

information related to dominant socio-health disorders and their actual 

or _EX)tential effect on nursing requirements are listed below. 

New Zealand Nurses Journal (NZNJ): 

Nursing Outlook (NO): 

Journal of Nursing Education (JNE): 

Journal of Continuing Education (JCE) 

Journal of Advanced Nursing (JAN): 

Nursing Times (NT): 

Nursing Research (JNR): 

Nursing Forum (NF): 

American Journal of Nursing (AJN): 

Journal of Health and Social Behaviour (JHSB): 

New Zealand Medical Journal (NZMJ): 

Sociological Review (SR): 

Social Science & Medicine (SSM - and international journal): 

International Nursing Review (INR). 

In general, these journals provide a wide spectrum of articles 

dealing with socio-health issues. Moreover, they contain information 

needed for the making of optimal curricular choices. 

The NZNJ, of course, provides, in particular, articles of direct 

concern to NZ nurses: consequently, a list of relevant articles has been 

extracted from the NZNJ only. This list forms Appendix Bl. 

Collection of Data from Periodicals 

There are numerous periodicals and amongst these can be included 

news sheets, pamphlets, and special releases from such organisations as 

the NZDH and WHO. One of the best sources about contemporary socio-health 



issues, in fact, is WHO. A list of periodicals forms Appendix B2. 

Material from international organisations is included because it has 

relevance for all contemporary societies, including NZ. 

Collection of Data from Directories 

Probably one of the clearest indications of the social and 

health disorders affecting New Zealanders can be inferred from the 

'Social Services Directories (SSD). These name and describe the purpose 

and activities of all official and voluntary organisations that operate 
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in the regions they cover. A telling comment on 'unmet' health and social 

needs can be inferred from SSD, when one notes the number and range of 

voluntary groups that have been formed to fill in the gaps not covered 

by official agencies, or to augment the services available. 

A list of New Zealand SSD, and of some similar overseas 

publications, forms Appendix B3. The inclusion of some overseas 

directories is done to emphasise the universal character of contemporary 

social disorders. Appendix B3 also includes a sample of the contents of 

one of NZ (Dunedin) SSD. 

COLLECTION OF DATA FROM OFFICIAL SOURCES 

Information from official sources has been readily obtained on 

request from official (government, central, regional or local governing 

authorities, and professional organisations). This has been the case, 

for instance, for most items listed in Appendix Cl. Some items of 

information, however, have been obtained by extraction from primary sources. 

Appendix C contains four collections of data collected from official 

sources. 
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Data Collected from Socio-Health Publications 

Information material which has been obtained on request from 

official sources is presented in Appendix Cl. This lists the source of 

the material, and the topic or subject matter it deals with. The nature 

of the information contained in the various publications is indicated by 

the title of each one. 

Data Collected from a Hospital Board 

One instance of statistics from the Otago Hospital Board is 

given in Appendix C2. The statistics are for the department of geriatrics 

and cover the period of 1978 (the most recent period available at the 

time of collection). 

Data Collected from a Hospital Department 

The statistics of one class of clients attended to at Duneding 

Hospital Accident & Emergency Centre during 1979 are presented in 

Appendix C3. Clients were those who had suffered some incident of 

poisoning. 

Data Collected by Extraction from Official Publications 

A selection of entries have been extracted from (a) the 

Planning Research Index, 1979 and (b) the Department of Social Welfare 

Library Catalogues, 1975 to 1979. The items chosen are of direct or 

indirect relevance to the biopsychosocial needs of people. Recourse to 

the publications listed in Appendix C4 can, therefore, provide a rich 

source of data to assist the making of curricular choices. 

This collection of items of information, or of the sources of 

items of information, provides readily available statistical material. 
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A good deal of the statistics, for example, that provided by the NHSC, 

has been compiled from primary sources. It is such material, obtained 

on request from a broker's service, that can be used to form a data base. 

Its collection and use is economical of time and resources. 

It can be said that official material is often received as of 

right by health institutions. Having said so, however, it is also the 

case that it is often blocked at some point in the organisational system. 

Official or traditional information is best collected by a systematic 

method and not left to chance. 

Statistical material obtainable from the sources of data referred 

to in Appendix C, provide a solid base for more interpretative or 

conjectural material. Both types of data need to be collected in order 

to have a supply of basic information about socio-health and nursing needs 

and problems. The basis of selection has been to gather material that has 

been reported on in statistical terms, or from professional studies 

involving research and feasibility studies. This is needed to counter the 

measure of interpretation and, consequently, the possible bias of some 

items of information. 

COLLECTION OF DATA FROM COMMUNITY SOCIO-HEALTH 

AND NURSING AGENCIES 

A list of some of the health care agencies examined by students 

of a 'Health Care Systems' paper (Massey University Nursing Studies Unit) 

in 1979 is presented in Appendix C. 

The objective of this final collection of data is to illustrate 

further the range and extent of voluntary agencies in the community. Not 

infrequently one hears the viewpoint expressed that "people should do 

more for themselves and not always rely on the government". But the 
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majority of agencies listed in Appendix D (and B3) indicate a remarkable 

degree of people organising themselves, voluntarily, to ease in some 

way socio-health disorders in the community. 'Self-help' agencies in the 

community are desirable. But they are already providing services which 

support official institutions: Or they are covering the gaps where socio

health needs are not met at all by official agencies. 

If nursing curricula are to be relevant to socio-health needs 

information must be systematically collected from voluntary as well as 

official sources of data. This enables the formation of profiles, such 

as those described by Omrarn (1974), including: 

a population profile; 

a social and economic profile; 

a disease and mortality profile; and 

a community health profile. 

ORGANISATION OF DATA 

Organisation of the considerable amount of data available for 

an information system for nursing education needs to be considered from 

two perspectives. First, it must be considered from the perspective of 

operating and, if necessary, initiating an information system. This 

demands an operational strategy or process for analysis, classification, 

coding, storage, retrieval, and availability of data for use. It is 

important that the system used allows for the updating or removal of data 

as requisite. 

Figure 6.1. (page 159) demonstrates how an information system 

can be operated. 

As the diagram shows the information, after collection, requires 

scrutiny and analysis. The need for the information must also be consid-
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ered in relation to a comparative study of material already available. 

Rationale for data base usage must be specified, and, as figure 4.1. 

(p 71) , indicates, the procedures for updating or adding information must 

be applied systematically. Pre-established admission criteria can be 

used to aid decision-making for utilization or rejection of the data. 

The second perspective relate s to the classification of data. 

An early assessment of data is essential in order to facilitate coding 

the information into classes and subclasses. This produces a more 

manageable arrangement of material for analysis, interpretation, and 

decision-making. Two actions have been taken for this purpose. First, 

news-sheets have been constructed, and, secondly, data has been coded for 

placement according to library usage. 

CONSTRUCTION OF NEWS. SHEB.'l'S 

From the large collection of newspaper clipp ings extracte d from 

(a) the Dominion, arrl (b) the Manawatu daily and weekly newspapers a 

selection has been taken to form thirteen news sheets. This provides a 

visual impact of sOU'.e of the current issues troubling New Zealand society. 

As a study of items in the newsheets (pages 161 to 173) indicates, social 

determinants hold a central place in a number of the ills and issues 

reported in the newspapers during 1979. 

In addition, clippings have also been selected that point to 

future develoµnents and changing needs. For instance, a British survey 

report (News sheet, page 173
1

O1d Age Dementing) warns that degeneration 

of the brain in old age will become the most serious single health problem 

of the future. And the conclusions of a book about future resources 

'A small seed takes root' (see News sheet, p 173) finds that individuals 

are not poor because of meagre natural and human resources, but because 
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Once this 1w been done 
Ille parents could be cow,.· 
eelled and taagbt ak.llls that 
would enable them lo deal 
with the problem. 

•want crying is a major 
mu of aocial concen, yet ID 
spite of the fact that most 
babies cry lt bas been ==~l=~~-=-tpUon," Dr Kirtland aaya. 
"Only about 40 people In the 
world are raearclliD& U. 
abject. 

Common 
"l\ llnd me that helT 

was a very common infant 
behaviour that nobody was 
looking at from a 
psycbologic.l •iewpoint. I 
decided to do something 
about this and have been 
working on it for several 
years." 

One or his approacbes was 
to look at the effects Infant 
crying bad °" listenen. 
. la laboratory-based 
studies be bas found 
mdeace to 111pport what 
many molhen already 
know - that Infant crying bl 
an extremely disruptive 
IIOlllld. . 

•ffoftffl' few men, par
ticlllarly fathers, are aware 
of tbe problem became tb<y 
are too bay carrying out 
,aneri to apend loa& pe!'
,ods or time with their 
babies,• Dr Kirkland uys. 

llonal qoesuonnarre that was 
answered by about 500 
people. All bat two of the 
respondents were women. 
· The results &bowed that 

almost 400 of lhe:le people 
felt like bashing their babies 
because their infanll cried 
for prolonged periods and a 
further 50 uid they actually 
llit their babies and eighty 
said they have never felt like 
llitlillg their cbildren. 

From the answen or the 
questionnaire lt appean that 
loneliness, laUpe and a 
crying baby etturring 
together brinf aboat a altua
lloo primed or •lolence. 

Many women wbo felt like 
llitting their children aaid 
they were exlttmely tired at 
the time. 

•Mothers need lime away 
from their babies k> be with 
other adulll to regain a 
_,.. of well bein&," Dr 
Kirkland commmts. 

"Tbey need adequate 
aleep. Colltinually Interrupt• 
ed aleep night alter Di&bt Is 
a living bell." 

Women who answered tile 
questionnaire uid one aol11-

tloo to the problem wu to 
•get away from It all" If 
or,ly for a brief time. 

'11 you are expecting a 
baby try to find another 
adult whom you could leave 
the Infant wilb for brief 
periods," Dr JClrklaad 
advises. 

• And If J'OO want to help 
a mother wilh a -bom 
child· then go and baby-sit 
for • lhort time to clve the 
mother a break so &be can 
1et benelf toe ether 
a1ain. • 

Dr Kirtland notes that 
wblle aome babies appear to 
be "born criers" - par
tlcalarly )ow-birth-weight 
boys. some baby crying can 
rel•~ to physical bealtb. 

A BABY died and three mcmben ofber family were 11\ju~ 
when a 1a1lcar aod car collided in Hamilton )'Cllffllay. Tho 
cbild .., .. , Gina Marie Todd. 21\, o<Ore11 S-. Hamll-. 

vw.,,,,llC') 
0(\1.l~ \D . \91\ 

Medleal rnearcll Ila, 
fOGnd that abnormal crie, 
can arise when a baby ha, 
chromooomal lrregulariti,., 
u for example wilh Down'1 
l)'ndrome. A recent United 
States atudy ahowed there 
was a considerable differ
ence betwcn a pre
cot-<lealh baby'a criel and a 
DOnnal baby'a cries. 

Dr Kirtland bl presently 
researclling the difference in 
cries between colic-affected 
and non-colic lnfanu. 

Tbe re111lll of this atudy 
are not expected lo be 
knowa foe another year or 
IO. 

Further Information 1111 
baby crylDJ and Its effects 
on parents IS atlll needed, Dr 
Kirltland uya. He would like 
anyone with viewa oo the 
subject to write lo him care 
of Box 718 Palmerston 
North. 

Ultimatel, be would like 
to publisb uie full results of 
the questionnaire wilh let
ten from parents in bOGklet 
form. He Is considering ''Try 
Counting To Tea" as a tiU• 
,or the booltleL • 

Many 
children 
at risk 
NEW Zaland children art 
dlrcc times more likely IO die 
in motor car accidcn ti than 
their countery• ru in 
),wedca.. accord101 to the 
1oou1I report of the 
:>c:partmtot of Htalth ta
iled in Parliament . 

But four major areaJ of 
1llllCml in relation 10 dlild 
1CCiden1i are accidental 
ooiooninp, bwa, water and 
oad accidenll . A SO percent 
eduction ID aa:ident mor
alily by 1980 ia one of the 
tima muled in tlte report. 

c..ccrn ii ala, dizected al 
he drink.Ina driven and 
llocir inwlvematl in road 
a:idenll. 

.. Special consideration 

l3abj8as~-\1'9 
Su . - Your edotonal ltead· 

!d. &by &,hmg. Sep
lember !. drew mv attNtUon 
to a cause that is to me one 
or the mosl di,tressing . 
alarming and increasing 
cmnes to be allowed to go, 
so far . almost undetected 
her, in New Zealand 

To me. it IS a sad state of 
affaon; for your paper to 
.Ute. that, as this IS indeed 
the Year of The Child, 11 
would seem an appropri.a~ 
time foe "an all-out asaault" 
on this major barrier to 

pr~~the Year of The 
Chlld? Whr, not a daily "all 
out uaault ' to help jog the 
public conscience. What is 
going to take the place of the 
Year of The Child next 
year? 

I was in the United 

~•n~~~m ...:1!:r ;."11~:;i~ 
m England at least they are 
really trymg to grapple woth 
this shastly crime, New 
Zealand lacs tar, far bebind 
other countries in their 
efforts to stay this ever 
&rowing horror. 

FLEUR Gll.LESPIE • 
Paraparauma. 

Chi\dren 
poisoned 

SEVEN children W1d<r the 
age of thrtt swallo'O'<d poi
.,ns in the Palmenton North 
Htalth District last month. 

The poisons included I 
medicine, . caustic soda'. 
turpconnc and bptcr fluid . 

Altogether eight cases of 
ootifia blc poitoomg~ were 
reported . Hepatitis A con
tinue s to tK lbe most 
frequentl y ootHicd infec 
tious d.tscasc in the dlStrict 
and las1 month cigh1 cues 
were rcporlc:d . 

Three pocplc fcU ill from 

~d"}i~o:,;.::fo~~ the., I 
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He points out that • 
dependent ..-arclJen llav• 
reported tllat men are Jmt 
u 1poet u IIOIDtll by crying 
babies. 

. Tit• raik:ar hit the car at a level ~Ill oa Kabltalea Drive a1 
5.30 p .m. The early model car "U nuna :10 mctre1 c:learoftbe 
track by the impact of the coUilion. In the c:arwen a-.n 
and her three children. The m010r and ,ea11 wera llu1111ro11t 
the car on the crub. No one on the north-bound ntllcar -
injured. lM woman and her cltlldren ,...re ntahcd 10 Waikato 
Hoopi11I but lht baby died from injuries ,._;...s in the anaab. L~i,f~·11t- a1f • 'cOsfs~, 

To 1atltt'r . preliminary 
lnlonnallOG on the possible 
rt.lalloa between lnfaat 
cryJnc and baby baJblnc Dr 
llnland formalated a u-

WOMEN abould loe encour
•sed to breasUeed their 

A TEENAGER died "11en the wbiclt be "u WOftina under >abies but 1bould not be 
collapoed al hos S.ddlt Holl home near Dw,ed.,, early lut de to feel inferior ii they 
evening. Polic>t did noc ialue tbc daad youtlt'1 aunt int- o not do IO, according to 
mediately as his pannll had not boen to.:alcd . The accident be medical director of the 
happentd &hortly before I p.m. It ..,u tltoua]tt the jacli: lunket · Society Dr David 
1uppon1n1 tht vehicle collapsed while the youth .., .. under- Geddis. 

Fatally crushed by car 

neath it. . Dr Geddis. who Is also a 
member of tbe Health 
Board'1 child beallh com
mittee, bu just returned 
from a World Heallb Organi• 
ution meeting ID Geneva. 

The meeting recoJDised a 

•--ifi;.h;ifthY ears ¥J1fe 
N.Z.,,...Association tympsnK membranes (car- transh=nt or tmmobde ..Jthe ~•cs ~~z..';'~ ' 

WELLINGTON - Only dnoms) ,a both car> druma · ~t re evant o ew a 
about oot in four yow,& chol- In cboldrcn und,r two year> In 1~74, one on 10.cboldref-'bkh. on a global ~le~: 
~m~:a,~:-::~':~~:; ol age 67 percent had normal were suffering from th1~ea~tfh standard 
ill Northland. dnun,. bu11ho; r11urtdrorped painful condouon whKh °"' "H~wever" Ile aaid, 

nc survey of277 children. 1027 percent between rwoand aue heanng k,as. • 

carried out hy Health five ycan and lO 19 percent in In 1978, a similar ,urn) 
Department 11aff in Whanaa- thole over five yun of qc. found fewer than one in thtt, 
rd. ii reported in the la1es1 ThC' 1urwy found a marted tbildren had this condition 
edilioa of the New Zealand reduction in the number of The medical journal rcpor 

.Mr.1:!!t0111:~\,nly 65 cbil- :~d=iti~~-~~i:t:;~ :t:b;:!~cth~ri:1x: 
~ - or 23 rrcent of the from an infiamcd middle ear. karing a:maetvaw-
poup - bad dinioUy normal The rat bad ruptured, ao p,ogramme. 

"tbere is no room for 
fflfflplaceDC)' . Many Upttts 
of child health could be 

im.P1Tu1~ to see the number 
of women brea,Ueeding 
their children co mucb 
lligher. 

''Tbere has been a world
wide decline in recent yean 
In the number or mothen 
breastfeeding. In New 
Zealand this readied its 
lowest ebb ID IK7. Tbere bl 
now an upward 111rin&, but 
tllere Is Ull a Ions way to go 
before tlle peak levels of 
1940 are reached again. 

To do .., Information and 
educational material about 
the advan~ges of breast• 
feedins must be nallable. 

•women llad a right lo 
Information and education 
tut would enable them lo 

impron their own health 
and that of their families. 

Dr Geddis aaid medical 
authorities in New Zealand 
fully supported breasUeed
ing and .,-ere tryu,g to let 
women know of its distinct 
advantagf"s. 

However, women ahou1d 
not be forced to breastfeed 
their rbildren ii they were 
going lo feel uncomfortable 
doing so. 

"All we can do is advise 
women of the advan~ges of 
breastfeeding. We can't 
fortt them to do iL" 

Women who for some 
reason did not want to 
breastfeed should not be 
made to feel inferior or 
failures . 

That would only make the 
situation worst. Women 
must feel comfortable in the 
feeding process, be ~id. 
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Tl-\E FAMILY CH I LDREN'S NEEDS 

foster care.- ~ ihbW'\t:.. 
fa"-'~fJ~ ~1> .. "\\, 

'> · "\ · 71 '..-·, \,.~,-.,It::_ 

under scrutiny 
A SEM/NAR on foster The pa11pukent die The ocminarwill beheld ·, • Comm•nic.ttion. 

~ - \')_ · 7~ 

Festival 
of 
children 
exciting 

care will be h~ld at acmlnar wlll be Mr Rl)en in the Social Science, • Children with ap,cia 
Massey Un1vers11y on Pruad, a 110C1al work lee- Building between 9 a.m. need,. 
September 22. turcrat Maney Univ~nity. and 5 p.m .. and will cover • Crou 

Mr Prasad has Collllder•• thetc lopict :- footcring. 
cuhura 

II will mark the bc&Jn• 
nin- of F01tcr Care Week 
which run, un til Scp
ttmber 30. 

ble expenencc 1n fo11cr • l'bDIWII for childru • Ducipllae and -•I 
care and le Qlle of tfll fr,, in care. development. · 
~le lo ,_.rc1, the Ais- • Loa. ~ 111d e Teenap 
lenng ICCDI Ill theco!l'l11)'. &ermination. children. 

• Conaumen of l°oltcr 
care - the child and the 
family . 

THE IYC "C hildren, f,s . 
t1 val" wu held last weekend 
and . although it got off 10 a 
slow 11ar1, by .S p .m . on 
Sunday many hundred, or 

Mr David Burrowa, a people bad 1akeo the op-
Jocial worker with lhe ponunity 10 find oul wba1 
Palmcnlon North Social ~~()\ ch ildren were 1ayin1 and 
'ft'clfarc Oq,artrncn1, aaid t\1>11t ,.'tt<>• fecltngabou11laricran1eor 
POiier Can, Weck bad t,,,o \"\7'1 1op1c-. 

Foster care: 
:i~:.~.•ducatio~ 1 V ew-1 oo R 1 

wwc want lo infprm the p --
public about btcring, and l k Mrs 

=•~a~~~~ un et,~~: 
The ch•ildren 

fot1cr •art are. tlte ---------- were 
i:anurumily'a children !l"d d 
W ar&iR u•A . , ~:; stan s up 

who need h 
tut WITH THE closing 0/ Wei,. 
lat~ton·, Karit•ne Hospital 

0 me S ~7 lu;~~:~..:~iy::: 
ad "'~~ ~tr!st of ll1 new 

The llO'W fotnily centre, as 
Y<I Wlmarl<ed by a ,ogn. 
board, sits in c:in anonymou: 
raw of four ~·tllow. wooder 
ho_uscs- Its two storeys c-on 
L1in a living "OOm and dinin1 
room down.q,a1rs. and bed 
rooms Upstairs -aith one o! 
the rooms already cont.ainJn ,. 
1everal cou. r-

" Tribune " repo,ter 

RiUI is a M ongol. 
She is only three years 

old . 

Although JJic u loYeablc, 
:hcerful 111d ani. io us to 
>lux, ah< has no family of 
lCfOWD. Rita's pa.rcnLS were 
;o distressed 11 her birth 
hrcc ycan 110 l h H they 
\ave mo~orlc:aa bandoncd 
ICr. 

Unicu a foster or adoptive 
home can b( found . R it.a will 
tpend her life in msti1ution, 
>f one 10rt or another. 

She is one of many New 
~land childrtn " ·ho need 
ICW home1. Their nc-cdi: wiU 
w: discuS1Cd OD SalUrday at 
.naJl~ayscminarat Massey 
Jnivcnity. 

The sem inar mark, -the 
I.Ir\ of Fo11u Care Weck 
1hich run, from Xptembtt 
2 IO JO. 

Mr Da vid Burrow«. a 
ocial wor lcr wi1h lhe 
>cpanmc111 or Soci&.I Wcl
att in PalmtrslOn North, is 

fami ly in their l4-bow- a day 
carina role: and anaqi.na 
any fam ily contacu that may 
be in the child's intcrcau. 

Mr luno- explained 
1ha1 foalcr homa w,:rc ,en
cnlly ordin&ry boma wbm: 
the family provided care for 
an <>lnl child o( any a,c. 

~ addition o( a new 
member or the housebold 
will require a period of ad
jUlllnenl for botb tbc cbild 
aod member& of lhe fookr
in& family,· he aaid . 

~~·~--··-·· ill. ~ the ceotr<! in 
Some foour boma P""'idc IMDc al D s Creek, Porirua, al 
emer1ency or 1bort•ltrm F01tcr parent, wbo un'9 &hart 1:o'ormaJ ceremony on 
can 011ly. dallood tbc impor1al>0t law 111 front of the small 

lhia aareed tilal C011cili1W1 · at 21 7 Bedford 5u-,,et_ 
·•f011crin1 LI aeldom a 

permanent arranaemcnt ... 
be aaid. 

"A oua:aaful mum of lbe 
child IO bia,lbcr own family io 
the moot cle.irabk outcome 
to uy period of arparatioa. 
This io aoa,ctim• di!facu.h 
for a bterinl family 10 IC· 
ct:pl - particularly •~ere 
11ron1 attachmeau t.1vc 
been fanned, or wti.re 1k 

~~::.. t':."otr~ 
•rew opponunitiea.'" 

CDIIIICI with the cbild'a Thrnwini; away a prepared 
family ml&ll be~ · Mr Gill remarlcod lo 
a auCCfl1ful relufll M>m 40 people present on the 
... 10 be achieved. direction the Plunket 

lety had taken. praising 
concept or catering for 

~t 1bc Dcpartmeat o be whole family and DOI just 
Social Wdfan: paid a Wttkl) babies. 
boatdratcinreopcctof-ts, Short apeechts were also 
dlild, u ....,u as a dotllio adc by Pmirua mayw Mr 
allowance, pockct-moaclct.; llord J B_rown and Pkm
and P-"YIDCIII tbr apecial u'.~~:--- Mn J H 
lrU if Medod. ,_. The Kari'-- Hospital will 

"In addi1ion , 1b• fulu'clooe on July 31, and the 
oocial work raourca of th,t<!oz;en ...,,-"'."' 8lill rompletlng 
dcpanmcol are available• the,r lntining will be based 
Ille bier family and 10 th, ,at the new centre. 
dtild if requind," be added The babies and young 

c:hil<ftn, mostly In the care 
of lbc Social Welfare Depart
ment, will be accommodall!d 
a! homes-

The unit will open from s 
am to 5 pm oo wetkdays, 
and wm "'rve B!-. an informal 
place for fam ilie~ to visit ~ 
• back-up to the Plunut 
nur~ 11:ervice. 

Another lcalu re will be lhe 
bright red slatlon wagon 
which will transport people lo 
And from the centre. 

The Plunket Society aims 
lo establish 40 fantl ly c,otres 
in all. with at least aoother 
lwo planned for the Welling
ton region. 

Wl~n 11,e dosare of New 
Zealand".i ~ Karitanc hospi 
tals was announced earlier 
l.brs year, ><>elely prc,iclenl 
Mrs Joy Reid said -Plunket 
hoped lo ox~nd ii• sen-;., 
lnto the rommuni!y by 
opera ting U,., N'fltres. Thesr 
""°Id be estabu..t>ed with 
mnney raJ<ed from the .ale 
ofthe~ 

"It is wually IOIDC lime 
before tbc new arnnscmenl 
acllla down and, u lbc fa. 
ler child may have bad dia
turbiaa expcrienca, aome 
adJwtmenl d i!f1CUhics ol\cn 
occur. These sometimes 
mnti.nuc and a high lc,,cl of 
carina and undenuindla1- io 
rcqui!cd of the foatcr faailY,. 

Mr llurrowaaaid adlild'1 
emotional bonda to lbc pa
rcnu were of\en ol pn• 
imponanor IO tbc c:llild Ibo 
lhe comfort aad -ril)' of 
whatc»uld be a 11\0N ~rl)' 
envinxuncn1 in the rooicr 

People waotin1 IO too.. 
m.-e: abcnn roeuria.a ma~ 
~e Mr lom,wca a 
67~. l'almcnton Nonb. 

Children running show PrtnJe.. FQmi\~ Lk 
::,~I.art) involved infos- "THE Child in the World" uhibition of.:hiklrcn, • n.ithcwaycb1l<1rcn v1cw 1hc 

His worl indudc, find,na • ·hich open, this Th_unday in the Man- world. Takes Off suitahlc foster home to awatu An Gullcry will be run c-nurely by The exhibition opcru at 7 p.m. 
1«11hc 1pccir.c need, uf a pupil, from ln1em1tdiatc Normal School. An opcnina apecch will be made by a 
hi ld : •ha rmg informat ion · pupil from the adlool. Thia will be fol.alioll 
CCCS>al) ,., develop an un- The exhibitio n fca1urc, hisioric and lowed by a pwy from Chaucer, a rccordcil' • 
em~ndmg of lhe ch,IJ ", con1cmporary pho1ographs 1ak_en by enscmblcandapuppctplay,prewntcdb) -

M~'P'SulWiifnlieii""f .. ,Nt~~~ 
. £~,""' ~~ l ~ offlc:er, uld :,e,,ter-

-::a., • ,r l. ,... ·-n,a1·1 nnt _,_ but ii wllJ 

Pluilket's case 
TOP women la 1k Plunket Society will viait 
Oo..........,t M.P'a OYCr lb, next two wccb 
to kB them o( the -'ety'a chaqina role in 
lhc community. 

I 

Tbc women , who rcpreaeat Pluaket 
brancba lhrou1bout New Zcalud, will' 
CRCOuraJe M.l'I IO euminc fint,llud the· 
wort fit lbc aoc:iely, and in pani<1llar tllc ' 
dneldJlmcnt or tbc .,. l'lanloel-&.arl-,. ...... .,.,,_,_,._. _ .. ·. 

become more difficult ii we 
don't do IOCtletbiJJ8 DOW." 

The eounciJ la cqanising 
llie first ata&e of a promotion 
to encourage provision and 
..., of fam1bo recrutioo facil
iues. 

Mr Stolt ell said Iha! I be 
word "f•mily" was intended 
in its widest possible sense lo 
Include DOI Cllly father, 
n tOl iM\r anrl childrt:n. but al"" 
graodpareots. auni.. uncles 
and neighbours. 

.,,,. family bas -
under considerable pressure 
fo, many yeara: It is a /sci 
on ,.t,;cb tbe.-e i5 general -t and It is aip
ported by lllatiltical evi-
~noe . • - - - --

dillettnt ages, through mb 
iog together, may take , 
fresh view of some of the lra 
ditlonal values on which ou 
society is based." 

!dr s,~k•ll bas begun ap 
proaclii :-.;? sport and recrea 
tioo cluhs. rompatties , Jnc :::i: 
bod i<1ii awt GovemmPnt '1~
partmml!. to en:i,! their "'1J> 
port. 

In Oet'C·Olbcr the t"Ol tnd1 
will bl"pn .1 campaign lCJ 10 -
volvt members of the pub~1c-

Tbe cotmcil ,r;a,;;; a.imiTlJ? to 
stimutote thr provision of 
permanenl facilities and dirl 
not ••nl the campaign lo be 
just a nash In the pan. 

"So far the idea and the 
phllooophy b""" been ex
tremely well received, and I 
can't c,ope wtth all the letten 
I've ~Yell." Mr Stoen 
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THE FAM\LY CHANGES · NEEDS. PRa3l£MS 
\ )\)~ \ 11\\l)N "'"""'~\:><,~ \ t 1' '7'1 

R,sk - r e.nr':> 
change that people's experience- of 
their own upbringing may be of 
little use· to them In rearing their 
children. \ ,.r 

/' 
Does this mean the future of 

the family la at risk 7 <~w #:~------
Plunket', mon Into famlly 1upport aenlrea 

II poioed for a bla leap forwllJ'd, attordlna to 
a aapplkd atatem~nl. What is the nature of the r' 

that face today'• family7 Is it 
partial or complete diaintegrat 
that we fear7 Jast what in 

Nuke f ofl\,lj 
3iv~ waj to 
e x -tens i () n 

By the end of tM year . the " The advice is friendly and 
IOCiety dairns it will ht uncrit ical. 

=~/~c!u£r.~J~•ms c,!t,;~i"~!r!~r~~ ~;;,';~~~ 
f" TI,c Plunket -KaritaM bm - c• tC'h up on lost sk:ep 11 the 
\Jy 1upport 1CTYitt ha been unit or at home while her do we fear7 

For the past five years the 
Social De" elopment Council h 
been helping Government dev 
e family policy for New Zeala 
end in this article its chairma 
J L Robson, looks at threau 
the familr unit. 

kksiped to act u an entnded ~ pre-school children an cared 
r·familf" for p.arcnu. offning for by Plunket and Karitane 

ijpful adricc and prac-tical nun.ts is all the help tM y 
lo youn1 pattnU findtnR need . Chhen need to 1pcnd 

fficulty in ropina •ith time -.·i1h the nun.cs lo • or._ 

. , . . . ~\~~~c:!~~~ribcs Hit !~;.'t!~ic~~tc /rs~~~~ 
rHREl:. or low icneraltOM of people may . one-parenl lamihcs art ice which opcra1e1 on l'Wo or famil y doctor, may not be 
one daa y li ve to,eether in a new form of boarde rs among olhcr_bo1d1 - find u.ntU staffed b y able 10 spa~ bccauK of tMir 
e~lcndcd Jamily not n~rily haacd on Thcrt areaomc cauuonary ined Plunket and Karitant •orklo ad 
tto nf Mood Women k>lc thcu JObl more nurses who pro-ride help in " The mobile Karitancs 

lh" L'\ a fu1 11 rc :,,ltcrr. .:uive to the two- and in New _Zealand IW friendly, home-like surmund - have qu ic kly cuablished 
p,art"nl ,tnc1 •.me-parenl ramihcs •hich nmr, unemrlnved .'" the profc inp, or mobile Karitancs •ho thtmKlvu as one of the m°'1 
•prcJuminatc , according 10 a book le.! collar catcgona are w omen rilit mothcn at home. IUCC"tssfu l upccts of Plunkefs 

-----------------..... ... St,r,:1r11e, rn Cl\ange . A (Jues11on of Scale A Brill.sh p."lycho logilt hu1 rrvitall!.t'd community ap-
prtparNI by lhc- Commu,,.wm for lht Future. men in Britain tent IC\ bclJe'1 P/WT proach 10 family health . 

,._ Thc- 1am1h h.1!<. undcrione fundamenta l 1houJd make an equal finaq RANG£ 
SINCE we began our project,~ have . chanits sinCC the industnal revolutton In tion tn the home and 1ha1 m~ " P ilot fh:ed units ,n 

expr ... ed tn eociety about famW,e•. Maay . Western cuuntric, ti is no longer an u - with 1he child-re1nng and bc:iWellinrton'1 . Porirua and "Thc-y call on famihcs fr om 

:!!:1!!
1
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society and our way of tHe. , ,-r;i1,dpan:nt, umJ e"c-n unde.1.. auntl and &cennd rlacc in the home. Uccasfu and umalar un1u arc 

~,,uc 1n, with therorucquent lossof.c:lbtinit opened shortly. Folktw- ;::i~~::~~~~•:,;C:::!cn~g°: 

Is Lllo family really at rut• Sometimes 
tli is fear relied.< only a nootalgia for an 
•1<1eaJ" family Iii• wbicb nev.-r existed -
romanticised as stable, aec,un, and 
bappy. 

. 1".t iw 11 11o • 1..-. , ,.,,•nerattOn un11 made ur oflcn leave orthodox f1mily,in1 a .nationwide survey of hou§.C. 
straJ onl\ of p.m: m, and their 1.kpcndcn1 Much l-Of\CC'ffl has been c oec:d1,. IU will be cstabhshccl " Families in need arc 
can ,, h.Jd rc: n . childrtn"i, fuiurc in 1he ct11 i.n Auckland West . Tauranga. 

1 
fi 

frust Smee \\'rnld War II even 1h1i, nuck.ir tccnc , yc-1 lcw ahemat1ve ch Pa.lment~n North . Upper {':,~;:~: byre• '';.~nltet,o nU~~: 
fa mil) h a,. undc rgnnt' trcmcndou~ chan!'C. hC', have hccn found lO ~pla• Hutt, Chnstchurc:h and Dune- or fami h doctor who sen.e 

ide In de \clo pcd -.<lC1elles. u wome n "' ve Thc-rf' a rc alread y llgns thdi~; . . • mothe r is under prcuurc . 
Bui an uamination of history shows the 

inaccuracy of tb t; picture. For example. it 
b forgotttn dur ,ng the economic depres
sions of the nisttffnth century, fam ily 
bttakup wa.s w,•.,.pn,ad in New Zealand. 
Fathen travelle j throuib the country 
looiung for work . and children drifted away 
from born• looking for mone, or food -
to such an utenl that our IOClely began to 
build induslnal schools and olher lmUla- . 
lions lo provide <>me con1r0l and supervi
sion of them. 

fa g:-iin<"J coniro l 1wer thtir fcrllllty . child gcmen L• for cb1ldrcn mw.t I ~obllc Kanta;ncs •i i~ Somrumes 
1
~y will look after 

• 11 ~arin,c. ha, cca,cJ 10 t"t< pnmary fvcus of rate o r otTcnding bv voung ,continue to ope-rate'" t~e 8 •> b.ab h 
1 

· th . .
11 0 ~ 1hc1 r live ~ Toda) nearl y . 20 percent o f Zealand hu more "oian do ~~and,. ~ 0:i·t!•~han':i car/ (I,/ e ,1;:0 i::a~ 1 ~h ll; 

married ..., ,1mcn h ave no children 19flJ and 1916. and _ fint •toOn °:ra~itional Ka~~ncs mother manaK" the nc-~ 
Tet.hnolm.!K'.JI innnva lm n~ in lhc home JX'ychu11rK"carc forch,lrlrcn 11trriciJ W a.nu i and rur ;. I bahy. 

and ca ~,t:- r'rcrarcd food~ have allo wl·d IQ ha11c men hy more than Southla~. &Df PINPOINT 

grl.'.JIC'r frcc-Jnm fro m umc--co nsum,n~ same ,,.,. nod " In the fu:ed un its . p.11rcnu " By spendinie time wi1h 
ho111c Jut1c,; hu1 111 the u me lJmC' haH One ~~• hie rcs~nsc to. arc tau1ht many basic 1k1II, paren ts. the Ka n1anf!'l. can 

a luc-llcJ thc-Jc-m-,nJ for h1,-hcrincumcs L1kc- ~n ti) the comm1ut0n like breast feed.in& , bent le pinpoin1 •hCff a mothtr 
R mc-n . ,..omcn have co me lo depend 011 action f or ~mplc. the-re foedlD&, achia: on behaviour mi&h t rrquire advice . or 
and OLll\idi: emp&o}me n1 for fi nance and .5('1( ch1IJ c.1re raahucs . better problrm,, .-ea.ning diff1cul- identify other farr.ily pressure. 
not cs,c r m :,,nd 1he numbt r 11( women in the rnpon11Me . and more ties:, tired mother-upset J aby w,hich m ighr be advtnt!) 
Fi wnrk -furcc ha., mcrca'-cd dramatQII) . aOcr the p~y11cal. menial difficuhiu, family relation • ffi · th · a t 

Bui of course • II concern aboul fami~ 
can be be dismissed IS nootaglgia. Moot of 
It reflecu a ve,y rul anxiety about !be 
future of th• far.oily. The claim the family 
Is Ml rm b often made on the basis of two 
oboervatiom - that ,...,er people are 
llav1ng clolldren and thal the tradilionaJ 

bea Valun. 100. have changed. no 1es 1hc health of ch ildren ships, diet, cookin&. home :
0 

~~nf
0

: h';,.° chTI"ds pc::pc~~/ 
commiu10n. Many people now hchevt th a1 Another ahcmallvc ~ lo h,p:nc. and household bud - " No• · that Plunket -Kari • 

of lh<"rc l< 00 morJI Nlnd holding a woman 10 return c,fthc ex-tended fa~ilJ,ettn.1. ta.ncs arc mcwini oui of 
home and hUJband a lhrc-c or four ,cnerahori hospit al Situations and Uuo 

Manv men :,,nd women have been unabl r rcoplc th.al need not be bai COPE the cnmmunity a.s part of the 
par to adapt to the~ danj;es in family rela - hlnod . J-ricndship gro~ps . ""The ICl"riot siwa parents family suppon str'f'i« . thr 
res tionsh ipsand rhert hu hccn • marled lrtnd ne tworks or oommon sp1~tu11help and advice on how to P1unket Socicty has dccided 

1ov. ardi, singlc- -rarcnt families. By 1976, -be the focus _for 1uc h family 'c:opc bettcT' and is aimed 11 that different skills a~ needed atructun, of the family ii c:unging. ..., 

Midwifery 
47.917 housch,ll~ \ in New Zc.Jand. or 7.S • Profcsnonal, and upc1tack.lina problems at famil y and a tnininR provamme for 
J'leh'C:n l of lh '-> total. were srngle•paren t spcct but thty sh'luld nof land c:ommunlty lnrl to future 'c-ommunity Kar i• 
r.amilie; . d<,minatc . bchcvc~ the com~prevcnt di:fflculda acaJatin1 tann'' is being set up. th, 

The commiu1on bc:lic:\·cs that lhC' 001Trl 1 The co mm1uion ugucs 110 crisis ooint. uatcme:nt concluded: 
figure coukt be ncanr 20 percent as man \' tioru:hip bc:twet"n c:a:pcru and tneu d1cnu t)e&Un wort. en: Wh o arc not_r.rofcu1on~ls .• _ 

from ihe "'New .. Zea)iixi" of twcnt' -· · - ·. ···•-•.•.······: •· ...... •············ · - .·. · - ....... ·· . .... · -- .•.•.•-•.•-•.• •.•.• · · ·- · · · 'V~,• - • • • • • • • • • •• .,., ... . .,.~ - • • 

ran ago. Flatber, IDcftuei a.r-\\-in.,.\.."\ -· ··· ~""'~'"'"' , Ve..\""""'"\'->" ~'"''"' 
about the dnelopmea~I ~ f ~ In l'almenton North In 1959 there haYe bee• 

a,eam IOcloty DOW tu, Midwife .. ef e ud the traditional ,.u.n ol 

check starts 
THE maternity services 
committee of the 
Board of Health la 
reviewing New 
Zealand'• home mid
wife 1cheme. which 
the N- Zealand Home 
Birth Auociation con
siders ineffectrve. 

The committee la to 
make recommenct. 
tiona to the Ministet' of 
Health. Mr Gair. deputy 
director-general of 
hMlth Mr Ron Barlter 
Mid. 

H• ·-S _,,,,_,ting 
on criticiam from the 
auocsattOn that New 
Z• aland'a midwifery 
training la Inadequate 
for the domiciliary role 
end that domiciliary 
worlt la economically 
unattractive. 

An Improved pro
gramme of midwifery 
training la being in-

troduced with the 
tran• fer of nur• e train
Ing from hospitals to 
technical instiunea. Or 
Barker Nid. 

At Wallington. mid
wifery training haa 
IHHtn lengthened from 
aix months to • fuTI 
year~ and similar move• 
will be made in the 
Waikato and at Auck
land and Christchurch 
next year. 

-1 can't say if the 
new training pro
gramme wiH take In 
home mlclwifery." Or 
Barlt., uid. but he felt 
this waa not too 
Important. 

""Midwlvea can wort, 
where they pleaae."' Dr 
Barker Nid. ·•1t would -r ~ prefer to 
work in hoapltala 
where they hava fuU 
beck...,. .. rv1c •• -

y bigb apoctatlom of parents ant, lk'fttaly o{ the local bnnch. 51ft: \!5 
y just bo,umlac to ruliao lb, d 6"-.1 .. ,· -

cioi--ort, andloctlnc~' Stu y "'8,i.\h Jtltt'1•as<?nlclou1ofth< WAYS •••f 
place OD time and ener J • ., ' •~ famiJy ti!c and the lnere are many subsidia.~ 
ly, womor, baft performed j beg Ins .,,, ect lhll •as ha•1111 °" lhe .. JI in which Birthri1ht hdp, 

' ue to do 10 IJaoucb a p-ea ' ter<sts of <¥Jcln:n. II RI familo<S 
1ft also ta.tin . OIi • . to Mr Gifford there TIie. majority are of hmrtec 

I THE Maternity Strvices ':' • ICOpc for amstanoc to me.ans and dependent or 
L . Commltte,, is to c.11 for ild,...,, •ho luted a parenL Social W<lfar< benefits. n..n 

reutAl
1
Y women are re.aHsi~g submissions on home 1C'ee's uDdertook the tuk or have been tima when lht 

, pattern can restrict theor midwifery serv ices in auguratln1 branch<s and bendlt has been l<u than 

~ 
in other activities, an,( can New Zealand. her< .,. DOW some l6 adequate for the a•en,, 

Ir Ming Isolated wilhllt the The commilltt has al - hrou_ibout New Zealand. family ·, --i,. Although the 
Oftei husbands are w!llillg lo ready considered Ori,u,ally tbt empbasts ".'as utuation has impra.ed . 
equal share of the wort., but wid-, but th< <hanlffl.l' The annual r<port ,how, 

II DOI flniblt r.uough to allo• preliminary paPf'rs on •-·· condthitloasth ma:!• II IClffle or the .. JI in •bich 
IO. For enmple there ii lltllt the subJ<'cl and ii will be ~ at .,.. were ehildren are belpal . There arr 

or plrt•time boura' of work, othe, ii major topic for con- :,1111:.,,::n: !: ab~:CX :! holidays and holiday c~ps 
which ,._ low pay and lo• sideralion by lh<' commit• dr::;:. ~ m•-'-re- snna for food . clothona 

-·, • ltt al future meetings, -" ~ -·- tult10n f«s and th• lit. Th•i 
chairman Dr R A Barker, DEMANDS an: helped with fum itun: . 

ls att alao restricted bJ lhil deputy director.general It •as r<&lised that th• boosehold applianc<s. eduu-
Iibility in employmenl of health, said. lemancb on Borthri~ would tional ,rants, firewood , htlp 
en IN! three problems wbieb •D Some interested par- ,. mud, area;ter ruch with the section and oth<, 
re liltely to faae. Bui cortail ties bav.- alrudy mad• Wa and this has pron,:! to forms or practical auistanc,: . 

ay face utra lltrainl_ • anc_ b • · nd the case. . A sreat many people help with 
,._ SU ltUSSIOIIS, • IS aoon Latc:r, th< question l1'0S< IS th< ,upply and deli .. ~ of 

lilies, due to =tr sp.-coa as the present project on owhetherungtemoth«s who such artocl<s ·, 
nc,es, and oor aociety also need! neona~I care 15 finished lecided to k«:p their babies The princlpal help remains 
er ways of OYffCOllling 

theh 
attention will M centttd hould be djglbl<. Wnh a oounsellin

1
. Many familia 

oblems. For eiample, oor aocietJ on born.- midwifery, lie Id lncreue 1n the number come and ro .,.., a relari .. ly 
, number of migraat families said. l ,uch cues, th.,.. were fears short time and only • ....,,.,,.,'"':',,.....,·"'··-------11----.ed~-r.lllC:=r.ludin:::rr·::g:' a growing number of Pacifi __ ._...,..,...,.._....,r-i:or-~·hat this micbt praent """• . . 

1 number, and proportion, of • marrl Ialancl migrant families. , problems for Birthrlaht. . The :;;::,~_ ~~~-':;::: 
women, are taking on paid employmenl Such families are likely to ~ - nee matta Is one for illdl'!'lual Sirt!:firi ht ask to become Rates of ~ration and divon,o att ,.__-~- and - ~ 

stress in adjusting to our way of II •• whicb __ ,... -• --- _, Ion offer support and 
iDcrusing, a there is I growing DWDMr In many N!lpeds will be quite different _,, t~ ba .. decided_ that they advice to a pamit. Branch<s 

. of aolo parent families. Many people 'fiew from tbe life Ibey hav.- 11,fL Many fflicrant can he P these famllis. ...,_ =m to ba.. euough 
tbos.- trends 71th alarm. feeling tbal they families have no cloae friends or kin ill New Palmerston_ . North has OOW1Sellors and .,. alway, 
are likely to lead to an ans~ble envlroi>- always been willing to accept 1oo1un

1 
for help in this area. 

ment for cblldttn and a sreater iDciomc,e Zealand, and tbua no one to call ., for ltelp auc:t, cases and It ls uitenst1n
1 

- . 
wben tb.-y are trying to llel aettled. Often to ncn that iD the ~~ Birthriaht has c:onnantli 

of child aeglect. "'-"'• ,__ th,, a,1,1;11,,.,,T ......,1- nf 1 .... ir ~. ~~ ~-~~ ·•--•· '::.'!-:1_ai.,, \!' ... ~lfil~ 
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HEALTH SERVICES -TRENDS & FACTS 
Nursing r··' •!:Je•1

f~fJlbyLYNETTECOX 
" ~c,"" ""-be.r d...:J , 

base gains.i f • \"1 •"' 
prio,itv~;~~'lt ree service 

WELLINGTON Hosplul At yestenlay'• ..-thic, 
Bo.rd lllffllben are plan- boanl members critldJed 
nine a $75,000 community alow procress on utenaions 
nursing base for Miramar. to I similar community 

A special meeting of the nursin& but in Parapar• p 
board's community health aumu esubli,hed aome 
aervices committee bas yun aco. 
dedded to ult !be Health 
Department to fund !be About 15 months ago, tile 

. baJf! comrnltlft provtded extra 
~h are for a Lock- apace from tbe_ next door 

wood home sited in Miramar building. 10 aocial worlten 

ushes up 
Central School IJ'Ollllds. and district 1111na could 

:~J.,~=1~;; ~~:::=:~~_hosp·1ta I use 1n Upper Hott. The commit- -
tee uked for money for the fuml~. 
hostel last year, but wu Board member for Kapiti, 
turned down. Mr D J Howard Did: "11'1 a 

Mn Nan Caldw,!1, who dia.asttt" 
eha:irs th, committee. said· 1bett seems to be a 
~~irilie/~·thoucht our breakdown in Uuon witll u,., ~E and more people - attenc11n1 the Acddent and Emer1ency department at Palmerston North 

It app.,;_,td the base will woru departmrnL We're • -and-oftherea-.1 lathefrN medical ..-.Ice. Since 1969, the number of people racelvln1 
be a home for about Io ooly ulk1nc a boat $3000 • . trutment In the dapllttment has riMn from 25,000 to 31,000 a year and hospital authorities pAcllct 
public health and communi- 14ooo complete COit, and It fl«urea wfll continue ID rise. 
ty nurses already servici•g would save 1M bulldinc Medical superintendent of the hosp,tif, Dr 

Tony Poynter, told the "Tribune" that the trend 
was slowed for a time after the introduction of irWelfa"r8 anWidens 

. the Aa:idenl Compcn.sation Act, bul by 1977 
dlfflcnltle ID movtnc from the famlli another sharp increase was noticed . 

ro.le _,"_ 
MASTERTON will be the U!Sting 
c,ound for a Social Welfare Depart
mffll 1dolescenl 1t1pport unll 

nlrtln& ~I family t,ome. 
llome environment, with its clos The aim ls to help former members 

of !be "family" to bridre the pp 
between leavin& the ilon>f! and II VIII£ 
mdependently In 1M community. 

pal'ffltll care and cootroL to copir> Thu followed the openina of tbe new Accident and 
for tbermelves in I Oat once the Emergency dq,artmml (A and E~ wbicl, enabled the 
•tan worklllc. holpital 10 p ve an improved ac rvice 

The Mini.,ter o'. Social WeUare, Mr 
Gair , las I night u id lbe uni t 
Introduced a M V: concept ol support 
for young people leaving the du,,ct 
care of tbe departmenl 

Tbe Mu~ family borne has 
bffn opuatlnc for n ine r.ean. 
caterin& for disturbed children 
rqarded Al amultahle f« placement 
In either fOISle' bomes or 
imtlbitiom. 

Prenures often destroyed lb " llc:twecu 1969 and 1974, we had re-, dociors looking 
lmpruvmieots achieved by the YDIIDI afu:r A and E, people had Ion& wan• and cond1tioni were 
&ten during their family llom ol\cn w,pleuanl." be &Ud . "Now we have a bngbl. modem 
Y~ ,._.., - 'd tbe _ ,., of ~ dcpanmenl. more docwn and an 11nprovod oervia: , and Lbc 

au uau ~ n:aw..- w W&JlJAI time hu been reduced ." 
9Cbemt will be carefully monitore Dr Poynl<f 11tributed the increue<I anendance IO LMec The four-unit mold block will be 

aet ap 11 • cost of $110,000, CJD a 
I tbree-beciare prgpertJ aa1 lo U 

Mr Gair said It 111d become dear 
lltNe c:l,lldrH face coasldenbie 

for tutare appllmliml -...S lll flciOn 
«alUJ. _ ______ • The impn>¥od efficiency of the A and EdcpartmcnL 

• The roster l)'ll<m iatrodll<lod by many city docton, which 

e~ds J dQf!Qr~
0
~~~eea··-a ~i:f:-:::.::::::7::::::: 

Q 'tal eeat la the unit, &Id to Jnels ;,ru renc,e the pressan!S ca CCI New Zealand Clffleral PractibODen Soc:wty, more and mon: 
NEW pt aa:,ea ma illllitullonaliled l"fllOlll'COI," poop!< lhrougbou1 Ille co11Dtry an: matina ux of cuualty =: will aoon llave too many 11 ~ ~~ 1ft for Tbe editor of Ille C. Prof- M departments. He oaid the "averridins reuon" wu Lbc fre<: 

This II tJie ,,;ew of the edltorial a aurpla al clodon ad, at least is - R G Robillloll, . :,ester· t.b oemcc . Fu:S CHEAP 
In the New 7aland Medial JoDn,al 1m • there - no lborta&e of :7~1!/l:: ~e:e :~ e, Speaking from hiuurpry ui WeUiaJIOO, Dr Rldlcy-Smith 
this maiith. · ~.:.: ~ ........ edi~,_,~!':i by Clfficen of tbe Healt.b ' Slid people would continue to use the c:uualty w1rdo u loo& 

""""' ouu .,__.. __,.. = IS the ocrvice was free. '1'be Maltll ~ of Clle tr.tment ud camm-i+w lleallll l)epertmeaL an ,._ ot oet at ba'•- • i1 -J the lllredlr ell the liosD!tals " Bui when you pour your ,,_,_ ialO a bospil&l 
eoantry -ve I ........, ~ Iliffe beaa partly dMsioo, Dr B Dicbe, said the- • building. what can i:,.u expec1r be llk.ed. He said people 
A~ are ll5 plr ffllt too mnJ -=-~ _,__ at - ... ~ mainly In nm,1 In ,_. "eueedinaJy ec:citful" about Lbc 8ftil1bility of their 
....._ .. ,.._._ _...,_.___a••.-· _,_,.. 811d -- .-lall llllpllall 11114 Ille liealtll sy11em _. owndoc:1on.inordertoa¥0idpayingfortrutmenLHellid 
--,..- .....,._ .,.,... - ..- .-~ .,..-., that medical fees charged by a<n•ral p<aelitionen ,_. ati1J 

. Plunket's~; 
ch~nging ~7~ 
emphasis 

PUBLIC con fid e nce in the ideals and service of the Plunket Society has 
always been unwavering.. . 

Yet there were genuine misgivings among some staff, former patients and 
weU•WL<hers when the sociely decided la.st year to cloec its six Karitane 
hospitals, and replace them with smaller family support units. 
. It was feared that the special needs of mothers and babies 10 which 1he 

·hospitals had catered so weU over 71 years, would suffer as a result . 
Doubters saw il as a withdrawal from the Karitane tradition, rather than a 
renewal. 

However, Auc kland's p ilot fam ily support uni t in Meadowbank is 
claimed to be a great success. In its lint year it bu helped more thin 900 
mothers and well over 1000 children, which is more than used the old 
Karitane ~ospital in a year. A State house is now being prepared at New Lynn 
for a second unit. 

By March 1982, the society expects to have 46 units operating throughout 
New Zealand. · 

Government disapproval of what it considered unwieldy financial 
methods in _the old K.aritane operation, played an important pan in the 
Pl~nkel decmon to restyle ii. 

T\1£. 1 1\\8\l~t.. cheap by world llandards . 
f-\o.,e,~ , ,~<; ,I'll '; Mi~~:!ftt~i: ~tht-,::rad f9CCDtly mc:t Mth the 

'NOT SURPRISINGLY ij Dr Joan Mclntolll, bead of the A and E department 11 
New Zealanders are ,;,l Pllmersion North Hoapilll, iamabn1 a-i,u to ....s- the 
ioing to their general pl Wtia'j~,:.,::~u who return to the department aftu the 

and emergency dep~rl " Bui we do brins 101Dc patients ._.,," &be aaid. "With 
nurnber of people il • t cues like injured t.nea, .,. cannot always-=• how bad the 
38,000, and pred1c~toor. inj ury is the fi,., time. and,.,. like to..., diem api.n. But in 

Naturally many cua of wounds and bum&, which are llow IO llcal. Lbc 
accident and emerge patients ,.;u have to., badt to their sen.oral practitioner. 
cases which cannot "We don 't tum anyone away. but aomctima we do refer 
jus t if icable one-that patients 10 their medical practitioner." 
there because it costs On an average Monday, 170 people areuamined by the A 

.,,,. The chairman of the and Ede~en1ofPalmcn10D North Hoopital , 20 ofwhom · 
q idley-Smith, of Well in are ldmmcd. An averqe day ahif\ ia made up of one 0< two ' 
""'er-rid ing reason ma l docton; two rqista'ed nunea; two 11uclent nunia and one · 

,:,Wn general p ractit ion1 onrolled nune. . 
' l,vailability of their rwl . NOTHING TO DO . . . 
·' h ·t 

I 
he id ~7 In emeraen<XS, they can call upon cxtn sllfTwort..ins in 

, ,q ·ospt a _, sa : ; llleres1ofthcboopilll. 
.,-., Or R1dley -Sm1th ~ Dr Poyuter aid it wu dilflClllt to predict the number ol 

fundamenta l reason f patients wbo would prt:NDt tilc1111Clva durin& the oowx of 
, " something fo r nothi a weekend. "A and E can have 50 DI' 60 people then: one 
,.gervice should be free , Saturday an.moon. ud another time, there will be nobody 
i not appear to be k~p thcn: - •hil•~&iatcnaoddoctonare1tandmgaroundMlh 
'to s iderable amount nothins to do. 

, , n . He expecu Ibis year's r...,,.,. wilhbowthal the number of 
· :,pperat1ons, for exampll a11<nd1nca II the department will have risen 10 40,000, and , 
sl'/lany_ people feel that I if ii had not been for the introduction of the Accident 
, ~ssong put on a bur'"! Compensation Act. the fllllR would have l>cen far hi&hcr. ' 
,,a doctor , and pay~ Referring to bis papb of anendanca be said : ""The way the 

The number of sraph wu ruins we could ban: cxpoct.cl it 10 bav• reached 
seen as an anti-0. . -44,000 by now. . 1 
looked on highly in t · "To aome extent the ,_ . the people make of lll<dical , , 
matter to blame them _ .. ~ re~•~ .10 wlt~t ts ~vailalJ!c .to ~ :,A• • J>Of~~~ , 
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S ~C\-\RON\C CONDIT\ONS 
20~000,Jt alert reacl1ecl 

.. •-'· ., ·;_ -· :_, '' ... . . . . :... -. 

THE %1,tHt• N•w 
Zealu4er .. 1•t • Medle , 
Al•rt FH11dalloa bru.,l.i, 
Mn J•KU. C.Opu (n,ht) 
•• Lewer H• tt. rtte'i'ves it ~ 
1...., 1k MJ• istu el Be• llll, 
Mr Gair, la• -,..,101 pttwn· •· 
.. u.. • Iii& •flltt ,. .... r,• J. 

'1\• Medi< Alert Fo...i,. 
IMa. •·ldi ktiH la t•• 
Uallt4 StatH ill JtSI, was 
-•lisW t. N•• Zealud 
t. JtU. 11 I• .,._N ., , 
Iii< Upper Hott Liou O • b 
a• d npp•rtd by Liens 
Cl•bs lwNJ-1 New 
Ze,1 .... 

Spotlight on 
the disabled ~1J1c~1"c. 

S,l'l~OMl\J 

111 •r• celet, .,.able peo
pl• wit• llHeti me<li<• I 
,,oblem, te llave ~,e
eemmnic• IH t• MC'len ia 
emttt:e• cJ. 

'1\e ... «let CU • Ifft a 
•-.1..- la 1H •pedal -

,., --· - fallt -ldous. 

in our midst 
Se.,,\~...,b(_r 
:u. 
l'\7'j 

It •11 1H eeoditloa e•· 
srave4 N It aa4 Jive• 1k 
leu4ali•'• U-•o• r tel•· 
,-e •• mbff ••Id t•• 
·- co ,., ,. get 1• 11 
t.lorm• IJN .-i 1k ,..-. ... WM••• teak •111ber, 
.... ftgrlYH .. Iii• 
illnctlct. 

T., brattld& • re - la 
ladlc• I< more u,aa tH 
N •41tlou, amea1 O•m 
•iabetH, e,il•p<y, llem• 
pllllla ... ut•ma. All«glts ..... ,, ... -. ..., ·~-·- .... 

by JUDITH TUCKER 

CRIPPLED Cpil4rcn 
Weck started otTicialJy 
yc:s1crday - and today we 
stain a series of stories on 
the aims and activities or 
the Crippled Children 
Society. the proarammc:s 
it offers. and the people it 
helps 

In 1tu., lnternaoonaJ Yur of 
llw: Child. Crippled Childn:n 
_,ed. a:nirrs around the May 
theme - .. The C"hiwf an Wort 
and Vouhon."' 

Wr will look at llo• dau
bkd people face the problems 
o( work vocahon. attd how lht 
soocty hdps them 

Not so k>n& a10 a ··cnppled 
child .. •ould hue been 
thought of u someone who 
walled wuh a limp Of had a 
c~td sp1nt 

Today there is no common 
,mare - people 1ufferin1 a 
wide ranac of disabihLics li\lC 
&' ordinary mcmbc~ of the 

- 00""-\N.\O~ N•~«-\,e..- 17 , , .. 7'1 
CYSTIC fibrosis dllldran Paul Wlllltlin (Jeftl and PtllNi~ Jar,-,, .,.. the 
reapiratory machlnw donated to the Cystic Flbro•ia Auociation by the Tlnakori 
Lion•. The machine• era uaed by the children thrM timH • clay, wit11 llistilled 
water or • diluting agent. to thin the mucU8 in their lungs. Valued at - S100 
Heh, the machinea were preMnled by Mr Gael AnM11 (holding Paull .,_.
of Uon• ln Wellington - r.. .. T•,,.ley IINlldine Phillip),.....,_ al TJnaltori 

Ljer,a. 

Tb.is changjn1 lfflqe of di
ubilnl parallels the arowth 

~Jdcrcn~~~y~e Crippled 

In 1935, Sir AJeundcr Oil 
hes . a noted suracon , per-
111aded the Timaru Rot.ary 
O•b 10 <SUlblish a Crippled 
O,ildrcn Soci<ly ,o ~ chil
dren sufferin& from polio. 

In 44 yean. 1he socit1y hu 
apandcd 10 32 brsncba and 
centres throu1bou1 New 
Zealand and the Coot Islands. 

h worb for ch.ild~n and 
adults suITcnng all rype o( 

daubLl11y - from <npphna di 
scun Lo emouonaJ 
d .. turbances. 

F1dd orf',ccr, provide 1hc 
base service of the IOC1tty. 
They coun1el d,ublcd people 
and th.cir familia on medical 
scTV)CC1. sc.hoob, rc:cTca11o n. 
vocat ional uainina and all 
upecu of daily ~ring 

A lfUI pan of the IOC~ty"s 
funds II spent in trampon - lo 
Khool . 10 medical «ntres. 
camps. workshops and on 
houdays. Without this help a 
dts.abltd member o( a amil\' 

· ~~ on.en ~avt 10 suiy 

Prc-1cboolin1 training. 
1pcciali11 care , wor ~ 
placcmcnl and unument 
achcma art all provided 10 

help lhc disabled child srow ID 

indq,cnd<ne<. 
Bui it'1 not aD bud work . 

The t0eicty 1upporu recrea• 

}~~ t:!::i;:~ ~:.t~! 
adventurou, activitic1 hkt 
rid1n1 and skiing. These u 
pcntncca dC"ttlor, ind ividual 
at.illJ: and 1rutil confide net . 

Adults.. too. benefi t from the 
society'• services. AuUtanCC' is 
pro,idcd wnh such thinp u 
car purchase loans or aJ tera -
1.tons lO mah a home 
lttCll.ible. 

Thc aocitly ll conllnu:&lly 
changiagwmeelncwn~ds A 
n::c'c:nl dcvdopmcnt u tbc (ir,1 
D1ubleC Living Centre 1n 
Lower Hutt. Run by disabled 
people for d isabled people. 
the ctntrc provides scxia.l and 
practicaJ 1ervica not Wllbin 
th~':f:r ~~:aso:::~;,., be-
ing lp011IOf'Cd in other areas 
and ii ii hoped Lil.al ooc day 
every New Zealand com • 
mun1ty will boa.s1 one. 

Concerned with the care of 
all _ crippled children . 1hc 
soacry tncs: 

e To 1te th.at r:vcrychild has 
lhc c.art.icst pou,iblt trcauncnt 
of his or her d inbili ty , by 
providing ready access 10 
apecia.list facilities and cnsur• 
in& the most effective. co-or
dinated care. 

rm:!ioia~lr~:d~~ 
lhe child'• special needs and 
the physical. mental and 
behavioural tninin111.«cs• 
ury ao bis or her welfare . Pa• 
rents sometimes want Lo apoil 
a disabled child but without 
trainin& for normal behaviour 
and relubilitation, phy1ical 
care i, incomplete. 

• To ensure that evcrv 
crippled child bu a sound 
vocational education adapLCd 
to individual rcquaremenll . 
This helps ctiildrca to rise 
above physical du.abil11y to 
lake their rightful places in 

\~JOS G\-1 
I\ 
\3 RE\\,\-\ E:\~ 

MXXty and. where possible . in 

the economic hft of the 
country. 

• To bnng both parenu 
and child new hope and oon
fidencc tbrouah undentand • 
ing the facilities and ICl'Vica 
availabk At the: 1a1ne tune . 
tht toaety works IO remove 
attitudes which of\.cn prevcn1 
disabled pcopk from cn1cnn& 
the co mmun11 y and force 
them into -duablcd &hetlOI"' . 

• To promolt an atti1udc_ 
among employen •hK:b 11t1U 
brin1suKJ;bleworkon a sound 
econ omic basi, w1th 1n the 
reach of every cnpplcd child 

Employment for "verel) 
d iubled people i. trncra lly 
ob1a1ned through ,hdlered 
wof'Uho~ and othrr sehcmcs 

~~111l~Ofa~~ 7t'~,,;;~~l1~~ 
actuaJI~ get lO work and into a 
place 01 wort . 

Thc 1oc1tt) bope, even 
tu ally to have worl arca.s for 
disabled people w11h1.11 fac1~ 
nes . organ,ution i. and 
departmen ts. - im1ead of 
a,cpante fr om nonnal lift . of
irn in dcprcssrnr 
surroundings . 

• T C\ rebabil11atc ph)• 
sically h,i1nd1capped peo plt 
and help them lrve within the 
communttv. 

Developed counlnn all 10...l 

oflcn shu1 away their elde rly 
and their handicappc-d pro
p)t.. These people art atiuns 
and bave a rig),1ful place in lht 
community . 

Tbe· Crippled Children 
Society 1s working to make 
placn availabk for all du..a
bled Nt"1'· Zealanden. 

Children can and mu st 
le.am to cope with their di • 
ubilit.n and IO bttomc I.\ 

iodcpcndent u pouible. This 
requires special teaching from 
J)rofcuional staff and com 
munity understa.nd1ng . 

The 10eiety bcht'Vcs 1here is 
linle poi nl in encouraging 
chik1rtn to be independent ir 
the outside world prevcnu 
them from acting 
indepcndenlly. 

Tbis happens in many ways 
- lack of acceuible publ ic 
transport , archi1ec1ural bar• 
rien that prevent access to 
buald inp. muundent.anding 
of nrious disabihucs , and 
reludanu Lo btn disabled 
p<O!>lc . 

If community supppon is 
axnbincd with spc:c:ialist scr
vicasuch a.stbolc provided by 
the ..SCty, diaabLed children 
will bave the cba.oa: to take 
pan in the world around t.ltcm. 

Tbere are OYcr IOCX) d.is,a . 
bled p<OPI< r<Ji,tercd with the 
society - babies, ucnaaen. 

~.,~,":~ '!:a'"':~ 
ambition,. ; 

Disabled aduha an a1ao the 
society·, con~cra . Man y 
rchabih1auon work en . 
tucbcrs. tberapu1, and 
counecUon, u wclJ u 1ra1nm1 

~~~-.:~ .. u~·~':~ J 
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HEAL1H PROBLEMS :CHRON\C DISABILITIES 

Hecir\\JJ. 
'HIS WEEK'°"'- 7-131 Is Heart Week • nd' feetura - - ~ rnpomjbft!ty fgr ,...... .. 
1,e follow'"9 • xtrac:ta •r• from • talk by th• medical dirKtcr of Cha tion• I H•• rt Found• tlool, Dr I) 

"THE major advance In the P""',. 
- of dev• lopmental lleart cli9eue 
Ill tbe IHI decade 1un been 
tmmuni&ltioll agalnst rabell.a or 
German -ie.. ,rWd, In early 
pregnancy cu ca- coogenlW 
defects in the cblld. Undoabtedly 
Ws llaa led to • reduction in u,e 
DIIIJlber ol cbildmi with cengenltal 
lleart diBeaat and thla 11aa been 
oboenecl in aargical units In New 
Zealand and elsewbett. I am not 
lllllestin& that rubella la - • ri
ly the major cause of congenital 
lleart cllse.a9e. but for Uie ,,......,1 II 
II Ille main )lft'Yentable came. 

Disorder 

R Hay. In Dun• din - l •pt- 27. 
OCN\11-l\()~ , Ch .. 'to\.-...- IC) , 1<,7"1 

'"lbll ,-lb In • M "'1Jcli II "Esercloe II DOt totally proi.e<,
kllber In -C CDDtmt Uwi Ille tiff and 80IDe esercile fanatks do •al- recorded far !DOit other IIO _,,Ice to preventive medicine 
coantrles. Alld beca- eur ...,.ID' when Ibey ovent.ate the case and 
expendlhlre IIU bee.- ""'8 with talk for esample, or maratboo 
arbanisatlon •lid 1- pbyaical l1IDlllff never suffering coronary 
lldivlty, obalty Is • common attacb and !laving almost complete 
problem. lU per ttnt .t men aged lmmlmltJ from tJ,em. I belleff that 
~21 were 20 per cent o,,enreipt Ille bmellll of esercile are derived 
and U _ per cent were ti per ceat partly from tbe pleaaun, and 
ovenreict,L Women radled lbelr relauticll wllicll It Induces, and 
peak obesity flcaN!a ID Ille 50-'4 age beca- Ille perwo,i who takes a 
IJ'OIIP, or whidi 17 per -t were 20 pride ID Dmess allo Joou after 
per cmt. and • per c,mt fttt fO per other upecta ol bis bealtll. When the 
cent overwe!lhL aerci9e ceues lo be fun but 

"What tllia report II ...,., II tllat becornm mon, a punwunent and a 
oar did, like Ulat ol IIIOOt otber lrim r!taal. tbea I doubt wbdlatt 11 
eo-called affiueet nat.. - bat Iii adlleviJII 111 objediva. 

Staggering 

for R L· \ Stro¼e. aT1e.~1~ .. 
::ROTCHET is the only lw>daafl Iha! stroke 
e_atienu ca11J1ot learn to m~tcr, claun• l!lst< 
l)oWJlin&, one of the m01t dedicated Commurut) 
Volunteen in (hia city. 

For &he put 15 mpolhs. Elaie has ~ three can 
and craft~ m•thc 111t,urb&,-teac:hina people o 
all IIC', mcludhla the disabled. a wide ran,c o 
skilll. . 

I 
She. abo lll• <MI tM#I th< 

valac of friud,lup , and 
rootsn an atmoopllere ol 
can and aDdentaDdinf =:t..tbe people .,1,o al· 
latd lfO"PL . 

n,e poepo are lleld rn 

"Rheumatic lever and Its canllar 
eomplicatlolll II another diaorder In 
-~ ~ llaa been made. 

, "'Tae fact b that ul and bypertm.. 
liml !!tt clolely llllked and a 
nduction of Intake appeala .. a 
preveail•e •ypotJ,esiL 

IIDOnlO-laprftiRIJtlle • orl 
wbicb leads to a ~ level of 
coroaary ~ and tWI la wllat 
we llave. It II too b1Cb la calories 
for OW' --..e,.:~ -, 
~ fat. apr, ad 

Taltaro, Hokowbitu and 
Wood Streel for two-to 
four..J,o,ar .-i<,u. 

-Yoa may llave 80ffl Prosldmt ~ are ND iD uurcb 
Cart.er, already beset with -1ari- ball• and comm u n a ty 

Sickening 
tJ problem&, ataggertni to an I cenuu a.nd. illch1dc solo 
mdilnlfled end In • cammanlty jog molbe;, , l,olllCWiVCI, 

lleld nanUy. n11 eort or lbi.n& widows and ..-idc,wcn and 
worrif!I me beca""° although the diaabaW p• apic. 

"Uke many illllle ID eardJoloc 
we daa't bft proof tllat inl.erfto. 
tlon will IIICCeed, tbouct, lriala an 
tbe aalt reduction tbeory are in 
procna. I belieft reducln& dietary 
ult to baU oar usaal quantities 
wOClld ca- DO adverae effect&, 
would be acceptable to most of a 
- mncb awn ao than a low fat diet, 
and may belp to keep blood ~ 
at lower levela. 

fn,sldenl, I adent.and, does carry ....-• ......i rorlbe dila.blcd 
oat dally ezerases, be wu clearly I • • \ 

1 
\ / 1:\l~NI~ -We are a fat utiaa, - admire 

fat babies and If 10!' are DOt 
ovenre!lht JOO bne little._ ol 
All Black lelectJoa u a lanrard, • 
for that matter tlle local a:bool 
n,fby t.e.am. Someone -..Id do a 
loOow-vp of a-All Black ionrard£ 
and - llow they bave fared with 
1be1r llealth in lat.er lie - I 
woaldn't mind betting tut lite, 
llave bad more Uwl tbeir lair lbare 
of arterial, diabetic and artbritlc 
problems. Our )'OWll people wallow 
In alcohol and our beer intau at Ill 
Blrtl or over JO gallom per ann111D 
for enr, DWI. woman ud cild ID 
Ille coantry II llicta>ingJJ lligh. 

~=;:~~~to:E __ n1ur1e~. ~- v v~rry ;::::; 
CG1111D11Dlty Jop ID New~ and 'ARA1LEGICS an: worried by the numberofapinal iojtlrics ll,l'\1"1 
..-.ry lime one Is be)d, I feel auscdatrusbyand,oaxraamcsinlhc southemNonhlsland . x,meto 
_,. th.at - ii loinc IO Al the annual meeting in the city of the -,uthcm Nonh 
eomt to srief beca- )le or ahe sand region of the Fcdcrauon of Paraplegic and Phy>ically 
lbould 111Jt l,ue &11empted It. )1ubl<d. m<mbcn 11id illcy wen: concerned 1bou1 the 

-rrtala jutlly an aW"'-'ive 
attitude toward drug tn,.;itmart of 
mild blood prem,tt but they are DOt 
'adfldenUy clear cut or spectac:olar 
lo warrut •anting out every 
llyper1,:mln In tbe community to 
set tbmt GD lo drug trutmeaL 

Correction 
-We need lo condition -i

and putiaaJarly our dlildrea. to a 
.__. ID our diet. s.c-Dy, lat 
caiaumptlca mast be ......,..f and 

-- thla me&III - meat ad dairy 

Maoris 

r w - I adwcate • comerva- proda_rta. Producers alloald be · 
tlve acreenins aod cue-finding breedin& leaner animal, ad acea -We are laced witll IOIDI! olmoas 
policy, and for tbe milder cues. a lat aboald be !rimmed .tr meat ta,set p-oap1 - tbe Maori popu1.i .. 
retun> lo llimpler management wltll before cootinc- Rlcll fatty l)'rfles tica, JOGDcer women, tlloae In lea 
cornctlca of food and salt excesses. abould be -.aided. A red11081f1Dtake allied occapatlona, bat 1M>Cial 
• more relu:ed way of We. and of bed ~~ C:: will attltades ba.-e dlaneed ud this is ill 
poo!Uft approacll to pbyslcal fllneSS oar fnoor. 
and ~ - nee measures =ted~ab. 1eftJ ol =- flnt prionty for the milder -We acree tllat t11erul10111tlbe an • -::'!.~ :W 1a U:.: _. 

"New r.ealanden eat too madL lncnue la c:amm,ption ot sratm, w11m 11eart dlaeaK takf!I Its ::::! 
Tbelr diet la "l'J lllib In fat wb.icll atarcbes, lnalt and ~ ~ loll. llaa cb.aqed relatively little 
for nx.t ad,iJta Is tbe larsest -,c,e we aupport policia -,Ji • lirina _. Ille lut 16" :,ears. T1le pin far 
ol eaerc. Cboleltaol Intake la .-ery a lower llrinrity to bee{" ...a mm aced 40 II Ollly 2 :,ears with no 
~ tile medi111D Intake for mm la maUoa m1 ~ - wm laclaai,m llplficallt clluge at an lince 1m. 
their twmtles • 171 me per_ day; of mare al<:ba _. · f1111 Mm aced M ca now ezpect to live 
wblle women eoutuDe about prot1ucta. uotller 11.17 ,-.rs. wbereu ID 
ll«H4t 1111 OD a--ae. 1"° It - lUS years. llardJy a 

"'To pat t11ea f1aure1 la ft ~.I = pill. Women lla•e done 

tlfflbcr of dealbl and injurica in the rqion. 
In the pul year then: have been fourdcatbs and fow people 

dmittcd 10th• Burwood spinal uni, ChrislCburch. from lh< 
>ulhcm North bland. M01t of thete we~ younacr 1han 25. 
Coogr11ulations were extended IO Mr Michae l O'Brien 

i.tastcl'10n~ who was the recip icn1of lhc Harold o-c .. uaghan 
tcmorial Salver, • warded annuall y 11 the Wcll ioatoo 
uocial.ion'1 dinner for acbicv'Cmcol. 

time to 
rom her 
,me . "I 

'"lim• 1,ilc1rcn. 

~ Mr O' llri<• became a paraplegic in 1914 after an illncu. Al 
11.11 staa• 1M: wu a pann<r in a newly-formed baildin& 
&tU'ICBh1pand now with assistance has buih the joinery for his U&l un · 
..,n home on a billsidt liC'CU<>n . acc:ds of 

Dunn& the early days ofhil 11<a1mco111 Palm<nton Nonb 
11d Cilriolcbwd! be became coavioc:cd of t1ac Deed for a Dlhct for 
iaraplcti< a.xiation in lb< 'Nairarapa. He pdlored support. ad a very 
s\d on August 19, 1976, the Wairarapa branch of the 
ta,u,leajc AM Pb)'lically Diabled Aaoc:ialioa wu formed. dmotbct 
nc)y luc IO ha ctroru. . .- she 
. A ktta 1poruman b<for< bccomin1 ·a paraplcaic , Mr II penonal 
,·anen ,.. an <umpk to Dlhcn by oompcting in paraplegic trcriq pd 
pan, plherinp and al bis f1r11 a1temp1 at a,mpctition took be tDOR ol 
cw.n medals. 71'2 MEIHM:d"" .. \-"n••· 

'7 OOtl\lllltlil ~ ._.n._ "H> , I .. "'\ "1 

Age tren·d 
puts pressure 

ttve. tile ao-caJJed 'prudent~ r'rlulJ lleinc ·1~ ~~and~ 
1M USA cmtalna aboat JOOm& of ,-n 111 lt77 Indeed. If we ~ If 
cllolelterol per day, .. we are we11 -ne aDeStiOD °' tile a.ale ., 1ooc1 " WGnm - w on we , '\f J! ··-.1·-9·;1; ti8'"--hGciri-rntiTop •••,.---,.~ 

1 \)\)t'\\~\\)t'\. Na~e""\,~,- \lo . l'n'1 SfDNEY cardiothor•~•=:t1a~: ~1: 
.,111_,, Mr 0oug1 .. aa .. d urther." 
with on• of - latest In , abow a znarbal• 
medical eadgetry - a I the popwatlon, Witlt 
remot..-olled heart , lower cbllt!Tu. S. 
pac• mak• r, tee a,e ol the pc,pu-. 

-n-·- ould rile from JS.I' 
The clevice .. ~- a 35.5 :,ean ~ 

patient with th• llOll. 
pacem.ak• r fitted to a~er :a llkel7 to be a Janc
hi& own hNrt r•t• with 1iDO In Ibo ~ 
an inatrument held in a,, With a 4.1 per , 
front of th• ch•t.. • ID the lllDdler .t 

Mr Baird ,-.tly Im- ( i:'°:.:"' dee~ i: 
planted one auch roup of J-1' ,._._ 
pacemaker in on• of hia n• n aakl tber-. wer• 
patients. I efl• ctl CIII U. 

Similar d • vicH are=--::"': 
etocked by madical •up- Ill. Cllllll anti .i., 
plier• in N- ZNland. but · health care ud th• 
oo far n- hu been, el,_.,.. wltla 
implant• <!. • ~~--

The patient hu • 
c:hoica of fou, apaecl• ......, ao t111 ,,o baata a 
mioout• . After doina tffta 
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RE All\-\ P ~OBLEMS DRUGS·ALCO~\0LlSM 
'1-,HE DOMINION Conc:.crn o.t \f\c,ck.rci?. cf c.~e<:,<:,\ll~ c\r~V\~\f\~ - \))\t.lt-.\Ol'\ \() l~ 7 ~ 

n1DAY 

The demon 
drink 

PARLIAMENTARIANS could spend their tim• 
more fruitfully examining the liquor outlet 
trend rather than debating a call for a 
return to 6 pm closing. That e&1J f°' a return 
to the pre-1967 daya came from MP Mr Trevor 
Young In a notice of motion to the House. 
Mr Young, before entering Parllament In 1968, 
wu general superintendent of the prohlbltlon
~t New Zealand Alliance, of which he la ltlll 
a member of lta education trust. and la a 
patron of the Society for the Promotion of 
Community -Standards. 

To support his call Mr Young referred 
to a Health Department report which, he aald, 
ghowed that the proportion of patlenta ad
mitted to psychiatric hospital• with alcohol
ism or alcoholic psychosis had risen from 
t hree per cent in 1966 to a current 7.6 per 
cent. This had happened since the change 
from 6 pm closing and through the extension 
of Jlquor faclllties In recent years, he aaid. 

Mr Youn, ·s concern over what is a major 
social problem is com mendable; h is logic 
however appe · rs gus pect. To heap the blame 
on the more liberal drinking boun intro
duced In 1967 ls surely over slmpli.flcatlon. 

THERE b an alcoholic or addrns. Ou.ten of pins H• agrees with tlie rettnt accept trea tme;;i" is half tbe 
beavy drinker In practically appear round boardJng- comments by a Cbriskhurch ba ttle," Dr Bieder say,. 
every Pa~rstoo Nortlo bou5es, worken' hostels and r .. earcher, Dr Mor1an Tbe questionnaire and 
11reel In the older sections of lhe Fabey. Dr Fahey criticlled blood tes\5 are now ued as 

Thi• fact bu emeTgod city. "boou barns" In an addrellS a routine procedure ID as-
from an oneoing research • 11 bu been esUrnated lo the New Zealand Wine .esslng pahenll wbo come to 
project of Dr Lewis Bieder, there are between SO,OOO Institute and appealed for Ward 5 for treatment. 
bead of tbe Palmerstoo and ss,ooo alcobolica III New more aen• lble drink I~ PallenL, admitted lo the 
:~ftl'cationH=~cal: Zealand and poulbly a !f~

1
like tak.lne food wl deloxi!ica tion unit apend 

~t unil further 100,000 ••• vy Dr a·,~- -•Id IJ•- to only a few day, ill lhe drinkers• Dr Biedtt aays. ''"'" •= ~ bospttal. There they are 
The unit In Ward I ii ' see lbe Engli•h corner pub "dned out" and the degrte 

staffed with lbree docton, a Tbe lneiclence of heavy introduced to Ntw Zealand. of their problem ii 
team of ouraes, a drinking Is of put concern H, decri .. the loud mll!lic assessed. 
psycbologisl, a aoclal worter to those who cleal with the pl ayed In New Zealand·• A heavy dri nker is usually 
and other paramedical problem. · boou barns which prevent able to stop drinking but 
sta ff. . Last week the New peoplt from ta lking to one akobolics may need prof,.. 

Sine• lbe ·ward waa Zealand Medical Association another. aional belp for a prolonged 
oi,ened in April 1971 the announced tha t ii Intended "When they . can't ta!\ period. 
,!aff have made a point· of. G there ls nothing else to do · Dr Bltder l• studying the 
noting' where each , palielll to Slress_ to tbe ~vernment · but drillk," be' ~ya; ., tnciden« of colour blindness 
lived in 'lhe•city. ,,irgef · c,f · :U.e.,: .• to ; .. • . • · • . .,,, tn alcoholics to de termine If. 

A." pin· wu· plac«I . oa . a •, con1;"> excessive ,ng ., th is· could be a' possible 
1111p of the city cotffSl)Olld- Dr Bieder Is very mucb in • ~ Research ' Indicator of hereditary lac-
111& to ucb paUml'1 lwme favour of thi., move. tors ID the disease. 

#J bead of the deloxlflca-
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Costly pills, 
potions 
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set our humanitarian sights too h igh. The 
measure Is not whether our ambilions en
camp~ socially desirable ends , but whether 
we can afford them. The answer is that, 
at the present rate of expenditure , w e cannot. 
The exercise to which the Government must 
address itself is bow to curb e x penditure 
without ruining social performance. 

Mr Gair, the M in ister of Health , ls 
IBE WELFARE state, to which both major obviously abou t to a pply some s u rgery in 
poli tical pa rties subscribe, and which the h is domain. H e has been d roppi ng h ints. 
e lecto rate regards as sacrosanct, is in real These have p rovcked angry responses from 
danger of collapse. Nobody wants that to the Labour O pposition, charging the Govern -
h appen . New Zealanders accept a social menl wit h wan ting l o k ill " free" medicine. 
responsibili ty and wish to go on d oing so . It isn' t free a t a ll , o f course. Som ebody 
Bu t the truth is that governmen t welfare has to pay. As a p rinciple it is r ight and 
aervices have reached a non-sustainable p roper that h ealth shou ld not tum on an 

The ris in g alcoholism figures cannot be level. It m ightn' t necessarily mean that we individual's ab ility to afford it. The trouble 
taken at fa ce value. They reflec t a greater - - - - -------,--,----,,-.,----,,----------

awareness of the alco hol problem leading to prevent sve ~""5heatohloirvil,
th
yh.~th~esteyJ,>'•.,

th

,:fooddrc:~ 
sufferers being detecled earlier than In the " u=•• 
past; they are boosted by a growing ac- " G ti to 

ceptance by the medical profession that d. octor· s a.rvisadmei: ~d~ ::;.= and I alcoholism is a disease and that the aufferer 
demands the same consideration and treat
ment as would apply with any other Illness. 
Nor can it be denied that the stresses on the 
Individual of today are far. ,,., .. ter than In tlOt'\11\110~ t-'11'-~ S , IC..•9 .,. - ~-- _,. ~ TbiJ ......,. lac1-..del tnlD- broad term for all ledaUves 
the past - th ere are Increasing victims, some e~~ ;v;;;:;; ~ j°; .,w.n-wlu, brancl-omiet lbat affect lhe mind. In-
falling to alcohol, to drugs, otheT8 simply" pre9Crlbe ~ 6or llolt nllum. D:lladoD aod ~~l ~ typu as well.. l.. 
drop out Organisations such as Alcoholiai' ~~~ Aid· ~ wbo ""'"""""them- acrlbed~o:,.:::i1l'i: I D~\l'\e.Sn<. 
Anonymous have extended their helping' apent .,.,be ..,:r~ ~ =:e-J:i!': t:'l/tocu;: aaDrby~;_ 131d the problem I l ~~S~5 -fta
hands: the Uquor Advisory Council hu em-' Zealand II addinC to the boa- aulferinl from I particular with tranquilliseno other than Tue ~olitt.. • 
barked on extensive education programmes. , pUII ~ by -~ ..U- psycbl,,tric m-. d~ueHP...,.0 __ •uas le..<11 -

Th d
. · ~ --1.•-~ th•t CIII"~ ...-~-.-... Aid 1t would be: bard to find a dct 1n1tc 

e tscovery rate of IL . ........,..
1 

____._ ROBIN 1bc: recruns' pn,srllllllD< mvom>a • --=umuy ana 11,auoa ,_.,,..on IIDW 
is I creasin M h~ .---sHAVE _.. . module ohixdallpcriod& foOawed b): to ~aJ witb ibc in itial contact on pattern. "'except that it 1rows less 

n g. any •W E\letlktlC. !>Ti,Olt>l'IR.0 \b•lfl't iwo-bour aamase ,~ couDCil arrivm1, ratoring dam, diocoverin& common wilh in<n:uin1 •1•"· 
not have been ldentlfi-'-.. E HIGH num ,.._, or inciden\5 IOSSioM. R<ffl&i11 lean the likely forms wl\at lhe ....... km i,,, and knowing lhe Dom<ltic problem• appear to be th• -1 n ~ , -:u -..1.- __ ,.. ro,u u.mc lhc world ow:r. and police arc 
tistics. of domestic violence is forcing olconflic:l lbe)'- r- •-" a-• options open to deal with each in- aJoo lookin1 ou11id< New tulaod 10 

poll·- to ••'-en a new line of in1 a domcsts< ia<ida>~ ud tli< ,... clmdt&al situation. b •- . d 1· That Is not to SU - -a. . ~opmlDti..m.EmphuiaiubJo lmponancoolmodiatiooilstroaed - ow ol=r counlnes an po oc• 

I) 
approach to-the problem. placed oa poaibl< .. ._ o( d-..tic in the __,.,._ and rderral options _ depanmen11 ar< copins wilh the in-

rug t)Ot'\ \!'°1'1> N viokncc, the im~ of mcdialion. ruch u the family doclor, a m.inialCJ of a-uJC in this 'YP< of violeocc. 

d ti
:'~"• «. r ''l) '?<\ Police ~uob arrivin&•1 thuccnc of' and the u,e oCnriow rd'crnlapnciel . rtli&ion, church or 10eial ,erviccs, A ,peciabtat •udy wut wilbin lhc: 

8 UCI On r._ __ - - ·- .a domcsuc incident can now upecl to O>ief SupcriDtcadent J. Jamiaon. Samaritans. Citiuoo Advice Bureau. palia: lrainins dirocoratc ii racarch• 
Sir, _ On October 

10 
yoal bcarmedmoree/Tectivclythanbef<>ff diru:tor, ninin&, al Pollo< Natiooal ,heNatiooa!Sociel)' ol-"lcoholismand UIJ lh< modern poticin1 methods in 

published a ~ply from J c · - nol w,tb firearm&, but . wnb m~ Head~u.uten. bclicw:I ncnaitl lbould DN& Dependence, lhc Social welfare auis intervention wed by other maJor 
liallll to my letter about : lmowlcd~ •. pal\Y«>l<>IY &kills, and m• be fully ,....,. cl lb< problems do<y Departmcn~ lhe Marriaa< Guidance 1a1;_:~o.::":"~; 7,;.;,_, on th• 
,.._NDCBilea, n.. II- dcptJ, tra,rung. . o( roa: ooce they at< "ill Ille f'iekf', ud Cowicil.therefuce ccntrdorbanered uru·-~ Su.•-•-useoflbew--',hof 
-• llcallSC: 1 Iara• proport,o• bow to cope 'l!'ilh 11,ae. ffl<S and aaociated support poup< - - ~ ~ ~ 
ll:apllrtut pall& ....... 'riolencc ~ed 10 tbC police involves ln an endcavoar 10 proridc I ZDOft arc t.aua,hL litenturc, inform ation , innovations 

domestic nolenc:c, mon: time ii bcina comprebciuive back.around from Mr JamielOfl said while all thcac and czperimcntauons being camcd 
lbe rept:, wlllda nqalra dc-.d to this aspect in police rea-uit which to wort. die recruit tralnin& options are made 111< o( polia: inw- ou t by some of the larger police 

~ tram lil ~ tra~ifc~~~ breakdown of =~i::,~=1:~ . .':r
0
~J.::. ;;,:,::c::;;1

Y defuses violent t1cr,;~~~:. ,~,~~= :np~-fm ional 

t~ ':.i~~11o11-:= ~=-:.:o;;:=:"u,':i ~~;;::•.~:i;:,::; : .-: . bol-n'.':ic ~ ~::u::i:~. ':!~ :'u~I::'.J' in
th

~~::1.!~: ~ 
p1- only ill IICbool&. eer- violcnc:,e senerally, ia on the rio<. From aocial 11ntifsr:ation.. 1,ow aocxty opt· lba-.for• Ibis kind olmcdialion inter- ffl<IFavouriog "°"· 10 take lb<: ba1 of 
lalnl:, the IIChools have a 1966 there b&sbeen • m-iv•iocre&K rates, utl lb• bactpouatl to IOIDt of ftlltion - to determine bow a problem ll>e programma wcvc: I"' from over-
role lo play. Clntml tltlnk• . in rtpo,ud crima o( violcnc:,e, .,;11, 1be likely caucs of dioputes. P.ole abould be 1'udled - ii very often lhe ;:";:::,~ ;\.jdaptio& lhem here," 
In& II to develop drug I fip,a doublin1 between Ihm and playin,, and ac1in1 out ,ioln t oortofcatalystneeded to brin1sanityto He bcticvu Ne,· Zealand police 
edacation procrammel .. 1975. Dunn1 lh• Dell lllree ycan dom'"tsc.,.... by rKrUila, alao plays th•__!!!!!!'lcion." . ... 
an Integral part of be.1111t ; rq,or1<do1Tenocs droppedalih·gh11ybbul an imponantpart in dleocaaiom. . Wbilc itildifT1<11lt to=p•1- lralor t..!-m:1":ra;~ 9:,'; ";:~ 
..,DCati ll ls I early trends this yu r • ow I al "MembvenoCiiea.:iiareln...T,ied ten involviag domestic · , Mr - " .., °" programmes. . vio- ii apin Oil the climb. ot · k ( I\Rael: now wldtly recognised, how-, bportin& 

10 
Parliamcn.L the 1'1!11" in IICUDI out tlto diff-•• puu or Jamidou aid alcob ~ a ey actor . "lthinkallofourtrainin1,whelhcr11 

ever, that tbe aim o( beallll , ""'r o( Police. Mr Oill. echoed m- people in a do~ 6put&, often Moat calla poti<X rcceovc an: bmcd be unit Sludits"' a1 lbe ~ ccllege, 
procrammes must be to cruaing i,oli<e ooacern a, iocnuinJ witbthonileplayillsbaai.-.tapod be<weeo lO.t:' .and I Lm.-()1)inadmg areoclyul""'1u i1nmnfon:cdbyon 
assist ind1viduab_ lo make rrequcocyofdomcsticvioleo«. Con· M>thatacloataulyoacubemadcand ~1!'=1

i ~Hbe~~is the,;ob1rainin&-•llicb il llilllbcm011 
rap<>DSJble declSIOCII about Nqucn0y, th• police training diroelo- diacualion co ba dra.,. out of tl,i,,, • ..., or,-- to to cribCII part. . 
their own li-.es, Including ,.,. ii canyina out a -;or nudy into Mr JamilooD aid. ....,._ dm the ..... fuoiliel 

00 
repeated "1ll• ocly way a youn~ao 

decisions about the - o( the question of poticc domalic crisis "'':· aai4 ....;.;... uo ,......_ ...,._ ocra,.,:;:-ar< 00 aatistia upl relatio& really learns ii by being by his 
dn, .. ""' lhl• .... .a.-. Ille intenoeation tnJDinl, and this yur, ~-~ ID aD -- or IO IF or cin:umsW>ca -~ aip<rvioon and peen. and from,.,.,. 

potice ~ • tram.lag time bu _ . _. _.. ___ .: _ _ . -:--•- ..t-•- •"-·- ,.~ ,.._.,,_ ... A u ~ 1.,.._,.." bnd e1.pcrieuoe ... 
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SOC l AL - HE ALTl~I T~ENDS IN N.Z. 

Health, politics al1d a week• 
'5u"da':l, Oe.c.e,.._\>e.r l~ • iq 

by The Boffln teins oontrolling the growth of cells . Some of these against their products on the grounds that it has 
CANCER, heart disease and many birth defects mutations are cancerous. been produced in laboratory experiments on rats. 
have environmental origins and are therefore Why do we goon producing these things?Whydo using larger doses than humans are exposed too . 
preYentable. We often know the risk factors we smoke cigarettes, which ere responsible_ for What are they suggestin1Z' Should we carry out 
and could eliminate them, or at least drastically about 20 percent of 111 cancers? ~ do we experiments on liumans using lower dose -rates 
reduce them, by simple changes in human manufacture and distribute 2,4,5-T which has and wait 30 years for the results? 
behaviour . . been shown beyond all rea!bnable doubt to cause Action can be delayed by the long time interval 

Instead the opposite happens; cancer _and heart defects in unborn infants due toitsdioxin oontlllnt? between exposure and the onset of disease . for 
~~ks ~;!,'each1 ep,demic proportions In all Political considerations oome Into it. Gowrn- cigarettes this can be 20 to 30 years and up to 50 

Pa~;eof th/~~;~~\s that we have almost mentscolle:Cle lot of re11enue from cigarettes and years for asbestos . . It is hardly s~rprising that 
eliminated some of the competing causes of death . alcohol, which are potent health hazards. A r:-cent ep,dem1olog1cal studies are not good early warning 
If your life has been salled by penicillin or a timely cost-benefit It~ in Bnta1n lho-i that _in the . systems for new nsk factors . 
removal of your inflamed appendix, you may longruntheabohtionoftobacco(ifitwaspolltically Industrial workersoo production lines are more 
succumb to cancer later but that is not the whole feasible)woauldcostmoney.Theproductrvttyottne at risk than their bosses who work in office 
story. ' people whose hves were saved and the saV1ng '" environments, as comparisons of death rates for 

During the long course of human evolution we hospitalco5ts would exceed the loss of tax revenue different causes have shown in many countries . In 
have learned to co-exist with most of the chemicals in the short term, but after about 20 vears there izeneral, workers a_r• not told what che_micals they 
. . . . wouldbeanetlossduetothe 0 reaternumberofold nd" h t t D 
in natural enV1ronments, but the industrial age has le . the tf stem'"' • are-exposed to, a in w at concen ra ions. ,ese 
changed all that . We now turn out thousands of -PIOP in - are sy · fumes, for example , are about as dangerous as 
newsyntheticchemicals, someofwhicharec,ipable Public concern can be allayed when manufac - cigarette smoke, and asbestos workers have 
of changing the fundamental nature of the pro- . turers of chemical pollutants ridicule the evidence abnormally high death rates from lung and bladder 

,:~.r~~:/>.~ ~I) ea It~ ·::eJ.!~ ~::~~ ·:i:~~~ ".~PI u n k et ' s 
are eep- jobs over yean _ and pe<11.1tnca. p 

1ng a_ cklee watch on tbe perhaps a bruklnc-in period Welltngton'1 health board I 
!)art-time actJv111es or Na- when u,, health board ro- will be the lint 1n New a n s 
uonal Bank manager Mr exists witb hospital boards Zealud, thouch a r11ral 
Spencer RIISlell . and district bealtb offices. equivalent ii opentln, tn 

Mr RU5"tll IS also the A t,,ntalive da!A! for the Northland 
chairman or the Welhngton establishment of the bealtti The idea f« the twof 
Health Services AdvlSOry board ,s urly 1913. experiment.al acbemes was 
Committee (Wbelsac). a n,. board will aim at a bom oat of a coveniment O r 
ni-montb old . 20-member tommunlty-based and advioory c:ommitlet last 
commJlltt - made up prevent.alive . approach to year. 
m01Uy of prominent bea_Jlh ___ _. health; ro-ordlnaUng the Till IDday Wbelaac beld ,ts 
offlctals - which IS working efforts of existing voluntary. meetings bebtnd dosed 
on a lot.al n,,·amp of loca l ..,rvtce and covemment doors, 10 the publtc has "°'t h J 8 0 
hea ltb organisation groups heard much about what is •~ e s 

Broadly 1peaktng, what In hM with thts, tt will the ptpeltne 
Whelsac aim• to do " get rid bave wider control of ho• Bul Mr Russell n,portl 
of u,, Welltngton Hospital money is spent "ltvely interest" among doc- . . . 
JI-Oard and the Health MR RUSSELL ... planr,ing Exislin& hospital boards ~ and other health group,THE Piun~et Soc1_e1y " _10 boost nurse in-service 
Department's dtstnct oll,ces hHlth HrvK:o revamp an, _given tied funds for ••th r_ep~nt.alives on ~educauon and 11ainmg in 1980 with proJCCI.\ to-
for Welltngtoo anrl the Hull. spec,ftc pro)et,ts: but tbe commtlltt. .. . taUmg S55.000 from grants and b<,4uests. 
and n,place them with a very difficult perwnnel health board will 1et a The comm11te< ha, 1nv1 
-aealth board" . problem>". sio1le 1overmnenl_ srant lo ed more than lOO _healt The soc1<1v hu dcciJcd from birth to frvc ycan. 

II II a daunt,nc LiUk, and But be is adamont lht spend as it sees l1L sroups lo makt subm1ss1ont lbat duri g th out d c d Th II alw 
~1'""' · · M -mm·11t- won't ~ band·,o, TIit board will MY< some on the scheme and it will n e_ • • e • IOCtcly w, •m-efle Wn ,u nl!es, tn r .v = - ~'d ull' Ill Marci OUJOr<ITorts will be made 10 bark on a maior rcocarch 

llussell 's own words. "some out redundancy DOlicn. ~lected memben, •ad aome ..,. a wor op · <ccp nur,cs mon: informed projec1 to improve tbc ob-

a 11. over \J f O\Ql'\S :d•:.:~i~i:;'n~~~~•!~'~ ~;,_e;;'i!iu:~c:, ;~i~ 
- · I'-..(? P () ,- I IO 11« they arc equipped lo order 10 up-grade the 

....__ h. "\Je \ help familie> deal wi1h 1he service . 

..---- , , \J IOC1&1 pressures threatened Spread over three yean., 
.DOI"\\ NI Dt\ t-'\l>.Rl H, ':> ' 7"\ in the Eighti<>. the $30,000 project wiU be ·health centre ~~J: .. ~;~1:;:::il; ~~~:~:fr~~~ b-On to ~c 1bat the Plun.kct birth, inf anti and \heir in• 

Society is ccared to help dividual charaaeriatia wiU 
them cope wilh parenl- be ~rvcd and the home 
hood.- uys Mrs Joyce An- environrnen1 will also be 

., IIIGrTTIINIH.ll..._... • ....... 

fIEALTH centre proposed for Newtown residentslaims to offer all medi-

drew,. Plunket', natio nal studied . 
prtsidcnl. Says Pluntcl'a medical 

""The nurses arr our front director . Dr David C. Gcd
linc and we owe it lO them to d is : ''Al the moment we 

and paramedical services for.a low annual fee, regardless of the mun- see lhcy receive 1be mu- knowa11hceodof,-montbs 

f 
. . 1mum cncouragcmrn t and contact how much au.ppon a 

r or nature O VISits. ln caBel!_ of haroshtp··t fflll'mtJon W0'!-1~" l.ommun,tv . hea"lth-uld ~ 
l)o ""l"lo·• -J- 1 , "7 c. be ~pted mstead of the fee. And specia .... ;k_~,1 '" k.,n Pinn~,. · - u-t,cr, • ·' " '" ' = ' ~ ' ' 1 1 family rates are proposed. THE WELLINGTON Hospital Board i• righ1nuru 

I I 1m h . #Jrt1, · • - . to give the go-ahead for a community healltito ac-U~ r.. a,- $1irtlll"A .:'i,=;:. service in Newtown._ It_ has been, and re~ 10 

•• ..-VJ Y.f!' ~~ Wellingt,,o ":'I mains, a controversial issue. Part or thrrid ~ 
••~ •u detailed ! Board Io_r i1a approval," opposition stems from prejudice against ua ,L • ...16J~ cenlo wu . m V'i:11:!d. change from within the medical establishmen t. resnu11J e nlf/!!AM: ng report by the Johnson zt-tbe There are, however, more defensible grounds"' 10 

5'V.~~ of the Wellinirton commitleo bad eovuaged tbe for reservations. Still, the proposal amountsu :r 
U ORGANISED mt.an recloDal boarda tatiQI ~~~n~~!._ Schh J~~-:rofee- oentre as • aen1ce ..,,.,.ate to no more than an. experiment and much~ in~ 
llultb oervlces came • atop the ltmc,tlon1 el Ila •=v ou .. uaon. hm tbe public ~ can be learned from 1t. 11ni1y 
eJOle' y,sterday boards mxf diarlct bN11 fl WAS hoped the C 

We!UngtoD bealtb oervlces flee&. . -- .,__.,.. "" wwld be UIOdated cJooel.y Premises are now to be found . The move 11tb-
::i~r~..:"~ 

1
/~~ wu .~nn;"':)bertljl-:::i~ ~ ~";"'= to take health services into the commun-TV10C 

Committee cha~ and lington baa been =. ~lf:. ago. to p-o,icle a broad aocial lty can advance the cause of p~ventive _ _ 
National Bank ceneral man- be 8 pUot· tor lbe 1__._. __ ~ accepted! 

1 
as• ~~cal ~ - medicine, particularly in an urban area such 

a,er Mr S T Russell ,aJd beaJlh lll!rvic: ·-- • • _,_ '"" c:oaumtt.oe bad -11 u Newtown with its mix or races. It canPCX'\. 
law it would seek out ,n At~;• openin::.O,~~ ~ ~ u aniqae, with also relieve strain on existing hospital facili -1'11>.1\.li !::ii~ ~ In U: com- Minister of Health, Mr week, Profeasor Johnlon out- ,real .,.:;'~ • -=.1i: ties and ultimately ease demand for over-
and aks -11 Aki tbe cmnmlltee llad. linecl lbe huic COl>OOpl al tho --.. elaborate and high -cost medical establish - '> , 

A apecial ~ eom- ~ rJ::::-•..d ~ aowl pa)'Dlllll acbeme. II bad .• iar'9 etbalc :=:; men ts. The Danks committee loo king into i,1~ 
:.;~ &,yslem ~ : .!.., n:_ ~,~~ '"': ~ = ;:::-3 ,.:::111:';/'1..,.;11 Wellington's regional medical administrat ion - -----.:~-----~~"'"" heal1il ~ ....ii •~-~la tho au might be invited to. monitor the operation . 
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SOCIAL HEALTH PROOL EMS 

Tb • at risk'. folk _ stay 
Discrimination ~V! acmevements 
fear hampers ..!~.f!.!!d 01 he~~t 

lly HIICITIN SALLEE ~Ir,;:~•:.::, Iii< editor •f A I 1978 /79. tetter to Moat hospit1l board 
MAORIS are eipl times more likely than 
Europeans to ftl lllbefnlooil. Pacific 
b1lnden are 2t Umel u nlner1ble a Maori thine to talk about -1111 In fl Sir, - Your editorial of lhrouehout the rounlry ~ v 

ot other people.' July II loot the Gonrnment Th D • • uHd part of lhiJ 1r1nl · Yet IOl'lle Poly,,esilna may be missing 
early del«tion - or effD prevention - of 
tabomlloall became they feel lpeC!al 
trulmenl P"'V•mmes for them anadt of 
-""•1 ,n.,.,;m1 · 

"Ont lhinJ ~ u~ being told Is to tuk for not ,.tting on e QffllRIOn improve home il<lp 1n 
they IN! per!IIJII Inferior to other peopl with health preventive mea- ..._ ______ __ _J home nursing aervices 
t111t they may be weaker." """"'· buildinc ap pu- Many othor exampll!S roul 

But why do Polynesl.am aet tubercuhmedie1l aupport , and u - be given 

EBONEE RASMUSSEN, ~d and ~ lier for 
aged 2¾ , suffers from a ,rimary achool TIiey men
condition known a.s utb- .lion ' the special clrawing 
rog~il - a lack of appar1ta1 whlc2 .ns made 

by the Crippled Chlldttn 
muse es ID ber a::ms. Society especlally for 

SM maba lri-weetly Yis- Ebonee. 

T!rt remainder of the U 
million was allocated t 
auch purposes as publl 
htallh and occupation• 
health nursing servicH 
family health coun.el11n 

_ ______ u~z ""lii.,ili.tniiMillill 11tllllllid,.jt11111-.,..~--~----....:£1.1C,111,1;a...i.11a.1·1.1·1111i~.1a<wt 

HOW sheltered kindergartens estab- THE · DOMINION 
liahed by tbe New Zaaland Cripplecf 
Children Society are helping disabled· 
young• tera to Integrate into the AIIDAY 

-..-etl"IIIMNZ-,_. 

,_..UAIIY'I,-
c:ommunity I• told In thi• Department of----------------

Social WeHare rele•• e. 
CXlM:IN l PN !\rr.n:mkec \97, 

fta to the Waiwbetu Ille!- WIien Ebonee flnt 11tend
teN!d klnclercarten. ael in 11d the ttnltt, lier four
lbe p-ow,da of the Walwbetu :,ear-<>ld mter, Mettedes, 
Primary School. accompanied her during the 

The centre caters mainly aetUing-ln period. "When you loot at other years old Twenty months 
for cbildttn with cettbral HEl>c>ntt ttalises llhe can't handicappe,I people, Ebon- the :rouncest •tr:, agt ai 

palsy, but others with apina - lier arms u well as .llrr - ·• bandiClp iJ aot an bad," some cbildrea ,uy till U 

Preparing 
for life bifida, <011genital malforma- elder ·•'-• ·who loel to )Ir Rasmussen aaya age of SIL 

tions. frail disposillons. emo-~ Klnller&artcn. • Improved. .. u...-ide,q TIie centre alans to pha, 
lional problems , bydroct- Mr num- aaya. II the gttatisl ell)* ataff them mto a slandanl k1ndt 
pbalus (wa~r on the bram). · • ..... :!'1"'u.rr lldvaD~ of the ...,_.rv• la 1M di!ldren, : 1arten before •IK years t 
club feet or ~ who do oot -,lered kinderprten. be- attcrdinc to tllt Waiwbetu lltlp prtpaN! the .-ildren 11 . . • 
perform 1n larger ll""'P", sides adln!y nimulating -.ttt'a llead ~. Mn · to -=hool. .IUSTICE Minister Mr McL•y sees mappropr1ate 
att also 'risitors. our daugblff • mind. _,. that Jan Lamb. 'uf. at W1iwbetu is muc education as one of the contributor& to the 

Kathy and R<>dney Ras- !~Jives ""' •. ~~e D~~~ 1" "Changes like ha-.ing Ille the same as at other ilinde1 frightening pool of unemployed youth. Education, 

,r,y. ~, .= ~rgs, .......... _ ..... .,~fidenct ol.~,dn- ..... _"'I activlilif ~=~ r::::et;pelnof ~:::;:;e:r:u~u':: 
· was likely to undertalte. It ahould provide early 
· · . wort. experience and continue into adult Ille. · 

Wasted and unused learning might be avoided by 

Industrial •• 
•uch a system, be •aid. He pointed to what be •aid 
was a large number of unemployed and 

I _Inappropriately employed anlversity graduates u 
eumples of a great many mi•uled 
opportunities. 

SCOTT JABLIN is 
allergic to the 20th 
century. He is -
doctors say - one of 
the first victims of 
today's increasingly 
polluted atmosphere. 

A mefe whiff of ordinary 
air is enough lo tend 
Jablin, 25, into convul
sions. As a result he has 
had to take refuge in a 
retreat 1800 metres up 1 
mounlaln in Califo<nl8 . 

A joke? Not 10 Scott 
Jabl,n. There Is llrno5l noth
tng Iha! does not bfing him 
out ., a sweat. or make it 
difflCUlt lor him 10 bfeathe. 

He is allergic to alcohol. al 
chemicals. ciQarette smoke, 
fkloridatld wale<. perfi.me, 
most pialtics and the amell 
of petrol. 

For a young man brought 
up in New y ork city auch 
1111 ol allergies can rreka 1h 
mleerabll. He cannot _, 
breathe oonnal air or drink 
water "om a tap. 

For most 0 1 his life Jablin 
has suffered from minor 
aliefgies. bu1 rKently things 
got so bad he could only 
bfealhe bollled air lhfough a 
cotton lace masl< ,.;th a 
charcoal lilter. lhe only 
meal5 he cOUld eat had to be 
p,epared lrom a ~ II)' 
g,own organic lood. 

He had to wash with a 
aponge dipped ., dill~ied 
Wier. 

Te atay allvt hi had IO 

Prom JEPl'IIEY Ill YTH, 
a 8rltl9h )oumall• t 

NNd In New Yortt. 

ha".9 IIYe in;eetlonl • day ell 
WlrtOUI leNII'&, M 'W9II a 
periodic lhOIS ol adrenalin to 
control hil symptoms. 

One ol l'tls doctors recom
, rnended the! .... go to ... in 
ana••-•the•wlsfall!y 
clMn and pure. Which Is why 
he now lives with a family up 
Mount Shasta in Cafffornla. 

ff Jablin was • unique case 
he would be someone wtlo 
would intern! only doc1ors. 
Bu1 he Is not. 

Medical experts I I the 
Untted SIIIOS National Inst> 
tute ot He1tth estimate that 
17 par 01111 of the lkl!led 
States popul• llon - almost 
one In five people - auffer 
I-om at le•St one allergy ell
-. And the lgt.r• Is grow
ing. 

Not al.,. auch •-loul 
- IS Soot! J•blin . But 
the number ol people who 
are a11tr11ic to the chemicals 
and poautants of modem 
90Ciely - --,thing lrom 
paints to peaticides - Is 
growing. 

There " · lo< example. Mrs 
Connie Rowley, ol Dallas, 
wtlo is 1llerglc to piasllcs. 
Expose her to nylon llock· 
ingS. a plastic telephone, 
even the synthetic Mal 
CCMlr5 in a car, and lhe 
breaks out in a rash. Sha 
unnot .-..n-NI an appe 

the! has been wrapped In 
plaSlic. 

Then there are Bruce and 
Barbara Small, of Onlar10, 
wtlo are alllo 10 allergic to 
modem ohemlcall - lnclu<l
ing IUCh ~y !hinge u 
Coca -Cole and co!lee -
that they have hed to build 
t'--""8s. at a eoct ol over 
$200,000, a pollu!Jon.lree 
home lo protect them from 
the ou!slde wO<td. Their 
home 'has an air purifying 
system in 8Ytry room. 

BecatlNtheyaree-,en 
allergic to the fluoride and 
cNorine in fhe water piped 
into lheir home they had to 
have a apecial lresh water 
well dug on !heir property. 

Becll\M ol his alergies 
Bruca. a management con
utant, has to wot\< a t home. 
The smell ol Ofdinary paint. 
or Yinyf tumltur•. bothelW 
him. So does ...,, th• smell 
ol typewrttar rtbbons. 

The od!t clotlws aith• r of 
them can -r have to be 
made ol pwe cotton or wool . 
No aynlh• tlcs. There Is not 
_, a TV NI In their 
home. 

One ol th• moat diahA1>ing 
npects of this ,_ alflction 
Is that tt ii affecting ...,, 
wry young people, inetuding 
children. Aa Dr Phyllis Satter , 
an expert on allergies, warns: 
"tt is beginning to affact the 
way that many victims hava 
to li¥e. 

"They redy have lo make 
maior changN in their lives 
in Ofder lo a.tYi¥e. u •u• lty 
they CleveloP e Attain 

It I• to be !loped that the Yiews bis eolleque 
amount o1 lole<ance I apreaed are not •bared by Minister of 
caionel e,cpoa.ire le Educatloa, Mr Wellington. Tbat is DOl to bold up 
chamlcais and other · tbe preR!lt •ntem as the best that the C011Dtry's 
lhal maka them lici educator• _,..,t de9be For all Its lhoncomlnthey can ,_ hope ......, · .,. 
beck 10 .. 11r41, tor exa bowever It might prove immltely better than any 
pealicide-<x)nlamineted altematlve that attempts to define at an earlier 
~-~ =he~c 1 •tage a pupil's likely vocatioa and to provide an 
lhemselYes to IMding education to cater more apecificlllly toward that 
tected - lndefinilety. end. 

II was Or Alifer In an era iD whicll tecbnololical developments 
::~ Sc~~ alter marudly employment roles, la wblclll 
in the relatively ~ioo computers and machines are forc1111 IDcreuinc 
atmosphere on lop of lltllllbers iD&o nitraiDIDg Jll'Oll'ammES, tile DNd is 
fornla 's Mount Shasta. to broaden the basis of lelmlng rather tban to 
~";'~ ;:,i,•:t~he "; narrow It by a brand of earlier spec:ialisaUoo. 
haven Medical Cent, Tbe need II for an education that proTides a 
Danas. one of the two I IIOUlld base on which a •tudent'a mreer -
in the United S1a1e,I wbate,,er the field chosen In teenage or later years 
specialiaing in the stu - can be built. Only with aucb a basic -ration modern day alle<gies. .--,-

One speclaliet. o.. T can youtb be expected to meet the demands of 
Randolph, a noted exp later life and cope with the kinds of cunae tbat =:;rslhe ~ -opli the workforce of the future will almost Inevitably 

encounter. 
"II pr-,i trend& COi 

- fl more and mo<I 
chemicals continue t 
lnlroduced - we are 
to have moN and me 
ti- disabled people" 

The fact that there are 11111\IUSity ,raduates 
who are amang thole out ol work cu 1111',1],y be 
accepted u ff!jence that tlMlre hu been wasted 
learalJil; ID &lie carreat era GI record 11De1Dploy
ment Inell dariDI whldl ., aectiom of the 

According to commllllit)' Ufl eacaped Ille ddll winds of 
medtcal experts the drt ncesaiCJa It II lanitable that tllef'e wtn be 
warning ot Scott JI 
caae is that he may I> 81lme. 
Iha first of any 1 · Nor can too macti IIOtice be taken af the =· ~~~~.• Minister's reference to inappropriately anployed 
aoon be many peop11 university sraduates. ID muy cum a ,radllate 
tim - all w:liml ol is employed aot ,le make - of apeclftt lear9iD& 
GlfllWY ~ tul mllhl llave been aeq1llred OD lbt way to 

,,,. ........ ," ........................ ; _ ...... -:--·-- _, ... ·----
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Soc I 0-ECONOMIC~ lSSUE.S & PPDPOSALS 
Economics Education And 

E~.,.,~ 

The Econ om v ~~.1,1., 

New way for. councilstSD.. 
E~-te..'t'\~,n~ -\'ne. Sc_ope. tr\- \cr-·h~r'j t.d~c.at~bn 

)\111\\~\t)\\, ""'~"-~\ 3°'> I \'\71 • 
TO dlaco••r whal'~ople want 6nd then 10 II"'• 
It to them ... Ihle WH one of the main • Ima 
of Ntw ZHland'a flrat Community College when 
It WH .. tabUahed on the outaklrta of Napier tour 
y•.ra •DO, 

1
- artk,ula~. more disadvan• 

!aged I Stt fo..r !Nin 
deprived areas of our 
popula tion: women, tho,-, 
liv1n1 in rural areas. ethnic 

• faenV'\5 5-h."'~;J . : ;?:~;~mtt:&::~~f::~::X~ 

Better 1 
be borri 
rich the 

0 

" \I, 

THE Commlaalon for lhe Future '
launched tile Int of • Mrietl of 
three booklet• outlining c,pttons and 
dreclions for lhe future . Entitled 
ReSOU'cea and Technology. n 
as&81181 the country·• 
reaourcebue . and diacuaaes lhe 
likely Influence of new technology . 
pertlculat1y the lmpect of the 
mtc, op, 0CeSSOf. In today'1 •rtlcle . 
the rrat of alx based on the 
booklet. the ldNI or reaource 
.. _talrlabillty" is examined. 

~The options 

NEW YORK. - Jimmy Is In the 
secoad &rade and ht likrs ac:bool. 
He pay~ attentlou In cl11~ and 
tloes well. He bas • n abo•e-ave
nage LQ. •ad Is reading sli&btly 
• bc»e crade leYel. 

Bobby is 11ttond 11•dcr '°°· Lib J1mm). ro~ :~::~~~~; ~ :!~~=~r:~~,: 
J1mmy'1 

Bui Bobby as lhc son of I succcs5fuJ lawyer 
wh~ annua l salary of more thn SJS,000 
puts him • .ithin l~c •~ pcrccn~gc, of 
1ncomcdt1.tnbu1ton in lh11rountry. J1mmy"s 
father. on the ot:hcr hand. worU from lune 
IO lime u • mcucnscror auLod ial usu1an1 
and earns $.4 ,800 a ycaJ . lucky? In 1pitc or the 1imilaritic1 in 1bil11y 
between the two boys, the d1ffercn0t in tht
circum111ace1 to wbicb lhey were born 
m.akc, i127 tunes more likely lh•I lobby will b.ivc rcf\u.ivcly channelied our moral in -

get a)Obwbich by the time be is in Ilia lllte,4()s :~y•.u::ar~:e~.~o:.ru ~ntr:~c\fi
8
':~c;"~r 

wiU pay him an inoomc in the &op 1enth of all 

•q• 
th , 
po 
Lh, incoma in lht1 cou.nlr)'. Jimmy bu only duldren - aprcuUy t.hme • •ho arc roor •are many abouloncdu~tncightofcarninaevena immigranlornonwh ite .. 6 median income And Bobby will probabl) Such altcmpu no1 only dema nd lhat 

l 
haV'C 11 lcut four years more ,cbooling than duldren carry a gros"IY unr11r hurdcn . de 
Jimmy. Lone believes. but they tn:vc al'IO proved 

I Thc,cndds. accord1ng10aocwrcpon.arc inerfecuvc . 

P" 
I 

r< 
ir,f 
h, 
Cc 
F.d 

.. ,he arithmetic of inequali ty in Amenca." '1nc dynam.JCS of our ,ocul "i lructure arc 
I In -Small Futurn Chddnn. lnequ.ality, n01 likely to f.roduce mort equah1y or 

THE Comm1ss1on for the Fu tun has h1bour•1n1en11ve. land •bucd one," the And The Litruu Of Libc-ral Reform," a opponuniry un C'U there is more rquah1y lt'I ml 
idcnufied three main porn ts of out• comm1t110n "'Y' repon 10 tbc Cuncpc Council on Children. begin with," he M)'l. db 

t $landing interest 1n New Zealand 's Oullinina the fulurc: alloc.abOn of land R,ch9!d de ~e cbaUeof:n IA< tnd,.tional The report. ..,h teh traca the ~ urcc.s nr mo1 
i future. a.s far as the nation 's resourcn bc1wcca com~tin& uses (food , enuay. Amencan vx:w lha1 a child 's future m our mcqarialiry IO a .. buic tcuion be-tween thr S1. 
it arc con~rncd . 10Uris.m and 10 on). 1he commiaioa q.au, society is de termined by abil i ty , early dc~ocra~ and cap11..1lis1 11rand~ or our pc 
• Y.ndc-rlincs the pouibility of• JUsl&in•blc childhood trainin&. education or drive . On hcruase , _araucs Iha~ America n~ ha ve r,u 
1& cronomic tttum 10t.hccounuy •nd howtha1 the con1ruy, uys de Lone. 1 former nnJ.rv senera.lly failed to~n.-cn·e th• t. 1h~ uh1m:a1t ~ul 
I The c:oun1ry has substantial resoun;:n of m.ishl be Kft.ie'Vcd. • ... ._, for the Cnl'W'W Council who~~ pcnahy of poveny ts the pcrvas1,·c 1nOuencr sd 
f mera.v. and can he ronsidettd " rich in (oail ... ---J• ·-.-~ · _., I r r - ,t, 

_fuc b·· h emphuisa divcn.ity u we bat pin> a.ecutiv.e~•prcsidentof~e~a~n ~~f-~ .. ~-~.re n •m"-' '"• un 11 n-
1tttion ..,,,nst nuctuatina marteu. •JKS for Public.--Private Ventureun Pbiladelpb1a . Eva Reicb s Le e. 

The rommi.ss,on 's two othtr un1ral con• bclitvu thi1 could be aclticved by Ahhou.p bcin, born poor does not au.a• . ,. Cn fT\ 
dus,ons from an in--dep1b 1tudy or our dcvclopio& new eiport commodities. auch nntee tU.t ooe will remain poor, it makes it sail~ coll_eige •~ a 

r<>()Urtt hue: .,. tlw. because of thnt ti d<tr, .. bbi1 and JIOII prodlltli, and ...,.. rar more lik<ly. d• Lone: u ys. (n bi, view. I ID unace DI •on C:J' ve. s 
~~- 1~~ ... ••,P£~t,.of

0
~

0
Jl)op, ~~•

1
ndh,,. honicuhuraJ oroducu. •c11.11, race and Kl. arc the most import.an, - ~ • ~-;. n ~ r 

•- •K.. -~- •• ,r o -- •~ , lntcta1JnaJy, in dlOCUIIUI& 11M: futurr o( (x10rS in dcitnnining I child 's fulun: .- • • .1..Q CST Q 
. fu1urc. # IOUl'Um. the comm.i:NK>fl aous that New Given the compouadina peaallies or ~ ,':", "'\ fe 

But thcx rcsoufttS ihould be managed Zealand cou.ld make a feature of pcnoa• bcin& hon, poor, or a member of a racial .. ~ · 1, l \ \ \• 
carefully, Wllh a view to attain in& aJited accommodation al the patabou.le INnoriry, Orio parenu wilh littlt: education • ' ' r ' , . oette.r ' ,_, ... ,. *--~ -~ ;:::,.::::::·";:;" .= ~--~ ::::."": ::·:~"::::.: .::::::::.:;-: . ' j .. ,_ ........ 

'"It would be un-wi.K 10 rapidty e:1pk>i1 aoac1y. . female. a panK'ubrchild will be unlike ly IO , ' "-' ~ - ._, reporter 
Mlu.ralpsandroal for our own me. and i.n Lookin& al optiou ror DOIM'cnewable ad\·ance 1i1nificaotly above the socio• ,!~ .. A NEW programme for 
.,doinstltwlop•lt~lof'encrgyd<mand raourca.thecommisaion-lhatil'New econotni< ... w,ofllilparenlS. ~u·>• people who want lo 
wliicb coald not bt 11W.11ned by ,.....,.,bk Zalandcl•-10btlasd<p<ndcat0111rade. 11N: ~ publilh<d by Harcoun Brae< - l ~ome more ~ffectin 
raou~ ak>ne ... 1he rommiMMln says. &and could be mod IOpowtreaoraopafor JovaNMCh. wasoriJinated bythcCamqie • .,J h ~einos WA'-

tnuupon futl Coalcould tlotn btllNCI ua Commiaion. • •INl,Y s,oup esiablwled jn f " · uman • ; 
Emphuisans the sustainability a>nccp~ '"'"'" .,, mau,nak rathn lh1n an mt,v 1971 by Ill< Cam<JJ< ~tioo or New i • ,• launched at an ln• lll!u•. 

thcoomm&IIK>nnoteitha1lhclarJcr1he supply. Plastia,(orcum-.t..,CID9Jdbemacle Yort&0inwsa1ga1elhcposuionof~mi , · ' ~ ral lunch in the ~tt) 
popula1ion. 1he la!J<rth< ckmanclr<>< foa.il .,.. · A · · N d d lop r 
fttcls. Competition for enel"I)' raoun:a - from this f01Sil fuel ::c.o:~=•i=~~:: ful:;:_ po icy yHlerday. 
1111d all raoun:cs - will mmiably moun1.. °'1 lb< oubject or tran,pon. lb< a,m.... -small Fulura- •IIIW)'I lhc utory or \ :rh• Tauhua Nn, A_ge 
chc population inCl'UIC:S. won suytJb thll if New Znland decides 10 10011 reform m°"emcnu in this0.>unuy and ~!W\btr ,\ctton .programme. a tmcs 

w· h h · · d. he · CX>IISlrain 111 depencleoce on ovcne.u in• bnnch them a failure. from t.)le Jacbon.ian , of seminar.. . work.shops. rt:· , 

aon:!~:':c!:~:u:~nd~uesC:::f:; ::~~};:,d~~':,-':,:~~!..~"!~:: era to the Grul Society or 1he 1960• . \t, 1 \,1"\ treat'- and lcctur~ on keJ ~ 
NcwZca.lander11oconsidcrwhcnloolinga1 ft'ne'Wable hydro power we Uvc. Anot.bcr A..hhoup die 1tandard of li\'in& r01 all humanconcems. wdle.1.1.t:n , 
their k>n1•term stralc-1,K' values. option is 10 switch to alcohol fueb. Amcrican1. indudin& the poor-. h.u risen --+ , lhroughoul 1980 , 

FDf' eumpk, 10 wh•l degree docs N"' durin1 the ~ seneralion.. de Looe cb.arsci It is the joint rcspons.ibihty : 
ZcalandWtShlobc intcr-dependcnlwtlb tbe The third oplioa of pn'.Nil\lCUII synthetic lha11hedmnbuuon:111ncqu111es1nAmcnc.an or two or&aniulions. the • 
ra1 of lM' worid . u far as trade and m- petrol from n•lural I&' aod/ or coal ia oae eocicty - ud bc:ncc dae opponu.nitia for _. Tauhara Trust and Hcua "" 
vntmcnt att ~ whicb may well mta.il fon:ian in¥CSl.ment, lhcJac at the bouom of the tcalc - have ( H m n Effr:ctivtncss ~ 

funlltr induatrialisallOII utd/ o, lhe upon dwigedlittlclbrougboutAmericanhillory. -~ • d R • 
And whll type o( tif<-stylt do - wan1! or- ollh< fflCfl)'. "Pcopltbo,n in the IUO.facetlaboutth< 1 Training an e,ourcc, 

Central IO thi.t: que.aion, the mmmissJOn. Cmtraho\MwhokillucoCat.ustainabk umemobilitypoaibiliticsupcoplcbornin As1oe1a1csl. . . . ~ 
com menu.. is the iuuc or industrialisation. fututttllhis: '"Attwcwillinatoembr-M::etbe the 1970I.'" hr: uys. And '°• even wjth an i T~uhara ''" a chantabl.c.., 
Larsc•scale industriaJi111ion, hued oa our .concq,i o( sustainability now, or wiU we a.pancfula economy, d~ l...oM u ya, ""when I irult founded for the punuu" 
own raoun:a.. would mah New Zc.aland UJUC tb•t a ruture.1enera1KJII must meet the tbe diaributioa is consiskntly unequal . . . I of spmtual and .cducauon~l : 
ku dependent on world trade . But it warns chalknae when it arucs; DO matter...,_, fut the ea.e,ne proceed.a. th~ • growth. and ~ir sua:cssful • 
tllal 1h1~ would probably i.ncrcu.c our Opum~ly, the commiaion oblcna cahclOIC' never c.a,chcs ~P ;J mtcgrauon into evcrycby, 
drpcn<fcncy °" ovcncas capital • nd thal "New Zu.land's raouraeodowmenti.s ln Ilia view, one q;,nccpwaJ flaw which life . ' 
rq,enisc . much bdlff than New Zealaockn have , in baf he.IP:-' perpetuate thOIC •n~quities is lhe rJ The uus1 is based at the : 

~r New Zealand wanLJ independence the put. ruliled... cmphuilonprovammespredica1t:don I.he I Tavhara Centre: in Taupo·s 
Imm llack and fomsn 111Va10n. the bes1 Wbll .. crucial now is bow we.., lhmc ,..tau• -P"°" that h<lpinJ children ~ Acacia Bay 
pl migh1 b< 10 rrly on th< nation', own mources.AndlhaLariucalh•-tniaioA. ~tu!...Wcqllaliatlbeiropponurutieaintb< • Although moll of 
rnourcn and tailor small-scak indusuy to u_ .,_, __ _._ 111 ... . II: . b I 
them mUSl bt ckbated by all -~ ......,_ Wilhovt"'f"ali,Y ui th< pracni'd< Lont t Tauhara s mem en- iv< 

btforr such I viial iosu< u dltfulur<oflh< •y.. lhat •-ply - lnl< . o awayfromTaupo. 1h<ytryl<' 
""Comple&t uadc:pendence from overwu country can be decided. ..Confronted with uaccq,table econ• . I get 10gc:1hcr wh~ntver pus· 

lrad< 11J1d inva1meat may only bt ach~vcd • Next: The q.-t for fuel. mnic UNI aocw iacqllalilia,""' Ammcan, ,ible 01 the ocntrr 

il'we_ch __ ..... __ ""'_",.·r• ...... • .. yk-to,.• ... ""',.·-p .... 1:,.,·· .. --ee .. ~----·--------··························-•·a••H••···· ··-•----•a.• 1 -~I~ .. ~.~=.~~~~~:,~~;;;· 
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soc I AL-HEALTH PROBLEMS &SOLOT\Ot'6 
Handicapped centre appeal 

O.l'\\W.\0N :J- \., \'I"\'\ 

.· .... ,a:i .,: C.crnb.,ne.d 
-

1 l effort 
unde.r 
\AlO'_:\ fo, 
Lowe,- \-\ut\
P\-i~s1Lc.i\\'1 ._..,.;, 
T. ..,fe. \\e.c._ \-uQ \ \ ~ 
1·\c,l'\d;(..L\p~ c:.e~re. 
FUNDRAISING ..... • t-r 
Hutt ctntro .. eet ,t,yslcoRy 
ond lntolloctuolly -••P-
pod ,..,,.. - tho --lty llos .-, ...... .., .. 
~ Hutt. 

With $26,.. ol....ty In the 
ldtty lho -I h MOriy 
..-ofthowr, .. lts 
$120,NO minimum t-,,.t. 

Tho lounc:hl"9 o1 !ho oppul 
... the .. u11 of olx .,. ..... 
wri to ostoblish tho ~ 
Hutt c.n,,-nlty Re...,.._ 

Coftlre - • 11-1>'- -· 11.,,,,_ to provl,lo trow,.., 
Ntrolnino ond -•PY f..
tlsobled ........ 
.__, Hutt mayer and 

chairman of tho - •s 
'"'"' board, Mr John fon
nociy,Geod, Mid It •"' hoped 
to stw, ._,lldint tho $3211,.. 
eontro hi oorly 1M. 
Go- aubolclff wlll 

-·--of"'"-'· 
T1,o land 1ft c;i.., Iris Grow 
•• pn,riclodl,y !hoe-. 
lion~-

A'n···o-per, letter to old 
.Average Kiwi older by Andrew Boyle ol the You have already faced 

Aaed P9opte• Service and oopcd with many major 
Councll changts· lcavin,- «:hool or 

IF YOU arc nranng the un ,versit ). gell in& a Job, 
age of rctircmcn.1 you marnage etc. Why ahould 
arc coming 10 an area of this chaoge be any different? 
maJ·or · change in your However if you have aJ. 

ready "'Litt<! you will know 
life. Your whole lifestyle that !hi, change is different. 
will change. You will One day you arc working 
have more time and andareproductivc. tbe-nrou 
probably less money . rcli"' and suddenly oooety 
For this reason rcti- secs you u w,productivc. 
rcmcnt needs a 101 of After ..,e rcbrc..,. arc ap-
carcful planning (which parcntly "'°"h nolhina and 

may even bt 1een as 1 
we may be able to help liability. 1s this fair or n-en 
you wit_h_). _______ riah~· '--,,_. _______ _ 

Advice 

Wt. lhink that th11 11 
wrong Just because we re
tire ..,e lhould not suddenly THE average New 
be Labelled "unproducliv." f.ea\andtt Is tl'lting older 
and hence "\lldcs.,". and more Maori. 

Unfortunately modern '!'bey are las fertile than 
society is very producuon•tbeJ were, and less likely 1.o 
oricnu1ed. Status, income,marry early. 
elc. arc aM baaed on bow Tbne are acme of the 
valuable IIO(Xty oea us. Th• to,ths tmCCTettd i.n Trends. 
more ..,. prod....,, the mon a 200-paie Health Depart• 
income. IUIUS and worth..,. ment publbtion. 
arc &iVffl . Produoc nOlhing It 11)'1 children are more 
and we arc nocluaa. likely to be bani out of 

Thia ii an unfonunatc ~ and 1010 muma a.re 
c:oat•aa:ountancy aUltude of lfttin& JOOIDCer. 
aocicty that - poopk ae• 
rely u macbinel. w'ben we Cancer 

\Ce~~=-
For 

TI-\E C.\lt\~O\P-~ . ':,,\'\~-\.,., \':,, 

Disabled?" 

lly SALLY FAUUCNER 

heart d,sease (il toot 32 per 
cent of all who died In 
1975). 

And failing that. ca~r, 
cerebrovascular disease, 
n,spiralory problems. in
lluenu and pnrumonia , ac• 
cidcnU. artery disease or 
motor aectdcnU in decTus
i.ng order of likelihood. 

Bui alter people do 10 
there is less cha~ of 
dodon doing post 
mortems. 

Tnnds uys more people 
are coins i.nto poycwtric 
bospitals - bu!, they do_not 

slay u long . and !My ar? 
more likely to be •oluntary 
patienli. 

Poliomyelitis, tubcrMJlo
sis and bydatids cause fewer 
bwth worries than Ibey 
ased lo. 

But alcoholism. asthma. 
some forms of venereal 
d~ and chronic bron
dlltis are on the incrUS<

New Zealanders are at
temptin& su1c1dc more than 
they ased lo - males by 
strangulation . ftreann.s and 
uploaives; and f=les w1lb . 
alccp Inducing drugs 

The 1vera1e Ntw 
Zulandcr is drlnk1nc more 
bttr and wine. and eating 
las butter and me.,L but 
mott sugar and esp. 

Commanlcatlon, co-ordination and non-clupUcation ue the 
predominant alma of a pro~ dlsahled Information and 
adTlce eenlce to be set ap In the clty. 

The acrvic:e will lnitiall· 
operate for only t~ 
months in order tc THE Occupat10nal ptclacc, lhebool:attemputc 
research the needs of th• Therapy Departmcnl of answer the qucsuon - "Ho• 

Initiator of this propos· incentive to get u~ do community. At the mo Christchurch Hospital can I manage with rhcuma 
al . Mr Bill Wri1htson , has things for themoe " ment they are still looking has prepared a very :f:'!:::f:~:~?:. other anhn• 
the backing of the ~':... Wnghtson ~• theU for accommodation and comprehensive coll cc- The fint section of the 
co-ordinating committee servic,: would ""' we will be approaching •ar• lion of 1uggc11ions to 
for the dioabled. of which utilued because of the ious or1aniution1 for h I ,I fl book is devoted 10 general 

he is a member. "If we en IOlarvgc nuhm.~0?!1~.iaarlbl~a~yclp._A'!o~fica~an for~, Arthw~t~n.~tis~t.

0

ifri~it~c~~~~ ~"{.c:::trie"'~~~ C:o~ :, Pa··· ra·p·1e·· OICS self-sufficient in the lably, care of hands, and 
book Managmg W11h avoiding 11rain. Then begin, 

1 the key acclion , rcduc1n1 
\)t:)l"\\t-\,\1.J~ , No,i°'""'~r 17, \'11"\ The subtitle or lhe bool:. c1Tor1 and wot\. This .., ... , 

,FOURTEEN paraplellca otller -i.n U'OID me aunam iar man. 1n uni wu Ideal for a It • AicbAnd Advic:cforCopiJla perbapo, the moat intriguina 
1 from tbe W~ Para- aaodatloll. to even set a plane, ao to almolt completely acres With the Activities of Daily u the work simplificalJon 
,Pleelc and Pllys,caUy Di9- He uld 1111! boDclay would COlll.emplate aometb1n& like blc to people ID wheeldlalri Livina reveals the motive idcu and principla of mo
I ablecl Assoclatloo laave re- probably be a "oncer" In the a trip lo ~1a takes Tben ~even.a CIDl!Ple c behind lhc gathering of in• tion «x>nomy can be uacd 
1 tunied from a Rarotooean lives or the paraplepca, real courage, lie u.ltl. special parapl~ anits. formation. i'J 11a1od in the and adapted 10 almoat any 
"loollclay of a liletlme". aome of wbom lffft ao "Boll the trip - a c,eat "A C.illolic coJJece leat Ila - - ..,..... ~-='3 liluatiOII even for non•arth• 

I TIie l~y bollclay wu ~ All Ille tra-,ellen a aort of canopy-cowred. and ao maay nw ,utrerm. 

1

10t'Janiled by usociaUon disabled u to need "almost bad a marvellom time. The truck wbicb we ued for "We're &oin& IAI lint) The 11<COnd accLion deals 
secretary Mr Ray Beath, of everything done for t.bem". Rarotoogan people were 10 lolirlng around i.n tlae t1a1- na.nlon 1111 December 1. , • ..;th such problems u get• 
Lower Hull Mr Heath allO "Few paraplelics ever friendly and kind to us time. It wu just the right be a sood ~ ';il tin& in and out of can. 
acted u u acort for the travel OVenMI u ffW)'- · alt aort at ftlaicle lo pt wlaee1- .around all tlle climbing step, . ca1in4. 
paraplesica, aim& wt~ 10 tblnc abollt lranl II 10 • "'11,e botel we ~ at cllaln • tD. • we lAIGk. • balhin& and drcaing Ill this 
~-· - · -- · area the hnnlr ti ctivwtM into 
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·~n.; I ~f i18r ~~~mN Paoe e - The Tribune . Sunday. Sept~ 30 

Emergency 
• services 

are vital 
COtlTRAR Y IO o,idcl,· h~ld ..,elf arc. 
upiaM>n in thii roun1ry, civil 
ddcncc rs not an 11!crn1tivc 
1o•c ntablubcdcmcrJcncy 
,c,ricn - tbe f1tc bngade. 
aml,ubnce and police ,j 

The Director of Civil 
Deir-nee . Ma,or-Gcncral R. 

' H.1' Ho lloway, uy, th_e 
cmtrgcncy KrvlCCS arc a \11-
W'componcnl Of effective 
civi defence. and in tomt 
pa,u of New Zealand their 
rciprncntativcs arc clOKI): 
inyolvcd in local civtl 
def•nce planning. 

Ma)Or-General Holloway 
said avil defence, larg,ly the 
raponsibili1y of Local and 
reponal government rn New 
Zealand, ..,._, or shotlld he, a 
common Knsc way of di
recting all the resources of a 
coamun11y in a disaster li
luation. These raourcci in
dude the cmcrac :-,cy scrvtcCS 
and volunlll)' orpn1Jatioru 
coaccrncd wirh community 

"Civil defence autborit 
only auumc conttol ia a 1 

sa1trr when tbc aitutii 
become, loo bi& (or t 
emergency K1"YX:el IO co 
with. and ..,ha the aal'cty 
the public oa enclanpn,o 
he said 

The civil clcfmcc Mtll 
ritia would lhcn be rc•pc 
ublc for the a>-0rdinali, 
and cornrol ol U.. availat 
resourcn. ud bav, tl,c t 
aponsibility ror mwoa r, 
UK of thnc:. M aaid. 

Major-Gcaenl Hollow, 
bcbcvaw_......,,oc 
\1'1cc1 and community N 
vicc•orie.ntated orp• is.t 
IIORI should be an ialcJr· 
pan of civil cldcecc plaJ 
ning by all local autlloritic 

"In IOIDe paru of Ne 
Zealand thil ii the cue a,, 
when lated. civil def'CDI 
hu proved dfoctivt . 

\I ,\u"-\eer'S \ Quc!e.d .. .. 
t-\\t\\_s\e.r- ~e~r ~n +\.e.. 
~,se. ..... . 

T1'\"\l!'\E 15•'} - 7'1 
LOCAL Community VolunteeB were tho-rN 'II 
Hulth and Social WeHare, Mr Georp Gair, last , 

Speaking at the annual meeting of tbe Comm 
Gair sa id Palmen;ton North volunleer1 were held i 
other centres. 

He said it was refreshing to find a group of pe1 
importance of community development that th 
"Community Development Weck'. 

A BOffiE of pills, however 
large or powerful. does not 
offer rAUCh warmth, but to 
most doctors It Is the beSt 
prescription for loneliness. 

Take. lor Instance. the woman 
who rang psycholO<;liSI Yvonne 
Allen . She was near hystena as 
she told how. feeling beWlldered 
end alone. whe went to her docl or 
because she had a senous sexual 
problem wilh her husband. 

Her husband wanted he< to do 
"things" she COUd nol bring he<sell to 
do 

The doct01 ·1 answer to lhe 
woman·• desperalion had been a 
p,escripl10r1 1o< I large bollOle of 
valium "so she could bear ff _.· 

When. asks Miss Alen. 31. will 
doctors loam to prescrrbe people not 
pill<? wtwn wil they take their 
medicine beyond sciefd and start 
~ tt,emseMIS .. 1-llng 
agents? 

"Masi paople wnply want. pair of 
eers bUt they lee! I II-. llness doeS 
not haw pt,ys,cal manitest1tio06 they 
cannot gt> to • doctor," the said 

Miss Alen. who graduated in 
pcychology !Tom the Urwersity of New 
South Wales in 1969 and later worked 
u • clistnct office< with the New South 
'"•tes state service. has -" )'ears 
deahng In the t,usiness of commun.ca
tion - tonetmess . 

· People called her c,azy when. Jou, 
years ago. she a11~ecl II pract,ce 
which incorpOrai.d an ~odocl/00 
service - not • mamage bureau , ,ust 
a comm<neat10r1 prog,amme which 
got people together. 

Prolrassor James lunch, scienl•fic 
dorecto, of !he pgyct,o&omatic: ctinic at 
the school of medtcine , UniYersi1y of 
Maryland . James has -produced 
volumes of c1aun11ng eYidence to 
support hl5 lheo<y that "the lack of 
human companionsh4). lhe sudden 
loss of '°"" and ctwonic human 
lonellr'less •e lignifant contrit>ut0ts 
to senous - and premature 
death". 

In Olher words yoo can doe of a 
"As Minister of Health and Social Welfare, broken heart . 
1 am continually heartened to oee bow people a,n1111uc t " Professor lynch is acclaimed 
assist and care for those in need. and do so without lboual throughout the United States and 

,for financial reward . ~:,=.,.-:c:~r autd~se nol wO:VV 1~ 
! "It i• of course a mi,take to 1dv1na: the argument th, medical c~ o11one11.-s:· 
tall social services should be opc,.ted or paid for by It M155 Alen uld. 

SUICIDE la more common 
emong •Ingle than married 
people. Often the pn,blam la 
elmply lonellne••· And ac:c:ord
lng to lhl• ,.._t by L YNDAL.L 
CRISP ~ ahould be better 
c:urM to, 9le lonely than a 

c:our-• of pllla. 

WE CAPtrvis1r O{UCJ( 
8ECAVSE "-'E'RE TOO 
l{OUN6? RATS! 

~ 
' 

J/5T Fat TWAi WfU. 60 
ACROSS TME STREET AND 
SITONAl'ARKMNCH~ 
STAAE U, Ar HIS IWOM! 

rrs A llal.-KHOWN FACT, 
Nm.IE TMAT A PATIEN'f 
WIU. UCOVER FASTER IF ME 
~HOiil5 A FRIBW IS SMM~ 

UF' /J:r MIS «OOA\-

poputalion stalislics on causes ol 
oeath which shoW s,ngle. separaoed. 
wodoWed and dovOrced people are 
more likely to d1e premallXely than 

t~twlr~ • Stuck with 
Prolesao< : 
• Bacheloo System 
~~ ~ IT would 001 be my sp,cial 
• The coro 1ntcnt1on to put the cai 
between 2'l amongst the: Hoko•hit 
ot lhetr m; canaries (se ve n of 1hcm 
• To be t ncx1 year. .. 
marganally . It wouldn't happen in 1 

a non•smo parhamcotary electorate 
• incidents why then in this cit~ 
ter Ngher 

I 
Thc- eucocc of tbt' 

Mrss Al~ deceased cohesion wciall) 
showed th lhao Dr Moody of the PoliCl 
peop&e Association >-1.ys is going 1, 
d COi mevi1abh lead 10 armec ~~'ie!:~ pohcc, is decreased tdcnlily 
hav,ng eve The natural outcome ol 

•·n·, abs community councils m. U.) 

has expeu Westbrook , Milson . 
cons,defed R.aversdalc etc., would bt· 

oblem Communll) reprncntauon 
~ wt Someone answerable for 

"W'hlit '9 m~11ncc. w11nus the fiuco 
Med des,rt th~s .year rclaClhJ 10 the 
with that? I Ministry of Sports rund$ · 
cancef of ~alf returne~ and no prov1• 

drug addi '>1on for funding: nostimulu, 
there's son 10 local voluntary conmbu
peopfe wh uon hccauK no such com-

" Lonehr mun11y r~p cusb 
prob'em ,... C'ohes1on lad. ; 1dcn11t, 
feel threatt lack u _e the: key phra!JC\ 

10 ask tor Until !IUhurb1n schools. 
be 1reate the: medu.al profc:s!J1on . 

rammes tubs , sron1ng bodie s, 
g MISS Al hurches 1nJ the la-. come 
mamed (" ,,gc:ther , rntrucJurc -. 111 
her cllenl! remain unlikely 
r,umber ol I The: cstabl 1shmcn1 w il ) 
t ive men conunuc: 10 Justify It !> cx.h • 
lonely ten« by llmply .. yi ng. lik< 

" They tel Cr Kc&r: 
04

Wc an: 1tud. with 
they 've- evej 11! " 
"They maJ (Dr) BRIAN BOOTH 
broken ,rj Palmerston North 
they 've worked hard to reach the top . 
be successful and suddenly they hnd 
~·• lonely on that pinnacle. 

" And th,s busjness of women being 
over the hill a t •O. good groel , they 're 
jusl ente11ng their sexual pnme 

"Why are people lonely? Society ,s 

too superhcial. mobile . malenalishc 
and competitive. We must move back 
to our fa mily bondings. 

"It's easy to aowd you, day with 
lhings that oon ·, satisfy yQJr basic 
nNds - ~ you can admil that's whal 
you're . doing then hatt the battle 's 
won. But people don't have an honest 
agenda. 

•• 1, 101 of people go inlo marriage 

;Gllvemmcnt. Voluntary agencies bave a wide pool , "W"'-'d you beleo,e. I -,t to the 
~mmunit) ttsourccs. their nu,'bility c:• 11 provide foq National Heer! Foundation and aked 
,and Jeadmhip in the social area which may otherwiac I them to aupporl his vilit. They-en1 
-:neglected.- he said _ inteu1sted. I couldn't beliew ~ - I 
! "It is p<0ple such as these who ..,ill in tl,c final ana)Y' explained he was being hailed in the 
~ct •• the catalyst ..,hich can shift the di~ion of United States as a get-.us and they 
!d~ epcndent. indifferent community towaNS one proVK said . okay when's he coming? · "Wlwn I said in Apr~. they said: 
• ng mutual support. caring and a scMe of pc190ilo F0tget ~. that's NatlOnal Heart Week . 
i~epcndcnce. The ..,ord independence is one ~ 1 pointed out the tm,ng was oenect. 
~ . to b< stressed mon, and more ollen Aae da,-. , he c:01.fd addless their ..-ings. No. 
I "Tbe natun, of our Health and Social Welft,re ~ they said. the theme of their rMelr,gs 
may ha,,,.. for too long. cncourqed some pcopc li>i.t was ot,es,ty, not loneloness. 

· because It's better than not having 
anyone at all. others allow their 
relatlOflShops to oegenerate to cnsis 
point bef0<• they do anything about 
11 . Too many people neglect the 
fnendship s,de of a rela11onsh1p, they 
don't communicate 

,n the State. nol so much as I mean• of shon-tcn " I said: ·~nd why do you think 
•-i•tonce in time of need. but ,.ther • 1 looa-tcri people are obese?' They said: 'We're 
;uppon which can bc'COme addictive. so perpct111tina tJ not inlerest_ed in the cause. we 're only 
Jepcndcn,·e . rather than n,habilitativc, and tllcttt inler•ed on the ewe.' 

1
ming to correct the problem." . ~ ~ . 

·s11eergroups ,a,.,,._. 
end stifling· · 

··Mamage shoukj be SOIi tor mutual 
growth. Because I woman wants to 
dewlop her own potential it does not 
mean $he ,sa mad women's llbber 
who wants 10 reve<se the lam1ly 
ro!e." 

with tlielf neight 
To set up a gri 

no resources oth 
and someone d 
initial door knoc 

The mushroon 
groups is eviden 

Sue hopes lhe 
"' other wes 
pemaps. 

suburban isolation 
IT DOESN'T han to be Karorl. 
You llnd ~ In every etrNt 

<In fterJ IUburb. 

wlth .... ~arllllllyaurpawalwve 
mired down the road. 

And aalle ~ often adl to bigger 
--lnK11mrl.•-· --

CAROL CROMIE 
Thursdays 

001'11 N\01'\ , Oc.-\ober 10 , \'fl'\ 

The atreet 0'014' is as simple as 11s name 
lmplles. a gathering ol women IMng In Iha 
sima street. The group5 - thera .. now 
about a dozen_ In l<arori - maet weekly in 

When the W< 
come to realise 
the groups lead 
lot of pressure 
rearing children 
"Wrth the street , 
do things... . 

They provide ! 
babysitting dub ' 
certainly not SB) 
neighbou<s .. 

l!ut .... ltr:. 
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WORLD-WJDE ISSUES 

How much 

at a nevv 
the seed 

ica and the fields of wortd'• food eupply I• precar- Oth":rm~:fJ; firms include 
Asia, are threatened louety dependent on a narrow the Swiss comp.:rni~ Ciba -

worth~~::::::\ ~ 
tS IT possible the havoc we · I ! 
create is simply the result 
of an apple we ate? 

afoNE of the more Science and technology plus buman 
sreed and frailty equals a formuLI which 
projects aneuily . into the future . 
Everything we do in a fn,e 1<>C1<ly 
assumes the accept.>nce of aome risk. 
But just bow much risk i.s the future 
worth? 

A3 the world awaited the ,.,_try of 
SlcyLlb Art Buchwa ld reassured Amer• 
icans "Ow- people at Nasa an,_ doing 
evervtbin& iD tM1r power to ltt 1t does 
not fa ll on the United States - because 
ii ii does their budget will be cul. " 

r~uthentlc exper-~ 
lencea of the 70. - · · , , 
Illa representative of , · · · 

cntmerlca today II v• · ,~~ . ....___ 
~lal protest gath- ; _ -· '. ,. \ ) ','},:, 
1~rlnga were In the. ,. · f: :,, ,.-_.'.'.J' - ·•, 

'Nothing 1s more 
natural than for 

''60s - la a visit to i · •· ~>1_, ·: .--;-,,,.,i the body to 

Robert Frosch, bead of Nasa. told 
\meric.aus the as tonnes of orbiting 
Skylab woold break up into abool S00 

w•• holistic health ;<· \\ " , .. c · or , , , 
u.meetlng. 1 r ~ .' · -. - 1 

~ Counll"l'~ number.; of j~ , , '.; · ;;-;., 
A m e r TMUIIIDAY . 

heal itself.' 

-HIPJ>OCHATES 

. Ttie·--·da . ·. we\ built' a · t · 
·-· .• . 

-\.err\1~,~ -future. • . . from a New Zaalencl 
1:0,,,..pondent In the ge:--

1..n 1) 

dementing A sma·11 seed 
takes root. 

_.__ 
A SURVEY takNJ In Brl• 
t.Jiin w1nu that de1ene-r1Uoe 
of th, brain in old .. :, wlJl 
bt-conM lbP mo:-- l u rious 
ai111I• loealU, pt'Obltm of tit• 
(uturt. 

And M N)'I that raHinc 
brainpower - ~entla -
•lfec:ta - i.o nve peoplt 
O\'f'I" Lhe 11e or IO. 

It la Ktlmated tbM tlto 
Mll1'll>tt of over • elchtles In 
llrltalll w!U lnctta~ by 
m<lff tun half a million lo 
- U million by 111116 

mbm over UM futu~ oC 
tllH" arrancemeDU. 

The ,urvry a.how• OVN ti 
~ ctot ol t~ over 656 bave 
no <'.hildren to look after 
Uw-m and 11 many a:c ll anr; -,,w "--.. ·- Jwo 
per ceat of ~ aied 'IS '""' ,--• • 0.Y' 
or nver •r• DftJle, widow• j ~ IO a, l'fflUtOIIJ !/ws 
ed or divorced. 1 ""1 - - of llawry. 

I * . • • 
/ 1HERE ia, 11owe-. a -
, llopeful dimeDAion IO tbc 

erroru or the &Dli•n•kea 
' wbich may yet dwarf tile 

polClltial of all otber alra· 
tegiel. 11 ia a 1ep1 otrcum 
illl Uniled States Courta. 

It ia Item& ..... esu,d, DOI 

widely "' - . that if tbc 
. autia wu tlae clacade when 
. America ... """ apart by 

I by MICHAEL COOLING ot Heu..,, 

J,ONDON. Wednad1y. - The hunan roe< 
heed not (ear for its survival in an i.nc~as-
lngly crowded """'1d r•=t with potential 
aca.rcitics or nany raouro:s. 
: This a the c:autiousJy opllffllStic pm:lic-
1tion of a book (The MitchcU Beuky Atlas or 
I Eanh Rcsouroes). just publuhtd. 

• • 

Division 
of world 
wealth 
shadows 

u 
r 
5 

!r 

~ &Urve')· which wa, 
taken by the Office of 
Jkalth t:conomic:a , found 
llalf of the 1ufferera wil t ~ 
quitt ecnudderable uoiat• 
&Det mad aupeirviJlon but 
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they lack the opportunity (or knowledge) to fully utilize the resources. 

This book has received the approval of the World Bank, so presumably, if 

the 'gnomes of international banking' approve, the findings are based on 

reality as well as ideals. 

The themes selected for the news sheets include: 

The Family - Children at Risk 

The Family - Children's Needs 

The Family - Changes: Needs: Problems 

Health Services - Trends and Facts 

Health Problems - Chronic Conditions 

Health Problems - Chronic Disabilities 

Health Problems - Drugs: Alcoholism 

Socio-Health Trends in New Zealand 

Socio-Health Problems 

Socio-Economic Issues and Proposals 

Socio-Health Problems and Solutions 

Social Ills and Some Responses 

World-Wide Socio-Health Issues 

Construction of News Sheets 

The method of content analysis used for the construction of the 

news sheets required that the universe of content be analysed (Kerlinger, 

1973) . In seeking a profile of the social realities and resultant socio-

health disorders experienced by New Zealand Society, a selection was made 

from the newspaper clippings collected during 1979. 

Items were selected for the news sheets by the criterion stated 

on page 150.That is,the item had to relate to an explicit or implicit need 

for nursing assistance. Again, it is necessary to note that the 
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perception of nursing held in this thesis influenced thecho icesmade. 

As one perceives nursing to be a socially prescribed service, initiated 

to help a society to care for members with self-care deficiencies, the 

universe of content is seen to cover anything in the environment which 

reduces wellbeing and self-management. 

CODING OF DATA 

Health problems associated with the realities of life can be 

grouped according to the six main effects they can have into death, 

disease, disability, discomfort, dissatisfaction, and social disruption 

(WHO, 1972). 

But, apart from the first two, such statistics are not often 

satisfactory, if, in fact, they exist at all. Hence reliance on 

statistics, such as those provided by official sources is, a weak support 

for the making of decisions, without the addition of data from wider and 

more informal sources like the mass media. Emphasis has been given, 

therefore, to the coding of data based on the themes which dominate the 

informal sources of information. 

The major themes chosen include: 

I. the family; II. the community-at-large; 

III. specific health problems; and IV. the environment. 

These themes form the major classes and, in turn, sub-classes or 

categories are listed under them. Some of the sub-classes or categories 

can be listed under more than one theme, but, in the main, they relate 

primarily to the class they are placed in. The information sources display 

a marked degree of unanimity in the socio-health issues they report on. 

The items listed in the different categories portray the dominant socio-

health problems confronting New Zealand society presently. 

I I 
I 

i I 
I 



CLASS AND CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION 

I 

II 

III 

FAMILY DISSONANCE AND DISCORD 

Assaults within the family 

Child and juvenile delinquency 

Children-at-risk: handicapped, deprived, 

100 - llO 

100 - 101 

101 - 102 

neglected, abused 102 - 103 

Family stress: chronic illness 

Family stress: weakened kinship ties 

Family stress: psycho-social-economic 

Intergenerational communication gap 

COMMUNITY - AT - LARGE 

Imbalance in age groups 

Increasing suicide attempts and deaths 

Individual and group alienation, 
violence, terrorism, illness related 
to own behaviour 

Reduced social exchange between 
generations 

Socio-economic stress, unemployment 

Socially reduced elders: loneliness 

103 - 104 

104 - 105 

105 - 106 

106 - 107 

llO - 120 

llO - lll 

lll - ll2 

ll2 - 113 

ll3 - ll4 

ll4 - 115 

institutionalism 115 - 116 

Inadequate/inappropriate and/or changing 
health/nursing services 

SPECIFIC HEALTH PROBLEMS 

Drug addiction: criminally and 
therapeutically induced 

Alcoholism 

Bio-psychosocial disorders associated 
with chronic pathological disease and 
genetic disorders 

117 - 118 

120 - 130 

120 - 121 

121 - 122 

123 - 124 
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CLASS AND CATEGORY 

III 
(Cont'd) 

IV 

COMMENT 

Genetic Disorders 

Mental ill health associated with 
modern life stresses 

Increasing chronic diseases, especially 
cardiovascular and malignant disease 

Increased sexually transmitted disease 

Inadequate health care knowledge and 
self-care abilities 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS 

Exploitation of natural resources 

Chemical disorders: radiation, air, 
food and water pollution 

Dehumanizing living and working 
conditions 

Industrial and technological hazards 

Natural disasters, flood, drought 

Traffic congestion and accidents 

CLASSIFICATION 

124 - 125 

125 - 126 

126 - 128 

128 - 129 

129 - 130 

130 - 140 

130 - 131 

131 - 132 

132 - 133 

133 - 134 

134 - 135 

135 - 136 

Collection of information about the social context in which 

177 

New Zealand nurses practise provides essential data for the making of 

optimal curricular choices. An attempt has been made to collect from a wide 

range of official and voluntary agencies. In some instances, it has only 

been possible to refer to the sources from which the information can be 

obtained. The listing of centres from the Planning Research Index, 1979, 

and the Social Welfare Library Catalogues, 1975 to 1979 does not give full 

bibliographical details. But sufficient details 
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are given for easy location of the items listed. 

There are, doubtless, many other sources from which data can be 

collected. But what has been provided is believed to be an adequate 

sample of the kinds of information needed to relate nursing curricula to 

the social context of New Zealand society at this point in time. 

The characteristics of the information collected will be 

discussed in chapter 7. 

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 

The dissemination of information has been discussed already in 

cha pter 4 (p. 74 to 75 ). In brief, the main points stressed there for 

the successful application of an information system require: 

1. the involvement of the users of the system in its (a) development, 

and (b) in the specification of its objectives and usage; 

2. integration of collections of information into logical, comprehensive 

systems, such as the library system used above and/or data banks; 

3. the organisation of data so that it is easily retrievable, and that 

regular access to it is possible; 

4. that operation of the information system is the responsibility of 

the curriculum development and advisory committee (CDAC); 

5. that regular meetings are scheduled by the CDAC with all relevant 

users so that incoming data or changes can be discussed; 

6. that a member of the CDAC is made responsible for circulating, or 

informing about, new inputs and any changes made to the data base 

structure and content. 

Dissemination of information about the social realities and 

resultant disorders of contemporary New Zealand society can be prepared 

for publication in appropriate journals in addition to being presented in 
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this thesis. When, as one believes should be the case, the collection 

of information about the social context in which nurses practise is an 

ongoing activity in curriculum developnent and evaluation, systematic 

exchange of information is important. This exchange of information should 

occur between all components of the nursing education system in New 

Zealand. Further, it should be a three-way exchange of information 

between central, regional, and local (or institutional) health/nursing 

authorities. 

(V) ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF 

THE INFORMATION COLLECTED 

This fifth step of the information system is dealt with in chapter 7. 

To some extent, a broad analysis of the data has been carried out in 

organisation of the material into a logical, comprehensive system for 

accession, retrieval, and ready availability for use. 

(VI) APPLICATION OF THE FINDINGS TO CURRICULUM 

CHOICES IN NURSING EDUCATION 

As stated earlier, this step of the information system merges 

into phase two and three of CRP which require a great deal more resources 

than can be allotted to this thesis. Nevertheless, application of the 

findings to curriculum choices is discussed in the final chapter. 

I . 



CHAPTER 7 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INFORMATION COLLECTED 

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
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This chapter considers the characteristics of the collections 

of data detailed in chapter 6. The observations made here largely relate 

to information about the social context in which New Zealand nurses 

practise. But the collections of data contain some items from international 

and overseas sources also. Since they reflect the near universal concern 

for many of the socio-health disorders presented in the items of informat

ion about New Zealand society. 

An initial broad analysis of the information collected has been 

necessary for construction of the news sheets (p. 161 to 173) and the 

coding of data according to library usage (p. 175 to 177). This is 

essential for its organisation into a logical, comprehensive system. 

Further, it produces a more manageable arrangement of material for 

observation and decision-making. 

Content analysis has been the method used to identify the domin

ant socio-health disorders experienced by New Zealanders. The universe of 

content dealt with, that is, the social realities and resultant disorders, 

requires analysis to determine the health and nursing needs and problems 

of New Zealand society. This makes it pos s ible to formulate broad 

educational goals, appropriate to requirements for health and nursing care, 

and to specify desirable nursing skills in oncoming nurses. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE 

The collections of data can be put into two main groups. The 

first group includes all information collected from official sources, and 

the second all data from voluntary sources. Prior to observing the 
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characteristics of the sample, however, some regrouping of material, from 

both official and voluntary agencies, is necessary. 

First, da.ta from official sources includes reports, research 

findings , and statistical da.ta from governmental and professional/expert 

agencies. These items of information are detailed in 

Appendix Bl (professional sources), Appendix B2 (periodicals), 

Appendix Cl (official publications), Appendix C2 (hospital board 

statistics), 

Appendix C3 (hospital department statistics), and 

Appendix C4 (list of selected entries from an official index and 

catalogues). Only brief observations will be made about the material 

referred to in Appendix C4. 

Secondly, da.ta from voluntary sources includes reports, 

documentaries, news releases, and letters from newspapers, NZBC, and 

various voluntary agencies publications. 

These items of information are detailed in 

Appendix Al, A2, A3, A4 (newspaper and radio items), 

Appendix B3 (social services directories and similar publications), 

Appendix C4 (some entries selected from official publications refer to 

studies or data from voluntary agencies), and 

Appendix D (socio-health and nursing agencies). 

Observations about the characteristics of information collected 

from voluntary agencies will be concentrated on data extracted from the mass 

media. Only general observations will be made about the items of informat

ion listed in appendeces B3, C4, and D. Moreover, items of information 

from the news sheets, newspapers, and radio broadcasts are integrated prior 

to observation. This involves, as shown below, matching the themes of the 

news sheets with the classes and categories chosen for coding of data 

previously (p. 175 to 177). In addition, the number of radio broadcasts 



CLASS 

I 

FAMILY 

DISSONANCE 

II 

COMMUNITY

AT - LARGE 

III 

SPECIFIC 

HEALTH 

PROBLEMS 

CATEGORY 

l. Assaults 
2. Delinquency 
3. Children-at-risk-

abused, handicapped, 

I 
NEWS SHEETS - THEMES 

The Family- Children 
at-Risk P.161 

182 

RADIO 

PROGRAMMES 

39 

deprived. The Family- ·Childrens Broad-
4. Stress-chronic needs. P. 162 casts 

illness 
5. Stress-weakened kin-

ship ties. 
6. Stress-psycho-social-

economic. 
7. Intergenerational-

communication gap. 

1. Age imbalance 
2. Suicide attempts/ 

deaths 
3. Alienation -

individuals/groups 
4. Intergenerational

reduced social 
exchange 

5. Socio-economic stress: 
unemployment 

6. Socially reduced 
elders/loneliness, 
institutionalism. 

7. Inadequate/inapprop
riate and/or changing 
health needs and 
services 

l. Drug addiction 
2. Alcoholism 
3. Bio-psycho-social 

disorders (chronic, 
pathological, t<"Q\4-

l"'\~;~and genetic
1
in 

origin) 
4. Genetic disorders 
5. Mental illness/modern 

life stresses 
6. Increasing chronic 

disease 
7. Increasing sexually 

The Family- Changes, 
Needs, Problems. 
P. 163. 

Health Service -
Trends and Facts 
P. 164 

Socio-health Trends 
in New Zealand. 
P. 168 

Socio-economic 
Issues and 
Proposals. P. 170 

Health Problems -
Chronic Conditions 
P. 165. 

Health Problems -
Chronic Disabilities. 
P. 166. 

Health Problems -
Drugs. P. 167. 

transmitted diseases . H lth Socio- ea 
8. Inadequate health care bl 

Pro ems. P. 169 
knowledge and self-care 
abilities 

related 

to 

family 

issues. 

27 

Broad
casts 

related 

to 

community 

issues. 

31 

Broad
casts 

related 

to 

specific 

health 

problems 
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CLASS CATEGORY NEWS SHEETS - THEMES RADIO 

PROGRAMMES 

IV 1. Exploitation- Socio-health 
natural resources. problems and 18 

ENVIRON- 2. Chemical pollution Solutions. P. 171 
Broad-

3. Dehumanizing condit-
MENTAL 

ions - living and Social Ills and 
casts 

PROBLEMS v.Urking Some Responses. related 
4. Industrial/technol- P. 172 

to 
ogical hazards 

5. Natural disasters - World-Wide Socio- environ-
flood, drought, Health Issues. mental 
famine P. 173 

problems 
6. Traffic congestion/ 

accidents 

related to each class of data is indicated. Finally, in figure 7.1. 

(p.184) the mean percent frequency of socio-health disorders, as 

reported through the mass media during 1979 is shown. 
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The items of information selected are issues of social concern 

frequently reported in the mass media. They have been placed in the 

various classes and categories according to the main theme emphasised in 

the item. But, in a number of instances, they could fit into more than one 

of the classes and/or categories of data. 

The categories or themes, found in the four classes of data, 

are indicative of the socio-health disorders, which are presently dominant 

in New Zealand society. Reliability of the selection made can be inferred 

from similarities in the content of the information obtained. It can be 

said that consensus concerning the dominance of certain socio-health issues 

is implicit in the frequency with which they have been reported by the mass 

media. Further endorsement is provided by the nature of the voluntary 

agencies servicing socio-health needs in New Zealand. 

OBSERVATIONS OF THE DATA COLLECTED 

I CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA FROM OFFICIAL (FORMAL) SOURCES. 

1) Governmental Reports, Research Findings, and Statistical Data. 

Th.e material listed in Appendix Cl, the statistics contained in 

Appendix C2 and C3, and some of the items listed in Appendix B2 and C4 come 

from governmental agencies. These include the New Zealand Department of 

Health (NZDH), health related departments such as the Social Welfare 

Department, and special sections of the health department, such as the 

National Health Statistics Centre (NHSC). 

Overall they provide data about the socio-health needs and problems 

of New Zealand society. Some reports and/or studies provide a general 

survey of the socio-health status of New Zealanders. The NZHD annual report, 

'The Public Health', for the . year ended 31 March, 1979, and the NHSC report, 

''"Trends" in health and health services' 1979, are examples of reports which 

present a general survey of health and health related conditions. Examples 
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of studies which deal with specific issues are the NZDH study (NO. 251, 1979) 

on 'The Use and Misuse of Drugs', and the NZDH (Management Services and 

Research Unit) 1974 study on 'Aged Persons - Including Retirement

Accommodation Needs of the Elderly'. 

NZDH 1979 Public Health Report 

An overview of present socio-health problems can be taken from 

the NZDH 1979 report. In addition to the provision of statistics, the 

report discusses the implications of present health trends. Stress is given 

to the place that lifestyles can have on the causation of socio-health 

disorders. For example, one of the most serious problems is stated to be 

that of death and chronic disablement for the 15 to 24 age group due to 

road accidents. And alcoholism is stated to be an important accessory 

factor to accidents on the road. 

The conflict between the use of resources for community medicine 

and for costly medical technology is also pointed out. The development of 

the New Zealand College of Community Medicine is seen to have considerable 

potential value for the evolution and organisation of future health services. 

This is contrasted with the high cost of tec'Pm61ogicaldevelopments such as 

computerized tomography, renal dialysis, open-heart surgery, and organ 

(kidney) transplants. These examples of costly medical technology are said 

to be linked to medical care specialities which can be provided only on a 

national or regional basis. The use of the health vote is under close 

scrutiny. But measures to apportion it more evenly between visible 1 and 

more drarnatic>technological (surgical and medical intervention) treatments, 

and the less obvious, but compelling, preventive and promotional socio-health 

services needed in the community, are very complex. And the source of 

considerable emotional and political debate. The obtaining of sufficient 

resources to maintain and promote better health is seen as a major problem. 
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Administrative and policy issues covered in the report deal 

with: 

the use and cost (about 60% of the money allocated to health benefits) 

of pharmaceutical benefits; 

hospital board expenditure which continues to rise (over 70% going 

on wages and salaries); 

the developnent of health centres; and 

changes in educational policies for health professionals. 

Among the diseases singled out in the report are cardiovascular 

illnesses, cancer (particularly of the lung), motor car accidents, alcohol 

and drug-related illnesses (and deaths), respiratory disease (bronchitis, 

tuberculosis), venereal disease, and viral hepatitis (now the most 

frequently notified disease in New Zealand). 

When the causes of death are examined it is clear that the 

characteristics of present patterns of ill-health in New Zealand include an 

increase in those related to behavioural practices. Deaths from alcohol 

related diseases (1976-1977) rose 12%, one third of male deaths were due to 

accidents, poisoning, and violence. Mental disorders have increased greatly, 

and chronic, long-term illnesses continue to increase. 

NHSC 1979 Report on Health and Health Services 

From the NHSC report on 'Trends'in health and Health services, 

1979, the statistics on children, aged Oto 4, admitted to hospital, showed 

the most common causes to be: 

4080 (336 in 1939) 

3309 (354 in 1939) 

2361 

2206 

Certain causes of perinatal morbidity. 

Congenital malformations (which can be questioned 

as a disfavourable effect of technological 

advances in medicine). 

Other injury of external cause. 

Pneumonia (still a marked problem). 
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1653 

1652 

1575 

1231 

1117 

1027 

916 

885 

226 

212 
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Bronchitis 

Diseases of tonsils and adenoids. 

Effects of poisons. 

Gastro-enteritis and colitis. 

Hernia. 

Diseases of the skin and cellular tissue. 

Diseases of the ear and mastoid process. 

Asthma. 

Fractures and dislocations. 

Burns and scalds 

Meningitis,encephalitis and intracranial abscess. 

This is not the full list of diseases for which children 

(0 to 4 years) were admitted. For instance, the greater number were 

admitted under 'other defined diseases' (5307). But if one adds certain 

cif the above figures together the profile obtained is that: 

7389 

6811 

5124 

3931 

1231 

children were admitted due to perinatal morbidity and 

congenital malformations,; 

were admitted with pneumonia, bronchitis, diseases of tonsils 

and adenoids, and asthma~ 

were admitted due to injury, poisons, fractures and dislocations, 

burns and scalds, 

children were admitted with gastro-enteritis and colitis, 

diseases of the skin and cellular tissue, diseases of the ear 

and mastoid process, and meningitis, encephalitis, and 

intracranial abscess (of this group it would be reasonable to 

consider that most would be associated with an infection of 

some kind); 

children were admitted with a hernia. It is possible that 

the majority of these would be congenital in type. 
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Otago Hospital Board Statistics Department of Geriatrics (1978) 

(see Appendix C2) 

These statistics show that the most common diseases for which 

the elderly were admitted · included: 

50 - with cerebrovascular disease (and if one adds 'old hemiplegia' 

- 32 - patients the number is 82). 

40 - with trauma. 

32 - with old hemiplegia 

18 - with other nervouse system/sense organ disorders. 

16 - with arthritis and rheumatism. 

15 - with Parkinson's disease. 

13 - with heart disease. 

11 - with other mental disorders (to which can be added senile 

dementia - 3) . 

11 - with other circulatory diseases. 

The profile drawn from the statistics is that common to 

industrial societies where chronic illnesses increase and cerebra-

vascular conditions predominate. 

Dunedin Hospital - Clients seen at the Accident and Emergency Centre 

(see Appendix C3) 

This contains the statistics of one class of clients attended 

to at the centre. Particular note has been made of the numbers of children 

attended to who were under 5 years. It has been noted already on p.188 

that for 1979, 1652 children under 4 years suffered an incident of 

poisoning. When incidents of poisoning are linked with cases of trauma 

one must accept that the number of children-at-risk in New Zealand society 

leaves a lot to be desired. 
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i) Prefessi-0nal -RepoFts -and Studies 

Observations of official data includes that obtained from 

professional or expert sources. Some of this material may be the result 

of studies done in conjunction with governmental agencies. Or it may be 

the result of independent study and research. The weight or value of data 

from professional/expert sources will be dependent on peer evaluation and 

the extent of the research. 

Studies which have been published,particularly in professional 

journals, will have passed criteria set by editorial review lx>ards. 

Information obtained from such studies i~therefore, of value in the 

making of curricular choices. 

Characteristics of Data in the NZNJ 

For instance, the characteristics of the items of information 

extracted from the NZNJ (January 1974 to January 1980) disclose the 

socio-health and nursing needs and problems of concern to New Zealand 

nurses. 

Throughout 1974 and 1975 the dominant concern of ~~ articles 

was related to the giving of care in the community. The importance of the 

primary care role, of health centres, of public participation in the 

nursing and health choices made available to them, and of sustained long

term care for the elderly was stressed. Socio-health problems of particular 

concern related to the elderly, the needs of the family, alcoholism, and 

the effects of change. 

During 1977 and 1978 the characteristics of the data extracted 

still indicate a marked concern with the needs of the family and the need 

for changes in nursing services. Another important characteristic is the 

emphasis on nurse-client relationships, and the need to prepare oncoming 

nurses to practise in contemporary society. This also includes a need to 
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provide practising nurses with learning experiences to assist them to 

adapt to contemporary New Zealand society and its needs. Socio-health 

problems of particular concern related to stress in New Zealand society, 

particularly in women and youth. Drug addiction, mental ill-health, the 

needs of the disabled, inequalities in health care, a concern for the 

relatives, and attention to values also received marked discussion during 

this period. 

Another issue of particular concern in 1978 related to the needs 

of those attended to in accident departments. 'Loneliness' in general 

and, specifically, in relation to pain was also discussed. 

In 1979 the need and demand for community health services 

continued to be a marked characteristic in articles concerned with socio-

health needs. The changing role and status of health professionals in the 

delivery of health care was also an issue of concern. Socio-health problems 

to which particular attention was paid included the needs of the intellect

ually handicapped, the terminally ill, the sufferers of rheumatoid arthritis, 

and the risks children experience. The rights of patients also received 

attention and the need for nurses to act as patient advocates. 

Characteristics of Data in Periodicals .••. 

Only a brief reference is made here to the characteristics of 

the data listed in Appendix B2. Many of the studies referred to are from 

international agencies. The marked characteristics of these items of 

information relate to the need for primary health care, a reorganisation 

of services, and a reordering of priorities in the use of resources. 

Socio-health issues to which particular attention is paid include: 

the needs and problems of families; 

the occurrence and results of road accidents, with emphasis on accident 

mortality in childhood; 



environmental health, diarrhoeal infections, and the effects of 

poverty; 

the needs of the handicapped; and 

the needs of the elderly. 

Characteristics of Data in Appendix C4 
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This contains material from official and voluntary sources but 

amongst the items listed are a number of professional reports and studies. 

Of these, as examination of the items shows, socio-health issues of dominant 

concern are those related to the needs of the disabled, the family, children, 

the elderly, alcoholics and their families. The .occurrence and result of 

violence, delinquency, child abuse, drug dependency, mental ill-health, 

environmental pollution, the costs of sophisticated general and medical 

technology, and institutionalization of the elderly are issues of dominant 

concern in the reports and research studies. Loneliness, social inadequacy, 

and the needs arrl problems of special groups such as young families and 

migrants are topics dealt with in many of the studies. 

II CHARACTERISTICS · OF DATA FROM VOLUNTARY SOURCES 

Observations of data from voluntary sources will be made, largely, 

from items of information extracted from the 'mass media'. As a basis for 

the observations, reference is made to the dominant characteristics of the 

data shown . in figure 7.1. (p. 184). This demonstrates the mean per cent 

frequency of socio-health disorders as reported in the mass media. This 

includes data from all sections of the mass media. 

Figure 7.1. shows the mean percent frequency of the four 

classes of socio-health disorders used for coding of the data. In addition, 

shown in brackets is the mean percent frequency of the various categories 

within each class. 
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Class I Socio-Health Issues Related to the Family 

This includes data gathered from the newspapers, radio 

broadcasts, and to a limited degree, from television. Socio-health issues 

affecting the family are widely reported throughout the mass media. Data 

related to the family was 26% of the total information gathered from the 

mass media. Of the categories of data within this class the issues of 

greatest concern, inferred by the frequency of reporting, can be seen to 

be: 

30% of items dealt with some aspect of child and juvenile delinquency; 

30% of items dealt with some aspect of family psycho-social-economic 

stress; 

18% of items reported involved children-at-risk (accidents, poisoning, 

abused, handicapped or susceptible to genetic and environmental hazards); 

10% of items reported dealt with family stress associated with weakened 

kinship ties (7%) and intergenerational communication problems (4%); 

8% dealt with assa ultswithin the family; 

3% dealt with stress due to chronic illness in the family. 

In general, the characteristics point to the strain induced by 

rapidly changing social conditions in New Zealand society. This is assoc

iated with increasing urbanisation, economic stress, industrial/technolog

ical developments, mobile populations, and reduced family and friendship 

networks to support young families . - or to sustain the psychosocial needs 

of the elderly. 

Class II Characteristics of Socio-Health Issues Related to 

community Issues 

The characteristics of socio-health issues affecting the 

community-at-large show that: 

52% of items reported dealt with some aspect of inadequate, inappropriate, 

and/or changing socio-health and nursing services (with greatest stress 



bei_ng given to inadequate services in the community); 

25% of items dealt with some aspect of socio-economic stress and 

unemployment; 

14% of items were concerned with individual and group alienation, 

violence, terrorism, or illness related to own behaviour; 
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6% reported the loneliness and social distancing experienced by the 

elderly; and 

1% dealt with suicide. 

As with the family, stress due to rapidly changing social 

systems is a marked feature of all the categories of disorder affecting 

the community at large. The interdependence of socio-health and economic 

factors is marked. 33% of the items reported throughout the mass media 

were in this class of data about community socio-health disorders. 

Class III Characteristics of Specific Health Problems 

28~% of items of information extracted from the mass media dealt 

with some aspect of specific health problems. 

26% reported concern about some aspect of alcoholism; 

17% dealt with mental ill-health associated with modern life stresses; 

14% were occupied with inadequate health care knowledge; 

12% reported issues related to drug addiction; 

11% dealt with bi~psychosocial stress associated with pathological/ 

genetic disorders; 

9% were concerned with the increasing amount of chronic diseases; 

5% dealt with genetic disorders; and 

2% reported increasing sexually transmitted disease. 

Once more, the dominant characteristic of all the categories of 

disorders in this class of specific health problems is the stress 

experienced by people in a time of rapid change. Another marked feature 
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is the inadequacy of self-care abilities, and the recognition of a need 

for more health knowledge and strategies to cope with change. 

Alcoholism, drug addiction, and mental ill health (together 

totalling 55% of reported health problems) all point to some failure of 

individuals to cope and maintain self-care. 

Disorders associated with pathological and genetic disease 

also point to deficiences associated with industrial/technological 

developments. 

Class IV Characteristics of Environmental Problems 

12½% of items of information extracted from the mass media 

related to environmental issues which affect socio-health and economic 

conditions in New Zealand. 

26% of items dealt with chemical pollution; 

23% reported concern about the exploitation of natural resources; 

23% were concerned with some aspect of traffic congestion and accidents; 

20% dealt with industrial and technological hazards; and 

8% rep<ilrted some dehumanizing aspect of living and working conditions. 

The dominant characteristic of environmental problems points 

to a failure of social systems to keep pace with industrial and technolog

ical developnents. Or to a failure to order priorities advantageous to 

a society's total needs. 

Characteristics of Data in Directories and Similar Publications 

The most marked characteristic of the social services 

directories (SSD), p. 249to p. 251 is the number of voluntary agencies listed 

to service socio-health needs. Most of the voluntary agencies named are 

'self-help' in ethos and organisation. They are also initiated and managed 

by affected individuals and/or their families, friends, and others in the 

cormnunity. In addition to encouraging 'self-help' in their members they 
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provide mutual support for each other. They also cover felt needs and 

gaps in the services provided by official socio-health and related 

organisations. 

For example, among the voluntary agencies listed are those that 

help individuals and their families to cope with the management of: 

epilepsy, asthma, diabetes, cystic fibrosis; 

physical or mental handicaps; 

alcoholism and drug addiction; 

chronic illnesses; and 

various social disabilities such as poverty (budgetary and welfare 

services). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Having observed the characteristics of the information gathered, 

from both official and voluntary sources, to identify the dominant socio

health disorders of contemporary New Zealand society one can draw certain 

conclusions about present needs and problems. 

1) The disorders which predominate are largely those that occur in an 

'age of degenerative and man-made disease' (Omram, 1974). 

2) The problems of an ageing population are of increasing concern. 

3) Inappropriate and/or inadequate socio-health services are not meeting 

the needs of people in the community. Over 70% of ill-health or self

care disabilities exists in those living at home, but over 70% of the 

health vote is spent on the 30% cared for in hospitals. 

4) Many contemporary socio-health disorders have their origin in the 

conditions of life in an increasingly urban/industrial/technological 

society. Ischaemic heart disease, dental decay, hypertension and its 

effects, and increasing mental ill-health associated with stress, are 

examples of such conditions. 
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5) Increasing urbanisation, mobile populations, rapid and persistent 

change are important factors in contemporary socio-health needs and 

problems. 

6) the basic social unit of society, the family, is under stress as is 

evidenced by the degree of child and juvenile delinquency, increasing 

assaults and violence within the family, and the increasing number 

of children-at-risk. 

7) Urban and industrial pollution is increasing and is the cause, or 

suspected cause, of much ill-health. 

8) Chronic illnesses requiring long-term sustained care predominate. 

the community the number of individuals and families who require 

assistance increases steadily. Physically and intellectually 

handicapped individuals through genetic, pathological or traumatic 

incidents, require varying amounts of help with self-care. 

In 

9) There is a growing awareness that health services, the preparation of 

health professionals, and the settings for the provision of health 

care need reorganisation and a re-ordering of priorities. 

10) The cost of health services outstrips resources, and emphasises the 

need to provide health education and promote self-care abilities. 

Health professionals need to assist individuals to take more 

responsibility for their own health. 

11) The socio-economic factors that influence lifestyles also needs 

consideration. Communities must be given an effective part in the 

planning of socio-economic and health services. It is, for example, 

the responsibility of the whole community to consider and overcome the 

road accidents, alcoholism, and drug addiction that are the cause of 

so many deaths and morbidity. 

12) The nursing requirements of New Zealand society must be based 

(a) on the dominant socio-health needs and problems that exist, and 
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(b) be adapted to changing needs and problems as identified by the 

information seeking phase of CRP. 

COMMONALITIES PRESENT IN SOCIO-HEALTH DISORDERS 

There are a number of factors or commonalities associated with 

contemporary socio-health disorders in New Zealand society. This is true 

for most contemporary societies, although as Ornrarn (1974) points out, it dep

ends on the era of 'epidemiologic transition' that a society is experiencing. 

The commonalities relate to: 

1) the status of individual and societal interrelationships; 

2) individual and institutional abilities to cope with change; 

3) the ability of individuals and groups to communicate with others; 

4) the nature of individual, group, and societal values; 

5) attitudes towards the environment and resources; and 

6) technology and its management are closely interrelated with the problems 

confronting New Zealand society. 

The application of an information system to the social realities 

and resultant disorders of New Zealand society led to the collection of items 

of information from a wide range of observed data. This was followed by a 

broad analysis for the purpose of classification of the data. It ends with 

the conclusion that desirable nursing skills in oncoming nurses must be 

relevant to the socio-health problems towards which nursing practice and 

education should be oriented. 

Figure 7.2. depicts the types of nursing skills that can be 

considered most relevant to contemporary socio-health disorders in New 

Zealand society. Among desirable nursing skills the following require 

emphasis. 

1) The capacity to solve problems. 



2) The ability to manage change and to use strategies of adaptation, 

flexibility, and innovation. 
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3) Ability to communicate - to listen, respond, and to interact well with 

others; 

4) The ability to make decisions relating to values and skills; 

5) Technical proficiency. 

6) The ability to function independently and in a team. 

7) Careful, efficient use of resources. 

8) Accountability for actions. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

SUMMARY 

The basic argument presented in this thesis is that nursing, 

as a socially prescribed service, must continually identify and adapt to 

changing socio-health and nursing needs and problems. To fulfil its 

purpose nursing must appreciate the underlying causes of socio-health 

malaise and not just its ouctomes. It must also determine the most 

appropriate settings or location of nursing practice. Further, it must 

make optimal curricular choices based on knowledge and understanding of the 

social context in which nurses practise. The organisation, content, and 

learning experiences chosen for nursing curricula must be relevant to the 

foremost social realities and resultant disorders. 

Nursing education is seen to have two major functions. One is 

to prepare oncoming nurses capable of responding to societal and individual 

need for nursing care. Hence the learning needs and capacitites of 

individual students must be determined if learning outcomes are to be 

successful. Secondly, curricular processes must be formulated to: 

(a) identify, on a continuing basis, the foremost social realities and 

resultant disorders of a society; and 

(b) update the broad and specific educational goals of curricula. 

In other words, there must be an ongoing assessment of what is 

socially of the greatest value for society. And, more specifically, what 

the nursing requirements of a society are to help attain optimal socio

health goals for its members. 

A particular approach has been taken in an attempt to answer 

the questions discussed in this thesis. A conceptual framework, the 

'triadic nursing model', was developed in order to delineate the key issues 
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nursing has to deal with in contemporary society. 

Acceptance of nursing as a socially prescribed institution is 

the main tenet of the model. It holds that nursings purpose is essentially 

a response to societal and individual need for nursing assistance. 

Therefore, both the social and personal require study. 

Since effective nursing care requires knowledge of the total 

environment of those who may require it emphasis has been given to the 

development of an educational tool with a system approach. Called the 

'curriculum relevancy process' it provides for the ongoing identification 

of the dominant social realities and resultant disorders. It then acts, 

on the basis of the information obtained, as a problem-solving, evaluative 

process. And, finally, it leads to actions to adapt nursing curricula to 

the needs of society for nursing assistance, and maximize the outcomes for 

students. 

Within the limits of this thesis it was only possible to pursue 

the information seeking phase of CRP. This led to elaboration of an 

information system to assist in the development of nursing curricula. 

To gain information about contemporary social realities and their 

resultant outcomes two main activities were undertaken. First, an extensive 

review of the social realities of contemporary societies ·was made to define 

the social context in which nursing practises. This involved review of: 

dominant trends and problems; 

the realities of social institutions (focussed on the family) ·; 

changing patterns of ill-health; 

the management of technology; and 

classification of values in an age of degenerative and man-made disease. 

'Social realities' has been defined as the actual conditions, 

pressures, disabilities and abilities, limitations and resources that exist 

in the lifespace of people and-forcqthe environment within which nursing 
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functions. 

The major issues which dominate in the social realities of today 

include: 

the problems of rapid persistent change and its effects on social 

institutions and individuals; 

diseases associated with increasing urbanisation, industrial and 

technological developments, mobile populations, and the hazards of 

pollution; 

the rapidly escalating costs of health services and the need to clarify 

values and make choices in the use of available resources; and 

the need to promote health education and promote the self-care 

abilities of individuals and their societies. 

The second, and more specific activity, has been to use the 

information seeking phase of CRP to focus on the social context in which 

New Zealand nurses practise. 

To gain a comprehensive portrayal of New Zealand society's 

socio-health problems and nursing requirements, information has been sought 

from both official and voluntary sources. As the Department of Health 

1979 Report 'The Public Health' points out~ t~en with all its expertise, 

it did not consider that it could give all the information needed to strike 

a balance between the health services provided and the needs that exist 

for health care. Moreover, it stressed that alongside the information 

collected about inpatients there is little corresponding information about 

those seen at outpatients, dispensaries, or in their homes. 

The need for broader information about a society's socio-health 

problems is important for nursing education. When the characteristics of 

data extracted from the mass media is compared with that obtained by right, 

or on request, from traditional sources it is clear that there can be 

serious gaps in our understanding of socio-health and nursing needs. 
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For example, how does one establish the criteria for allocat

ing time and learning experiences in relation to institutional and 

community nursing practice? Or how does one choose the locations where 

learning experiences are best provided? What content should form the 

basis of the various programmes and how can it be selected? What is 

the relation of the learning experiences to the location where nursing is 

to be practised? Data to answer such questions must come from official 

and voluntary sources. 

The number of voluntary and self-help agencies ~a 't::,e. found 

in New Zealand also indicate the number of inadequacies in the services 

provided. They do have, of course, a valuable role to play in their own 

right but, as several of the news sheets show, there is a considerable 

degree of need for help expressed through the mass media or literature 

published by the agencies. Pleas for help from the disabled or the 

chronically ill at home, for example, indicate a need for oncoming 

nurses to be given more exposure to the community than is generally 

provided. Focussing on community health problems helps to avoid confusion 

between the role of the nurse in sickness and in health. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Interpretation of the information collected, classified, and 

analysed leads to several conclusions. The over-riding impact made by the 

data is the need for individuals and societies to be cared for in ways that 

release their own self-care abilities and self-direction towards wholeness. 

An examination of the overall profile of need formed by the 

issues affecting the family, the community-at-large, specific health 

problems, and the environment suggest that the following factors underly 

socio-health malaise. 
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1) A failure of interrelationships, inadequate coping strategies to 

manage change, and a widespread failure of social institutions, such 

as nursing and education, to include an orderly, adaptive process for 

change which assists people to function adequately in a time of 

continuous and rapid change. 

2) A widespread inability of individuals and groups to communicate with 

each other. 

3) Ill-defined values about work, sexual relations, intergenerational 

relations, shared responsibilities and rights related to the physical 

and social environment, individual integrity, group belonging, and 

healthy social exchange in primary and secondary groups. 

4) A failure of responsible use and care of the physical environment 

and resources. 

5) A failure of communities to grasp that new plans, new places, new 

strategies, and new machinery such as computers, cannot be better than 

those who initiate or use them; that, in reality, no solution is ideal 

for all ti.me as the environment is constantly changing and individuals 

change in response to it; in other words there is a need to recognize 

the triviality of technology without responsive, sensitive human 

management. 

6) Community services for educating, providing, and caring can lack 

relevance if they fail to take into account the causes of individual 

and group needs and their relationships with social-cultural- and 

economic issues. 

For consumers of the nursing education programmes - clients, 

students, and society - -one must also include that, as Camus (1961) 

stresses, there is an urgent need to increase the amount of responsibility 

to be found in people everywhere. There is also a need to help them to 

acquire the coping strategies to deal with uncertainty and change, and, 
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where applicable, to bring about change. Educationalists, such as 

Toffler (1974) emphasise that to function in quickly changing environments 

learners must be provided with the opportunity to do more than receive and 

store knowledge and acquire skills. One must conclude that the development 

of the 'nurse person' (Simms & Lindberg, 1979) is the key to optimal 

outcomes for nursing education pr_ogrammes since so many of the skills imply 

the use of the self in relating to and caring for others. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSING 

There is a clear need for nursing to reorganise its services, 

practice settings, and educational policies if nurses are to be able to 

function in different situations. And if they are to function according to 

the needs of different clients. As oncoming nurses are generally of an 

age when interpersonal, moral, and reasoning skills are developing beyond 

a conventional level (Kohlberg, 1971: Piaget, 1965) attention to the 

development of the 'self' of the student must be seen as a vital and 

integral part of the learning experiences chosen. 

The commonalities of socio-health disorders, and the nursing 

skills seen as desirable in relation to them, make it clear that the 

interactions of the nurse with the client are as important as the nursing 

care she administers. 

Moreover, in a time when 'knowledge' and 'technological 

explosions' present many dilemmas, criteria of value must be identified for 

nurses, and learning experiences chosen to promote their acquisition. 

Awareness that material and human resources must be used more responsibly 

must also be promoted. In socio-health related services, as requirements 

become limitless and resources shrink, priorities must be established. 

In general, the preparation of nurses must include whatever gives them the 

broadest possible understanding of humanity and the world in which they 
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live (Henderson, 1978). 

As defining the social context of contemporary societies in 

chapter 5, and, specifically, of New Zealand society in chapters 6 and 7 

indicates, nursing priorities include provision of care related to: 

1) the degenerative disorders of industrial societies and the epidemic 

and endemic conditions of developing ones; 

2) behavioural and lifestyle disorders such as alcoholism, drug 

dependency, smoking, faulty dietary habits, and accidents; 

3) the care of the frail elderly; 

4) care of the lonely and alienated; 

5) care of the physically and mentally disabled, and the growing number 

of chronically ill at home in the community; and 

6) the changing social patterns of relationships and the increasing 

demand for provision of a sustaining relationship by those who need 

care. This is seen as a critical need in the 'global village' of 

today. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSING EDUCATION 

1) Nursing education must be planned around the activities that newly 

qualified nurses must be skilled in. As an applied science, nursing 

must use a variety of social and natural sciences to assist nurses to 

develop the skills shown in figure 7. 2. (p. ~oo). And the location 
., 

of need, over 70% in the community (Mahler, 1977 -Mclauch\v-.) should 

be the prime location of learning experiences. 

2) One specific contribution that an alert nursing profession can make 

f0r ongoing identification and evaluation of current social realities 

is to (a) use educational processes; such as CRP, and 

(b) to have flexible organisational structures which permit 

-'l'< 1976 
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ready adaptation as requisite. It follows that continuing education 

programmes are vital. 

3) As the realities of social life form the environment in which nursing 

functions, nursing education at central, regional, and local or 

institutional level must operate information systems to gather relevant 

data. 

4) The outcomes and commonalities of the social realities must form the 

socio-health indicators upon which nursing policy at central, regional, 

and local level is based. 

5) The content of nursing curricula must be related to contemporary need. 

For example, the care of the frail and elderly, the lonely and the 

chronically ill needs psychosocial support expressed through good 

interpersonal skills and ability to communicate. Hence content from 

the behavioural sciences needs to be increased in nursing curricula, 

and teaching/learning strategies employed that facilitate learning in 

this area. The nature of socio-health problems is such that educational 

activity must be regarded as an integral part of a nurses activities. 

61 The provision of counselling techniques to assist oncoming nurses to 

develop optimal coping abilities and to handle stressful situations -

professional and personal. 

7) The climate in learning situations must be warm, accepting, and 

stimulating, and learning experiences provided that help the student to 

develop a similar climate in the client situation. 

8) Criteria of value need to be set and maintained through all stages of 

curriculum developnent, evaluation, and adaptation (criteria of value 

are shown in figure 3.2. p. 40, and figure 3.3. p. 41). 

9) Implicit in the study are implications about a society's need to know, 

for example, about ecological interdependence and shared co-operative 

planning. 
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10) There is a great need for assessment tools to determine the readiness 

of oncoming nurses to practise in the social context in which they 

wull be employed. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Examination of the social realities and resultant disorders of 

contemporary societies, including New Zealand, demonstrates that the 

resilience of nursing to keep on providing relevant care, requires 

oncoming nurses who can apply desirable skills to different clients and 

situations. 

The complexity of contemporary societies compels nursing to be: 

flexible, dynamic, and responsive to changing needs; 

develop and use ongoing evaluative strategies in order to identify the 

socio-health needs of people who are coping with the realities of 

rapidly changing systems; and 

structure nursing education programmes so that they can be readily 

adapted to changing socio-health requirements. 

This is emphasised in a number of recent studies, for example, 

by Katz & Fil lop, 1978: Hastings & Murray, 1976: Skeet & Elliott, 1978: 

Conley, 1973: Jacobs, 1976: Clark, 1978: Graham, 1979: Abdellah et al. 

1973: CERI, 1975, 1977: NERF Manpower Planning Report, 1977: and WHO, 

1977. 

Katz & ~u lop, for instance, stress that: 

a) as health is increasingly considered a right not a privilege it 

requires a corresponding change in the attitudes of health professionals; 

b) there is still too often reliance on past educational experiences which 

have proved to be inefficient, and, as a result, there are still too 

many education programmes and processes which are irrelevant and 
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inappropriate; and 

c) innovations, alternatives, and strategies are developing which can lead 

to the use of properly trained manpower. 

Jacobs, 1976: Hastings & Murray, 1976: Clark, 1978: Simms 

& Lindberg, 1979: and Steele & Harmon, 1979, in particular, provide some 

very good material on recent trends and innovations. 

Two points of note can be taken from the fourteen educational 

programmes that Katz & Fli. lop refer to in their study. First, emphasis is 

given to the need for effective coordination between professionals, and 

between professionals and society, to ensure that the programme is relevant 

to its role in improving the health status of the community of which they 

are part. Secondly, the selection of students for optimum utilization of 

learning opportunities is considered vital for successful outcomes. 

Among current innovations and responses being made by nursing 

certain ones referred to below, are seen to be especially important. 

Person-Centred/Community-Focussed Nursing Education Progranunes 

As the broad or central goal of a nursing education programme 

relates to the needs of a society for health and nursing care its members 

can be considered as central people in the 'learning system'. This is 

increasingly recognized and forms the basis of person-centred and community

focussed curricula. Clark (1978), in defining 'learning system' as a 

combination of interdependent factors - people, media, and materials -

that interact to achieve a goal, has not specified who is included in 

'people'. But one can interpret it widely to include the potential and 

actual clients of a society. 

The place of clients in the learning system is seen to exist, 

not only with the experiences provided in learning situation, but in their 

participation with the task of identifying health and nursing needs. 

There is a growing appreciation that the identification of socio-health and 
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nursing needs should form the basis of curricular construction rather than 

an overriding concern with the maintenance of institutional health services. 

Mussallem (1975) reports that health and social sciences are 

finding that the care provided by health professionals may not be very 

significant. Further, she refers to Illich's suggestion that health 

professionals are only interested in illnesses which are treatment based. 

Nor does he exclude nurses from this criticism as he points out that they 

deny people the right to have an interest in their own care. This is now 

a less legitimate criticism than previously, but, as Mussallem (1975) 

notes, over 80% of nurses are still located in health service institutions 

where they have not the opportunity to alter the course of events that 

bring patients to the hospital. And only about 9% of registered nurses 

work in settings where the primary concern is not illness. 

In her description of the problems of the very old - the 80 to 

90 year olds - Auld (1979) provides a ready example of the value of 

including members of a society in the task of identifying their health and 

nursing needs. Auld names the problems requiring examination and solution 

as those of forgetfulness, of incontinency, or reduced immobility, and the 

lack or absence of caring family members. Specifically, in this instance, 

the people in the 'learning system' must include the client population, 

those closest to them, and the wider society. Since the required solutions 

are primarily those of care and companionship, independence should be 

maintained in their own homes for as long as possible, and, when 

institutional care is necessary, it should be provided in homelike, not 

hospital, institutions, and be run on a new nursing model and not the 

traditional medical model. 

It is not, in other words, an institutional problem, but a 

problem of people and relevant others in their lifespace. Peters (1973) 

notes that one of the main problems in planning the care of the elderly 
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is to 'respect their personalities whilst grouping their infirmities. To 

the old, as to the young, choice is a precious prerogative'. 

Oncoming nurses require considerably more exposure to the 

community than is generally provided if the outcomes seen as desirable 

by Auld (1979) are to be achieved. This is not to imply that institutional 

health services can be ignored, nor a profitable use of technological 

innovations, but that in the use of 'learning systems' the total learning 

situation must be the basis for assessment of socio-health requirements. 

The clustering of health professionals in disease treatment 

settings for learning experiences focuses attention on the treatment of 

illness rather its prevention, and on the illness rather than the person. 

Moreover, the student nurse's learning needs tend to be secondary to 

service needs. On the other hand, focussing on conununity nursing problems 

helps to avoid confusion between the role of the nurse in sickness and in 

health (O'Connell, 1978: Baly, 1973: Peplau, 1977: Mussallem, 1975: 

Milio: Smith, 1979). 

A curriculum, based on the priority of needs of contemporary 

societies, will be related to: 

(a) the degenerative disorders of an ageing population in industrial 

societies, or the epidemic, endemic, and nutritional disorders of a 

predominantly young population in developing societies; 

(b) behavioural disorders such as alcoholism, drug dependency, smoking, 

obesity or wrong dietary habits, accidents or trauma associated with 

behaviour and other 'life-style disease'; 

(c) the care of the frail elderly; 

(d) the physically and mentally disabled, the many for whom medicine has 

little to offer by way or cure (Clark, 1979 notes that after the 

curable and preventable has been contended with there is still a good 

deal left, and often ignored, and that what this requires is 'care'); 
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and 

(e) the changing social patterns of relationships in, especially, 

industrial societies. These place new demands on nurses, for example, 

the provision of a sustaining relationship is, as Nakagawa (1974) 

believes, a critical human need. Begg, 1976: McLauc hlo.n, 1976: 

Kennedy, 1979: Etzioni, 1979: and Illich, 1975 regard this as a 

particularly critical need in the 'instant suburbs' of industrial 

societies. 

Henderson (1978) stresses that the most successful preparation 

of nurses will always include whatever gives them the broadest possible 

understanding of humanity and the -world in which they live. Simms & 

Lindberg, 1979: Steele & Harmon, 1979: and Clark, 1978 are particularly 

concerned that the 'self' of the student is given adequate opportunity for 

growth, clarification of values, and the acquisition of 'affective' as well 

as cognitive and psychomotor skills. As Stenhouse (1976) points out, it is 

the business of education to liberate and to stimulate creativity and not 

just to inform. In relation to the acquisition of 'affective skills' for 

oncoming nurses, it is the business of nursing education to promote the 

growth of creative interactions and the making of judgements of value and 

not just to supply a list of principles by which to act. 

Certainly if the all round excellence required for a nurse to 

be 'compassionate' and 'competent' - the two key qualities one believes to 

be central to nursing - is to be achieved, the acquisition of 'affective' 

skills must be actively and deliberately pursued in the educational 

programme. 

Continuing Education Programmes 

Due, in part, to the 'knowledge explosion', and partly to new 

insights about the nature of the learning process, it has become generally 
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accepted that no basic course will ever provide a nurse with what she 

will need to know for skilled performance throughout a lifetime career 

(Leone, 1966: Michahelles, 1977: CERI, 1975: Popiel, 1973: NERF, 1977: 

ANA, 1975: Bergman, 1978: Australian Report on Nursing Education & 

Training, 1978: Simms & Lindberg, 1979: Toffler, 1974 ..... ) 

Steele & Harmon (1979) write that the nurse must assume the 

stance of the continuing learner in order to be an effective practitioner. 

Steele (1978) also emphasises the need for education to be regarded as a 

process, and, consequently, for content and learning strategies to be 

selected to show processes and to enable students to experience learning 

as an ongoing continuous experience. The aim is to set students off on 

a journey of discovery (Bruner, 1966), and not to confine them to the 

products of established learning. 

Acceptance of the need for continuing education is reflected 

by the planning of continuing education programmes at national, regional, 

and institutional levels in the majority of contemporary societies. The 

amount of content in general and specialized nursing is so great that it 

is virtually impossible for it to be dealt with in a specified period of 

time. 

Student-Centred Learning Strategies 

Learning strategies which are increasingly favoured are those 

which emphasise the importance of the learning climate for student 

developnent and growth, the integration of theory and practice, the 

acquisition of problem-saving and affective skills, place patient 

participation high in learning experiences, and view the teacher as a 

facilitator and role-model rather than as an instructor (Toffler, 1974: 

Standeven, 1977: Hughes, 1979: Koonz, 1978: Wong, 1979: ICN, 1973: 

Rogers, C, 1976: Bergman, 1977: Clark, 1978: Orem, 1971: Jacobs, 1976: 

and Steele & Harmon, 1979 ••.• ). 
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Jacobs (1976) considers that the health professions have, 

generally, neglected the uniqueness of individual students as lea rners 

and made little attempt to match learning needs with modes of instruct

ion. On the contrary, he notes, in i tial student differences become 

exacerbated with two results: student attrition is considerable, and 

there is a wide range of 'quality' among graduating health professionals. 

Individualized Learning, Self-Instruction Programmes, Media Use 

Self-direction and individualized learning is stressed by many 

educationalists today. This, in part, is due to the 'knowledge explosion', 

but, as Clark (1978) notes, individualized learning through tutors and 

apprenticeship programmes is not new. What is new is the develoµnent, 

for example, of simulation experiences, games, and programmed instructions 

or learning packages. Additionally, as Jacob's remarks above make clear, 

the adaptation of learning measures and instruction to the individual 

student is of more recent origin. 

Generally, a problem-solving approach is used in conjunction 

with learning of this nature in order to find solutions for immediate 

application. Richardson (1978) considers it reasonable to believe that 

instilling, for example, basic and generalizable skills of self-observation 

and self-assessment of progress or change, has considerable potential for 

improving the quality and generalizability of learning in a number of 

academic and skill training programmes. 

Clark (1978) finds that one of the main advantages of 

individualized and self-instructional approaches is that it allows students 

to use a variety of perceptual structures and learning styles in order to 

achieve desirable goals. A main disadvantage is unfamiliarity or lack of 

commitment to this type of learning strategy by the teacher or faculty. 

As Steele (1978) comments, changing the role of the teacher 
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from an information-giver to a learning facilitator, alters interrelation

ships and responsibilities. Consequently, adequate preparation and 

clarification of the new strategies is essential for staff and students. 

For faculty there are increased responsibilities for planning and collect

ing material prior to the course commencing. But as the course proceeds 

the onus for learning rests with the student. Successful management of 

these learning strategies also requires effective combining of the use of 

educational technology .with a humanistic, person-centred approach. 

Changing Curricular Approaches 

Over the last decade or so there has been considerable growth 

in the quality and variety of curriculum approaches used by nursing 

education. Brief mention is made of only two of these, that is, of a 

'core curriculum' and an 'integrated curriculum'. 

A 'core curriculum' is basically organised around the major 

problems of significance to students, and subject matter is brought in 

only as needed to manage these problems. Vars (1976) points out that, 

although the term is sometimes applied to any type of interdisciplinary 

programme, it is more accurately used in reference to block-time programmes 

with a distinctive curricular emphasis. 

Vars (1976) also notes that core curriculum is regarded by many 

curriculum experts as one of the few genuinely differect approaches to 

education this century. Additionally, he believes that present attempts 

to 'humanize' and 'personalize' educational programmes can be seen as a 

part of core philosophy, newly adopted under such labels as, for example, 

'humanistic curriculum'. 

A core curriculum is often found in association with a modular 

system which allows for additional modules to follow the core curriculum. 

These modules are added according to student motivation and competencies; 
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1977: Steele, 1978: Briggs, 1972: Vars, 1976). 
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An 'integrated curriculum' is one which Graham (1979) 

describes as being essentially of a spiral nature in which basic ideas 

are repeatedly visited and built upon. This is considered to deepen 

understanding and learning as the basic ideas are used in progressively 

more complex forms. 

Carney (1977) describes such curricula as integrating content 

and skills and eliminating divisions of study according to specialities, 

for instance, medicine or surgery. Instead, central themes are utilized 

such as healthy growth and development, deviations from health, stress, 

and adaptation. 

Combining or replacing two or more subjects in a course helps 

to avoid gaps and duplications. For example, the efficiency of dealing 

with all aspects of a topic such as drug abuse instead of parcelling it 

out- between health, science, and social studies is stressed by Vars 

(1976). Cornillot (1977) makes a similar point when he refers to 

programmes centred around the theme of health. 

This study has raised many questions about the ways in which 

nursing education relates its programmes and curricular choices to the 

realities of social life. The need for educational processes, such as 

CRP, to determine the relevancy of nursing education programmes is great. 

Only the information-seeking phase of CRP has been fully pursued, but 

utilization of the whole process is recommended if the findings of the 

first phase are to be validated. 

1) Since socio-health problems, actual and potential, must be determined 

before nursing action and educational choices, can be made, a system

atic approach to information system development is essential. 



2) Since knowledge of the student's progress and of the measure to 

which use of the 'self' is effective in professional and inter

personal relationships must be assessed, the incoming behaviour 

of the student must be known. 

3) Since there is a constant need for adaptation to changing needs 

there must be a willingness to take risks by trying new things 

(Steele, 1978). 
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4) Since the use of conceptual frameworks help to delineate and 

provide meaning for nursing actions they are seen as an integral 

part of curriculum develoflllent. 

5) Since many socio-health problems are complex, with multiple 

causative factors, a team approach must be taught to oncoming 

nurses. 

6) Since action-learning prograrmnes have good potentials which have 

yet to be used to their fullest advantage their use is worth 

exploring more fully. Further, one urges that the location of the 

learning experiences for such programmes be primarily, and initially, 

based in the community. 

7) Problem-solving learning is recommended as the key technique to 

use for action-learning programmes, and the nature of the problem 

can set the nature of the learning required. Nursing knowledge 

evolved from the humanities and the natural sciences prov,ides the 

cognitive base for such action. 

8) Since the knowledge and technological 'explosions' are so great, 

and change is constant, the most favoured method for organising 

nursing education programmes is perceived to be a modular one. 

This allows for the adaptation, amendrr\ent, extraction, or addition 

of modules as may be necessary. It also facilitates reentry into 
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nursing for those who have periods of interruption for any reason. 

CONCLUSION 

The organisation of socio-health services in the 1980's is 

basic to the developnent of nursing curricula and the needs and problems 

of nursing education. One can conclude that a greater amount of care is 

needed for the chronically long-term ill at home in the community. One 

can reduce the mentally ill in institutions and devise support systems 

for them in the community. But while the majority of nursing roles are 

in health institutions one must prepare them for such practice. 

At the same time as socio-behavioural sciences are given more 

emphasis in curriculal basic nursing skil~ technical and general, must be 

reaffirmed as vital for nursing practice. The major dilemma is how to 

prepare oncoming nurses for practise according to dominant socio-health 

needs whilst they function within health systems which cannot or do not 

adapt readily to changing needs. 
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APPENDIX Al 

A list of items obtained from files in the 
Dominion Newspaper Reference Library. 

FILE DATE 

Social Welfare 16.1.79 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

7.3.79 

2.5.79 

30.5.79 

14.6.79 

25.6.79 

27.6.79 

30.6.79 

11.7.79 

25.7.79 

20.8.79 

7.9.79 

3.10.79 

ITEM 

'Rowling calls for welfare spending rethink 

need to apply strict priorities •. cost 

effectiveness to these areas ••.•• 

Social welfare review .. cutbacks 

Social work survey draws big response 

survey to discover the number of people in 

social service work ••••• 

Course will help those who help. Porirua 

Hospitals training unit to train .• social 

workers, psychiatrists and personnel managers. 

"Heal th workers find first job wage collect

ion - initial grant from the Mental Health 

Foundation pays first 6 months •..•• 

Department of Social Welfare family home 

parents •• costs •••.. 

Beneficiaries treated like dirt •. gaps in 

corranunity services •• fewer training facilities. 

'Put pressure on welfare •• number of old people 

will increase during next 25 years •• growing 

pressure on health and corranunity welfare ••••. 

Car costs cut care schemes. 

Welfare extends marriage support. 

Bleak job view for social workers 

Pregnancies top benefits followed closely by •• 

mental disorders and circulatory, respiratory 

or digestive complaints ••.•• 

. 'Cuts put girls on street only accommodation 

costs calculated. Moving to poorer environments. 
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APPENDIX Al Cont'd 

FILE DATE ITEM 

Social Welfare 10.10.79 'Home saves hospital beds' .. may keep elderly 

people out of hospital •• provide intermediate 

care for frail and aged people. 

" If 

" If 

" " 

If If 

If If 

If " 

Health 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

26.10.79 'Family poverty shocks agencies' ••• budget 

advisory officer reports his office accepted 

22 new families 

30.10.79 'Capital avoids poverty' .• difficult to assess 

poverty •• the poor aren't who you think they 

are .... 

24.11.79 'Workers seek fresh image .•. ' Comunity workers 

plan · a new image. 

29.11.79 'Welfare widens role! •• adolescent support 

unit •.••• 

14.12.79 'They're young but they're not children' •. 

delinquents •••.. 

22.12.79 'Grants help liquor battle. Salvation Army -

$222, 000 for Alcoholics Liquor Advisory Council 

13.1.79 'Booze and Buns may be New Zealand's ruin'. 

25.1.79 'Lice Boom Hits Capital's Children'. 

31.1.79 'Schoolgirls receive inoculation' 

6:.2. 79 'Medical expert reveals NZ Pill deaths' 

6.2.79 'Dangerous Prawns on Sale' 

13.2.79 'Eye loss brings negligence claim' 

7.2.79 'Pill death reports alarm women' 

16.2.79 'Health scholar - WHO Scholarship 

23.2.79 'More to light than meets the eye •• effect on 

health and danger of artificial light •. ' 

27.2.79 'Boat hygiene flurry' 

28.2.79 'Fishing boat health formula devised' 
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FILE 

Health 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

" 

" 

II 

" 

" 

II 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

DATE ITEM 

12.3.79 'Equality promotes female baldness' 

13.3.79 'Schoolgirls face baby health threat' 

14.3.79 'Government approves grant for College of 

Medicine •. of Community Medicine Wellington. 

26.3.79 'Health Centre nears .. Newtown Health Centre 

starts with a co-ordinating team of two people .. ' 

7.4.79 'Health booklet offers traveller advice' 

18.4.79 'Public Health costs must be reduced' 

26.4.79 'Less drug use in N.Z. poll (than in UK or USA) 

2.5.79 'Unfit raise death risks ... ' 

3.5.79 'Promiscuous bacteria cause humans trouble 

(antibiotic resistance).' 

5.5.79 'Essential to control Health Service Costs' 

5.5.79 'Reverend Befriends Addicts' 

16.5.79 'Polynesians hit by Bronchitis' 

22.5.79 'Health expenditure outstrips services' 

22.5.79 'Wages take more extra health funds' 

31.5.79 'Preventive Health - Money spent on community 

health seems to encourage people to go to 

hospital •• increases awareness of health 

facilities .•.• ' 

13.6.79 'Farmer Denies Methyl Hazard' 

14.7.79 'Non-hospital Care Not Always Cheap' 

18.7.79 'Life shortens as more money spent on health' 

•.. areas such as unemployment, housing, occup

ational hazards •. treatment of children and 

abuse of alcohol .. also crucial •. 

18.7.79 Letter. Minister of Health - stating health 

preventitive measures undertaken by government. 

23.7.79 'Alcohol and Cigarette Abuse Campaign Use Wrong 

Angle •. ' 
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FILE 

Health 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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Cont'd 

DATE ITEM 

26.7.79 'Health Service Scrutiny Begins'. 

30.7.79 'Overeaters unite to put stopper on Binges'. 

2.8.79 'Figures on Health Services suspect - Hospital 

Boards Association. 

2.8.79 'Scope in Health Research' a developing field 

of community health may offer new scope for 

skilled medical research. 

7.8.79 'Auckland folk seem sickest' 

7.8.79 'Gair launches savings study - 3 working parties 

- one will study information systems to ensure 

decisions are soundly based(pharmaceuticals) 

11.8.79 'Emphasis -on good health envisaged'. N.Z. 

Planning Council. 

13.8.79 'Disco Fans Risk Duck Walk' 

16.8.79 'Sectional Interests Could Harm Health Planning' 

16.8.79 'Sensible Lifestyles for Better Health' 

27.8.79 'Pills beat Counsel for Problems .. anticipated 

consequences of materialist technology had 

.irn_BOsed additional anxieties'. 

28.8.79 'Out Obesity'. 

28.8.79 'N.Z. Diet Criticized' 

3.9.79 'Maori Health Level Low says Doctor'. Maori 
. 21 16 

Infant Mortality rate 
1000 

c/f 
1000 

for total 

population •• accident rate twice that of non

maori'. 

8.9.79 'Problems - Fishing Boats increasing risk of 

typhoid and other gastric diseases •.• ' 

29.9.79 'Holistic Health' 

8.10.79 Heart week Stresses Family' 

11.10.79 'Heart Doctor Makes Excess Diet Target' 
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FILE 

Health 

II 

Nursing 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

Cont'd 

DATE ITEM 

15.10.79 'Computer Eye Effect Survey' 

31.10.79 'Beds, doctors exceed demand' 
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12.1.79 "World Nurse Need Shown' Dr H. Mahler WHO 

7.2.79 'Plunket Extends Service' 

23.2.79 'Nurses Fear Policy Causes Poor Service -

sinking lid policy of hospital boards' 

7.4.79 'Unhappy nurses confront Gair' ... over 

contraceptive counselling decisions ... 

17.5.79 'Nurses Pay Keeps Pace' .. Occupational health 

nursing 

15.6.79 'Jail Nurse Row goes to McLay' 

20.6.79 'Uniforms Cost Fortune' 

6.7.79 'Mp's Join Nurses Against Health Cuts' 

13.7.79 'Hutt Hospital Nursing Conditions Sharply 

Criticized' 

22.7.79 'Nurses leave their homes' ... re Nurses Homes 

23.7.79 'Staff loss effects worry Nurses' 

4.8.79 'Hospital Cuts Plan Worries Nurses' 

15.8.79 'Step In, Nurses Told .. and get patients with 

alcoholic problems treated .. about 80 reasons 

related to alcohol which get patients admitted 

to hospitals .•• ' 

4.9.79 'Full right advocated ..• Public Health Nurses .. 

May be allowed to give contraceptice advice 

to under 16 year olds. 

10.9.79 'Nurses Group Worries About Breakups' 

13.9.79 'Measures Tackle Nursing Needs' nursing 

education .. and spread the supply of nurses 

more evenly .• Government plans .. 
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Nursing 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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Cont'd 

DATE ITEM 

24.9.79 'Nurses may be allowed to give contraceptive 

counselling •. ' 

26.9.79 'University Nursing Degree Considered' (Otago) 

10.10.79 'Plan Backed By Nurses' •• nurses appear to 

favour •• proposed to be trained at a Technical 

Institute 

11.10. 79 'Shortages Denied' 

29.10.79 'Survey' Public Health Nurses .• Lice 

Infestation 

3.11.79 'Nursing Base Gains Priority' 

18.12.79 'Nurse Training Move Continues •. transfer of 

nursing education from Hospital Board control 

to Technical Institutes is about 43% complete .. 
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APPENDIX A 2 

A list of Items from Major Daily Newspapers 

obtained from files of NZBC reference library 

FILE & PAPER DATE 

Medical Services 12.1.79 

NZH 

ODT 

Press 

" 

ODT 

" 

Press 

AS 

ODT 

Press 

AS 

26.1.79 

17.2.79 

22.2.79 

22.2.79 

1.3.79 

2.3.79 

3.3.79 

4.3.79 

15.3.79 

17.3.79 

21.3. 79. 

ITEM 

Service in the Sticks .. Rural area -

Ngatea - one of first rural community 

medical centres in New Zealand. 

. 1 ha . ·1 l Hospita sits Peri s 20 admitted 

get a hospital related infection. 

'Community Health Services Expand 

cover all ages of people .•. 

'Lyttleton Council Support Centre/ 

'High Suicide rate among Doctors' 

'Health Centre Site Found on Foreshaw 

- Dunedin City Council 

'Rehabilitation Units Required .• need 

to be established in major general 

hospitals throughout New Zealand. 

'Patients Rights Code Overdue' 

'Your Time is Up Doc. A New Breed on 

the Way •.. an internationally known 

nutritionist .... 

'Community Care Uncoordinated 

hospital intervention has been largely 

unplanned .. a spate of projects develop

ed and intitiated under pressure. 

'Plea for Co-ordination in Rehabilitat

ion ••• increased training at under

graduate and postgraduate ••• also .. 

needed'. 

Professor blasts hospital standard •• 

of A & E care .•. totally unacceptable 

need special training for Doctors 

and Nurses working in A. & E. Departments. 
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FILE & PAPER 

EP 

AS 

ODT 

ODT 

EP 

ODT 

Press 

EP 

EP 

DOM 

ODT 

Press 

EP 

Cont'd 

DATE 

28.3.79 

5.4.79 

7.5.79 

26.5.79 

30.5.79 

31.5.79 

7 .6. 79 

11.6. 79 

11.6.79 

16.7.79 

27.6.79 

2.7.79 

4.7.79 . 

22 9 

ITEM 

'Pharmacists role in the Healing Process •. 

Self medication survey by Chemists Guild. 

'$1 million cold shoulder' health 

centre being built at Wiri may not be 

fully used because some groups in 

community may not feel at home 

'Integration an Essential' Health 

Manpower Planning must be integrated 

and not left to individual occupational 

groups ••. 1978 Dept. of Health Report. 

The Health of N.Z. (editorial) 

'Health Survey at Strathmore' •.• 

residents want to know more about their 

medicines and more health education 

'Health Service Planners Meet' 

'New Mini-Computer takes the Embarrassment 

out of doctor-patient relationship. 

'Doctors are given Prescription' 

'Crisis in P. Health System Marshall 

warns •• health seen as a primary 

responsibility for the whole of society 

'Remarkable Drop in Spinal Injuries ••• 

up to date 13 only. 

'More money maust be put into NZ medical 

services •.• emphasising conununity 

medicine rather than treatment in 

hospitals will not save money •.• 

$50,000 Medical Centre Planned for Akaroa 

'Attitudes Change to Surgical Use of 

Human Spare Parts' 
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FILE & PAPER 

EP 

EP 

ODT 

NZH 

ODT 

ODT 

EP 

AS 

ODT 

PR 

PR 

NURSING 

ODT 

ODT 

ODT 

DATE 

8.8.79 

9.9.79 

16.8.79 

21.8.79 

1. 9. 79 

10.9.79 

22.9.79 

2.10.79 

16.10.79 

22 .11. 79 

22 .11. 79 

7 .1. 79 

12 .1. 79 

6.2.79 
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ITEM 

'Self-Help is Best Policy' 

'A Chance to Practice it Patiently -

Health by Family Dr'. 

'Sensible Lifestyles for Better Health' 

'Cuts to Dr. Surplus planned' 

'New Health Centre for Industrial 

Area - Dunedin' 

'Fresh Approach Needed in Patient 

Treatment' 

'Medicine Gone Outside Realm of Sick •.• 

health is now being defined so widely 

that medicine is being drawn into areas 

where it has little to offer! 

'Locurn Service Vital to Keep Pressure 

off the Doctors' 

"Health Care Linked with Social Policy. 

Mr Gair .•. in long run social policy 

will be seen to be of far greater 

significance than health .. in determin

ing the ultimate wellbeing and good 

health of the community' 

'Midwife Shortage Cast for S.I. over 

next 2 years'. 

'Only 10% of Surgery, Psychiatric 

Treatments needed (Prof. Cooper)' 

'Grievances by Nurses' 

'Nursing Issues' (editorial) 

'Karitane Nurse sent to South Dunedin 

Area' 
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FILE & PAPER 

PA 

DOM 

NZH 

NZH 

AS 

NZH 

EP 

EP 

EP 

AS 

Press 

NZH 

DATE 

21.2. 79 

23.2.79 

27.2.79 

7.3.79 

7.3.79 

2.4.79 

6.4.79 

7 .4. 79 

9.4.79 

29.5.79 

9.6.79 

19.7.79 
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TIME 

'Nurses Unhappy With Hospital Boards •.. 

68% inefficient nursing management most 

difficult part of their job' 

'Nurses Fear Policy Causes Poor Service' 

'Nurses Support Course' .• a clinically 

oriented Advanced Diploma of Nursing 

course ••. 

'North Says Hands off our Nurses .•• 

Northland Hospital Board of Community 

College .•. sound geographical, social 

and educational reasons for keeping 

training centre in the north ... 

'Health in your Hands. Message for 

Nurses' nurses urged to be health 

teachers rather than just curers. 

'Carrington turns away alcoholics 

because of more shortage' 

'Education goal set for nurses •.. to 

implement complete transfer of nursing 

education from apprentice style system 

to student-based system. 

'Tech-trained nurses best? 

'Suggestion given racist tag' re. 

Maoris and Polynesian being given 

preferential treatment and allowed 

entry into nursing schools ••• ' 

'Nursing Problems Under Scrutiny' 

'Training Plan for Nurses' Technical 

Institutes may undertake training •••• 

Karitane nurses ••• 

'Too few hospital nurses' (Middlemore 

Hospital) 
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FILE & PAPER 

ODT 

EP 

EP 

PR 

ODT 

PR 

Press 

ODT 

EP 

AS 

EP 

EP 

Cont'd 

DATE 

19.7.79 

11.8.79 

13.8.79 

28.8.79 

3.9.79 

4.9.79 

17.9.79 

19.9.79 

2.10.79 

10.10. 79 

19.11.79 

19.11.79 
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ITEM 

'Nurses Speak for Patients' should 

have an active voice as a patients 

advocate in respect of patients needs. 

'Hospital Crisis Warning as staff fly 

out ... ' 

'Nurses Fighting Move to Close Hospital 

Ward' 

'A Revolution Gone Wrong' ••.• hospitals 

warned make no hasty nurse-training 

changes' 

'Plan to Retrain Former Registered 

Nurses •.• a course to start for Dunedin 

Nurses' 

'Nurses want wider' powers' •.• re 

counselling. on contraceptice advice. 

'More courses, more students for nursing 

(Health Minister) 

'Nurses Need Critical Look at Profession' 

'Threat to Nurses Seen' in times of 

financial cutback it is nursing budget 

that takes •.•• most cuts .•. 

'Hospital training "stressful" ' 

'Senior Nurses Seek Promotion for Contin

uing Education' 5th Canterburys H. Board 

Nursing Supt •.•• very few social changes 

that will not affect us in some way .•• 

nurses must be involved in community 

decisions and be represented on local and 

national bodies ••• 

'Waikato University lecturer •• students 

commitbnent drop sharply when went into 

a ward. 
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FILE & PAPER 

EP 

SOCIAL LIFE AND 

CUSTOMS 

NZH 

EP 

AS 

NZH 

EP 

NZH 

EP 

HEALTH 

Press 

NZH 

Cont'd 

DATE 

19.11. 79 

19.4.79 

15.9.79 

11.6.79 

28.6.79 

12.9.79 

26.10.79 

4.12.79 

16.1. 79 

14.2.79 
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ITEM 

'Men Entering Nursing seem headed for 

Top' 

'Services in Decline' .•. social need 

is never static. 

'No use pushing people around' ••• 

malaise of world •.• learn to use every 

negativity creatively ... listen •.. see 

world as a global village •.. 

'Two-faced drink rules irk expert .•. 200 

health experts view alcohol and alcohol 

related accidents as a major medical 

problem VS liquor advertisement on buses. 

'Drinkers heavier by the Year' 

'Social Gaps Wider' ... inadequate 

nutrition and health care and increases 

in child abuse and stress diseases •. 

'Suffocating under Protection' N. Z. is 

over-protected, over-legislated and 
2 

over-licensed •••• 3 of all government 

spending on health,education, social 

welfare. 

7 
'Quality of Life' .•. N.z.50 in quality 

of life survey. 2nd in world in area of 

health and education. 

'Alcohol - Overeating 2 Big Problems in 

N.Z. I 

Call to curb Spread of Disease in 

Hospitals' 
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Press 

EP 

PR 

Press 

Press 

ODT 

PRESS 

EP 

EP 

EP 

EP 

NZH 

EP 

DATE 

17.2.79 

3.3.79 

27.3.79 

27.4.79 

27.4.79 

18.5.79 

29.5.79 

16.6.79 

6.7.79 

16.7.79 

17.7.79 

25.7.79 

13.7.79 
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ITEM 

'Health Risks •.. a greater public 

awareness of health hazards is an object

ive of Health Department in Christchurch' 

'The Ailing Condition of Health 

Education' 

'Make Changes Slowly says expert' 

wise to experiment with d•ifferent types 

of health administration before setting 

up a new system. 

'Prevention Will be Health Officers Job 

S.I. 's First Health Education Officer. 

Teaching of Heart-lung resucitation and 

preventive medicine. 

'Knowledge of Health Care Inadequate' 

Secrecy had no place in health care. 

(Beaven, B. W.) 

'Conqueroring Colds' Family Doctor 

'Try the Garden not the Drug Cabinet for 

Your Daily Vitamin C' 

'Health Money •.• often Poorly Spent' 
1 

WHO. 
5 

of some health spending actually 

impairs or frustrates health. Gair. 

'Survey links Health and Income' 

(Porirua C.H. Project) 

'Health Funds Need Care Too' 

'Workplace Health Teams' (Team - a nurse/ 

health inspector, and a clerical assistant) 

'Immunizing Can Avoid Tragedies' 

'Poised for Priority Punch' Family Doctor 
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FILE & PAPER 

Auckland Star 

AS 

NZH 

EP 

ODT 

ODT 

ODT 

EP 

DOM 

EP 

EP 

DATE 

15.9.79 

17.9.79 

19.9.79 

24.9.79 

28.9.79 

1.10.79 

6.10.79 

15 .10. 79 

10.11. 79 

22 .11. 79 

1.12. 79 

ITEM 

'Pain Poorly Controlled' •.. cancer 

patients are suffering unnecessarily 

because their symptoms are being 

inadequately controlled. 
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'Eat for Health and Slice Pill Bill, say 

Visitor' (Dr Bourbour - an Iranian 

nutritionist). 

'Health not only Doctors Responsibility' 

(Minister) Co-operative planning of a 

cross-section of health agencies is vital 

if major health problems are to be 

successfully tackled. 

'Allergy said to be Masquerader' 

'Suicidal N.Z. Lifestyle kills at 

Alarming Rate' 

lazy also ••• 

.• obese N.Z'rs •.. 

'Physical Fitness Clinic in Dunedin 

Popular' 

'More Say for Volunteers' Voluntary 

agencies to be given more say in planning 

health system. (Gair- Health Minister) 

'Bills Activities for Elderly Impractical' 

(Health Amendment Bill) 

'That Headache' 

'Many Teenagers Prefer to Take a Chance' 

'Emotions ought to be Part of Health' 

says G.P. 
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List of programmes broadcast over 2ZA, 1979 

DATE 

29.1.79 

1.2.79 

19.2.79 

21.2.79 

22.2.79 

27.2.79 

1.3.79 

6.3.79 

28. 5. 79 

30.5.79 

6.6.79 

7.6.79 

11. 6-. 79 

13.6.79 

19.6.79 

20.6.79 

22.6.79 

26.6.79 

27. 6. 7 9 

28.6.79 

29.6.79 

2.7.79 

4.7.79 

5.7.79 

25.7.79 

26.7.79 

23.8.79 

5.9.79 

5.9.79 

10.0.79 

11. 9. 79 

12.9.79 

17.9.79 

PROGRAMME 

"After School Child Care" 

"Choosing to be Childless" 

"Training for Childcare" 

"Family & Marriage Guidance Council" 

"Report on Conference on Alcohol & Drug Abuse" 

"Growing Up - Foster Homes" 

"Bunnythorpe React to Local Typhoid Case" 

"Adoption" 

"Contraception for under 16 year olds" 

"Abortion Programme Talkback" 

Talkback "Crossfire on Welfare State" 

"Report on Year of Child Exhibits" - social 'WOrk 

projects 

"NSAD pulling out of Manawatu" 

"Human First Aid Being Taught at Vet School" 

"Schizophrenia" 

"Battered Wives" 

"I.Y.C." International Year of the Child. 

"Dental Health" 

"Prisons and Prisoners" 

"Pressures of School Poverty" 

"Homosexualtiy' 

'!Accident Compensation" 

"Creche at High Schools" 

"School Pupils and Drugs" 

"Education Cuts" 

"Education Cuts" 

"Report on Psychologist Conference" 

"Psychosexual Medicine" 

"Talkback on Marriage Guidance" 

"Report on Mental Health Seminar" 

"Nursing" 

"Effect of T. V. on kids" 

"A week of Cancer Programmes with Talkback and 

Public Participation" 

23.6 
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DATE 

26.9.79 

2.10.79 

3.10.79 

9.10. 79 

6.11.79 

9.11.79 

13.11.79 

7.12.79 

19.12.79 

Cont'd 

PROGRAMME 

"Talkback on Exam Pressure" 

"Pregnancy Help" 

"Getting Fit" 

"Child Psychology" 

"Suicide Rate in Palmerston North" - Talkback 

"Disposal of Nuclear Waste at Massey" 

"Legal Help for Children" In Divorce Cases for 

instance. 

"Youthline" 

"Educational Gains" 

List of programmes broadcast over 2ZA, 1979 
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THEME 

Abortion 

Accidents 

Alcohol 

Conference 

Dairy arrl 
Milk 
Products 

Drugs 

238 

List of Programmes Broadcast over National 'YA's 

Network News and Current Affairs Programmes. 

DATE 

27.4.79 

1.5.79 

18.1.79 

30.1. 79 

21.6.79 

18.7.79 

26.9.79 

15.10.79 

18.5.79 

30.4.79 

26.7.79 

20.2.79 

15.11.79 

11. 9. 79 

29.6.79 

7.5.79 

18.5.79 

3.4.79 

2.2.79 

28.5.79 

11.1. 79 

15.1.79 

31.1.79 

PROGRAMME 

'Abortions, anaesthetics and Parental consent' 

Comment on abortion situation 

MOT Campaign to cut down accidents 

ACC advertising campaign to promote 
mouthgards 

ACC report on children who ride bikes 

Results from use of seatbelts 

Survey on cost of traffic accidents 

Guidelines on compensatable injury published 

Study on hotel drinking habits of ethnic 
groups. 

Problems associated with early diagnosis 
of alcoholism 

Gains in dealing with alcohol abuse 

Alcohol cost to N.Z. Industry and workforce 
adversely affected by it. 

Alcoholism 

Cancer Conference Starts Today 

Teenage morals paper presented to demographers 
conference 

Save our Homes Convention ends in Hamilton 

International conference on effects of 
agriculture, industry and water quality. 

N.Z. milk radioactive 

Danger of lead pollution in sheepneat 

Commission for Environment's warning about 
selling milk in cardboard containers. 

Narconon starts drug survey in Auckland 

Drug trafficking increasing 

Police and Customs involved in seminar on 
international drug problem 
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THEME 

Drugs 
Cont'd 

Ecology
Conservation 

Economy 

Education 

Handicapped 

Health 
and 
Medicine 

DATE 

8.2.79 

3.4.79 

1.6.79 

26.2.79 

26.3.79 

5.6.79 

29.6.79 

24.7.79 

9.4.79 

6.6.79 

19.4.79 

29.3.79 

9.5.79 

9.2.79 

21.6.79 

6.7.79 

14. 9. 79 

12. 9. 7 9 

16.10. 79 

9.7.79 

13.8.79 

28.8.79 

17.9.79 

PROGRAMME 

NSAAD disagrees with suggestion that heroin 
be introduced as a painkiller. 

239 

New self-help group for a particular kind of 
addict. 

Commission for Environment not happy with 
planning of ammonia urea plant at Kapuni 

Ven Young opens symposium on public involve
ment in environmental planning 

Oil pollution of the sea 

N.Z. Planning Council Study on 'social 
policies' 

Children and family costs 

SPUC attacks human development course for 
schools 

Social Studies kitset at secondary schools 

Rural education and urban drift 

Family breakdown, threat to education 

Suggestion that social science should be 
included in health related university courses 

NZEI Conference 'teacher stress' 

C.P.S. Report criticizing standard of physical 
education taught in schools 

Plight of deaf children 

Early detection of mental retardation 

Alternative approach to mastectomy 

Valium being investigated for addictiveness 

Aluminium in water makes patients demented 

New restrictions on why minor tranquillizers 
are prescribed 

Cot deaths and diet 

What priority should be given to surgery 

Talking about cancer starts today 
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THEME 

Health 
and 
Medicine 
Continued 

Racism 

Statistics 

women 

Welfare 

A4 Cont'd 

DATE 

1.11.79 

17.7.79 

13.8.79 

11.6. 79 

26.6.79 

28.6.79 

4.7.79 

17.4.79 

11.4. 79 

26.1. 79 

16.5.79 

30.3.79 

6.3.79 

12.3.79 

15.3.79 

20.2.79 

7.12.79 

13.6.79 

27.7.79 

23.1.79 

24 .1. 79 

24.6.79 

9.1.79 

27.3.79 
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PROGRAMME 

People will soon buy medicine over counter 
instead of consulting doctor 

Tranquillisers - good or bad 

Survey on contraceptive use among N.Z. -women 

Use of medication in the home 

Deficiencies in our intensive care service 

Doctors call for more emphasis on general 
practice in med. student courses. 

N.Z. needs improved emergency services 

Plunket report - N.Z. has highest record of 
children involved in car accidents 

Review committee set up by Minister Health 
concerned about child poisoning and burns 

Karitane nurses prove popular in their new 
role 

Child rearing 

Standards of mental health care in N.Z. under 
attack 

Genetic manipulation 

Multiple Sclerosis Society symposium in 
Auckland 

New regulations for cigarette advertisement 

Christchurch specialist warns about risks 
from occupational poisoning 

Increase in rubella 

Humans Right Commission to undertake inquiry 
into race relations 

Survey on elderly people in New Zealand 

Battered wives booklet 

Battered wives increase 

Soc. Research on Women survey of immigrant 
-women 

Tired schoolchildren 

Phone help service called 'Parents in Stress' 
set up in Hamilton 
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THEME 

Welfare 
Continued 

United 
Nations 

DATE 

18.5.79 

15 .10. 79 

20.4.79 

25.5.79 

PROGRAMME 

Scheme to provide intensive foster care of 
emotionally disturbed children 

241 

Search for foster parents for difficult and 
disabled children 

WHO survey on N.Z.'rs teeth 

WHO calls for ban on tobacco advertising 



APPENDIX B 

COLLECTION OF MATERIAL FROM RELEVANT 

JOURNALS, PERIODICALS AND DIRECTORIES 

APPENDIX Bl 

A list of items from NZNJ for the period of 

January 1974 to January 1980. 

APPENDIX B2 

A list of periodicals, news releases, conference 

and research reports that deal with some aspect 

of contemporary socio-health issues. 

APPENDIX B3 

A list of (a) NZ social services directories, 

and of (b) several similar overseas publications. 
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Items from New Zealand Nurses Journal January 1974 

DATE 

January 1974 

II II 

April 1974 

May 1974 

July 1974 

August 1974 

January 1975 

March 1975 

April 1975 

II II 

II II 

June 1975 

July 1975 

August 1975 

October 197 5 

II II 

November 1975 

December 197 5 

January 197 6 

II II 

II II 

II II 

to January 1980 

ARTICLE 

'Growth and Development' (Part 2) 

'Practice Nurse Scheme Extended' 

'Community health nursing and change - are we 
prepared?' 

'Health Centres' 

'Nursing - the Departments View' 

'Education in Health Sciences' 

'The Primary Care Role' 

'Occupational Health Nursing' 

'Elderly Citizens and Long Term Care' 

'Alcohol, Alcoholism and the Nurse' 

'Change and the Plunket Nurse' 

'Alcoholism' 

'Change and the Plunket Nurse' A reply to the 
April article 

'Alcoholics and their Families' 

'Mosgiel Health Centre' 

'Public Participation in Nursing' 

'Clinical Assessment' •• of Behavioural Skills 

'On Nursing Standards' (Part 1) 

'The Nurse Specialist' 

'Theory and Practice Correlation' 

'Nurse - Family Relationships' 

'Inequality of Health Care' 

24 3 
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APPENDIX Bl CONT'D 

DATE ARTICLE 

February 1976 

March 1976 

" " 

" " 

" II 

May 1976 

September 197 6 

November 1976 

March 1977 

May 1977 

July 1977 

" II 

" II 

October 1977 

January 197 8 

February 1978 

II 

March 1978 

II II 

April 1978 

July 1978 

II 

'Nursing Standards' (Part 2 - see Dec '75) 

'Good Health - the by product of an 
untrammelled ethos' 

'After 3 years' (Polytechnic Nursing Programmes) 

'Planning Nursing Care' 

'Implementing change in the Organisation of 
Nursing Care' 

'The Nurse in Contemporary Society' 

'curriculum Evaluation in Nursing' 

'What about the relatives?' 

'Reporting on Midwifery' 

'The Mental Health Foundation' 

'Drugs, Youth and Society' 

'Beliefs and Values' 

'Learning the Characteristics of Helping 
Relationships: Nurse-Teacher Genuineness 
and Student-Nurse Self-Disclosure' 

'Women in Distress' 

'Nurse Teachers are Role Models Whether They 
Like It Or Not' 

'Towards 2000: a community perspective' 

'The Nurse '.s ·: role in the promotion of mental 
health in obstetrics' 

'The develoµnent of Nursing as a Profession in 
New Zealand' 

'Institutional Neurosis' 

'The Disabled and the Community' 

'The Nurse in Crisis' 
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DATE 

August 1978 

September 1978 

August 1978 

September 1978 

November 197 8 

June 1979 

July 1979 

II If 

September 197 9 i. 

If If 

November 1979 

January 1980 

II II 

ARTICLE 

'Pain and the Hospitalised Patient' (Part 1) 

'Pain and the Hospitalised Patient' (Part 2) 

'Loneliness' 

'The nurse and the provision of primary care 
in accident departments' 

'The pain of loneliness - an aspect of "pain" 
and its relief' 

245 

'Need and Demand in Community Health Services' 

'Care of the Terminally Ill' 

'Mental Handicap and the Nurses Role' 

'The Child at Risk in Play' 

'But a Patient must Fight Back' 

'Negotiating Ambiguity: An Aspect of the Nurse
Doctor Relationship' 

'A Role for the Nurse in Caring for the 
Individual Suffering from Rheumatoid Arthritis' 

'Changes in Health Care Delivery which have 
Affected the "Role" and "Status" of Health 
Professionals' 
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APPENDIX B2 

A list of periodicals,news releases, conference and 

research re_ports containing socio-health 

and nursing related items. 

PUBLICATION 

No.251 'Health' 
NZDH 

DATE 

1971 

Regional Office October 
- Western Pacific 1973 
WHO 

WHO Magazine 
World Health 

WHO News 
Release 

WHO News 
Release 

WHO News 
Release 

WHO News 
Release 

WHO News 
Release 

WHO News 
Release 

WHO News 
Release 

Temple Smith 
London . 

July 
1976 

March 
1977 

August 
1977 

August 
1977 

September 
1977 

November 
1977 

September 
1978 

July 
1979 

1974 

TOPIC 

'The Use and Misuse of Drugs' 

'Re_port of the Seminar on Family Life 
Education' South Pacific 

'WHO Priorities' Top Priorities 
1. Strengthening of Health Services 
2. Environmental Health 
3. Health Man_power Development 
4. Expanded Programme on Immunization 
5. Research Leprosy : Cholera 

'Accident Mortality in Childhood' 

'Developing Countries Urged to Create 
National Councils for Environment 

'Primary Health Care' WHO Director-General 
(Mahler) 

'Hwnan Factor Held Res_ponsible for Most Road 
Traffic Accidents' 

'Harnessing the Resources of Traditional 
Medicine' 

InternationalConference on Primary Health Care 
Alma Ata, USSR. 

'Seeks Firm Commitments to Remedy Failures 
of Existing System' 

'Inter-regional Scientific Working Group On 
Environmental Health and Diarrhoeal Diseases 
Prevention' Kuala Lumpar 

'Poverty Re_ports; a review of _policies and 
problems in the last year' 
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PUBLICATION 

Conference 
Report, 
New York 

Management 
Services and 
Research Unit -
NZDH , 

Survey Report 
MUNSU . 

The Porirua 
Health Care 
Survey 

"Ripple" 
Conununity 
Volunteers 
Magazine No 14 

Special 
Advisory 
Conunittee on 
Health Service 
Organisations 

DATE 

October 
1971 

1974 

1977 

1976 

January
February 
1979 

November 
1979 

247 

TOPIC 

'Multi Handicapped' Conference. 
Introductory topic - 'International Patterns 
of Residental Care' 

'Aged Persons - Including Retirement -
Accommodation Needs of the Elderly' 

'Health Awareness and Health Actions of People' 

'Health in Porirua' 

'A Community takes on A New Responsibility' 
The Newtown Health Project 

'Proposed Northland Pilot Scheme - Framework 
for Discussion' 
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APPENDIX B3 

(a) New Zealand 'Social Services Directories' 

PUBLICATION 

Contact: Directory of Auckland 
Social Services 

Directory of Auckland Social Services 

'Help' The Guide to Social Services 
and Community Activities 

Social Services Directory 

Register of Social Services 

Directory of Social Services, Agencies 
and Organisations 

Social Services Directory 

Directory of Services of the 
Intellectually Handicapped in Auckland 

Directory of Community and Social 
Services 

Directory of Organisations in Auckland 
and Wellington with relevance to 
Pacific Islanders 

Directory of Social Services 

'The Next Step' Facilities and Services 
for the Intellectually Handicapped 

Directory of Treatment Facilities for 
Alcoholism in New Zealand. Alcoholic 

Liquor Advisory Council 

DATE 

1978 

1974 

1973 

1975 

1976 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1977 

1977 

1977 

1978 

1978 

REGION 

Auckland City Council 

South Auckland 

Christchurch 

Levin Index 
(Manawa tu) 

Otago 

Napier 

Palmerston North 

Auckland 

Porirua Basin 

Pacific Islanders 
Educational Resource 
Centre 

Wellington and 
Hutt Valley 

North Cantebury 

New Zealand 
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DUNEDIN COUNCIL OF SOCIAL SERVICES INC. (1980) 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

ACCOMODATION/HOUSING 

SOCIAL SERVICES SECTION 

Example - Nine sources of emergency 
accomodation are listed. 

COMMUNITY HEALTH GROUPS 

Examples- 5 alcohol related organisations. 
Arthritis & Rheumatism Foundation of N.Z. 
Cancer Society of N.Z. 
Clinical Special Educational Unit 
Clinic for Special Physical Education 
Coeliac Society 
Cystic Fibrosis Society 
Good Samaritans 
Otago Asthma Society 
Otago Diabetic Society 
Otago Multiple Sclerosis Society 
Parkinson's Disease Support 
Plunket Society 
Psoriasis Society 
Schizophrenia Fellowship 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 

Examples - Budget Advisory Service 
City Health Department 
Housebound Service 

COMMUNITY WELFARE GROUPS 

Examples - Adoption Support Group 
Youthline 
Social Skills Unit 
Cormnunity Counselling Service 
Unemployed Drop-In Centre 
Emergency & Citizens Advice Service 
Family Care Centre 
Gamblers Anonymous 
Red Cross Society of N.Z. 

A sample of One SSD (Otago) and the Services Listed 

PAGE 

1 

3 

7 

10 

249 
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DISABLED 15 

Examples - Access - Dunedin 
Association of Deaf Children 
Crippled Childrens Society Inc. 
Royal NZ Foundation for the Blind 
Dunedin Paraplegic & Physically 

Disabled Association 
Rehabilitation League NZ 
Contact 

EDUCATION AND RELATED SERVICES 

Examples - Adult Literacy Centre 
Concerned Parents Association 
Learning Information 
Speech Clinics 
Schools for the Deaf 

COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL ACTION GROUPS 

Examples - Amnesty International 
Human Rights Commission 
S.P.U.C. 
Refugee Action Camp 

LEGAL ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE 

Examples - Consumer Institute 
Emergency & Citizens Advice Service 
Legal Advice Centres - Free Service 
Women's Refuge 

FAMILY ASSISTANCE AND CHILD CARE 

Examples - Birthright 
Day Care Centres 
Pied Piper Nanny Services 
Contact 
Parents Centre 
Child Protection Co-ordinating 

Committee 
Plunket-Karitane Child Care and 

Family Support Service 

18 

20 

20 

21 

PREGNANCY ASSISTANCE 24 

Examples - Family Planning Association 
Parents Centre 
Social Welfare Department 
S.P.U.C. 
Contraception Advice 

A sample of One SSD (Otago) and the Services Listed (cont'd) 
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HOSPITALS/HOMES 

Examples - Otago Hospital Board Community 
Services 

Otago Hospital Board Home Help 
Otago Hospital Board Meals-on-Wheels 
Otago Hospital Board Assessment and 

Rehabilitation Service 

SENIOR CITIZENS AND BENEFICIA:RIES 

Examples - Assessment & Rehabilitation for 
Elderly 

Otago Beneficiaries Association 
Community Nursing 
Old Peoples Welfare Council 
Sunshine Club (for lonely) 

GENERAL WELFARE SERVICES 

Examples - Accident Compensation Commission, 
Dunedin Branch 

Health Department 
Education Department 
Environmental Health Services 
Probation Service 
City Health Department 
Ombudsman 
Dunedin Council of Social Services, 

Incorporated. 

25 

28 

30 

A sample of One SSD (Otago) and the Services Listed (cont'd) 
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(b) overseas 'Social Services Directories and Handbooks' 

PUBLICATION 

National Mental Health Foundation, 
London 

Report of a Special Committee of the 
Royal College of Psychiatrists, 
London 

The Directory of Social Change, 
Volume 2, London 

Kings Fund Centre, London 

Voluntary Social Services, London 

Self-Help and the Patient, Oxford, 
Patients Association 

United Nations Handbook 

U.S. Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare. DHEW Puhl No. (OHO) 
76 - 30082 

DATE 

1974-
1975 

1979 

1977 

1975 

1978 

1976 

1979 

1975 

TOPIC 

'A Selection of Pioneer
ing Community Mental 
Health Services' 

'Alcohol and Alcoholism' 

'Community Economic 
Development' 

"Action Research' 
'Social Audit' 

'Organisations Relating 
to Health and Social 
Services' 

'A Directory of National 
Organisations. p.35 
Compassionate Friends' 

'A Directory of Organis
ations concerned with 
particular diseases and 
handicaps' 

-Economic and Social 
Council (55-133) 

-Special Bodies of the 
U .N. (134-138) 

-Intergovernmental 
Agencies (149-200) 

'Child Advocacy 
Progranunes' 
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PUBLICATION 

Directory of Agencies U.S. National 
Association of Social Workers, 
Washington. 

Source on Aging. 1st Edition 
Part 2 - Chicago 

DATE 

1975 

1977 

253 

TOPIC 

Voluntary, Internat
ional, Intergovernmen
tal Agencies. 

P. 34 Role and Status, 
cult, Norms and Values 
P.61-130 Part two -
'Health' 
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COLLECTION OF MATERIAL FROM FORMAL OR OFFICIAL SOURCES 

APPENDIX Cl 

A list of socio-health and nursing related publications. 

Time period ranging from 1973 to 1979. 

APPENDIX C2 

The statistics of one department (geriatric) of the 

Otago Hospital Board for 1978. 

APPENDIX C3 

The statistics of one class of clients seen at the 

Dunedin Hospital Emergency Centre, 1979. 

APPENDIX C4 

A sample of items from the 

(a) 'Planning Research Index, 1979, and 

(b) 'Department of Social Welfare Library Publications -

1975 to 1979. 

Note: Items from these two sources give only the title 

254 

and the name of the author or organisation responsible 

for the publications. Full bibliographical data can be 

obtained from the publications under which the entries 

are listed. 
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DATE SOURCE 

June 1973 Department of Health 

January 1974 Department of Health 

1976 N.Z. Plunket Society 

1975 Department of Health 
Special Report No. 45 

1978 

1978 

March 1979 

1979 

1979 

November 
1979 

1976 

National Health 
Statistics Centre. 
Department of Health 

National Health 
Statistics Centre. 
Department of Health 

Department of Health 

N.H.S.C. Department 
of Health 

Town and Country 1 
Planning - Division of 
the Ministry of Works 
and Development 

The Department of 
Social Welfare 
Library 

The Department of 
Social Welfare 
Library 

2 

TOPIC/SUBJECT MATTER 

"Department of Health -
Function and Responsibilities" 

"Occupational Health Services 
In New Zealand" 

"Changing Patterns of Child Care" 

"Maternal and Infant Care in 
Wellington. A Health Care 
Consumer Study" 

"N.Z. Health Statistics Report 
Cancer Data, 1978 Edition" 

N.Z. Health Statistics Report 
'Hospital Management Data' 

'The Public Health' Report of 
Department of Health For the 
Year Ended, 31 March, 1979. 

'Trends' in health and health 
services, 1979 Edition. 

"Planning Research Index" 

Catalogue of Publications held 
by Social Welfare Library - a 
reorganised and reclassified 
listing of books inherited from 
the former Social Security 
Department and the Child Welfare 
Division of the Department of 
Education. 

Catalogue of Library Recent 
Publications, Volume 1. -
No . 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . 

1, 2. A list of socio-health and nursing related publications 
- 1973 to 1979 is provided in Appendix C4 
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DATE 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1978 
Calendar 
Year 

1979 
Calendar 
Year 

SOURCE 

The Deparbnent of 
Social Welfare 
Library 

The Deparbnent of 
Social Welfare 
Library 

The Deparbnent of 
Social Welfare 
Library 

Statistics 
Deparbnent 
Otago Hospital 
Board 

Accident & 

Emergency Centre 
Files, Dunedin 
Hospital 

TOPIC/SUBJECT MATTER 

Volume 2. - No. 1, 2, 3. 

Volume 3. - No. 1, 2, 3. 

Volume 4. - No. 1, 2, 3. 

Statistics cover general 
patients for the whole of O.H.B. 
area classified by Deparbnent 
and Diagnosis. WHO International 
Classification of Diseases is 
used for Diagnosis classificat-
ion. One sample (p of 
statistics is given. 

Monthly Statistics of Poisoning 
Cases seen at Dunedin Hospital, 
Accident & Emergency Centre. 
Number of cases of children 
under 5 noted. (Details p 

A list of socio-health and nursing related publications 
- 1973 to 1979 is provided in Appendix 
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OTAGO HOSPITAL BOARD - STATISTICS ANALYSIS OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED DURING 1978 

DEPARTMENT - GERIATRIC 

DIAGNOSES 

Malignant Neoplasm 

Endocrine Nutritional & Metabolic 

Senile Dementia 

Other Mental Disorders 

Parkinson's Disease 

Old Hemipleg ia 

Other Nervous System/Sense Organs 

Heart Disease 

Cerebrovascular Disease 

Other Circulatory Diseases 

Pneumonia 

Chronic Bronchi tis 

Other Respiratory Diseases 

Diseases Of Digestive System 

Diseases of Genito-Urinary System 

Arthritis & Rheumatism 

Other Musculoskeletal Diseases 

Senility 

Symptons & Ill-Defined Con:iitions 

Trauma 

All Other Con:iitions 

TOTAL 

No. of 
Patients 

8 

7 

3 

11 

15 

32 

18 

13 

50 

11 

7 

9 

1 

3 

5 

16 

5 

1 

6 

40 

33 

294 

No. of 
Discharges 

8 

7 

3 

12 

16 

32 

20 

13 

50 

12 

7 

9 

1 

3 

7 

16 

5 

1 

6 

45 

40 

313 

Total Average No. of 
Days Stay Days Stay Operations 

361 45.13 1 

2508 

426 

633 

2418 

4032 

10719 

449 

4034 

508 

209 

1524 

18 

55 

686 

5055 

169 

36 

195 

2718 

926 

37679 

358.29 

142.00 

52.75 

151.13 

126.00 

535.95 

34 .54 

80.68 

42.33 

29.86 

169.33 

18.00 

18.33 

98.00 

315.94 

33.80 

36.00 

32.50 

60.40 

23.15 

120.38 1 

No. of 
Deaths 

5 

2 

1 

2 

5 

3 

3 

5 

1 

3 

2 

1 

1 

5 

1 

40 

N 
LTl 
-..J 
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DUNEDIN HOSPITAL ACCIDENT & EMERGENCY CENTRE 

Statistics for one category of clients treated at the 

centre during 1979. 

DISEASE ENTITY MONTH NUMBERS NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
TREATED UNDER 5 YEARS 

Poisoning January 23 4 

I February 23 13 

March * 26 5 

April 19 7 

May 22 6 

June 25 5 

July 26 6 

August 17 3 

September 28 11 

October 19 4 

November 18 3 

December + 9 5 

* From 19th only 

+ 
Ti11 19th only 

The Files did not always indicate the type of 

poisoning that occured. But some poisons 

that were named included: 

Sedatives : Alcohol : Detergents : 

Petrol : Foxglove : Body Spray: 

Antibiotics : Janola : 
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PLANNING RESEARCH INDEX, 1979 

COMMISSION for the Environment 'Noise control: Which Direction?' 

KENNEDY, Ava. 'Traffic noise on arterial roads: A case study of 
Balmoral Road' . 

FOOKES, T. Social and Economic Impact of the Huntly Power Station. 
Second Year Progress Report. 

URBAN Renewal Division, Department of Planning and Social Department. 
'Grey Lynn Study' 

M 
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TOWN & Country Planning Division, , & the Commission for the 
Environment. "Symposium or{ Public Involvement in Environmental 
Planning". 

ROCHE, A. 'Public Participation and the Planner'. 

YOUNG, B. 'Planning the Physical Environment for the Young'. 

DAVEY, J. 'Urban research requirements in New Zealand'. 

WHITEHOUSE, C. 'Long range planning in New Zealand Education'. 
and OECD-CERI model.) 

(Using 

SOCIETY for Research on Women in New Zealand 'Parentcraft Education'. 

RUSSELL, H. 'A Geography of Death from Ischaemic Heart Disease in 
New Zealand' • 

BROWN, S. 'Planning for the Disabled'. 

NZ DEMOGRAPHIC Society 'Proceedings of the NZ Demographic Society Fourth 
Annual Conference, Wellington, 1978. 

HARLAND, P. & AUTON, L. 'An investigation into the needs of New 
Communities. 

TOWN & Country Planning Division - News Bulletins. (44 issues to date) 
Example No. 31 (August, 1976). 'Population Growth of Urban Areas 
and Large Towns, 1971-1976. 

TOWN & Country Planning Division - Films. Examples 'The Water Cycle' 
(theme - dangers of growing pollution), and 'Shadow of Progress' 
(theme - technology, pollution, correction strategies) 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE LIBRARY PUBLICATIONS 

(i) Publications at hand - November, 1975 

NEW Zealand Royal Commission of Inquiry into Hospital and related services; 
'Proposed Institute of Psychiatry' Second Report, 1973. 

NEW Zealand Royal Commission of Inquiry into Hospital and Related Services 
'Services for the mentally handicapped', third report, 1973. 

COHEN, P. et al. 'Casework with wives of alcoholics'. 

DIMOCK, H. 'The child in hospital; a study of his emotional and social 
wellbeing' 

OONNISON, D. 'The neglected child and the social services'. 
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FERGUSSON, D. (1) 'The correlates of severe child abuse' 1973 
(2) 'Factors associated with serious ill-treatment of children' 
1973. 

SOCIETY for Research on Women in N.Z. 'Child care in Auckland: Interim 
reports of two study groups (1973)°. 

STIRLING, H. 'A study of foster care in Wellington, New Zealand, 1972. 

SAUNDERS, E. 'A guide to adoption in New Zealand' 1971. 

CAPES, M. 'Stress in youth: a five-year study of the psychiatric 
treatment, schooling and care of 150 adolescents'. (London), 
1971. 

FAMILY Welfare Association. 'The family; patients or clients? 1961. 

SOCIETY for Research on Women in New Zealand. The unmarried mother; 
problems involved in keeping her child. 1970. 

SCHLESINGER, B. 'The multi-problem family: a review and annotated 
bibliography' 1963. 

FINLAY, A. The problem of violence with specific reference to New 
Zealand, 1973. 

'i 
NE~ Zealand Department of Social Welfare 'Juvenile crime in New Zeala,nd, 

1973. 

ROBERTS, J. 'Self-image and Delinquency; a study of New Zealand adolescent 
girls, 1972. 

DAVIES, M. An index of social environment: designed for use in social 
work research, 1973. 

NEW Zealand Department of Justice (1) 'Psychological research publication 
No. 1 'Personality deterioration and imprisonment' (by) 
Taylor, .AJ.W., 1958. (2) 'Psychotherapy; it forms their uses, 
compiled by Patchett, R.F., 1960. 

RITCHIE, J. 'Child rearing patterns in New Zealand' 1972. 

NEW Zealand Committee on Drug Dependency and Drug Abuse in New Zealand 
(1) First report, 1970 (2) Second Report, 1973. 

QUAY, H. (ed) 'Psychopathological disorders of childhood' 1972. 

WHITEHEAD, J. 'Psychiatric disorders in old age; a handbook for the 
clinical team' 1974. 

RAMSAY, B. Attitudes Palmerston North, City Corporation, 1972. 

TRUAX, B. & CARKHUFF, R. 'Toward effective counselling and psychotherapy: 
training and practice' 1969. 

SATIR, V. 'Conjoint family therapy; a guide to theory and technique, 
Rev • ed • 196 7 • 

WEBB, S. (ed) 'N.Z. society; contemporary perspectives, 1973. 

FORSTER, J. (ed) 'Social process in New Zealand; readings in sociology' 
1972. 

BELBIN, R. 'The discovery method; an international experiment in 
retraining' (OECD), 1969. 
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NEW Zealand Department of Internal Affairs. 'Royal Commissions and 
Commissions of Inquiry' 1974. 

TITMUSS, R. 'Committment to Welfare' 1968. 

BRILL, N. 'Working with people, the helping process' 1973. 

ROGERS, C.R. & STEVENS, B. 'Person to Person; the problem of being 
human, a trend in psychology' 1967. 

PRINGLE, M. 'The needs of children; a personal perspective prepared 
for the Department of Health & Social Security' 1974. 

ASSOCIATION for the Study of Chil~hood, Wellington, New Zealand. 
"N.Z. Children yesterday, today and tomorrow' 1972 lectures 
delivered to Association for the study of childhood. 

TOWLE, C. 'Common human needs' New ed. (by) YOUNGHUSBAND, E. 
(2nd edn) 1973. 

(ii) Publica
1

tions - Volume 7, No. 7. 1976 

SEABROOK, J. 'Loneliness' 1973. 
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ROBINSON, D. 'Newtown, a community in the city' Wellington 1975. 

STEINFELS, M. 'Who's minding the children? The history and politics of 
day care in America' 1973. 

WILLS, D. 'A place like home; a hostel for disturbed adolescents' 1970. 

BENN, C. 'The family centre project; 
1972, 1973. 

(2nd) & (3rd) progress reports; 

SEMINAR on Migration and related social and health problems in New 
Zealand and the Pacific, 1972. 

BRANDES, N & GARDNER, M. (eds) Group therapy for the adolescent, 1974. 

(iii) Publications - Volume 7, No. 2, 1976 

BOWLBY, J. (Guest contributor) SPITTLE, B. et al (eds) 'Report on a 
seminar on the family for good or ill' 1973. 

FROHLICH, P. et al. 'The 1967 national survey of institutionalised 
adults; residents of long-term medical care institutions' 
(U.S.) 1974. 

(iv) Recent Publications - Volume 1, No. 3, 1976 

KOOPMAN-BOYDEN, P. 'A bibliography of the N.Z. family' 1975. 

BRYANT, E. 'Old age', Wellington 1975. 

KOOPMAN-BOYDEN, P. 'A proposal for future research on the elderly in 
N. Z. ' 197 5. 

BLACKHAM, H. (ed) 'Ethical standards in counselling; papers presented 
by a working party to the Standing Conference for the 
Advancement of Counselling' 1974. 

HALLAS, C. et. al. 'The caring and training of the mentally handicapped; 
a manual for the caring professions' 1974. 

NEW Zealand Department of Health. 
old people' 1975. 

'Directory of homes and hospitals for 



(v) Recent Publications - Volume 1, No. 4, 1976 

COLEMAN, J. 'Relationships in Adolescence' 1974. 

AGE Concern. 'Emotional needs of the retired and the elderly' 1973. 

ALLEN, V. (comp.) 'Psychological factors in p::>verty' 1970. 

PERIMAN, R. 'Consumers and social services' 1975. 
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BOSWELL, D. & WINGROVE, J. 'The handicapped person in the community; a 
reader and source book' 1974. 

HADLEY, R. & WEBB, A. 'Loneliness, social isolation and old people: 
some implications for social p::>licy' 1974. 

GARDEN, J. 'Mobility and the Elderly' 1974. 

DAVIES, L. 'Nutritional needs of the elderly' 1974. 

(vi) Recent Publications - Volume 2, No. 1, 1976 

STEVENS, 0. 'Awareness: exploring, experimenting,experiencing' 1973. 

GIBSON, R. 'A survey of research services in the social sciences in 
N.Z.' 1973. 

GILL, T. 'The Rural Women of N.Z.; a national survey' 1975. 

KEARSLEY, M. 'The spatial behaviour of the elderly' 1975. 

DERBYSHIRE, M. 'A comparison of five computerized information systems 
in social service departments' 1974. 

JOHNS, R. 'Alcoholism for nurses and community workers' 1976. 

(vii) Recent Publications - Volume 2, No. 2, 1977 

COTLER, s. & GUERRA, J. 'Assertion training; a humanistic-behavioural 
guide to self dignity' 1976. 

FREEMAN, C. et. al. 'Progress and Problems in social forecasting: 
disciplinary contributions to an interdisciplinary task' 1976. 

JOHNSON, 0. 'Living alone' Auckland, 1976. 

FIELD, F. 'A social contract for families: memorandum to the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer' 1975. 

TRLIN, A. 'Social welfare arrl New Zealand Society' 1977. 

LEES, D. & SHAW, S. (eds) 'Impairment, disability and handicap; a 
multidisciplinary view' 1974. 

BORLAND, M. (ed) 'Violence in the family' 1976. 

TUTT, N. 'Violence' (for) Department of Health & Social Security: London 
1976 

ACCIDENT Compensation Commission (in) New Zealand, 1976 

JOHNSTON, R. 'The New Zealanders; how they live and work' 1976. 

(viii) Recent Publications - Volume 2, No. 3, 1977 

GALLACHER, J. & HARRIS, H. 'Emotional problems of adolescents' 
3rd edition, 1976. 

BIRNBAUM, J. 'Cry anger: a cure for depression' 1973. 
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INNES, w. 'Psychology in New Zealand: a critical comment on the way 
psychology is being applied to the insane, criminals, and 
children' 1976. 

LAFRAMBOISE, J. 'A question of needs' .•..• Ottawa, 1975. 

BRILL, N. 'Team-work: Working together in the human services' 1976. 

2 63 

DANISH, S. & HAUER, A. (i) 'Helping skills: a basic training program: 
leaders manual, 1976. (2) 'Helping skills: a basic training 
program: trainee's -workbook, 1976. 

SHERWOOD, S. (ed) 'Long-term care: a handbook for researchers, planners, 
and providers' 1975. 

POLANSKY, N. et. al. 'Child neglect: an annotated bibliography (U.S. 

KING, D. 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare) 1975. 

'Dossier 
Zealand: 
dangerous 

on drugs: facts on 
what every parent 

drug scene' 1976. 

dealing and drug abuse in New 
should know about the growing 

(ix) Recent Publications Volume 3, No. 1, 1978 

McKINNEY, F. 'Understanding personality: cases in counselling' 1965. 

NEW Zealand Board of Health. Report Series No. 24 'Children with 
handicaps' 1975. 

PERLIN, S. (ed) 'A handbook for the study of suicide' 1975. 

NEW Zealand Department of Statistics 'Social trends in New Zealand' 1977. 

NEW Zealand Council of Social Service 'Establishing district councils of 
social service: a guide to organisations and individuals 
interested in district councils of social service' 1976. 

MORRICE, J. 'Crisis in intervention: studies in community care' 1976. 

BRISCOE, C. & THOMAS, D. 'Community -work: learning and supervision' 1977. 

(x) Recent Publications - Volume 3, No. 2, 1978. 

BLUMBERG, R. & GOLEMBIEWSKI, R. 'Learning and change in groups' 1976. 

CARKHUFF, R. et al. 'The Art of Helping III' 1977. 

CARKHUFF, R. et. al. 'Teaching as treatment' 1977. 

LIBERMAN, R. 'Personal effectiveness: guiding people to assert them
selves and improve their social skills' 1975. 

GABRIEL, R. 'Program evaluation: a social science approach' 1975. 

O'ROURKE, B & CLOUGH, J. 'Early childhood in New Zealand' 1978. 

STRUMPEL, B. 'Economic means for human needs: social indicators of 
well-being and discontent' 1976. 

RAGG, N. 'People not cases: philosophical approach to social work' 1977. 

SIEDER, V. 'Homemaker - home health aide services to the mentally ill 
and emotionally disturbed' 1976. 
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NATIONAL Civilian Rehabilitation Committee 'Rehabilitation services for 
the disabled in New Zealand seminar report' 1977. 

NEW Zealand Council of Christian Social Services 'Child care handbook' 
1977. 

NEW Zealand Department of Education. Correspondence School 'Helping 
the pregnant schoolgirl: a survey of students enrolled on 
account of pregnancy' 1977. 

CARKHUFF, R. & BERENSON, B. 
2nd Edition, 1977. 

'Beyond counselling and therapy' 

HALEY, J. 'Problem-solving therapy: new strategies for effective family 
therapy' 1976. 

(xi) Recent Publications Volume 3, No. 3, 1978 

RAYNER, E. 'Human development: an introduction to the psychynamics of 
growth, maturity and ageing' 2nd Edition, 1978. 

KLAUS, M. 'Materna_l-infant bonding: · 
loss on family developnent' 

the impact of early separation or 
1976. 

DEPARTMENT of Health and Social Security. 'Selected references on the 
pyschological effects of stillbirth and abortion' 1977. 

WELLINGTON Community Services Office 'Seminar on Youth at Risk: 
whose responsibility?' 1977. 

SHOUKSMITH, G. 'Assessment through interviewing' 2nd Edition, 1978. 

(xii) Recent Publications Volume 4, No. 1, 1979 

CARKHUFF, R. et. al. 'The Art of Helping III: trainers guide' 1978. 

RILEY, D. 'Parent-child communication' 1977. 

METGE, J. & KINLOCH, P. 'Talking past each other: problems of cross
cultural communication' 1978. 

CARUANA, S. 'Social aspects of alcohol and alcoholism' 1976. 

ELMER, E. 'Fragile families, troubled children, the aftermath of infant 
trauma' 1977. 

(xiii) Recent Publications Volume 4, No. 2, 1979 

ANDERSON, E. & SPAIN, B. 'The child with spina bifida' 1977. 

EEKELAAR, J. & KATZ, S. 'Family violence: an international and 
disciplinary study' 1978. 

(xiv) Recent Publications - Volume 4, No. 3, 1979 

WATZLAWICK, et.al. 'Change: principles of problem formation and problem 
resolution' 1974. 

WATZLAWICK, et. al. 'Pragmatics of human communication: a study of 
interactional patterns, pathologies, and paradoxes' 1976. 
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UNITED Nations, Department of Economics and Social Affairs 'International 
Directory of Organisations concerned with the ageing' 
1977, Supplement, 1978. 

ROGERS, M. 'Paraplegia: a handbook of practical care and advice' 1978. 

BI.ANTER, H. 'Acting in: practical applications of psychodramatic methods' 
1973. 



APPENDIX D 

COMMUNITY SOCIO-HEALTH AND NURSING AGENCIES 

Appendix D contains a list of socio-health and 

nursing agencies examined by MUNS 1979. 
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Health/Social Care Agency 

A Private Nursing Bureau 

A Psychiatric Clinic 

Telephone Counselling Service 

Hawkes Bay Addiction Centre 

Mothers Helpers 

Mt. Albert Centre for Mental 
Health 

Waikato Extramural Hospital 
Auckland Extramural Hospital 

Alcoholic Anonymous 

Titoki Healing Centre 

Newtown Health Project 

Winstone Health Centre 

"Hillview" Mental Health 
Centre 

Biochemistry Laboratory 

Purpose 

Met a need for nurse clients and 
consumers who needed a more flexible 

( 

structure than health care institut-
ions supply. 

For acute admissions - treatment of 
psychiatric disorders for up to 30 
days. 

A support service of a general type. 
'Coastline'. 

Initially for alcoholics - now scope 
includes care and rehabilitation of 
both short and long-term patients 
with problems of alcoholism, drug:'. 
abuse, obesity, gambling. 

Provide emergency help in the home, 
generally on a short-term basis. 

In operation for about 1 year -
acting as a crisis centre. 

Paramedical skills brought to assist 
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the family doctor in the care of clients 
in their own homes. 

A self-help organisation coping with 
alcohol related problems 

Offers medical care, counselling, 
community service. 

Initiated to deal with health-social 
problems - high birth and mortality 
rates - above average infant deaths •.• 

Winstone Limited - Occupational. Health 
Centre 

An intermediate agency between 
statutory and voluntary organisations -
gives crisis care: group therapy: 
identifies individuals and families 
at risk. 

A '24 hour callback system and night 
shifts' 
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Health/Social Care Agnecy 

Tiwan Smelter Health Centre 

Nurse Maud Association 

Family Health Counselling 
Centre - Takaroa 

Purpose 

24 hours service - staffed by 
l fulltime, 2 parttime R.N. 
Industrial Nurses - Preventative 
and Worker Incentive Programme 

Provides a district nursing service 
for the community. 
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For people with health-related social 
problems. A resource service for 
General Practioners, Nurses, and 
others. 

A list of socio-health and nursing agencies examined 

by~S, 1979 

* MUNS - Massey University Nursing Students 



ABBATT, F. 

Teach~nc for better learning: Geneva: WHO, 1980 

ABDELLAH, F. & LEVINE, G. 

Better patient care through nursing research. 
London: Collier-MacMillan, 1973. 

ABDELLAH, F. & associates. 
New directions in patient-centred nu rsing. 
London: Collier-MacMillan, 1973. 

ABDELLAH, F. 
Overview of emerging health services projects. ~ Leininger, M. 
Ed. Health Care Dimensions. 
Philadelphia: Davis, 1974, 125-139. 

ABEL-SMITH, B. 
Value for money in health services. 
London: Heinemann, 1976. 

ABEL-SMITH, B & LEISERSON, A. 
Poverty, development and health policy. Hungary: WHO, 1978. 

ALLrn, D. 
Implemen t ation of a modular curriculum in clinical dentistry. 
~ ,1acobs, R. Ed. A flexible design for health professions 
education. New York: Wiley, 1976, 201-211. 

ALLEN, M. 
Evaluation of educational programmes in nursing. 
Geneva: WHO, 1977. 

ALLEN, V. 

Corrrnunity college nursing education. New York: Wiley, 1971. 

ALLPORT, G. 
Pattern and growth in personality. New York: Holt, Rinehart & 
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